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INTRODUCTION 

Arrempts to give a definition of Evil are proved by 

history to have little bearing upon the problem which 

Evil presents. Philosophers have found it sufficient 

to take the fact that there is Evil at its face value, 

and that value in all the looseness of its extension. 

They have not worried over our varying uses of the 

word, and the apparent lack of external connection 

between the facts to which it is applied. They 

have not found it necessary for their purpose either 

to distinguish between sin, imperfection, suffering, 

disappointment, failure, or to exhibit the bond 

of union between them. Crime and colic seem 

irrelevant regarded as facts, yet both instantaneously 

agree in being evil, and may be treated without 

further inquiry as presenting aspects of the same 

problem. In short, the problem of Evil has little 

or no interest in the classification of phenomena and 

the analysis of their common value. Its interest lies 

rather in estimating the metaphysical position and 

significance of such a value in reality, and pays little 

heed to the apparent heterogeneity of the facts that 

1 B 
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possess it. Definitions of a sort we shall find, to be 

sure, in plenty, but their intention is not so much 

to describe the evil phenomena as to explain them. 

We may then, I think, decline with justice to 

be drawn into any discussion of what the peculiar 

quality of an evil fact is. But at the same time it 

will be convenient for the better handling of the 

subject to distinguish roughly between certain of 

the more salient differences that separate one class 

of evil phenomena from another. ‘To this end I have 

adopted the well-known partition of Evil into three 

kinds—metaphysical, physical, and moral, a division 

' classic since the time of Leibnitz. A fourth division 

might also be added to include the question of the 

discrepancy between reward and merit, which always 

proves so fundamental and insistent an aspect of 

our problem. I may, however, have departed some- 

what from Leibnitz’s understanding of the terms in 

my use of them. The expression “metaphysical evil” 

I have employed to express that a priori dissatis- 

faction with the mere fact of the finite, quite apart 

from any a posteriori valuation of it, which is 

characteristic of so much mystic thought. The 

world from this point of view is evil for no other 

reason than that it is a world; the individual 

imperfect because he is himself and not another, one 

fact among many and not the only fact. Perfection 

can be attained only by transcending all finite and 

/( particular experience, both the manifold of sense 

and the manifold of discursive thought, and in 
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one’s self wholly becoming the one whole ineffable 

Reality. So-called finite goods and perfections are 

illusions, preferable only to finite evils because by 

pursuit of them one sooner escapes from them. ‘The 

mere existence of the universe, then, is sufficient to 

damn it. The world, inasmuch as it exists, is already 

evil, and of this metaphysical evil physical and 

moral evil are natural symptoms. 

** Physical evil” I have used to express the fact 

that there is suffering in the world. The universe ~~ 

does not all pull together. One part in its behaviour| / 

conflicts with another. There is constant struggle 

between the different forms of existence, involving 

mutilation and destruction of one part by another. 

In this fact of conflict and destruction there is, of 

course, no intrinsic evil. Each occurrence in the 

flux has its sufficient reason, is perfectly natural, 

and therefore “naturally” perfect. But in the case 

of living and sentient beings, (the cosmic friction 

stunts organic development and inflicts pain. Thus, 

to set aside for the moment the other animals, man 

finds his environment recalcitrant to his purpose, 

his will thwarted by a thousand stubborn physical 

facts. His existence and happiness are in continual 

jeopardy. He is subject to disease and calamity 

and untimely death; in a word, to ill-treatment at 

the hands of Nature, against which his shrewdest 

measures, defensive and offensive, are as yet unable 

to protect him. 

As physical evil means the conflict of human 
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interest with natural processes, so the term “ moral 

evil” has been used to express the conflict of one 

human interest with another. It will be noted at 

once that I have thus covered by the term much 

more than the mere phenomenon of sin, expressing 

by it, indeed, the whole complex human situation of 

which sin is but a symptom. For sin, I take it, 

means, broadly defined, the performance of an act 

which we know at the time to be wrong. It is the 

failure to conform to an ideal to which we know we 

-ought to conform. I have no intention here of 

entering upon a discussion of what we mean by 

“ wrong” or by “ ought,” nor yet to touch upon the 

idea of free will and moral responsibility suggested. 

by the term “sin.” I would merely point out that 

these ideas, the distinctions between “right” and 

“ wrong” and “ought” and “is,” and the conscious- 

ness of a choice between good and evil, all point to 

a condition of human life in which the real root 

of sin and the foundation of all moral evil are to 

be found. 

This condition is primarily exemplified in the 

case of any single human will detached for purpose 

of analysis from its social relation. Supposing that 

there were only one man in the world, he would still 

find himself confronted with a situation which might 

almost be described as ethical. He would find 

himself so constituted that it would be impossible 

for him to develop all his interests and gratify all 

his desires. His will would be to some extent self- 
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contradictory and in need of systematization. He 

would have to choose among a variety of possible 

purposes and satisfactions. ‘To attain one good he 

would be obliged to renounce another. He would 

be what he is, in a word, only by the sacrifice of 

the many other rich and living selves he might have 

been. 

If now we restore him to his social environment, 

the situation becomes more ppplex and more un- 

satisfactory. (Not only is his will not at one with 

itself, but it also conflicts to some degree with the © 

wills of his fellows. His self-expression interferes 

with that of his neighbour. Good clashes with 

good, ideal with ideal. And the outer conformity 

of his purpose with the general social purpose in- 

volves sacrifice and renunciation of possible goods 

to a far greater extent than does its inner con- 

sistency with itself. ) 

This, then, is the moral problem—first, to pro- 

portion the interests of any one individual in order 

that they may group themselves in self-consistent 

unity, and secondly, so to proportion them that 

this unity may express a purpose accordant with 

the conceived ideal harmony of all wills. It is in 

the deliberate shirking of the solution that our 

faults consist, in the failure to hit upon it that 

those imperfections lie which are misfortunes rather 

in our moral relations. 

But the morally evil character of our world rests 

ultimately not upon our faulty handling of the 
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problem, nor upon the difficulty of satisfactorily 

solving it, but upon the fact that it exists at all. 

For however satisfactory a solution of it we may 

appear to have attained, and however harmonious 

a society be the result, they have been attained only 

at great cost. 'The moral victory is won only by 

a pitiful carnage of possible and a priori innocent 

satisfactions. ‘The irony of the ethical situation 

lies in the fact that each sin refrained from, as each 

sin committed, means the loss of a real good. <A 

possible satisfaction has been foregone. The moral is 

really no less “ red in tooth and claw ” than the natural 

world. It is as wanton in its suppression of values 

as is the physical order in its destruction of facts. 

Could we believe that the rejected goods were 

only counterfeit, could we believe that the selves 

to which we must die were not worth living for, 

optimism would not be so difficult. But we cannot. 

Vistas of rich and happy experience, as real and 

possible as the good we follow, open out before us 

every day; and from them the limitations of our 

natures alone force us to turn away. 

The fulfilment of our final, circumscribed purpose 

cannot alter the fact that other purposes have been 

lost in the attainment, or discount the “might have 

beens,” any more than the happy issue of the meta- 

physical world-process can conceal, though it may 

atone for, the immense waste of good by which the 

successful dénowement has been brought to pass. We 

may rise upon the stepping-stones of our dead selves 
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to higher things, but those selves are none the less 

dead, and with them have been for ever eliminated 

from the universe capacities of full and satisfying 

life, for the loss of which Reality is, absolutely speak- | 

ing, so much the poorer. In “peal | 

exist than can co-exist in harmony, there is a greater _ 

potentiality of good tha e actualized. Tete 

It is here, and in the consequent struggle between 

interests and goods, that the real secret of Evil lies. 

The fact that we are so cramped in the pursuit of the 

good both by the inner constitution of our nature and 

the outer conditions of our life that we must choose 

and forgo, renouncing vast fields of experience in 

order that others may be developed, marks more 

profoundly the existence of moral imperfection than 

do the sin and suffering which result therefrom. It 

is worse from the point of view of the problem of 

Evil that there should be some things which we 

ought not to do, than that we should do them. | 

I do not mean by this to advocate pessimism or ~~ 

to apologize for sin. The moral obligation is im- 

perative if human happiness is to be attained. 

Virtue is a sine qua non of the realization of the 

sovereign Good. And the sacrifices it necessitates 

do not in point of fact wholly impoverish our 

nature. We can sufficiently develop enough 

interests, sufficiently fulfil enough purposes, suffi- 

ciently actualize enough possibilities of good to 

realize a full and happy life, harmonious with the 

social ideal. Physiologically, moreover, the fact 
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of life would seem to justify its own existence. 

Even the poorest and most repressed lives yield 

enough happiness to make them, if not positively 

valuable, at least tolerable, and thus to secure their 

own continuance. 

Nor, I think, are we forced to so great a measure 

of theoretic pessimism as might at first seem pressed 

upon us. A facile and unmitigated optimism is 

indeed scarcely tenable. In practice we have either 

to whitewash the truth to keep it sweet and clean, or 

to hush it up. Only when many of its features have 

been veiled and painted is its face the face of God 

for us. So, too, in philosophic theory it is a 

Procrustean system that fits the true to the measure 

of the beautiful and the good, or the morally desir- 

able to the measure of the real. For it is hard 

to see how, if untortured, the yearning after the 

Beatific Vision can find its satisfaction in any vision of 

the totality of existence, even though it be seen under 

all the grandeur of “the aspect of “eternity.” That 

features of the world have been found evil and ugly 

is part and parcel of the eternal truth about the 

world. The fact is not irrational. It is neither 

contradictory nor inexplicable. It takes its place 

along with other facts in the causal nexus. But it 

conclusively thwarts, as it seems to me, the effort to 

find in Reality, absolutely considered, an object in 

which the demands for aesthetic and moral as well 

as for logical and “natural” perfection shall find 

their satisfaction and their peace. Otherwise, indeed, 
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the fact must knock logic as well as morals on the 

head. For it satisfies no sense save that of humour 

to proclaim it to be part of the beauty of the world 

that we find it ugly, part of its goodness that we 

find it evil. 

The truth, however, that the totality of existence 

is imperfect, need only slightly, if at all, mar what 

I will call, in contradistinction to the absolute, the 

ultimate goodness of the world. This point is 

perhaps best raised and brought home in the form 

in which it has engaged the attention of theology. 

The redeemed, perfected soul in Paradise must be 

absolutely happy. Otherwise it would not be in 

Paradise, but in Purgatory. Other exigencies of 

the doctrine of immortality, however, demand that 

at the same time the soul should remember its 

earthly and imperfect past. But must this not 

involve a contradiction? Will not the soul’s bliss 

in the Beatific Vision be necessarily alloyed by this 

knowledge ? 

The Church answers this question by appealing 

to the cleansing power of the divine grace. The 

sense of the divine forgiveness wipes out the sense 

of sin. Knowledge of the past remains, to be sure ; 

knowledge, if you will, that the past has been sinful, 

but sorrow and repentance have disappeared in the 

feeling that the past has been atoned for and 

pardoned in God’s eyes, and that the soul is now 

pure and at one with the divine will. As Folco 

tells Dante : 
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Non pero qui si pente, ma si ride, 

Non della colpa, ch’ a mente non torna, 
Ma del valore ch’ ordino e provide.! 

It may be, of course, that this view in ultimate 

analysis is untenable, and that it is unthinkable that 

memory of past evil should not to some degree chill 

delight in present good. In that case, unless with 

the mystics we frankly abandon the satisfaction of 

the scientific interest as a factor in happiness, the 

world is not only absolutely imperfect but ultimately 

imperfect as well. Still our interests as they stand 

display characteristics which tend to justify the 

theological contention in some measure at least, and 

to suggest that the clouding of perfection by the 

inclusion within it of memory or knowledge of im- 

perfection would be almost negligible. 

Take, in the first place, the moral and aesthetic 

aspirations —the demands of our nature for a 

righteous and beautiful world. These are interests 

whose direct dealings are with the present. It is 

their aim to find or to create immediate experience 

of a quality in which they can rest content. ‘That 

experience once attained, the process by which it 

has been reached no longer matters to them. ‘Their 

only concern is with the fruition of value, and 

the value is independent of the character of the 

soil in which it has been grown. Our aspiration 

for beauty, for instance, would be satisfied were the 

world suddenly to turn beautiful. Our eye would 

1 Paradiso, ix. 103-105. 
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not be pained by the knowledge that heretofore 

there had been ugliness in existence. So, too, in the 

course of moral progress, the failing that has been 

overcome becomes unimportant, as far as the estima- 

tion of present value is concerned. We judge of a 

man’s worth by what he is here and now, not by 

what he has been. ‘The fact that he has fought and 

conquered is enough. And in the inner experience of 

the struggling individual, whether he represent it 

to himself in religious or in merely ethical terms, 

the theological contention is amply justified. The 

sense of having made good wipes away the stain of 

having been evil. The sin repented of and the weak- 

ness overcome no longer detract from our self-respect. 

In the sight of the moral ideal they are forgiven 

and obliterated. Though they were as scarlet they 

are washed white as snow. It is not merely that 

they are whitewashed, but that, as far as the re- 

generate experience is concerned, they are removed. 

Under the aspect of eternity, indeed, they still 

exist, and must be reckoned as part of the truth 

about the world, but in estimating the ultimate 

value of the world, or the value of the world at any 

one moment sub specie boni, they have no being. 

The waters of Kunoé—forgetfulness of evil and 

remembrance of good only—of which Dante tells 

us, do not run on the summit of Purgatory alone, 

their streams overflow to sweeten and refresh the 

daily life of every human soul. 

At the basis of this moral and religious experi- 
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ence perhaps lies the psychological commonplace 

that recollection of past evil is often not itself an 

evil thing. Forsan et haec, we may murmur of 

much that at the moment appears intolerable. 

There is some kindly alchemy of our nature which 

distils most of our memories nearly clear of sadness. 

When we recall past suffering, we recall, as a rule, 

merely the fact that we have suffered, not what we 

have suffered. ‘The pain of illness, the grief at loss 

have faded. And even if the fact still rings with 

value the resonance is deadened and remote. 

I would suggest, too, in passing, that the same 

psychological commonplace may account for our 

ability to oppose a “scientific” interest in things to 

our moral and aesthetic attitudes towards them, to view 

the world dispassionately without regard to the reac- 

tion their immediate presence tends to provoke, and to 

think them rational at the same time that we feel them 

to be evil. Had memory not this happy character- 

istic, were the past as vibrant with immediate value 

as the present, one might well question whether the 

principle of sufficient reason could ever have rid 

itself of moral and aesthetic predispositions. Only 

from the “immortal calm” of a past on which all 

the storms of value have subsided, could we perhaps 

get some hint of the true nature of those silent 

currents which bear all the toss and tempest of the 

present on their surface. However that may be, 

our interest in the past is almost entirely historical 

and scientific. And the scientific interest in knowing 
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the truth finds, as the wise Parmenides found, nothing 

evil and nothing base, and does not despise what 

according to the standards of morals and aesthetics 

are the meanest things. 

Considerations such as these—the absorption of 

the moral and aesthetic interests in immediate 

experience and that happy heedlessness of the past 

if only the present be good, the self-expurgation of 

memory, and the indifference of the scientific interest 

in knowing the truth to the moral values and bear- 

ings of things—would seem to justify, to some extent 

at least, an optimistic outlook as to the perfectibility 

of the world. Whether on other grounds the vision. 

of perfection may not have to be regarded as an 

ideal limit continually approached but never attained, 

is a point which it does not fall within our province 

to discuss. Indeed we have already strayed too 

far from our subject. 

To return, however, from our digression: we 

have, after dealing with moral evil, to give our 

attention to a phenomenon in which moral and 

physical evil are brought into direct relation with 

one another—I mean the apparent injustice with 

which Nature apportions reward to merit. Of 

all the questions connected with our problem, 

this perhaps is the most urgent. If physical evil 

always followed upon wrong- doing, the entire 

problem would be simplified, though by no means 

solved. Physical evil might then be explained as 

the due wages of sin, though the fact of sin would 
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still challenge us. But unfortunately for theology 

and philosophy there is apparently no such causal 

connection. The innocent are often the most 

roughly, the guilty the most tenderly handled by 

Nature. The best that can be said of her in this 

respect is that she is impartial in her dealings, and 

apparently indifferent to moral considerations— 

unmoral, though not immoral. 

Such are the main aspects into which the 

problem of Evil may be resolved for purposes of 

discussion. ‘They are sufficient to show how im- 

portant and intimate the question is to all reflective 

thought. Yet one may perhaps ask at this 

point, “ Where is the problem?” How is it that 

these facts that we have been discussing constitute 

a problem in any wise different or separate from the 

problem presented by the existence of any facts at 

all? Why should we metaphysically worry over 

the Evil that there is in the world? Why should 

we expect the world to be other than it is ? 

In truth, the problem of Evil viewed from one 

point of view is thoroughly sophisticated, and pre- 

supposes not only an articulate feeling for, and a 

reasoned discontent with, the faultiness of our 

world as we find it, but also much theological 

and ethical meditation, and a clear vision of the 

ideal. Perfection must have been begotten by the 

will, and conceived by the imagination, before our 

perpetual miscarriage can mean more than dumb 

physical suffering, and attain cosmic and meta- 
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physical significance. We must explicitly desire our 

world to be better before we wonder why of itself 

it is not so. 

Yet at the same time the problem may also be 

regarded as among tlie oldest—perhaps, indeed, the 

foundation of all the questionings which haunt the 

human mind. It is the evil aspects of life which 

are the first to challenge the resources of our 

nature. Life we take for granted and accept the 

provision Nature has made for it with little comment 

or thanks. The satisfactory calls for no explanation. 

Like the gold piece, it is received at its face value 

everywhere, with no scrutiny of the date and place 

of its issue, and no demand for the promise of future 

redemption. Indeed, speculation itself is in a sense 

a mark of imperfection. However wide of the 

- mark it may fly in the end, it is aimed in the 

beginning with practical intent. Primarily we do 

not live in order to reason, but we have to reason 

in order to live. The exercise of reason, it is true, 

like that of any other healthy function, is in part 

its own reward; but its explanation in point of 

origin and, to a large extent, of purpose, is to be 

found in the life and well-being it helps to attain 

and sustain. Reason is as much a tool as hand 

or tooth or claw, and more; and its function of 

collation, comparison, subsumption, and inference, 

is our most efficient means of adaptation and self- 

preservation. By its help we are building out of 

chaotic experience an orderly world such as may 
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be a secure and commodious dwelling for ourselves 

and a fitting habitation for our ideals. Fela 

qui potuet rerum cognoscere causas. For such know- 

ledge enables him the more surely and easily to 

foresee, to prepare for, and to direct the future to 

good purpose. 

In science the practical nature of speculation is 

readily seen. Science frankly confesses that her 

effort to understand and formulate the world is 

originally inspired by a solicitude for our safety 

and happiness. Her interest may have grown, 

indeed, to include investigation for its own sake, 

but the direction of that interest is still in the 

main practical and productive of practical results. 

And the popular denunciation of philosophy as 

useless has for argument not that her ideal is 

worthless, but that it cannot be attained. There 

is no one, I think, who would not admit the 

advantage of knowing absolute truth if we could. 

The objection is that we cannot. 

If, then, speculation be essentially practical, 

evolved like any other function by the exigencies 

of the occasion for the sake of coping with them, 

its operation would cease to be important as 

soon as perfect and permanent adjustment of the 

organism to its environment was secured. For a 

perfect world we should require no justifications. 

It would be irrelevant and superfluous to seek 

behind or beyond its existence for its explanation. 

The well in which its truth dwelt would be so 
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transparent that one need look no further than 

the surface to see the bottom. From moment to 

moment the mere fact of its existence and the per- 

fection of its appearance could completely absorb 

all thought and pacify all thinking. 

But where Nature fails or foils us we are startled. 

Our instincts are found ‘to be inadequate in their 

guidance and adjustment. ‘The fact of life cannot be 

taken for granted, or its provisions for happiness 

accepted as a birthright. Consciousness, instead of 

coming into that estate of joyous contemplation and 

free and harmonious activity to which it feels itself 

the heir, is obliged to make a living. It must stand 

over instinct ; it must direct, stimulate, and restrain 

activity. It is this aspect of its life that provokes 

it to discursive and speculative thought. It is the 

evil facts that set it its first problem and of which it 

first seeks the causes, if by knowledge thereof it may 

provide against them in the future. The crudest of 

fetish and devil worship is in its way an answer to 

our problem. For the assumption of unfriendly 

beings at work in Nature is an induction from, and an 

explanation of, the facts which are problematic. And, 

finally, as its grasp of its immediate facts becomes 

wider and more and more complicated with other 

ranges of experience, and as its vision of their signifi- 

cance and their implication with the rest of the 

world-order grows more clear, this speculation to which 

the existence of Evil gives rise, not only formulates 

its own problems more adequately and offers to 
C 
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them more profound solutions, but raises as well 

other problems of science and philosophy. 

It is with these more profound solutions, naturally, 

that philosophy is most concerned and we shall have 

most todo. Generally the problem is directly raised 

in connection with the problem of the existence of 

God ; always after the first animistic explanation of 

the world has been outgrown, it bears some latent 

reference thereto. The conclusion, it is true, to 

which a study of it may force us, may be an 

atheistic interpretation of the world; but we can 

never reach that conclusion wholly innocent of some 

consideration of the possibility of the existence of a 

deity. 

Indeed, the problem of Evil in its most popular © 
significance, and in that with which we have to deal 

with it in Plotinus, is the problem of reconciling 

the hypothesis of a good and beneficent deity with 

existence of an apparently evil and imperfect world. 

Or, since omnipotence is commonly regarded as a 

necessary attribute of divinity, it asks how God 

can be at once omnipotent and entirely good. 

For, given the conjunction of the premises in 

question, we are entitled a prior to infer a perfect 

world in which there is no appearance of evil what- 

soever. But the apparent result is quite other than 

the logical conclusion to be drawn from the premises. 

The world which we find, far from being the blame- 

less order we should expect, is a world in which there 

is every appearance of evil and imperfection. How 
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then does all-powerful beneficence tolerate, much 

less create it? Create, I say, because goodness un- 

opposed, as the assertion of its omnipotence implies, 

could bring into being no other than a _ perfect 

universe, if it is to be true to itself and to our 

definition of it; tolerate, because the divine benefi- 

cence must imply at the very least a dissatisfaction 

with what is, as profound, and a desire for what 

ought to be, as keen, as our own, while its omnipo- 

tence signifies the non-existence for it of those © 

limitations in power which alone seem to hinder us 

from realizing our ideal of a happy and perfect 

order. Confronted, then, with the discrepancy 

between the conclusion to which our premises en- 

title us, and that to which the facts force us, we 

return to examine and question the premises. Have 

we been right in assuming them, and, if so, how 

are we to explain the apparent illogicality of the 

conclusion ? 

From this return one of four possible trains 

of thought may result. We may reaffirm the 

validity of the premises, and seek to reconcile the 

apparent contradiction between what should be their 

logical conclusion and what appears to be their 

actual outcome. This method of dealing with the 

problem has been popular since the rise of Christi- 

anity. ‘The religious consciousness has always tended 

to unite, and has indeed been justified in uniting to 

a certain extent the natural and moral attributes of 

God as world-power and world-ideal. Both the 

yy 
\ 
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conception of the efficient and that of the final 

relation of God to the universe have sufficient 

reason in the history of speculation, and these 

natural tendencies Christianity has reinforced, raising 

both ideas to the absolute degree, and declaring 

the Godhead to be absolute goodness and absolute 

power. 

The reconciliation of the two attributes, or what 

amounts in this case to the same thing, of the good- 

ness of God with the imperfection of the world, may 

be attempted in two ways. We may, on the one 

hand, adopt the Christian doctrine of free will and 

an original fall. God, we may say, out of the 

plenitude of goodness and power created a perfect | 

world and perfect man. First the angels and then 

man sinned of their own free will, and through no 

fault of their Creator, and by their sin brought Evil 

into the world. The logical conclusion from the 

premises, and the actual outcome would have coin- 

cided, had it not been for the pride of Lucifer and 

the disobedience of Adam. And by the process of 

redemption the world as it is is in part being slowly 

but surely restored to the status of the world as it 

ought to be, and as it wholly would have been had the 

fall not occurred ; till in the end, when the correc- 

tive and redemptive work has been accomplished, 

as much of the world as has not been altogether lost - 

shall regain perfection. . 

On the other hand, we may deny that there is 
any real discrepancy between the logical and the 
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actual conclusion. The discrepancy is_ illusory. 

Evil has no real existence gua evil. It is but an 

appearance, a partial aspect, an erroneous opinion, 

a finite point of view. The existence of this illusion 

we may leave unexplained as in many mystic systems ; 

or we may attempt to deduce it from Reality, and 

give it positive foothold in Reality as a misunderstood 

fragment thereof, considering it either as a means 

towards perfection justified and transfigured by the 

end, or as an integral and contributive factor in 

perfection itself. We may “reckon that the suffer- 

ings of this present time are not worthy to be 

compared with the glory which shall be revealed 

to us,” or may regard them as something for which 

the totality of experience is absolutely the richer 

and better. Evil exists that God may triumph over 

and transcend it in an act of victory in which his 

perfection consists; the opposition of good and 

evil, that God may have the supreme happiness of 

identifying them in a higher unity. In a word, Evil 

is in reality transubstantiated. 

The two other ways of dealing with our problem 

begin by asserting the failure of the derivative 

and transmutatory methods, and the impossibility 

of forcing the facts of the case into conformity 

with the conclusion which logically follows if both 

premises be true. Both premises, then, cannot be 

true. God cannot be both all-good and all-powerful. 
We must choose between the attributes. 

The choice of the latter alternative lies, roughly 

j 
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speaking, at the bottom of all so-called naturalistic 

\cosmologies. ‘They maintain the entire relativity 

of all moral distinctions to the human point of 

view, and their irrelevance to a Reality which they 

conceive as unmoral, and as equally expressed in 

good and evil alike. All thought of the world as 

amoral order is excluded as incompatible with the 

high indifference of that energy, or system, or sub- 

stance, which underlies phenomena, and to whose 

proper perfection their moral character makes no 

difference ; a power in whose sight, if it be possessed 

of it, all things and events are sub specie aeterni- 

tatis equally necessary, equally important, equally 

significant. In maintaining this indifference of the 

/ true nature of things to the judgments of value 

_ we pass upon them, and the independence of its 

perfection of their moral character and worth, all 

~©naturalistic” systems are agreed, however much 

they may differ in conceiving its ultimate structure. 

Of this view in modern times Spinoza is a noble — 

example, though it is shared and set forth by all 

mechanico-materialistic theories. In ancient phil- 

osophy it is most systematically and _ splendidly 

formulated by the Epicureans. 

In the second place, we may stand by the idea 

that the universe is a moral order, morally governed 

and directed according to the purpose of a beneficent 

deity, and reconcile our faith with the facts of the 

case by supposing him not to be omnipotent. ‘The 

divine beneficence, we may say, and its government 
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of the world for the best meet with real obstacles 

which limit their efficiency, and in part vitiate the 

character of the cosmic order. ‘hese limitations to 

the power of God may be conceived in a number of 

ways. The situation is perhaps most often con- 

ceived as a dualism of God and Matter or of God 

and the Devil. ‘To God is opposed an inert and 

intractable, yet co-eternal substance, or an actively 

malignant principle of evil, or a conjunction of both, 

to whose lack of compliance to a divine creative act, 

or positive thwarting of the divine design, the im- 

perfection of the world is to be attributed. 
But other ways of conceiving this limitation are 

also possible. Some thinkers, for example, have sug- 

gested an absolute element of chance in the world, 

with which the divine foresight is unable to cope 

successfully and the divine power unable to control. 

Or again, we might suppose God to be confronted 

with wills, uncreated and independent, rebellious to 

his purpose, and discordant with one another. In 

such a case Evil would be symptomatic of a real discord 

between the different parts of the universe, and the 

world-process might be conceived as God’s attempt 

to reduce these warring elements to peace with one 

another and with himself. Or one might retain 

the moral significance of the world-process while 

dispensing with the notion of a God, or of any 

one supreme directing agent. Reality might be 

thought of as a discordant and, therefore, imperfect 

collection of eternal individuals, of whose lives we 
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ourselves represented moments or stages, and cosmic 

evolution as a possible progress on their part towards 

a final state of mutual adaptation in a sort of 

y commonwealth of perfected and deified spirits, the 

attainment of which might be entirely a matter of 

their free will and ‘effort. 

Finally, we might reject every proposed method 

and take refuge in agnosticism, if indeed it is any 

solution _of a problem to declare it insoluble; or 

deny both premises and reject not only the idea of 

a moral order in the world, but of a natural order 

as well, declaring the whole to be in reality chaotic 

and meaningless, and experience mere delirium. But 

for such a point of view there could be no problem 

of Evil, since a wholly irrational universe, if it could 

exist, would present no problems of any sort. 

Such are the general types of solution which 

a study of the problem may suggest. I do not 

mean, however, that they are alternatives, and that 

philosophers may be labelled according as they hold 

one or the other. There is, it is true, a leading 

motive dominant in every philosophic treatment of 

the subject, but there is also (among the Greek 

thinkers) a use of other possible answers as sub- 

sidiary themes, generous to the point of discord. 

This is especially true of Plotinus. His main theme 

is, I venture to think, original, but it is interwoven 

with, and to some degree founded upon, reminiscences 

of almost every solution of the problem of Evil pro- 

posed by ancient philosophy. 
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It will be well to review briefly these reminis- 

cences, and to trace in outline the development of 

the problem in ancient thought. It is fair, I think, 

to say that the problem of Evil does not appear as 

a definitely conceived philosophic problem before 

the time of Plato, even if it does so then. For 

Plato and Aristotle it is certainly not an interesting 

or important problem. Neither faces it directly. 

They merely find that in the course of solving 

other and to them far more vital questions they 

have answered it. 

In fact, in one aspect of pre-Socratic thought we 

find an interest in the problem far more intense 

than that of the Platonic school, though the level 

on which it moves is theological rather than philo- 

sophical. Philosophy proper has little to say, but 

what I may call the “lay” thought of the period is 

preoccupied with the more immediate and practical 

phases of the question. Already in Homer we see 

the idea of the gods as righteous beings slowly rising | 

out of an animistic conception of them as capricious, 

irresponsible sources of good and ill alike, and with 

this new and higher idea our problem appearing as | 

the problem of reconciling with their moralized 

characters the existence of evil and suffering in the 

world. There, too, we are aware of the presence 

in germ of two great types of solution. On the 

one hand, we note the tendency to a dualistic opposi- 

tion of some of the gods to others as of evil powers 
to good; on the other, the tendency to regard evil 
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as man’s doing, suffering as the wages of sin, and \ 

sin as man’s own fault. Of these two tendencies | 

the later thought of the pre-Socratic period seems | 

to be little more than a development. Where - 

meditation upon “ the ways of God to man” does 

not lead, as in the case of Theognis, to mere blind 

rebellion against them and rejection of the notion 

of a divine justice, it generally seeks to justify them, 

as with Pindar, Aeschylus and Sophocles, by explain- 

ing human misery as due to freely-willed human 

wrong-doing, or, by combining this solution with 

the notion of a positively evil element (Matter, or 

the flesh, for instance) in the world, to whose exist- 

ence and influence sin itself is ultimately due. This 

latter we find to be the thought of the religious 

mysteries. 

Meantime the history of the philosophy proper 

of the time displays, as we have said, little or no 

reflection upon our problem. The prevalent atti- 

tude towards it, if attitude it can be called, is 

naturalistic, though we find a nascent dualism of 

God and Matter expressed by Pythagoras in its 

ethical, by Anaxagoras in its scientific implications ; 

and in the system of Empedocles a dualism of two 

principles contending for mastery over an inert 

world-stuff, which is curiously anticipatory of some 

Neo-Platonic thought. But altogether, the con- 

nection of good and evil values with the terms of 

these oppositions seems vaguely felt and more 

vaguely expressed. 
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After an interim of Scepticism represented in 

philosophy by the Sophists, and in lay thought by 

Euripides, dualism reappears in the systems of Plato 

_ and Aristotle as the dominant method of dealing 

_ with our problem. As has already been said, the 

problem itself was of but secondary interest to 

each philosopher. Plato’s treatment of it is more 

theological than philosophical, and is couched in 

figurative and mythological language. To Leads 

influence of the Good conceived as exerting both | 

an efficient and a final causality in the world, he 

opposes another principle as the source of imper- | 

fection. This principle is variously conceived in |\ 

response now to one, now to another interest; but | 

the various conceptions and appellations, such as 

*‘not-being,” “the other,” “the great and the 

small,” “the indeterminate,” “matter,” ‘ void,” 

etc., are left but vaguely related and with little 
in the way of reduction to a common denominator. 

Certain of the larger and more cosmic features of 

physical imperfection are referred directly to the 

intractability of this material principle; but those 

which bear directly upon human life, as suffering 

and misfortune, are regarded as the just results of 

r 

moral evil. The existence of moral evil receives 

an elaborate but not altogether consistent explana- 

tion. The notions of a primal fall, of the misuse 

of free will, of transmigration and immortality are 

employed, but with insufficient attention to their 

implications. In the end, however, moral evil also 

e \ 
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is derived from the intractability of Matter. The 

soul herself is invaded by its influence, and finds 

within herself a dualism of rational and irrational 

parts, the one akin to the divine, the other to the 

material principle. By their contest she is dis- 

traught, and through the blinding of reason by the 

_ solicitations of passion and sense she falls into sin. 

| Virtue is knowledge, vice’ ignorance. Were there 

yno Matter there would be no such solicitation, no 

ignorance, and no vice. ‘The soul would always 

know the truth and do the right. 

By Aristotle the problem was given greater pre- 

cision though not greater importance. Plato had 

been so enamoured of the Ideal, and so preoccupied 

with the reminiscences thereof which he found in 

the world, that the residuum of recalcitrancy and 

formlessness, though noted by his eye, did not 

engage his attention. Aristotle, on the other 

hand, is essentially a man of science, preoccupied 

no more with one aspect of life than with another. 

His business is not the elucidation of the Ideal, but 

an accurate and unprejudiced description of the facts 

as he finds them. If his account of the universe 

includes an ideal element as an ultimate and con- 

trolling factor, it is not as a belief calculated to 

cheer and uphold the moral life, but primarily as 

a scientific hypothesis necessary to explain the 

motions and complete the dynamic unity of the 

world. Similarly, the existence of Evil does not 

arouse his repugnance, but his curiosity. He views 
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it dispassionately as a physician might disease, more 

interested in its diagnosis than in its cure. And the 

problem it presents resolves itself in the last resort 

into a question of analysing and relating to the 

hypothesis of the Good as the final cause of the 

world-process, certain kinetic and dynamic aberra- 

tions which it is incapable of explaining. 

But his work to this end proved of great import- 

ance so far as the history of our problem is con- 

cerned. He did not, indeed, introduce any novel 

factors or explanations, but he developed and 

analysed at great length the ideas hinted at by 

Plato. The relation of the Good to the world 

received at his hands a profound and clear formula- 

tion. The concept of Matter, both as a necessary ; 
substratum of a world and as necessarily an obstacle | 

to its perfection, he considered with great care, 

though, as we shall see later, not altogether | 

adequately for our purpose. These are the two 

points of prime importance as regards our problem 

in the Aristotelian system. 

After Aristotle the dualistic method of dealing 

with Evil disappeared for a time, and two novel 

forms of solution offered themselves: on the one 

_hand the monism of the Stoics, on the other the} 

naturalism of the Epicureans. 'The significance, 
~——~hhowever, of these systems, especially of that of 

the Stoics, lies in more than their suggestion of 

a new access to the problem. Before even the 

road pointed out by Plato and Aristotle could be 
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pursued to further advantage, it was necessary for 

speculation to pause and consider what its real 

object and question were. It was necessary, in 

a word, for the problem of Evil to be detached 

from other metaphysical problems and gain force 

and attention as a separate philosophical question. 

In the systems of neither Plato nor Aristotle had 

this been the case. Neither had approached it 

along what seem to us the lines of least resistance. 

To neither had occurred the direct question: How 

can the Evil in the world be reconciled with the 

goodness of God? It was, however, precisely in this 

form, so familiar to us, and with all the points and 

considerations of the question in its modern shape, 

that the problem presented itself to the Stoics. In 

them we find for the first time a true theodicy. 

From the Stoic pantheism followed directly the 

necessary perfection of the world, in spite of all 

appearances in it to the contrary. God is the 

sustaining and animating soul and substance of the 

world ; he and the world taken together as a single 

complete system and order are one and the same 

being, and this being is a living, intelligent, com- 

pletely self-realized organism satisfied with its own 

intrinsic goodness and with no end beyond it. 

Further, the Stoics laid great stress on the argu- 

ment of design. All things exist for the use and 

benefit of man; man exists to contemplate the glory 

and perfection of the world. 

By this insistence upon the perfection and 
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beneficence of the world-order the problems of 

physical and moral evil were naturally raised in 

explicit and accentuated form. How reconcile 

with the existence of Evil the goodness of God, the 

rationality of the world-order, and the direction of 

all things to the best? If the world, for example, 

be designed to serve man’s needs, how comes it that 

it also serves them so badly, and is not merely 

insufficient but absolutely inimical to the end to 

which it has been created? If there be gods or a 

God who regard justice, how comes it that the 

world is so unjust? Such were the questions 

hitherto answered, without being stated, that the 

Stoic put and replied to directly. 

His first answer was to deny the existence of 

physical evil. What we call physical evil is a 

matter of erroneous opinion. ‘To the wise and 

virtuous man nothing external is evil. For that 

alone is evil which harms one’s proper perfection, and 

the proper perfection of man is virtue. Suffering 

and misfortune cannot touch it, and hence are 

matters of indifference to it. Furthermore, man by 

virtue of his reason shares in the point of view of 

the whole. The events which are indifferent to 

him as a part of the whole, will be seen by him, so 

far as he rises to the cosmic point of view, to be 

necessary parts of the system of facts which compose 

the universe, and, as such, necessary factors towards 

its perfection, 7.e. positively good. 

But having thus denied, the Stoic proceeds with 

re ———$————— 
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curious inconsistency to justify the existence of 

physical evil. This he attempts in ‘various ways. 

Though the parts of the world taken by themselves 

are imperfect, together they form a perfect whole. 

Evil is unavoidably incidental to the design of 

Nature, a by-product in the generation of good. It 

is good put to a wrong use, or it is to be palliated 

because of the good end it serves. 

Moral evil, however, presented a graver problem. 

How does it happen that in a perfect universe there 

should be any who do not share in the point of 

view of the whole, and see things in their true 

values? 'This question was the more insistent, as 

the Stoics thought most men to be vicious and 

were bound to admit that. to all appearances they 

flourished. | 

The discrepancy between merit and reward they 

again dealt with by a denial of the facts. The 

wicked do not flourish, the good are not cast down, 

‘since external goods are as hollow as external 

evils. And the same inconsistency is repeated of 

justifying that the existence of which is denied. 

Misfortune is a test of character. The value of 

the good is enhanced by the price we have to pay 

for it. The misfortunes of the wicked are by 

another inconsistency explained on punitive grounds. 

But how explain the fact of sin at all? God 

cannot be responsible for it; on that point the 

Stoics were explicit. ‘They then not unnaturally 

took refuge in the device of free will and human 
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responsibility; which they were at great pains to 

reconcile with their pantheistic determinism. They 

also called to their aid arguments already used in 

connection with physical evil. Evil is a necessary 

by-product of virtue. Sin is turned into good in 

the end. Finally, they invoked the interdependence | 

of contraries. Without vice there would be no 

virtue. By contrast with vice the value of virtue 

is enhanced. Sin is like the villain in the play: 

without it the spectacle would be incomplete and 

imperfect. 

The Stoic position was denied in toto by the 

Epicureans, who adopted a thoroughly naturalistic 

method of dealing with the problem. Their meta- 

physics, founded on the atomism of Democritus, — 

involved a priori a rejection of the hypotheses of 

final causes, design, and a moral government of the 

world. Reality in ultimate analysis turned out to 

be a fortuitous concourse of atoms moving in empty 

space or the void, according not to the intelligent 

plan or purpose of a guiding reason, but to a law in\ 

_ part of mechanical causation, in part of spontaneous | 

_ self-determination. This rejection of the teleological 

| interpretation of Nature, already implied as it was 

by their system, the Epicureans supported precisely 

by an appeal to the existence of Evil in the world, 

The argument from design they attacked with 

especial severity. As man is a priori but one of 

the innumerable combinations incidental to the 

concourse of atoms, so the world of human interests 
D 

rt 
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is an insignificant by-product of no particular im- 

portance or relevance to the course of Nature as a 

whole. ‘To the Stoic arguments drawn from the 

apparent adaptation of the world to human 

purposes, they opposed the incompleteness of such 

adaptation. The existence of physical evil is 

sufficient proof that the gods are not beneficent. 

The existence of moral evil is enough to show that 

they are not just. The world is full of wickedness, 

vice goes unpunished, virtue unrewarded. ‘The 

hypothesis of a moral government of it is absurd 

on the face of it. 

The Stoic theodicy was also attacked by the new 

Scepticism initiated by Pyrrho and carried on by 

Carneades in the New Academy. According to 

the Sceptics positive knowledge of any sort was 

impossible. Good and evil were merely relative 

values, appearances of things to us, not necessarily © 

relevant to the nature of the thing in itself. We 

cannot know that there is a God, much less that he 

is wise and beneficent. But not content with resting 

his case on epistemological considerations, the Sceptic 

also urged against the Stoic. the criticisms of the 

Epicureans, and at length involved him in the 

dilemma that either his Providence must be ignorant 

of its power, or neglectful of human affairs, or in- 

capable of judging what is for the best. 

The Epicureans, however, they attacked with 

greater vigour. The irrationality of the Stoic 

theology was, they held, no greater than the 
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absurdity of that of the Epicureans, and had the 

advantage of providing an emotional and religious 

sanction for moral conduct. Belief in a moral 

government of the world was to be provisionally 

admitted and respected because of its practical 

value. It was a good working theory even for the 

agnostic. ‘he same sceptical point of view was 

urged again by Aenesidemus and Sextus Empiricus. 

The Scepticism of the Academy plays a part in 

the history of our problem in many ways similar 

_ to that of the Sophists. As Sophism called all 

the thought that had preceded it to account, so 

Scepticism proceeded to eviscerate the positive 

teaching of the Stoics and Epicureans, and to assert 

once more the impossibility of knowing the true 

nature of things, and of solving any metaphysical 

questions, the problem of Evil among them. And . 

like its earlier analogue it too proves to be but an —__ 

interregnum. Out of the midst of the Sophistic \ 

‘movement came Socrates, and after him Plato; the | 

former to reaffirm the practical, the latter the ae 

absolute and theoretic validity of knowledge, and | 

thus to restore to experience a rational and moral | 

coherence, metaphysically explained and justified. “In )~ 

like manner out of the later Empiricism in which 

Stoicism and Epicureanism were dissolved, there 

arises a new interest in metaphysical speculation, | 

a new faith in its power to yield truth, a new 

endeavour to give positive answers to the great 

problems of philosophy. This renaissance of the 
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metaphysical spirit disclaimed for itself all originality. 

It pretended to no more than a rediscovery of anti- 

quity. It was essentially a return for inspiration to 

names of great repute, a growing interest in the 

older ways of dealing with the deep questions of 

philosophy, a reviving faith in the older solutions 

proffered. It believed itself to be regenerating and 

reinterpreting ancient, authoritative thought. 'The 

two names which became the watchwords of the 

new movement, the two systems to which it aimed 

at giving new expression and new life, were those 

of Pythagoras and Plato. Its great prophet and 

exponent, at least so far as the cult of Plato is 

concerned, is Plotinus. 

For our problem, the interest of the early Neo- 

Pythagoreanism lies in its revival of dualism as 

a means of dealing with Evil. Like their tradi- 

tional forbears, the Neo-Pythagoreans reduced the 

heterogeneity of the universe to a basic opposition 

between Monad and Dyad, the odd and the even. 

But for them this numerical opposition became the 

nucleus of a thorough-going metaphysical dualism 

with which the Aristotelian and Platonic dualisms 

were amalgamated. The Monad was identified 

with God, spirit, mind, the good; the Dyad with 

matter, irrationality, indeterminateness, evil. 'To- 

gether with this metaphysical dualism went a whole 

eschatological and religious system of a mystic type. 

The soul was contrasted with the body, spirit with 

matter, and the whole life of the senses objectified 
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in the multiple and phenomenal world with a higher 

state of ecstatic communion and union with the 

deity. Senses, body, matter, world are essentially 

corrupt. The spirit is of like if not of the same 

substance with the divine. ‘Tainted by the world, 

the flesh, and the dyad, she wanders from body to 

body. The end of the moral life is to escape from 

the sensible world and to attain communion with 

God. ‘The necessary means are a life of strictest 

human virtue, of ascetic self-discipline according to 

the Pythagorean rule, and of final ecstatic tran- 

scendence and unconsciousness of all earthly things. 

From such a point of view physical evil was to | 
be attributed in part to the recalcitrancy of dyadic | 

Matter, in part to human misconduct of which it is | 
the divinely ordained punishment. Sin is due to a 

conflict of appetite and reason within the soul, with 

which the soul is forced to take sides, and in taking 

sides is responsible for her choice. Upon the fact 

of free will there is considerable insistence, though 

no analysis of its meaning. The wrong choice of 

the soul, however, is ultimately referable to Matter. 

Were there no Matter there would be no incentive 

to the misuse of freedom, no sin, no punishment, 

no suffering due to other causes, no evil of any 

sort. 

The Neo-Pythagorean, however, was not yet free 

of the problem. ‘To his exoteric dualism we’ are 

told that he added an esoteric monism. ‘ Accord- 

ing to their highest teaching (dvwrdérw Adyos),” Sim- 
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plicius quotes from Eudorus, “we must say that 

the Pythagoreans hold the One to be the principle 

of all things; according to a secondary teaching 

(Sevrepos Adyos) that they hold that there are two 

principles of created things, the One and the nature 

opposed to it. ...”1 But of their derivation of 

ol the Dyad from the Monad they give no explanation, 

and thus after all their pains left the crux of the 

problem untouched. This dvordrw Adyos becomes 

later the theme of Plotinus’s final and most magnifi- 

cent attempt at solution. Meantime, it was ignored 

or rejected by Plutarch and Philo Judaeus,? who 

developed the dualism of the dedrepos Adyos. 

The theodicy of Plutarch starts with the assump- 

tion that God is good and author only of the good 

in the world. God is both the efficient and the 

final cause of all things. He is the end toward 

which all things strive; but he is also an over- 

ruling and beneficent providence directing all things 

to the best. Whence, then, Evil ? 

The Stoic suggestion that apparent evil may be 

resolved into real good he rejects in toto. He finds 

not only irrational, but morally repugnant, any 

attempt to make the perfect responsible for the im- 

perfect. Indeed, he devotes the whole six chapters 

of one treatise, and eight chapters of another, to a 

very able exposé and refutation of the Stoic theodicy. 

1 Simplicius, Phys. 181. -13. Cf. Diogenes, viii. 24. 
2 Cf., however, Vacherot, Histoire de Ecole d’ Alexandrie, 

vol. i, pp. 151-152, who finds also in Philo some anticipations 
of the Plotinian doctrine of emanation. 
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Evil, in fine, is as real as good, and its presence in 

the world can only be reconciled with the goodness 

of God by supposing it to be due to the opposition 

of another principle—Matter. But the concept of 

Matter as it had been left by Aristotle involves 

certain difficulties to which we shall later have 

occasion to recur, and Plutarch finds himself obliged, 

not only to modify the Aristotelian teaching, but 

also to introduce a third element, a positive and 

malignant principle of Evil whose influence shall 

account for the otherwise unaccountable opposition 

of Matter to the Divine Will. 

Physical evil is attributable in part immediately 

to the presence of the malignant principle, in part 

to be explained as the punishment of sin. In the 

explanation of sin we come upon the familiar opposi- 

tion of soul to body, and within the soul of reason 

to the irrational appetites. We are virtuous as 

long as reason dominates. Sin is the usurpation of 

the will by the irrational. The will, however, is 

free. It is to blame for its evil choice. ‘The ap- 

parent discrepancy between reward and merit is 

accounted for on the hypothesis of transmigration. 

We are reaping in this life the fruit of past exist- 

ences. The difficulty involved in the earlier Neo- | 

Pythagorean doctrine of giving any reason for the 

lapse of the soul from an original state of perfec- 

tion is avoided by the doctrine that the soul 1s 

at first, if not at the last, of a mixed and imperfect | 

nature. 
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In Philo we find a more extreme dualism and 

mysticism. His God is superintelligible and beyond 

all predicates. All that we can comprehend concern- 

ing him is that he exists, but beyond his existence we 

can know nothing of him. Communion, or rather 

union, with him is only to be attained by some super- 

rational faculty of experience. Yet in such union 

only is the true perfection of the soul attained. The 

natural complement of this mystic insistence upon 

the ineffability of God and the sovereign Good, is a | 

keen sense of metaphysical evil. There is only one 

perfection and that is God. Not to be God, then, 

is prima facie to be evil. The world is, as it were, 

condemned unheard. The fact of its existence is 

sufficient evidence against it, quite apart from 

subsequent evidence respecting its character. The 

physical and moral evil, indeed, with which we find 

it vitiated are only to be expected. 

But where is there any sufficient reason for such 

a world, or indeed for any world at all? For its 

existence God would not, for its essence he could 

not be responsible.’ Philo falls back on the hypo- 

thesis of Matter, as a co-eternal principle with God. 

In the face of its utter evil and corruption, God, 

being good, is bound to create, i.e. to bring what 

good out of, or rather into Matter he can. The 

existence, then, of Matter is responsible for the exist- 

ence of a world at all, its essence for the failure of 

the world to embody even a modicum of perfection. 

1 Cf. p. 38, note 2. 
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Physical evil Philo refers in part to Matter 

directly, in part to the sinfulness of man. Sin is 

due to the corruption of the soul by Matter. Philo’s x 

vituperation of the body and the senses is unre- : 

strained. Virtue consists in as complete an abstrac- 

tion from them as possible. The reward of virtue 

is a final transcendence and annihilation of all 

things earthly or cosmic. For her enchainment 

and corruption by the body the soul is responsible. 

Men are originally fallen angels. The reason of 

the fall, and the difficulty of explaining how a | | 

perfect will could misuse its freedom are left un- | 

explained. But once in the body there begins for | 

her a round of birth and death governed by a cosmic | 

law of moral causality. In the end the purified 

soul returns to God. A hell awaits the incorrigible. 

With this straightforward mystic and dualistic 

way of treating the problem, Philo mingles Stoic 

arguments. He appeals to the advantage of the 

whole to justify the suffering of the part. And he 

denies the fact that the innocent are overwhelmed 

with calamities, the wicked with favours. Nothing 

is good but virtue, nothing evil but vice. 

The minor members of the school require little 

comment. Maximus of Tyre is more dualist than 

Stoic in his way of dealing with our problem. 

Numenius is an out-and-out dualist of Philonic | 

type, but Plutarchian in his doctrine of Matter, and | 

in his assumption of a third principle of active | 

malignant evil. Celsus maintained dualism against 
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Christian doctrine, at the same time attacking the 

conception of a personal devil. Finally in the 

Hermetic writings we get a dualism and general 

doctrine like that of Numenius, much crossed and 

confused by a pantheistic tendency of thought that 

reminds one of the Stoics. 

So much by way of introduction. 



CHAPTER I 

SOME GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE PLOTINIAN SYSTEM 

Tue problem of Evil presents itself to Plotinus 

in the explicit form in which it. challenged the 

Stoics, Epicureans, and earlier Neo-Platonists. In 

the opening lines of the first of his two treatises 

“On Providence” he tells us that though it is 

evident on a priori grounds and from his arguments 

that ‘to ascribe the being and constitution of the 

universe to spontaneity or chance is absurd, and 

the mark of a man who lacks the faculties both 

of reasoning and of perception,” yet “it will be 

well to take up the argument from the beginning 

and make a searching inquiry into the way in which 

each particular component has come into being and 

been created. For as some of these have been, as 

it were, wrongly created, doubts have been raised 

concerning universal Providence, and some have 

been prompted to say that there is no Providence, 

others, that the universe has been brought into 

being by an evil Creator.”! Neither answer, how- 

1 jii, 2, § 1 (254). The references are to the Volkmann Text 

in the Teubner series. 1. Td pev ro adroudrw Kal Tixn diddvac 

43 
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ever, will Plotinus tolerate for a moment. His 

task is to allay these doubts, to establish the cer- 

tainty of a moral government of the world, in a 

word to 
assert eternal Providence 

And justify the ways of God to man. 

Before, however, entering upon our examination 

of the Plotinian theodicy, it will be well to give 

some attention to such features of his system in 

general as may make our later discussion more to 

the point. In his theology Plotinus is, if possible, 

more of a mystic than Philo. But his conclusion, 

unlike that of Philo, is not merely the expression of 

the home-sickness of a profoundly mystic spirit for 

an ineffable peace and perfection such as our world 

cannot give or even help to portray. To deny, 

indeed, that one of whom his biographer relates 

that he saw God many times face to face in ecstatic 

vision during his life, was such a. spirit, and that 

he was forever haunted by a “nostalgie de Vau-dela 

et de la sainteté,” would be absurd. Plotinus is one 

of the great mystics of all times. But his is also 

one of the great intellects, His reasoning is none 

the less profound for his ability, as he fancies, to 

Tovde ToU mavrds Thy ovclay Kal cioracw ws &doyov Kal dvdpds ov're 

votv obre aloOnow Kxextnuévov, SHXOv mov Kal mpd Adyou Kal moAXol 

ixavol kataBéBdnvrar Sexvivres Toro Adyar’ 7d dé Tis 6 Tpdmos Tot 

Tatra yivesOar Exacta Kal wemorjoOa, e& Gv kal éview ws ovdk dps 

ywouevwv amopev epi THs ToU mayTds mpovolas cuuBalve, Kal Tots 

Mev émndOe unde evar elev, Tots 5¢ ws brd Kaxod Snuovpyod éart 

yeyevnuévos [6 Kbcpos], émioxéWacbar mpoojKer dvwhev kai €& apxis 

Tov Advyov AaBdrTas. 
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get beyond it in the end. He puts his mysticism 

to metaphysical and rational test and forces it upon 

us as a logical conclusion. He tells us why God must 

be ineffable, apart from the fact that he finds him so. 

As has been said already, Plotinus considered 

himself the interpreter of Plato. Not unnaturally, 

then, the direction of his thought was suggested by 

the Platonic system, as he understood it. Of that 

system, the problem of the One. and the Many was 

the fundamental consideration, as, indeed, it had 

been the burning question of all Greek philosophy 

since first the Milesians by their dictum that the 

world was substantially one, led men to ask how, 

and then whether it could develop into multiplicity. 

The Platonic treatment was suggested by Socrates, 

who had eschewed metaphysics, and limited his 

search for unity among the many to what might 

prove relevant to human interests (conceived rather 

narrowly) and useful in human life. But Plato 

pressed his search for the One far beyond the point 

at which Socrates had discreetly abandoned it. It 

landed him in the world of Platonic Ideas, a realm 

of glorified class-concepts, where the humble Socratic 

universals, abstracted from a comparison of particular 

instances in the service of a common virtue and a _ 

stable happiness, awoke to find themselves 7a dvrws 

évra, the only realities, endowed with all metaphysical 

functions and perfections, eternal, immutable, per- 

fect, the final and efficient causes, each of them, of 

its proper particulars and of all the being and 
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_ /goodness they possessed. In a word, instead of their 

/ being justified, as with Socrates, by their relevance 

/ to life, life was justified by reference to them as the 

, bases of its facts and the sources of its values. 

By thus seeing the world double, Plato imagined 

| that he had explained it, though, as Aristotle 

pointed out, he had only increased the number of 

' phenomena that needed to be accounted for. As 

regards the quest of the One, however, it must be 

said that Plato made some real progress into the 

interior of the world of Ideas when he discovered 

in their perfection a characteristic common to all 

the Ideas, and made of it the Idea of the Good, 

a sort of universal of universals. But he did not 

push his way farther, though it led to a rich and 

unexplored country of implications, in the direction, 

that is, of the El] Dorado of the absolute One. 

Plotinus follows in Plato’s footsteps. Like him, 

he passes beyond the phenomenal world to an arche- 

typal order, eternally creating and sustaining it. 

But he does not make the Platonic salto mortale 

from the one to the other, but uses as an inter- 

mediary step a concept furnished indeed by Plato, 

but in a different context, to wit, that of the World- 

\ Soul in the Tmaeus. 

The propriety of introducing such an_ inter- 

mediary principle is evident on _ psychological 

grounds. ‘The state of consciousness corresponding 

— 

ne 

1 This interpretation of Plato, of course, would not be held 
by some modern critics, 
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to the Platonic Idea or the Intelligible world of | 

Plotinus, was static and contemplative reason, the 

voos Oewpntixds of Aristotle. It had neither part in, 

nor consciousness of, the vital functions, the opera- 

tions of sense, or even the processes of discursive 

and synthetic thought and the actions of practical 

virtue. On the other hand, matter and body cannot 

perceive,! or think,” or practise virtue,®? and what , 

life they possess is due to the presence within them 

of a foreign principle. These activities then 

require a separate metaphysical principle called by 

Plotinus yvy7 or Soul. 

This principle is incorporeal and immortal.’ It 

is life.6 ‘The virtues are native to it.’ Its synthetic 

reason seeks to know the eternal. In a word, it 

bears the stamp of the divine. 

But it is by no means an ultimate principle. It 

is not absolutely one. It is one-many, both indi- 

visible and divisible. It is like the form of an 

object, which, though divided in one sense, if the 

object be divided, in another still keeps its unity.® 

For example, if a pitcher be broken to fragments, 

it is still a broken pitcher. 'The “ pitcher-ness” is 

1 iv. 6, 7 (461) [vol. ii. pp. 126-128]. 
2 iv. 8 (461-462) [vol. ii. p. 127]. 
3 iv. 8 (462) [vol. ii. pp. 129-130]. 
4 iv. 

7,§ 
7, § 
7,8 
7, § 8 (458) [vol. ii. p. 122, 11. 10-20]. 

5 iv. 7, § 10 (464) [vol. ii. p. 137]. 
8 iv. 7, § 11 (465-466) [vol. ii. p. 139]. 
7 iv. 7, § 10 (464) [vol. ii. pp. 137-138]. 
8 iv. 7, § 10 (465) [vol. ii. p. 139]. 
® iv. 2, § 1 (362) [vol. ii. p. 5, 1. 8 et seq.]. 
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spread throughout every part, and is in its entirety 

present in every part. Else we could not say of 

each fragment that it was part of a pitcher, and of 

nothing else. Plotinus’s own example is that of a 

colour which is unaffected by the division of the 

coloured material. By the aid of such similes, then, 

we must think of the soul as unextended in herself, 

residing nowhere in particular, yet present in her 

entirety in every part of the body. And as each 

soul stands to her body, so the World-Soul stands 

to the universe. 

The imperfect unity of the soul is again betrayed 

by the relations of the individual souls to the 

World-Soul. This question put Plotinus to some 

perplexity. All souls cannot be one in the sense 

of being ultimately one consciousness. ‘The same 

subject cannot perceive and think in all, for in that 

case every one would experience everybody else's 

experience.! “Yet if the soul is not one, how explain 

the unity of the universe? Plotinus’s treatment of 

the difficulty is as follows. ‘The World-Soul is a 

unity in which all souls are bound. She is present 

in all souls precisely as a science is present by im- 

plication in its entirety in each of its parts. Each 

logically involves and potentially contains all the 

others and the whole. We select now one part, 

now another, but each would be useless out of its 

1 iv, 9, § 1 (477-478) [vol. ii. pp. 153-154]. 
2 iv. 9, § 5 (480) [vol. ii. p. 157]. Cf. iii. 9, § 2 (357) [vol. i, 

p. 348], 
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relation to the others, and to the whole. If it could 

be detached there could be no logical deduction. 

Thus, if a single theorem be given, it contains both 

all that it presupposes, and all that follows from it. 

In a similar way individual souls are related to one 

another, and to the World-Soul. In her internal 

relations, then, as well as her external, the soul is a 

one-many, and not a pure One.! ; 

Finally, the operations of synthetic reason betray 

a dependent and relative nature. Discursive thought 

contains within itself neither the material, the formal, 

nor the final conditions of its thinking. It reasons 

about data given it by sense, according to a priori 

principles, in order to acquire knowledge. It is an 

activity of pursuit, not of possession. Its aim is 

self-confessedly to transcend and annihilate itself in 

a state of immediate and intuitive apprehension of 

truth, which provides its own object neither a priori 

nor @ posteriori and to no other end save its own 

existence. At least such, I think, is something of 

Plotinus’s meaning when he tells us that— 

“Of the kinds of knowledge which exist in the 

rational soul, one is of the objects of perception—if, 

indeed, we ought to speak of ‘knowledge’ of such 

things and not rather give it the name of ‘ opinion ’— 

and, as facts are antecedent to it, so it is a reflection 

of facts. 

“But the other, which is the real knowledge, is 

derived from the objects of the understanding, and 

1 iv. 9, § 5 (480-481) [vol. ii. p. 157]. 

E 

a 
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entering into the rational soul from Mind, is con- 

cerned with no perceptible object. 

* And inasmuch as this is real knowledge, it in 

itself is the object of its own activity, and contains 

within itself both the object of thought and the 

faculty of thinking. For within it is the Mind, 

primal, always in harmony with itself, itself a motive 

power; the Mind does not strive to possess, as one 

that has not, or as one that longs to acquire or 

to explore data not already at hand (for such are 

the experiences of Soul); but, itself at rest, it at 

once embraces all things in itself, yet without any 

exercise of thought for the purpose of bringing them 

into being.” ! 

Soul, then, or yYvy7, cannot be regarded as an 

ultimate principle. Her content is many and she seeks 

therein the One; irrational and full of error, and 

she would find therein truth. Her means are dis- 

cursive thought, which can at the best bring things 

to synthetic unity ; her ends, immediate and synoptic 

vision. Such a condition requires further explana- 

1 vy. 9, § 7 (560-561) [vol. ii. p. 254, 1. 20 et seg.]. Cf. v. 3, § 2 
(497 et seq.) [vol. ii. p. 179]. 7. ai 5€ emioriua ev Yuxp AoyeKG 
ofoa al pev Tov alcOnrav—ei det émiorhuas To’Twy héyewv, mpérec 

dé avrais rb THs SbENs Bvoua—torepar Tv mpayudrwr ofca eixbves 

eiol rovrwy* ai d€ T&v vonrav, at dO) Kal dvTws éemioTHua, mapa 

vou els Noyikiy Wuxnv éNovoa alcOnrdv peév ovdév vootor* Kabdcov 

dé ciow émioriuat, eioly abra Exacta & voodo., kal évdodev 7d Te 

vonrov Tiv Te vonow exovow, Brit 6 vods évbov, bs éorw aita Ta 

mpara, cuvav aitw del cal évépyea vardpxwy kal odk émiBdd\dwv ws 

ovK Exwy 7 emixrwmevos 7 diekodedwy ob mpoxexerpiopéva* wWuyijs 

yap ratra md0n* arr’ Eornkev év abtw duod mrdvra dv, ob vohoas 

Ww’ brooricy éxaora, ‘ Cf, also iv, 3, § 18 (385). 
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tion. The cause and justification of the soul’s 

pursuit of knowledge can only be found in the fact 

that truth exists. Did it not exist she would not 

and could not discover it. As guarantee, then, of 

the relevancy of her thinking, there must exist a 

higher principle in which the ideal object of her 

thought finds expression. This is Mind or vois, 

contemplative Reason intuitive of truth. 

Such is the road by which Plotinus reaches the 

world of Platonic Ideas. Once there we find them 

little changed since Plato’s time. In them the con- 

fused variety of the sensible world is reduced to 

order and rationality in a harmoniously interrelated 

system of universals. This system forms a xdéopos 

vonros, an intelligible universe, in which as the Reality 

underlying the phenomenal order, the demand of 

reason for unity and consistency finds a final satis- 

faction. 

Not only, however, does reason require that its 

ultimate object shall be self-consistent, but that it 

shall be apprehended without the mediation of dis- 

cursive thought. Reasoning about or towards it is of 

value only as leading to a final and sufficient state 

of contemplation of it. Our higher principle must 

also satisfy this craving for immediate union of 

subject with object. This Plotinus accomplishes by 
a doctrine reminiscent of the Aristotelian teaching 

of the identity of the intellect and the intelligible- 

The world of Platonic Ideas becomes to all intents 

and purposes the Aristotelian God; that is, an 
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absolute Reason such as it is the aim of every finite 

reason to become, whose single immutable act of 

thought once and for all determines and embodies 

truth. Such a Reason would think the rational 

constitution of the world; but that constitution 

would be no other than its own self. For the 

essence of reason is to think truth. The content 

of its thought, that is, from itself, is truth. Apart 

from the truth which it thinks it is as empty and 

narrow as consciousness without content. ‘“ Unless 

thought be something added to its essence, all that 

it thinks, it thinks from itself; all that it has, it 

has from itself. But if it thinks from and out of 

itself, it is itself the object of its thought.”! ‘That 

is, self-realized reason thinks itself as an intelligible 

order in experience; it will think itself as such, 

because such are the categories imposed upon it 

by its own nature. As reason means in any finite 

experience merely the existence of an intelligible 

structure therein, so we might say that the Aristo- 

telian God and the vots of Plotinus are but the 

expression of the fact that the completely intelli- 

gible (é.e. the truth towards which the finite mind 

aspires) exists, and contains within itself the con- 

ditions of its own existence. ‘In Mind,” exclaims 

Plotinus, “are all things immortal, every mind, 

every god, every soul, eternally. Eternally, I 

1 vy. 9, § 5 (558 a) [vol. ii. p. 252, ll. 4-7]. ef 6€ wh éraxrov 
TO ppovety exe, el Te voei, rap’ avrod voet, kal el Te Exer, map’ avTov 

éxet. el 6¢ wap’ avrod kal €€ airod voei, airds éorw & voel. 
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say, for why should it in its happy state seek 

change? And into what could it change, seeing 

that it has all things of its own self? Nay more, 

being perfect, it seeks to be no greater. Hence 

all things which share in its existence are perfect, 

to the end that it may be perfect in every respect, 

possessed of nothing which is not so, and of nothing 

which is not the object of its thought. 

*“ But it thinks as one not in search, but in 

possession. Nor is its blessedness acquired from 

without; rather is Mind eternally all things, the 

true eternity of which time encircling the soul is 

an image—time which leaves the old things behind 

and lays hold of new. For now one thing, now 

another revolves about the soul, now Socrates, now 

a horse, always some single thing. Mind, on the 

other hand, is all things. It contains all things at 

rest within itself; it alone has real existence; for 

it the present is eternal, and there is nothing future, 

since the future is already present to it; nor is 

there anything that is past. Nothing, I say, is 

past, but in that they truly exist all things remain 

at rest in it from eternity as though content with 

themselves as they are. Each of them is Mind and 

real existence, and the sum of them is all Mind and 

all real existence.” ! 

1 v. 1, § 4 (485 a) [vol. ii. p. 165, 1. 20 et seg.]. mavra yap 
év atT@ Ta GOdvara mepiéxer, vodv wdvtTa, Oedv wavTa, Yuxiv Tacar, 

éoTara del. rh yap fnret meraBddrew ed Exwv ; mot dé peredOetv 

wdvTa wap avT@ éxwv; adr’ ode avl—nv Snret TedevdraTos Gy. 410 
‘ x ? > , s > ? ef kal Ta Tap avT@ mavra Tédea, wa mwavTn y TéAELOS OvdEev ExXwY 6 TL 
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We have now reached the limit of the unity that 

can be introduced into experience by reason, that is, 

the perfect coherence of all its parts immediately 

and synoptically perceived. But the logical unity 

of a self-consistent system grasped “all together,” 

as it were, in a single “eternal” movement or act 

of thought, with which the demands of reason would 

be satisfied, proves insufficient to pacify the mystic 

spirit. He demands an object distilled clear of all 

variety and multiplicity, a subject which is conscious 

of nothing but such an object. On the level of 

reason there are still many universals, however 

harmoniously they may cohere, and logically imply 

one another’s existence, and a duality of subject 

and object in thought’s reflection upon its own 

thinking. 

, So it is that we find Plotinus rejecting the 

suggestion that vots can be regarded as the first 

‘principle. “Why,” he asks, “is Mind’ not the 

creator? Because,” he replies, “the activity of 

‘Mind is thought, and thought, beholding the in- 
telligible and turning towards it and deriving, as 

ph Tovovrov, ovdév [6] éxwv ev air@ 8 wh voet* voet dé od SyTav, 

adn’ éxov. Kal TO paxdprov air@ ovK émixrntov, GAN év aldve 

mdavra, Kal 6 dvTws aidv, dv pietrar xpdvos mepiOéwy Wuxhv Ta pev 

mapiels, Tots O€ émiBddrAwy. Kal yap adda Kal GdAa ab epi Puy jp * 

more yap XwKparns, wore dé tmmos &y te del Tov bvTwY* O 5é voids 

mdvra. exe ov ev aire mdvra éorata ev TG abry, Kal eore 

povov, Kal 7d éorw del, kal ovdapmotd 7d péd\Aov" oT. yap Kal 

Tore’ ovdé Td mapednrAvOds* ob ydp Te Exel mapedHAvOer, GAN’ 

évéornxev del dre Ta adTa SvTa olov ayamrdvra éavTa olTws ExovTa. 

Exacrov d¢ a’rav vots kal bv éort Kal 7d ovpray Tas vous Kal 

wav ov. 
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it were, its fulfilment from it, is indeterminate in | 

itself, even as sight is, but is determined by the 

intelligible. . . . Hence it is not simple, but plural, 

displaying a composite though intelligible nature, 

and beholding many things.” ! 

The first principle, however, must be “simple and 

different from anything that comes after it. It 

must be absolute, and pure from the things that 

proceed from it, and yet at the same time capable 

of being present in things in some other way. 

It must also be essentially one,—that is, it must 

not be primarily something else and one only 

secondarily. . . . For were it not simple, free from 

all arrangement and composition, and _ essentially 

one, it would not be a first principle. Moreover, 

because it is simple, it is self-sufficient, and the first 

of all things. For what is not first stands in need 

of what is prior to it, and what is not simple stands 

in need of the simple factors within it, so that it 

may be composed of them.”? It is evident that our 

tv. 4, § 2 (517) [vol. ii. p. 204, 1. 8 et seq.]. dea rh dé od vois ; 
bre vod évépyerd éore vinois: véonois dé 7d vontrov opGoa Kal mpds 

Tovro émistpadeioa Kal dm’ éxelvov oloy dmoreeoupévyn adbpioTos mev 

avrh worep Sis, dpifouévn Sé bd Tod vonrov. 41d Kal elpyrat éx 

THs dopicrov Suddos kal rod évds ra eldn kal of dpiOuol* Tovro yap 

6 vovs. 610 obx amos, dAAG OANA, oUVOcclv Te Euhalywy, vonTrny 

mévrot, Kal moda dpav Hin. Cf. v. 6 passim. 
2 v. 4, § 1 (516) [vol. ii. p. 202, 1. 23 et seg.|. Set wev ydp re 

mpd wavtwv elvat drdodv TobTo Kal mdvTwy erepov TaV per’ avTd, ep’ 

éauTod bv, od meuuymévoy Tots dm’ avrod, kat wddwv Erepov Tpdrov Tots 

&\dous mapeivar Suvdpevov, dv dSvTws ev, odx Erepov dv, elra ev, Kal’ 

od} Weldos kal 7d &v elvat, o8 wh Adyos mende emtorHun, 4 5) Kal 

éméxewa éyerar elvar ovolas—ei yap mh amdoiv orar cupBdoews 

éw mdons Kal cuvOécews Kal dvtws ev, obK dv apxh eln—avrapké- 
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experience can furnish no predicate or category 

suitable to the description of such a principle, or 

hint of the character of the state of consciousness 

which can be aware of it. We may appeal to 

experience only for examples of what it is not, 

rejecting each new suggestion as irrelevant.! It is 

“not a thing, but prior to everything,” for inas- 

much as “it brings all things into being, it cannot 

be one of them.” It is “of no quality or quantity ; 

it is not mind or soul, in motion or at rest, in space 

or in time”; but it is the absolutely uniform, or 

rather the absolutely formless, since it is prior to 

all form, prior to motion, prior to rest. ‘The term 

“Being” is also inapplicable to it, since “ Being has, 

as it were, the form of Being.”? That is, Being is 

orarév Te TW aTdodv elvar Kal mpGrov amdvTwy: Td yap wh mpwrov 

évdees Tod rpd avrov, 76 Te uh Gmdovv Tay év a’T@ ama Seduevor, 

wv’ 7 €& éxelvwr. 

ly. 3, § 14 (511) [vol. ii. p. 197, 1. 19]. kat yap Aéyouer, 6 wh 

éoTw’ 6 dé €or, ov Aéyouer. 

2 All the above quotations are fom vi. 9, § 3 (760) [vol. ii. 
p- 512]. ovd€ voids rolvuy, ddXG mpd vod- Ti yap Tav bvTw éaoTiv 

6 vouvs* éxetvo dé ot TL, GAG mpd ExdoTov, oOvdE bv* Kal yap TO by 

oloy poppy Thy Tov dvros éxer, duoppov 5€ éxewo Kai mopPijs vonris. 

Yevvynrikh yap ] Tov évds Piots otoa Tov TdvTwW ovdEeY EoTW adTar, 

obre otv tt otre mov ovre woody ovre vois ovre Wuxi’ ovde 

kwotvuevoy ov5 at éorws, ovK év Tomw, ovK ev xpbvy, GANA TO Kal’ 

aiTd wovoedés, uaAAov 5é dveldeov mpd eldous dv TavTds, Tpd KiWHoEwWS, 

mpd oTdcews* Tatra yap mepi 7d dv, & ToOAAG avTO Tove?. dia Ti Ody, 

el uh Kiwovpmevov, ovx éorws; bre wepl péev 7d bv ToUTwWY BdTeEpoy 7 

dupbrepa avdyKn 76 Te EoTws oTdoe EoTws Kal ob TabTov TH oTdceEL- 

bore cupBjocerar adT@ kal ovKkére amrdodv méver. émel Kal 7d alrioy 

Aéyew od Karnyopety éore cuuBeBnkds Te adT@, GAN Huiv, bre Exouev 

Tt map avrod éxelvov dvros év abr@. det dé unde Td Exeivo, unde Td 

Tovro Aéyew axpiB&s Aéyovra, GAN Huds olov eEwhev mepiOéovras Ta 
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something, and even in its greatest abstraction still 

displays a duality of subject and predicate. Nor 

can we properly say of the One that it is good. At 

least, goodness does not pertain to it as a predicate, 

for then the Good would be independent of it, and it 

would be dependent on the Good for its goodness. 

If anything, it is not good, but the Good itself, or 

better still it is super-good, a good not in relation 

to itself, which is in need of nothing, but the Good 

in relation to other things which, derive their good- 

ness from it, as far as they are able.’ Beautiful, 

also, it is not, “ for all beauty is subsequent to it, and 

derived from it, as all daylight is from the sun.” * 

Again, it cannot be said to think, because thinking 

is a process involving a distinction between subject 

and object, and in the One there is no such dis- 

tinction. The One is not self-conscious.? More- 

over, if it thinks, ignorance will be prior to thought, 

and thought, will be for it, as it were, a means of 

knowing itself. But it is absolutely self-sufficient, 

is in closer and surer possession of itself than any 

thought could put itt However, we must not 

suppose that because it cannot be said to know 

itself, it is therefore ignorant of itself. It tran- 

avray épunvevtew é0édew 1dOn ore pév eyyds, ore dé amromlmrtovTas 

Tais mepl avTo atroplats. 

1 vi. 9, § 6 (764) [vol. ii. pp. 516-517]. Cf. v. 3, § 11 (508). 
2 vi. 9, § 4 (761). wav yap Kaddv torepov éxelvov Kal map’ 

éxelvov Wotep Tay Pods ueOnuepvdyv map’ HAlov. 

3 y. 3, § 13(511) [vol. ii. pp. 196-197]. Cf. iii. 9, § 9 (358-359). 
4 v. 6, § 4 (536) [vol. ii. p. 225]. 

= ——— a 
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scends altogether the distinction between ignorance 

and knowledge. Ignorance implies a duality of 

subject and object. One thing is ignorant of 

another. I am ignorant of myself. But that in 

which there is no duality—which is absolutely alone 

—can neither know nor be ignorant.! 

Even the term “One” we must use with careful 

reservations. ‘The first principle is not one as “ this 

one,” or “that one.”? It is not one in a mathe- 

matical sense, 2.e. one as the first of a series, or 

as the monad and point are the one reached by 

division of the many.’ It is not one in any sense 

in which oneness can be predicated of anything 

else, nor is its oneness a predicate of itself. It is 

not something else primarily, and only secondarily 

one.* In a word, it is only in a negative sense as 

a denial of plurality, and by analogy, that we apply 

the term.° 

The state of consciousness in which we are aware 

of the One is correspondingly ineffable. We can 

have no idea of it except by experiencing it our- 

selves. It is beyond words written or spoken. 

“We speak and write of it, however, that we may 

send our spirits towards it, and rouse them from 

the contemplation of mere concepts to the vision of 

it, as we might show a man the way to something 

1 vi. 9, § 6 (765 a) [vol. ii. p. 516]. 
2 vi. 9, § 3 (761 a) [vol. ii. p. 512]. 
8 vi. 9, § 5 (763) [vol. ii. p. 515]. 
4 vi. 9, § 5 (763) [vol. ii. pp. 514-515]. 
5 vi. 9, § 5 (763) [vol. ii. pp. 514-515]. Cf. v. 3, § 13 (510). 
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he was eager to see.”! ‘To reach the state of ecstasy, 

the soul must become concentrated and receptive. 

She must be far more formless even than Matter, “if 

there is to be nothing within her to hinder her from 

being filled and illumined with the primal nature. 

She must free herself from all outer things, and turn 

to what is altogether within. She must have no 

inclination towards, nay no knowledge of, outer 

things. Rather must she pass beyond consciousness 

of them all, first with respect to her own condition, 

and then with respect to the intelligible exist- 

ences. She must lose consciousness, too, of her- 

self, and attain to the vision of God, and become 

one with him.”2 This vision and he who has 

it are as far beyond the rational level of con- 

sciousness as is God beyond Truth and Being. 

Consciousness has become absolutely simple. One 

can. indeed scarcely talk longer of a “vision” or of 

“seeing.” For seeing involves a duality of seer and 

seen; whereas in communion with God there is no 

1 vi. 9, § 4(761) [vol. ii. p. 513, Il. 2-8]. 61d odd€ pyro ovde 
yparrév pyow. addAa éyouev Kal ypddomev méurovres eis adTo 

kal dveyelpovres éx Tv Néywr él Thy Oday Sorep dddv SecxvivTes TH 

Tt Oedocacbat Bovrovévy. Cf. v. 5, § 4 (522) et seq. 
2 vi. 9, § 7 (765) [vol. ii. p. 578, Il, 4-14]. GAN’ dorep epi 

THs Uys Aéyerar, ws dpa drovov eilvar det wdvTwvr, ei wédrer déxerOau 

Tous TavTwy TUToUs, oUTW Kal TOAD UaAov dveldeor Thy Puxhy ylver Oat, 

ei péA\XNer wndev éumddcov éyKxadjuevov EcecOar mpds mAYpwow kai 

Arauww avry tis picews Tis mpwrns. el TovTO, wdvTwy Tov efw 

apéuevov det eriotpapjvac mpds 7d elow mavTn, wy pbs Te ToY &Fw 

kexAlobat, GAA ayvojoayvTa Ta TdvTa Kal mpd Tod mev TH Siadéoe, 

tore 5é Kal rots eldeow, ayvojocayTa Sé Kal abrov év Ty Oéa éxelvou 

yevéo bar kaxelyy ovyyevomevor kal ixav@s olov oudjoavra iKew ayyéer- 

Aovra, ef S¥vairo, Kal dw Thy éxel cvvovoiav. 
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distinction between seer and seen. “It is a bold 

thing to say, but in the vision a man _ neither 

sees, nor if he sees distinguishes what he sees from 

himself, nor fancies that there are two. On the 

_ contrary it is by becoming, as it were, another 

than himself, and by neither being himself nor 

belonging to himself, that he attains to the vision. 

And, having once reached it, he is one with it, as 

having made the centres of two circles to coincide. 

For the centres when they coincide become one, and 

when the circles are separated there are two centres 

again. . . . Now since in the vision there were not 

two, but the seer was made one with the seen, and 

this not as with something merely seen, but as with 

something actually made one with himself, a man 

who had been united with God might, if he re- 

membered, have in him some image of the divine. 

He himself was One, with no distinctions within him- 

self, with respect either to himself or other things. 

There was no movement within him, no desire, 

no passion... not even any reason or thought. 

Nay, himself was not even present to himself, if one 

may speak thus. Rather, as one rapt and entranced, 

he attained to perfect calm and motionless solitude 

in his own being, neither falling away on any side, 

nor turning about himself ; but, wholly at rest, he 

was as though he had become immutability itself. 

Nor had he a thought for beauty, for he had passed 

beyond the Beautiful, even beyond the band of 

virtues. . / . Perhaps then it was not vision but 
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some other kind of seeing, ecstasy and simplification 

and self-surrender. . . .”! 

In fine, the mind’s search for the Godhead must 

meet at every point with the bafiling answer given 

by the sage Yajanavlkya in the Hindoo story. In 

all attempts to define Brahma, Neti, neti, “It is 

not thus,” is the reply which meets each new effort. 

The Plotinian God is in the mystic’s phrase the 

“silence”; the final stillness beyond all the sound 

1 vi. 9, §§ 10-11 (769 c-770 k) [vol. ii. p. 522, 1. 31-p. 524, 

]. 4]. 7d 52 dpOév, etrep det Sto Tatra réyew, 7d Te dpdv Kal 7d 
Opdipevov, Gr wh ev Au~w—rorunpds ev 6 Abyos—rére ev ore 

Opa ovre Siaxplver 6 dpdv ovdé pavrdgerac So, add’ ofov dd dos 
vyevouevos Kal ovK avrds 005 avrod ouvrede? éxel, Kaxelvov yevduevos 

év éorw womep Kévtpw KévTpov cuvdas: Kal yap évradda cuvveNOdvra 

év éort, Tore [dé] dv0, bray xwpls. ottw Kal quets viv Néyouev erepor. 

00 kal dtdodpacrov 7d Oéaua. mas yap av dmaryyelderé Tis ws 

érepov ovK ldaw éxetvo, bre éBeGro Erepov, dda ev mpds éavrdv ; 11. 

Tovro On é0éXov Ondotv 7d TaY pvoTnpluy Toevde émiTtayua, Td 

uh éxpépew eis uh meuunuévous, ws ovK Expopov éxeivo bv drretre 

Ondodv mpds &ddov 76 Oetov, rw wh Kai adr@ ldeiv edriynra. rel 

tolvuy Sto odK hv, GAN’ ev Fv adros 6 ldav mpds Td Ewpaudvor, ws ay 

Mh éwpapévov, add’ hywudvov, bs éyévero dre éxeivw éeuiyvuro ei 

meuv@ro, exo. av map’ éavt@ éxelvov elxiva. Fv Se é&v Kal adrds 

diapopav év abdr@ ovdeulay mpds éavrdv éxwy ore Kata Gdda* ov 

yap Tt éxivetro map’ ait@, od Ouuds, odk ériOvula &ddov raphy aire 
dvaBeBnkdrt, aXN’ ovde Adyos oddE Tis vdnots OVS’ SAWS adréds, ef Set 

kal rovro héyew* GAN worep apracbels 7} évOovoldoas Hovxh év 

éphuw Karacrdce yeyévynrar atpeuet TH avrov ovcia ovdapod ao- 

kAlwov ovde mepi atrov orpepbuevos, EoTws wdvTyn Kal olov ordots 

yevouevos* ovd€ Ta&v KadGy, d\AG Kal 7d Kaddv Hdn brepOewr, drep- 

Bas 4dn kal Tov T&v dper&v xopdv, womep Tis eis TO elow TOD ddvToU 

ela dvs eis Tovricw Karahurov Ta év TH va@ ayddwara, & éeNOdvre 

Too advrov mddw ylvera mp@ra peta Td Evdov Odaya Kal rip éxe? 

cuvovoiay mpds ovK dyadkua ovd’ elxkdva, GAN’ avrd* & Sh ylverac 
devrepa Oeduara. 7d dé tows Hv od Oéaua, aAAA GAXos Tpdros Tod 

idety, Exoracts kal drdwots kal érldoots abrod Kal &peois wpds adh 

kal ordots Kal mepivdnots mpds épapyoyny, elrep Tis TO ev TH AbUTH 

Oedoerat, 
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and fury of the world of particular things. But 

the silence and stillness are positive, are more 

than absence of noise and change, though we are 

able only to describe them as such. In spite of the 

absolute irrelevance of all finite standards of perfec- 

tion and reality to the divine essence, and the 

complete annihilation of everything finite, deter- 

minate, and intelligible, which experience of it 

would involve, that essence is so absolutely real and 

perfect, and the vision of it so final and satisfactory, 

that though from our point of view they are ineffable 

except in negative terms, to him who had attained 

them, “our so real world with all its stars and 

milky ways is likewise nothing.” 



CHAPTER II 

METAPHYSICAL EVIL 

For the ordinary mystic the natural corollary of 

such a proposition concerning the nature of God 

is an out-and-out doctrine of metaphysical evil. 

And since the mere fact of a world at all as 

separate and individual, as itself and not God, is 

prima facie evil, the problem of Evil becomes the 

problem of existence. ‘The question is not, how comes 

it that the world is imperfect? but how comes it, 

given our premises, that there_isa_world,?~ ‘The Mg or! 

nature of the divine perfection would seem logically 

to preclude any divine causation or creation at all. 

In a system such as Schopenhauer’s, for example, it 

is hard to see how the Will denied can properly | 

be said to be the cause of the Will affirmed. Or , 

again, I think one may fairly question whether in 

the Vedanta doctrine, the Atman in its true self- 

hood which is identical with Brahma, can be made 

more than the nominal cause of the illusion of 

the finite world by which it is haunted. Reality 

is not the creator of its own obscuration. The veil 

of Maya materializes, as it were, from without. 

63 
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The result in most such systems is that, so far 

as the point is raised at all, the origin of the 

world is left unexplained. All that we can say is 

that it just happens, or comes, or grows, and let the 

matter rest at that, ignoring the dualism latent 

in the question. I can give no better example of 

this inconclusiveness than a passage from a modern 

mystic, a disciple of Schopenhauer, descriptive of 

the origin of the universe. 

“Now there was formed,” he says “not at any 

time but before all eternity, to-day and for ever, 

like an inexplicable clouding of the clearness of the 

heavens, in the pure, painless, and will-less bliss of 

denial, a morbid propensity, a sinful bent: the 

affirmation of the will to life. In it and with it 

is given the myriad host of all the sins and woes of 

which this immeasurable world is the revealer.” ! 

But even if we admit, as Deussen does, that the 

origin of the finite is inexplicable, we are by no 

means clear of dualism. We may not know where 

the finite comes from, but the finite in its finitude 

still remains something essentially different from 

the infinite which it clouds and obscures. It is 

simply there, a datum or condition of experience 

which is confessedly irreducible to the real, over 

whose surface it is spread like a veil. 

Again, admitting, as does Philo, an explicit 

dualism, and attributing the existence of the finite 

to a principle of finitude over against God, the 

‘ Deussen, Hlements of Metaphysics, § 171. 
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mystic has still to face a difficulty. For him, the 

universe is a disease from which Reality suffers. 

The eternal silence of the divine is broken from 

without into the moments of our noisy years. ‘The 

whole process of creation, as we usually conceive it, 

is reversed. ‘The principle of finitude and imper- 

fection becomes the active agent, the infinite and 

the perfect, the passive substratum. Instead of God 

ordering Matter, Matter, as it were, disorders God. 

Philo overcomes this difficulty by practically 

accepting the inversion of the ordinary point of view. 

God orders Matter, to be sure, but it is the existence 

of Matter which rouses him to activity. Confronted 

from all eternity with what is not himself, he does 

/what he can to overcome the discrepancy. His 

perfection in relation to this “Other” becomes 

active and bounteous good. Out of the unbroken 

peace of his supreme isolation and ineffableness, he 

issues literally another being, a Logos—an ideal 

world, an active, creative, sustaining and providential 

power. But this aspect of godhead, derivative and 

subordinate as it is, represents not a natural and 

essential, but an accidental expression of the divine 

nature; a part, if you will, forced on it from with- 

out by the unhappy exigencies of the situation. 

Were there no Matter there would be no Logos, no 

Providence, no world ; nothing but the perfect and 

unbroken peace.! JL w Qi ak VU a 

Plotinus, however, must deal with these difficulties 

Y V4 Oo eh 

1 Cf. p. 38, note 2, 

F 
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in another way. ‘The intention of his system is from 

beginning to end monistic. His task then involves 

the defence of a double thesis. Against Philo and 

the majority of mystics, he must argue how God, 

from no secondary consideration, such as a material 

principle, or by no inexplicable clouding of his deity, 

but of himself, by all the exigencies and out of 

the depths of his essential perfection was bound to 

’ create a world: That is, he must show how God 

| naturally would generate the universe. And against 

the non-mystic dualist like Aristotle he must 

demonstrate how he could; how God can be not 

only the final, but the true efficient and material 

cause of everything that is. 

The key to the first question he believes himself 

to have found in the explanation of Timaeus to 

Socrates. “Ayabds jv dyabm Sé ovdels epi ovdevds 

ovderote éyyiyverar pOdvos. God was good, and in 

the good there can never arise jealousy of any- 

thing.”! ‘* How, then,” he goes on in continuance 

of an argument for the simplicity of the One, already 

quoted, “how, then, do things proceed from the 

first principle? If the primal be perfect, and the 

most perfect of all things, and its power be funda- 

mental, it must be the most powerful of all things _ 

that are, and other powers must imitate it as far 

as they can. Now, whenever anything comes to 

perfection we see that it procreates, that it cannot 

endure to remain as it is by itself, and so creates 

1 Plato, Timaeus, 29 k, 
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another being. This is true not only of things 

which possess conscious purpose, but also of things 

which procreate without conscious purpose. Indeed, 

even inanimate objects throw off some part of 

themselves as far as they are able. Thus fire warms 

and snow chills, and drugs have their appropriate 

effects upon other things, and all things imitate, as 

far as they can, the first principles whence they 

came; for thus they strive after eternal life and 

goodness. How then should the most perfect and 

primal Good stay shut up within itself as though 

grudging of itself or impotent, itself the potentiality 

of all things? How could it then be the first 

principle? Something then must be begotten of 

it if any of the other existences which are derived 

from it are to exist. ... .”! 

The creation of the world is due then to the 

active nature of perfection. The Good is super- 

abundant, overflows,? and must overflow till every 

1 vy, 4, § 1 (517) [vol. ii. p. 203, 1. 15 ef seg.]. Cf. iv. 8, § 6, 
v. 1, § 6 (487) [vol. ii. p. 168, 1. 30 e¢ seg.|. r&s ov ard Tod 
mpwrov' ei tédedv é€oTt TO MpGrov, Kal mdvTwy TedewraTorv, Kal 

dvvauis ) mpwrn, et mavTwy Tov byTwy SuvarwraTov elva, Kal Tas 

-AdXas Suvdmes, Kad’ Boov S’vavrar pipetoOa éxeivo, bri 8 av trav 

ddX\wv eis reAelwow ty, dpGpuev yevvay cal ovk dvexduevoy ed” éEavrod 

pévew, GAN’ Erepov trooty ob povov 6, Te dv mpoalperw &xy, adAA Kal 

doa pier dvev mpoapécews, Kal Ta Apvya dé peradldovta éauTdr, 

kad’ dcov Sivara, olov 7d mip Oeppaive, kai poye H XW. Kail 

Ta pdpwaka dé eis ANNo Epydgera, olov avrd, mdvra tiv adpynv 

Kara OUvapuv aropimovmeva, els aidudrntd Te kal adyaddérnra. Tds 

otv 7d TeNewraToy Kal Td mpO@Tov ayabdv ev avTr@ crain, worep 

Pbovicay éavrod 7) dduvvarjoar, h ravrwv Sivamus ; w&s 9 av ere apy) 

ein ; Set On Te kal am’ adrod yevéoOat, elwep ora Ti kal TOV dd\AwY 

tap avrod ye broctdvTwy., | 2 v. 2, § 1 (494) [vol, ii. p. 176]. 
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possibility of good and every possible kind of per- 

fection is realized.'| 'To this point of the grades of 

perfection we shall return later. At present we 

must point out that it is necessary to exclude care- 

fully any idea of conscious purpose from the creative 

process. God does not will the world into being, 

it does not exist in response to any aim or purpose 

of his. He does not even know that it exists. 

For him, as for the mystic spirit in its moment of 

final victory, the universe “with all its suns and 

milky ways is nothing.” Did he will to create it, 

and were he conscious of it, he would be no longer 

either the One or the Good. He would be, and here 

Plotinus agrees with Aristotle, a moved mover. 

The term “ generation,” indeed, is hardly apposite, 

and Plotinus employs it with the warning that we 

must rid it of all suggestion of generation in time. 

What is generated by the One is generated without 

movement of the One. And “since the One remains 

unmoved, if there be anything that comes after it, 

this second existence must come into being without 

any assent, or will, or motion of any sort on 

the part of the One. How, then, is this accom- 

plished, and what are we to think of that process 

which goes on about the abiding One? We are 

to think of it as a radiance proceeding indeed from 

the One, but from the One abiding therein un- 

changed, just as the bright light which courses 

round the sun is perpetually generated from it, 

1 iv. 8, § 6 (474) [vol. ii. p. 150]. 
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though the sun itself changes not at all. Indeed, all 

things that exist necessarily give out from their 

own essence, while they last, a property attached to 

themselves, which proceeds from their potentiality 

within, and spreads about them to that which is 

outside — an image, as it were, of the archetypes 

from which it sprang. Fire dispenses heat from 

itself, and snow does not merely retain its cold 

within itself. But the best evidences of this are 

sweet-smelling substances. For as long as they exist 

there is something which proceeds out of and spreads 

round about them, and everything that is near at 

hand shares in the enjoyment of these derived 

existences.” ! 

The above passage is of great importance, not 

only as regards our own problem, but for the under- 

standing of the Lettmotiv of the whole Plotinian 

system. ‘It contains what we may call the analogy 

of émanation, an analogy to whjch Plotinus appeals 

again and again, now in one, now ‘in another connec- 

tion. The figure, indeed, lies at the basis of his whole 

i 1,8 6 (487) [vol. ii. p. 168, 1. 15 ef seg.j. Set ody dxuwrov 
dvros, el Te devTepov per’ adrd, od mpocvedcayTos ovdé BouvrnOéyTos 

ovde dws KwGEévtos Urocrhva avr. mas ody; Kal Th de? vojoat 

mept éxelvo pévov; mepliiauyiw é& adrod pév, €& avrov dé pévovTos, 

olov lov TO wept avrov apumpdiv pws mepiOdov, E& avdrov del 

yevvwmpevov évovTos. kal mavTa Ta bvTa ews wéver Ex THs avTov 

ovolas dvayxalay thy epi av’ra mpds TO Ew adtav éx THs TWapovons 

duvduews Sldwow at’rav éEnptnudvynv brdcracw, eixkdva ovcav otov 

apxetiruv av éépu, rip pev Thy wap’ avrovd Oepudrnra* Kal xLwy 

ovK elow movov Td Wuxpdy Kkaréxer* pddioTa dé boa edwdn pmapTupet 

ToUTwW* &ws yap éort, mpderci re €& adrav epi aura, ay amroaver 

vrogravTwy 6 Te wAyolov. t = 
~ 

» 
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system. Upon it, and with constant reference to 

it, is built up the imposing edifice of the theory of 

emanation which is the essence of the Plotinian 

metaphysics. We are, indeed, dealing here with 

one of the great analogies of philosophy. Were 

one writing a book on the philosophic significance 

and use of similes, I am not sure but that one 

would have to count this first, both in point of its 

aptness, and of its central place and controlling 

function in thought. Certainly ‘there is none in 

the history of Greek philosophy that can compare 

with it in its magnificence and its attraction, 

_-unless it be the xivet ds épdpevov of Aristotle, 

which by likening God’s relation to the world to 

that of the beloved to the lover, solved so many 

riddles to the Stagirite’s satisfaction. And there 

is none equal to it in downright cleverness, except 

perhaps that tow de force in the Timaeus, where 

Plato by laying out empty space geometrically and 

then combining the plane figures into solids, suc- 

ceeded in educing a solid world out of sheer empti- 

ness. Perhaps, too, there is none more false, and, 

because of its dominance, more mischievous in its 

falsity. ‘To the point of its falsity we shall have 

occasion to return later. Suffice it to say for the 

present that by his employment of it Plotinus 

believes that he has overcome the principal, or 

at least the preliminary, difficulty in the way of 

deriving the Many from the One; the problem 

of preserving the integrity and absolute character 
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of the One in spite of and in the midst of the 

process. 

Granted, however, that there has been established 

the possibility of an emanation from the One with- 

out any disturbance or diminution of its essence, 

there yet remain two questions to be answered. In 

the first place we may ask how the emanation is to 

be logically distinguished from the essence of the 

One, since the emanation can only be an emanation 

of the essence ; in the second place how the emana- 

tion, in itself homogeneous, can of and by itself 

become diversified. 

The first difficulty. Plotinus answers by dis- 

tinguishing two kinds of “acts” or “ operations” 

(évépyeror). There is indeed the Aristotelian “act,” 

the. operation of being what one is; but there is 

also another sort of “act,” the expression, as it 

were, of one’s self in another. Or to put it 

biologically, we might say there is an “act” of 

reproduction of one’s self as well as the “act” of 

self- preservation. Plotinus harks back to his 

favourite simile for an example. ‘Take fire for 

example,” he says. ‘’There we find both the heat 

which constitutes its essence, and the heat which 

emanates from it while it is engaged in the activity 

natural to its essence, that is, in continuing to be 

fire”! That is, heat is in the fire, is the essence and 

1 y. 4, § 2 (518) [vol. ii. p. 205, ll. 8-11]. ofov kai él rod rupds 
H pév tls éoTe cuuTAnpodoa Thy ovclay Oepudrns, 7 5é dm’ exelvns Hn 

ywouevn évepyobvros éxelvou tiv ctiupuTor TH otola [évépyecar] év 7G 

Mévey Tp. ol'rw 6) Kaxe?. Cf. v. 3, § 7 (503); § 15 (512). 

po. 
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“operation ” of fire, and at the same time goes forth 

from it. We perhaps might turn to Christian 

theology, and point to that eternal generation of 

the Son by the Father, “God of God, Light of 

Light, very God of very God,” in which the Father, 

preserving none the less the essential ‘ operation ” 

of his proper hypostasis, engenders the hypostasis 

of the Son. 

By thus reverting to its fundamental analogy, 

the Plotinian analogy meets the second difficulty 

connected with the derivation of the Many from 

the One. But there is yet the third to be reckoned 

with. How can the Many be conceived as develop- 

ing within the perfect simplicity of the primitive 

emanation? How can the absolutely homogeneous 

be the cause and substance of its own variegation ? 

In dealing with this crucial point Plotinus is not 

unnaturally hesitant and obscure, and we can be no 

more than tentative in our interpretation. But 

Plotinus’s meaning, it seems, is somewhat as follows : 

The One is indeed nothing, ze. no thing, since it 

transcends all things, but, as the existence of 

existence proves, it contains within itself the 

possibility of all things. In it “all things are not 

as yet, but shall be,” not indeed in point of time, 

since the generation of the world is eternal, but in 

point of logical priority. From this point of view, 

1 vy. 2, § 1 (494) [vol. ii. p. 176, 1. 3]. Td & wavra Kal oddé &° 
apxn yap wdavrev ov mavTa adr Exelyns mavTa* Exel yap olor 

dvédpaue* waddov 6€ o'rw €or, adn’ Eorat, 
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as itself the possibility of a rational universe, the 

One may be called latently rational or intelligible. 

Now the emanation from the One at the moment 

of its issue from the One (remembering that we 

employ temporal terms only by way of imperfect 

analogy), is as yet undetermined. But at the 

moment of its issue, which is also the moment of 

its separation, the fact of its separation enables it 

and causes it, as something different from the One, 

to turn to the One and regard it. In other words, 

the One emerges from its transcendence of the 

distinction between subject and object, and becomes 

self-conscious. 

But what is this self of which it is conscious? 

It cannot know itself as One, since the One as such 

is beyond the antithesis of “I” and “Me,” and 

unattainable by any process properly described as 

knowledge. 'To know itself as One it would have 

to cease knowing itself, if I may put it paradoxically. 

The object of its knowledge must be what we de 

facto find is the ideal object of any perfect know- 

ledge. The One can know itself only as the truth 

—the archetypal or intelligible world of which qua 

One it yet affords the possibility. That is, all that 

it can know of itself in turning back to behold itself 

is the possible world which it is.t But this know- 

ledge of itself is conditioned by the antithesis of 

an alter. 'The One’s knowledge of itself as the 

| All this interpretation is based on v. 1, §§ 6-7 (487-488) 
[vol. ii. pp. 168-169]. Cf. v. 3, § 15 (512-513). 
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archetypal world of truth involves, and is dependent 

upon, the knowledge that it has lost its unity. It 

is now the Not-One, the Many over against the 

One. But it recognizes that gua One it is the 

source and justification of itself qua the Many, that 

, 1s, gua the archetypal world. “In its thought of 

itself it thinks itself accidentally. For it is in 

looking to the Good (i.e. the One) that it thinks 

_ itself.” Or, in modern phrase, we might say 

that the subject recognizes itself and the object as 

derived from and dependent upon a higher unity 

in which both are transcended. In Plotinus’s own 

words, “the One is the potentiality of all things. 

The things of which the One is the potentiality, 

Thought, separated as it were from, that potentiality, 

now beholds. Otherwise it could not be Mind. 

At that moment it gains consciousness, as it were, 

from itself of the nature of its own potentiality 

—of its power of generating by itself its own 

essence, and of determining its own being by 

means of the power received by it from the One. 

It perceives, too, that its essence is, so to speak, a 

part of that which belongs to and is derived from 

the One, and that it is strengthened and brought 

to the fulness of being by and out of the One. It 

sees, too, that to itself from the One, as to the 

divisible from the indivisible, have come life and 

1 v. 6, § 5 (537) [vol. ii. p. 226, 1. 20]. Kal yap ad év rH vonoe 
avrov KaTd cuuBeBnkds avTd voet* mpds yap Td ayabdv Brérov avbrd 

voel* évepyouv yap avd éavrd voet, 
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thought and all things, precisely because the One 

itself is none of these things.” 4 

The knowledge, however, that it is no longer 

the One, but the possible universe opposed to and 

derived from it, actualizes at the same moment 

that possibility. The One knows that qua One it 

may be, but that qua “may be,” it actually is the 

world in question. Qua One it is all things m 

potentia, qua Potentiality it is suddenly and by 

the mere recognition of that qua-ness the whole 

universe of things in actu. The intelligible world 

is, at the moment it thinks itself; it thinks itself 

at the first instant it is possible for it to do so. 

That possibility has from all eternity been implied 

in the essence of the One. ‘hus the One becomes at 

once Being and Thought in the unity of an intellect 

which is its own subject and its own object.” 

An inspection of the archetypal world at this 

point leads us to a further discovery in the shape 

of a deduction of the categories. Mind in the first 

1 v. 1, §7 (488) [vol. ii. p. 169, 1. 27 et seg.]. adda Td év Sivapus 
TavTwv. av ov éort Oivams, TalTa dwd THs Suvdmews olov cxifoméevyn 

 vonots KabopG. 7 ovK av Fv voids. émrel xal wap’ avrod exe Hon 

olov cuvaicOnow rhs Suvdmews, Bre Sivarar ovciay av’rds yevvay bi’ 

avroiv Kal dpifew 7d eva abt@ TH wap’ éxelvov Suvdmer, Kal re olov 

Mépos v Te Tv éxelivou Kal €& éxeivou 7 ovcia Kal povvuTa wap’ éxelvov 

kal Tedevoras eis ovciav map’ éxelvov kal é& éxelvov. dp@ dé adr@ 

éxeiOev olov pepror@ €& dmeplorov Kal Td (Hv Kal 7d voew Kal ravTa, 

bri é€xeivo undey Tay wavTwr. 

2 v. 2,§1 (494). Cf. v. 3, § 10 (506) et seq. 
* For a brief deduction vide v. 1, § 4 (485) [vol. ii. p. 166] ; 

for a more elaborate, vide vi. 2, § 6 (600) et seq. |vol. ii. p. 306], 
§$ 19 (611) et seq. [vol. ii. p. 320]. 
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place has real existence—it must think itself as being. 

Did it not exist it could not think. “Being” is 

then the first category. The second we should 

naturally expect to be correlated intelligence or 

Thought. But such is not the case. The categories 

are forms or conditions of Thought, and 'Thought is. 

not a condition or form of itself. Thought is Being 

thinking itself, the self-knowledge, as it were, of 

the categories. But now the act of intellect in 

which Thought and Being are united displays two 

marked characteristics. On the one hand, we can 

distinguish between Thought and Being, on the 

other, we say that the two are somehow one. But 

to say that any two are one presupposes as its con- 

dition the categories of difference and identity. 

But Being is, Being is living, sustaining, and 

preserving itself out of its own inner vitality. It 

exists i actu, évepyeig. 'This vitality and activity, 

however, by which Being persists in being, involves 

motion. Motion, however, is not an accident or an 

attribute of Being, it is its essence and is inseparable 

from it in thought. We cannot think of Being, 

save as existing in the full kinetic significance of 

the participial construction. Motion then—activity, 

actuality—will be our fourth category. 

The motion, however, involved in Being’s mere 

being, is precisely what keeps it what it is, unaltered . 

in its nature, ze. is precisely what keeps it at rest. 

Indeed, rest or stability is what first strikes us as 

the condition of all being, and it is only on second 
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glance that we see how keeping at rest involves 

activity and motion. 

An analysis of the “thought” aspect of vots re- 

veals the same categories. Thought thinks itself 

as existing, as being. Its thought involves activity 

and motion. That is, Thought is thinking, is in 

ultimate analysis not a noun, but a verb. But by 

thinking, Thought constitutes and bounds itself, is 

what it is, persists as itself, in a word keeps itself 

stable, unalterable, and immobile.! 

We have then the five prime categories—Being, 

Identity, Difference, Movement, and Rest. From 

these five all the other so-called categories, and 

genera, and species proceed by a process of logical 

deduction. ‘Thus number is immediately implied 

in the multiplicity of the intelligible content. Be- 

holding the continuity of its act of thought, the 

mind draws thence the idea of magnitude and 

quantity, and from the inexhaustibility of ‘its 

power, that of infinity. Contemplating the beauty 

and perfection of its existence, it has the notion of 

quality. Difference and identity are in the same 

way the bases of similarity and dissimilarity, equality 

and inequality, and the like. And thus, petal by 

petal, the whole intelligible world of truth blows 

into full flower.” 

In deriving Soul from Mind, Plotinus resorts 

1 This account is based on the text, vi. 2, §§ 6-8 (600-602) [vol. 

ii. p. 306 et seq. |. 
2 vi, 2, § 21 (613 a et seq.) [vol. ii. pp. 322-323]. 
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to the same analogies and employs the same 

arguments as he used in explaining the emanation 

of Mind from the One. Since by the existence 

of the intelligible the possibilities of existence 

are not exhausted, it too must perforce overflow.! 

Like the One, it has its two operations or “acts,” 

an essential operation by which it is what it is, and 

an emanatory act by which it reproduces itself. This 

overflow or emanation from itself is Yuy or Soul. 

The reproduction of itself in yvy7 is both general 

and particular. Each form or archetype gives forth 

a particular soul or a Adyos oreppatixds, and the 

intelligible world in which the archetypes are or- 

ganized, as we remember, on the analogy of logical 

inclusion and implication, projects itself in a World- 

Soul that includes the Yvyxai and the Adyou oreppatiKoi, 

i.e. the Ideas as formative forces, after the same 

figurative fashion. 

By Soul or vy, we are not to understand 

Soul in our use of the word as a self-conscious 

principle. This point is discussed at length by 

Plotinus, and the conclusion is that it is Mind 

which is the principle of self-consciousness in us. 

The proper operations of the soul are sensation and 

the synthesis of sensation by discursive thought. 

Discursive thought, indeed, knows itself, but knows 

itself as an unfulfilled activity, dependent upon and 

1 iv. 8, § 3 (472 a) [vol. ii. p. 147, 1. 1 et seq.]. dre pnde ofdy 
Te Tv orhvar Ta wavrTa év TH vonT@, Suvauévouv epeéfs Kal &ddov 

yevéoOar €drrovos wév, avaryxalov dé elvar, elrep kal 7d pd avrod. 
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realized in the Mind. Adequate self-knowledge is 

sub specie acternitatis.' 

In a word, the relations re nee Soul, with her 

operation of discursive thought, and Mind seem to 

be the exact analogues of those between Mind and 

the One. Mind in issuing from the One turns 

toward it, and by that return constitutes itself 

an archetypal world—the not-One; a world which 

though other than the One is yet derived from it, 

and by its desire to return to its origin is held in 

that state of perfect identity of subject and object 

in which the ideal of contemplative thought is for- 

ever realized. In like manner the Soul, turning 

towards the Mind whence she flows and _ striving 

to regain that state of complete self-consciousness 

which is her source, is thereby confirmed in her proper 

nature. ‘This is her essential “operation” or “act.” ? 

Perhaps the word most descriptive of her essence 

is life. She is the principle of vitality and activity 

in all things: the Aristotelian ¢icis, we might 

almost say, of all things, by which things become 

what they are, exercise their proper functions, and 

are conformed to their proper ends. She creates 

and sustains all life and nature, “ breathing life into 

all things nourished by earth or sea, all the dwellers 

in the air, all the divine stars of heaven. Yea, the 

sun and this great firmament of heaven she hath set 

in order, and herself maketh them to revolve in due 

1 For all this vide v. 3, §§ 1-4 (496-500) [vol. ii. pp. 178-183]. 
2 vy. 1,§3 (484) [vol. ii. p. 165]. * iv. 7, § 11 (465) [vol. ii. p. 139]. 
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courses. ... And the heaven moved in _ eternal 

motion under the wise guidance of Soul, becomes 

a living and a blessed being and acquires due honour 

when once Soul has come to dwell within it; but 

before the coming of Soul it was but a dead body, 

mere earth and water. . . . And though the heaven 

is manifold, and different in different places, it is 

one by virtue of her power, and it is through her 

that this ordered universe is a god. . . .”1 

1 v. 1, § 2 (482-483) [vol. ii. p. 162, Il. 18-p. 163, 1. 31]. (2) 

évOuueloOw rolvuy mpa@rov éxeivo maca Wuxh, ws ad’rn pev wa 

érolnoe wavra éumvevioaca avrots fwiy, d Te yh Tpéper & Te Oddacoa 

ad re év dépt & Te Ev ovpay@ dorpa Oeia, ari dé HrLov, a’rh dé rdv 

Méyav Totrov ovpavdv, kal abTi éxdounoev, aith dé ev rdéer mepidyer 

gpvots otoa eTrépa Gv Koomel Kal Gv Kweli Kal & (hv moet: Kal Tobrwy 

avayKn elvar Timwrépav, yuyvouévwv [uév] rovTwrv Kal Pbeipouévwr, 

brav atta Wuxnh arodelry } Xopnyet 7d KHv, adr Se odca del TE wh 

dodelrew éauvtjv. tis dé [6] rpdros rhs xopnylas Tod (Hv év Te TS 

cipmavT. év Te Tols ExdoTos, Bde NoyifécOw. oKoreloOw Oh Thy 

meyadny Wuxhvy GdAn Puxh ob ouikpa aéia Tod cKomeW ~yevoudrvn 

amaddayeion araryns Kal Tay yeyonrevkéruv Tas dddNas hovxw TH 

KkaTacTdce..  thovxov dé avr éorw wh pdvoy 7d mepixeluevoy ciua 

kal 6 TOU cwuaTos KNVOwY, GAA Kal wav TO Tepiexov- Hovxos Mev Yh, 

hovxos 6€ AddNacoa Kal ahp Kal avdrds ovpavds (dpuelvwr). voeirw dé 

wavrobev eis abtov éorGra Wuxnv tEwhev olov eicpéovoay Kal eicxv- 

Oeicav Kal mwdvrofev eictotoay Kxal eiaX\duTovcav’ oiov oKorewdv 

végos Hrlov Boral dwricacar Adurew to.ovcr xpvcoedH dw didotca, 

oUTw To Kai Wuxn €Nodoa eis THua ovpavot edwKe pev (why, dwKe 

dé dbavaciav, Hyepe 5é Kelwevov. 06 5é KinOels kivnow daldiov bd 

Wuxns é€udpdvws ayotons S@ov etdaumov éyévero, éoxe Te déiav 

ovpavos Wuxijs elooixiabelons Ov mpd Puxfs cua vexpdy, yh Kal Vdwp, 

bMadXov Oé cxdros bAns kal uh dv Kai “8 arvyéovow oi Geol,” gyot Tis. 

yévoro & av pavepwrépa airs kai évapyeorépa H divas Kal pots, 

el ris é€vTaida diavonbeln, Srrws mepréxer Kal dyer Tats avrHs Bovdy- 

' geow Tov ovpavdy. mavTi pev yap T@ meyéOer rovTw, 8aos éorTly, 

edwkev éauvTiv kal way dudornua Kal wéya Kal puxpdyv éyiyxwrat &d\dov 

mev G&A Ketévov TOD cwuaros Kal TOD wey WSL, To 5é WSL ByTos, Kal 
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GNN’ ox 7] WuxXH orws, obdE uéper EauTHs ExdoTw KaTaKEpuaTiabetog 
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In a word, Soul is: Nature in that  eulogistic 

sense in which we sometimes use the term, as when 

we speak of “mother” Nature, suggesting not the 

mere body of natural phenomena, but a sympathetic 

spirit and tendency incarnate within it.t Or, to 

change the figure, we might say that the soul is 

applied science, reason no longer theoretic, but em- 

ployed in creating according to its own precepts. 

This is indeed precisely Plotinus’s notion. ‘The Soul, 

he tells us, is the word, the expression, the image 

of vots. She is vots expressing itself in a sensible 

medium.” Wvy7, however, is even more obviously 

inconclusive than vots. She expresses as it were a 

‘relation in which vovs stands, is votds exercised with 

an eye not to itself, but to further possibilities 

of being, including indeed the possibility of this 

exercise itself. But the possession of vision is 

useless, and the exercise of it futile, if it be of 

mere blankness. A relation that is a relation to 

nothing is without meaning. The emanation of 

yvx7 Is irrelevant without a terminus ad quem. De 

facto, too, the possibilities of being are not ex- 

hausted by her procession. Both “ mother” Nature 

poply wuxis SHv moet, G\\a wavTa §H TH SAH, Kal wdpeoti Taca 

TAVTAXOU TH yevynoavTe warp duocovmévyn kal kara 7d év kal Kara 

76 wdvTn. Kal mods wy 6 ovpavds Kal AXos G&A Ev EoTe TH TavTns 

duvde kal Peds ears Sid Ta’rynv 6 Kdcmos Bde. 

1 At the same time, Plotinus seems to distinguish between 

Nature even taken in this sense, and the World-Soul. She is 

secondary, an offspring of the World-Soul, yux} ofca, yévynua 
Wuxis mporépas duvarwrepov (wens, iii. 8, § 4 (345) [vol. i. p. 335, 

1. 7]; cf. iii. 8, § 2 (344) [vol. i. p. 334, 1. 343]. 
2 vy. 1, § 3 (484) [vol. ii. p. 165]. 
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and ourselves have bodies as well as souls. The 

corporeal world exists. 

So it is that Yvy7 must also overflow, and by an 

emanation from herself constitute the phenomenal 

world.! Besides her essential “act” or operation 

she must have a reproductive “act” by virtue of 

which the World-Soul radiates about herself the 

physical universe, and each individual soul and Adyos 

oreppatikés their particular body within that universe. 

To revert now to the problem in hand. We 

have seen that emanation is a continuous and 

homogeneous process of the same complexion 

throughout. For the same reasons, in the same 

manner, and by the same devices as vois proceeds 

from the One, yvy7j proceeds from vots and the 

corporeal world from wy. There are no breaks 

within it, no jumps, apparently no opportunity for 

freak or accident or for violent alteration in its 

value and significance such as the incidence of Evil 

involves. But yet Evil exists, as Plotinus confesses. 

How explain the fact ? 

From all that we know of mystic sentiment, we 

1 iv. 8, § 2 (470) [vol. ii. p. 145, ll. 3-17]. Cf. v. 2, §§ 1-2 

(494). dirrh yap émipédera mavrdés, ro pmév Kabddrov Kedevoe Koo- 

podoa dmrpdyuov émictacia Baowuxy, Tod 5é Kabéxacra Hin abrouvpy@ 

TWt TWoince cvvady TH mpds Td mparropevoy 7d mparTov Tod mparTo- 

hévou Tis picews dvamiumdaca. THs dé Oelas Yuxijs Tovroy rdv Tpdmov 

Tov ovpavoy dmavra droxely det eyoudvns, Urepexovons pev TH 

kpelrrovu, divauw dé riv éecxdrny eis TO elow teutrovons, airiay peév 

0 Oeds ovK ay Err NéyotTO Exew Tov Thy Wuxhv Tov mavTis év Yelpore 

meTonKevar, 7 Te Wuxh ovK ameorépnrar ToD KaTa Piow €& ddlov 

Totvr’ éxovoa Kal éovca del, 8 un oldy Te mapa piow ad’ry eivac‘ 

brrep Sunvex@s abrH del brdpxer ovrrore dpkduevor, Cf, iii. 9, § 3 (357), 
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should expect to see both physical and moral evil 

referred to an ultimate metaphysical evil. Logically 

for Plotinus, Evil should occur at the beginning of 

the emanatory process. The purest overflow from 

the One, he should say, being other than the One, 

cannot but be an evil and imperfect thing. Nods 

is the first parent in the sin of whose mere existence ’ 

all Being fell. Its plurality and activity are the 

prototypes of all division, conflict, and becoming. 

The process, then, is birth-marked with Evil. What 

wonder that as it develops the mark grows angry 

and inflamed ! 

Had Plotinus said this, his theodicy would have 

been simpler, more logical, and less great :—a 

brilliant variation, by virtue of its splendid attempt 

to solve the initial difficulty, on the mystic theme. 

As it is, some tendency to say it persists throughout, 

and to some extent confuses his thought. But 

whether it was due to his heritage from Aristotle 

and the Stoics, or to a sentimental love of nature, 

or to the practical optimism of one who was after 

all a very level-headed and prosperous business man, 

the direction of his teaching is unmistakably against 

a doctrine of metaphysical evil. Evil appears for 

him, not in the first, but in the last stage of 

emanation, in connection with the radiation from 

yvx7) of the corporeal world, however difficult it may 

be to explain its occurrence at that point. 

As regards the freedom from evil of vois, and of 

Yvx7) so far as her cosmic significance is concerned, 
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we have both circumstantial and direct evidence. 

It is unnecessary to dwell here upon the Plotinian 

panegyrics of vovs. Its beauty, its perfection, its 

essential divinity are constantly celebrated by him.! 

It is the express image of the Most High, a great 

God, the Second God, an unspeakable beauty sent 

before the face of the One, and mediating between 

it and the World-Soul, the throne of the One, a 

prince of the blood-royal.?_ These and a host of other 

epithets applied to it by Plotinus are all incom- 

patible with any attribution to it of imperfection. 

But besides the panegyrics we find a direct 

exclusion of archetypes of evil things from the 

intelligible world, suggested doubtless by Plato’s 

query in the Parmenides whether or no such mean 

things as hair, mud, or dirt are to be dignified with 

ideal prototypes.* “Touching,” he says, “ the ques- 

tion whether there are also Ideas of things arising 

from putrefaction or of disagreeable things, and 

also of filth and mud, it must be said that every- 

thing which Mind brings with it from the first 

principle is excellent, and that therein Ideas such as 

we have mentioned are not to be found. . . .”4 

The immunity of the World-Soul, and indeed of 

the individual soul, so long as she moves in her own 

1 Cf. v. 9, § 3 (556-557) ; v. 1, § 4 (485). 
2 Cf. v. 5, § 3 (522). 3 Parmenides, 130 c. 
4 v. 9, § 14 (565) [vol. ii. p. 259, 1. 21 et seq.]. epi dé ray éx 

ohyews kal rev yarerGv, ef xdxel eldos, kal ef pirov kal mnXoi, 

NexTéov, ws, boa Koulferat vods ard ToD mpwrov, mavTa dpiora* év 

ols ob TavTa, 
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sphere, is no less clearly emphasized. 'The celebra- 

tions of Yvy7 are lavish.1 She, too, is naturally good, 

happy, and divine,” “akin to the divine nature and 

to the eternal,” * displaying in her unclouded essence 

all the virtues and perfections. ‘The Soul, as she plays 

about the Mind, gazes upon it and contemplating what 

is within it, sees God through it. And this is the 

blessed and sorrowless life of the gods, and there is 

no evil there, and had it been there it would not have 

been evil.”* It is only in her relations to body, or, 

more strictly, since conjunction with the body is not 

necessarily vitiating, in a particular relation to a 

particular body, that Evil occurs. ‘“’There are two 

reasons why the communing of the soul with the 

body brings difficulties. The first is that it hinders 

thought, the second, that it fills the soul with 

pleasures and desires and pains. . . .”° This trouble, 

however, arises only in the case of individual souls. 

The World-Soul is free from it. Her body, which is 

the universe, is obedient to her command, and 

1 Cf. passage already quoted, v. 1, § 2 (482-483) [vol. ii. 

p. 162, 1. 18]. * v. 1, § 3 (484) [vol. ii. p. 164]. 
3 iv. 7, § 10 (464) [vol. ii. p. 187, I]. 13-14]. 10. dre dé 77 Oevorépa 

pio svyyeris 7 Yux7 Kal TH adlw, SHrov wéev Toe? Kal Td wh cHua 

avr dedetx Oat. 

4 1.8, § 2(73) [vol. i. p. 100, 1. 26 et seq.].  5¢ €wOev epi robrov 
Xopevovoa Wuxnh pds avrov Brérovea Kal 7d elow adrod Oewmévyn Tov 

Bedv dv’ avrov Brére. Kal otros OeGv dmrhuwv Kal waKdpios Blos Kal 

TO Kakov ovdauod évtadOa kal ef évratOa earn, Kakdv ovdév av Hv, dda 

mpara kal devrepa Tayaba Kal rpira. 

> iv. 8, § 2 (471) [vol. ii. p. 145, 1. 21 et seg.|. S00 yap dvTwy bv 
& ducxepaiverar 7 Yuxs mpds swuata Kowwvia, Tt Te éumddiov pds 

Tas vonoes ylyverat, Kal bru HOovGv Kal émiOumi@v kal NvTOy tiumdy- 

ow avrny. 
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impedes in no wise her essential operations. “ But 

though it be said that the divine Soul in this wise 

for ever rules the whole heaven, transcending it with 

her better part and sending her lowest power into 

this world of ours, yet no one can blame God for 

that he has set the World-Soul in something worse 

than herself. ‘The Soul indeed is not deprived of 

her natural function; that she holds from eternity 

and will hold for ever, nor can it in any wise be 

contrary to her nature. . . . So it is that she can 

never experience any fear about a body of this kind, 

nor will any concern for it sway her and drag her 

down from the blessed vision of higher things ; 

rather is she ever in the presence of heavenly things, 

though at the same time she orders this whole 

universe by an easy exercise of power.” ! 

Finally, we may appeal to the passage in the 

1 iv. 8, § 2 (470) [vol. ii. p. 145, 1. 8 ef seq.]. rijs 52 Oelas puxis 
Tovrov Tov Tpdtrov Tov ovpavdvy GmavTa dtotkeivy del heyouevys, drreEp- 

exovons ev TH Kpelrrov, Sivamv dé Thy Eoxdrny eis Td elow TEe“ToveNs, 

airtav péev 6 Beds ovK dv Er NévyotTo Exew Tov Thy WuxHY Tot mavros év 

xelpove memounkévat, Te Wuxh ovK dmeorépntat Tod Kara plow é& 

d.diov Totr’ éxovea Kal Eovoa del, 6 uh oldv Te rapa piow airy elvar* 

dep Sinvek@s airy del brdpxet ovtrore dpiduevov. Tas Te TGV doTépwr 

Wuxas Tov ab’rov Tpdmov mpds TO cGua Exe NEywr, WoreEp TO TaY— 

évrlOno. yap Kal rovTwy Ta gwuata eis Tas THs PuxHs wepipopds— 

dmocwfo. av kal tiv mepi TovTouvs mpémovoay evdaimoviav. dvo yap 

dvrow bi’ & Suvoxepatverar ) Wux7s mpds cwbpatra Kowwvia, bri TE 

éumdd.ov mpds Tas vojoets ylyverat, Kal Ore NOovav Kal émiBumdy Kal 

uray tiumhynow abriv, obdérepov TobTwy dy yévoto WuxF, iris mh 

els TO elow €5u TOD gowmaros, unde Tivds EoTL, unde Exelvou éyéveTo, GAN’ 

éxeivo avris, €or. Te Towdrov, olov unre Twos SetoOa, pre Twi 

é\Nelrew * wore unde thy Puxhy émiOuudy wiumracba } PdBwr. 

ovdév yap dewdv phmrore wept cwpuaros TpocdoKnayn To.ovTou, ore TiS 

adoxoNla vetow moovoa KaTw amdye. THs KpeiTTovos Kal uwaKkaplas Béas, 

GNN gor del mpds Exelvors drpdyuovr Ouvdmer TOd€ TO WAY KoTMOUCA. 
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Ennead concerning the origin of Evil, in which 

Plotinus groups the One, vots, and yy together as 

a kind of Trinity, holy and free from all taint of 

imperfection. What, he asks, is the Good? “It is 

that upon which all things depend, which all things 

desire; for it is the source of their being and they 

stand in need .of it. For itself, it is in want of 

naught, self-sufficient, lacking nothing; it is the 

measure and limit of all things, giving from out 

of itself Mind and Being and Soul and Life and 

the activity that belongs to Mind. And till one 

reaches it, all things are beautiful; but itself is 

super-beautiful and higher than the best. . . . Mind 

is its first activity and first essence, though the 

Good abides within itself. Mind exercises its 

activity about it, living round it as it were. But 

the Soul, as it moves about the Mind, gazes upon it, 

and contemplating what is within it, sees God 

through it. And this is the blessed and sorrowless 

life of the gods, and there is no Evil there. Had it 

been there it would not be evil. But there are primary 

and secondary and tertiary Goods, and all are around 

the King of all, and he is the cause of all good 

things, and all are due to him. And the secondary 

Goods are around the second (hypostasis) and the 

tertiary around the third. If such be the nature of 

real existence and of what transcends real existence, 

there can be no Evil in either. For both aré good.” ! 

' i. 8, § 2 (72-73) [vol. i. pp. 100-101, 1. 6]. Cf. also ii. 9, § 13 
(212) [vol. i. p. 203, l. 5et seq.]. 2. viv dé NeyéoOw, ris 7 T00 a-yaoi 
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There can be no question of the import of these 

passages. It is certainly to. exclude Evil from the 

first two stages of emanation. But this is apparently 

to disavow metaphysical evil. For it amounts to 

saying that there are different kinds of perfection, 

one proper to the One, another to vois, a third to 

yvx7, and that none is to be blamed for not being 

the other. We shall indeed find the same argument 

presently used to justify the nature of the physical 

universe. This has, it will be said, a native perfec- 

tion which it perfectly exemplifies, and is not to be 

vows, Kal’ Scov Tots mapovor Adyous mpoojKer. Eat. dé TovTO, eis 6 

wdvra avnprntar kal o} mavTa Ta bvTa édlerar apxny Exovra avo 

kaxelvou dedueva* TO 0 éorly dvevdeés, ixavov éavTw, undevos Sedpuevor, 

MéTpov wavTwy Kai mépas, dov €& avrod vody kai ovclav Kal Wuxny kai 

Swhv kal mepl vodv évépyeav. Kal méxpr méev TovTov Kaha mavra* 

avrés Te yap vmépxados kal éréxewva Tay dplorwy Bacretw év TH 

vonT@, vod éxelvov dvTos ov Kara vodv, dv oinbein dv Tis KaTa Tovs 

Tap tuiv deyoudvous vots elvat -ro’s é€k mpoTdcewv oupmry- 

pounévous Kal Tav eyouévav ouvidvac Suvauévous oyifouévous TE 

kat Tod dkodovOov Oewplay movovpévovs Kal €& dkodovdias Ta 

dvra Oewuévous ws mpdtepov ovKx exovTas, GANG Kevovs Ere mply 

Madey dvras, Kalror vous dvras. ov 5h éxeivos 6 vos ToLodTos, aN’ 

éxe. wdvra kal tore wdvra Kai obvestw adT@ oud, Kal éxer wavTa 

ovk éxwv. ov yap dda, 6 dé GAdos* ove xXwpis ExacTrov TaY év 

avr@* Sov te yap éotw exaorov kal mavtaxy mav* Kal od ovyké- 

XuTat, GAAG ad ywpls. 7d yodv weradapBdvor o'x duod mdvTwy, GAN’ 

brov divarat perahapBave. Kal éore mpwrn évépyera éxeivou Kal 

mpwrn ovoia éxelvov pévovros ev éavT@* évepyel mévTou epi exetvov 

oiov mepl éxeivov fav. % bé Ewhev wept robrovy xopevovca WuxXh mpos 

avrov Bdérovea kal TO elow adTou Oewuevy Tov Oeov dt’ avrot Bréret. 

kal otros bea amjuwv Kal uaxdptos Blos kal TO Kaxov ovdamod évradba 

kal ef évtav0a eéorn, Kaxov ovdev ay Fv, ad\Aa mpHra Kal devTEpa 

rayaba Kat Tpira. [kal] wept rov mdavtrwv Baoitéa mwdvraéori, Kal 

éxeivo alriov mavrwy Kad@v, Kal wdvTa éorlv éxelvov, kal devTepov 

wept ra SevTrepa Kal rplrov wept ra Tplra. 3. ei OH ToladTd €or. TA 

évTa Kal 7d éréxewa Tay byTwr, obK Av ev Tots ovat Td KaKdy éveln, 

ovdé év TH éréxewa Tov byTwv* ayabda yap Tatra, - 
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condemned as imperfect for not being other than 

it is. | 

But even supposing that Plotinus were unre- 

servedly committed to this point of view, which, as 

we shall see later, he is not, the matter would not be 

so straightforward as it appears at first sight. On 

the contrary he has involved himself in a perplexity 

which besets every attempt to conceive of perfection as 

an expanded, multiple, and complex state of existence. 

Between the different factors of such a state it is im- 

possible not to make comparisons of higher and lower. 

There must be, as Plotinus admits, and as we are. 

bound on the face of things to admit, a hierarchy 

of perfections. ‘The perfection of the plant, it seems 

only common sense to say, is not so perfect as that of 

the beast, nor that of the beast as that of the man, nor 

that of the man as that of the angel, nor any of these 

as that of God. Yet all are perfections. This is 

the Aristotelian doctrine, and Plotinus is consciously 

a good Peripatetic when he speaks of Mind as a 

secondary good, and of Soul as a tertiary. 

But it may be asked, Is not this admission of 

grades of perfection suicidal? Is it not foredoomed 

by a fatal implication that all except. the highest 

grade are really degrees of imperfection? The 

question is pertinent. We are on the verge of 

discovering the great self-contradiction which in 

the end must invalidate the Plotinian theodicy. 

Let us pause and consider it. 

Reflection upon the uses of the term “ perfection” 
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in philosophical discussion quickly discloses two very 

different senses in which the term may be employed. 

These senses we may designate broadly as the 

“mechanical” or “ naturalistic,” and the ‘ moral.” ! 

Mechanical perfection has reference to the explic- 

ability of events, and answers to the satisfaction 

we take in accounting for things by natural causes. 

** Moral” perfection, as the term is employed here, 

is estimated by the bearing events have upon our 

interest in finding our world not only intelligible, 

but also satisfactory in every respect, kaddv Kkéyabor. 

. That these two kinds of perfection need not coincide 

is obvious. It is no harder to discover the natural 

causes of moral evil than it is of moral good; and 

the interest in understanding the world is as satisfied 

with the one discovery as with the other. Object- 

ively considered, the world regarded as a mechanism 

is perfect as it stands. It accounts for all its events 

and parts, and all things and types and occurrences 

are equally good expressions of its workings. 

Since the mechanical conception of nature gives 

every fact equal and sufficient reason for existence, 

there can be no comparison in point of mechanical 

perfection. “ Better and worse,” “ higher and lower,” 

are oppositions which seem significant only in relation 

to a standard set by moral ideals,.and based, what- 

ever its cosmic validity, on the ethical and aesthetic 

interests of mankind. 

1 I use **moral” here to cover the ‘* aesthetic” as well as 
the strictly ethical interests. Strictly speaking there are as 
many kinds of perfection as there are satisfactions. 
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But we must not be too hasty in our dichotomy. 

A third kind of perfection is quick to press its claims, 

denouncing the very establishment of our first 

dilemma as a bit of arrogance and anthropomorphism. 

I mean the perfection which we accord to things 

according as they realize their proper natures. Thus 

we talk of a prize dog or a fine horse, or even of the 

perfect fit of a suit of clothes. Such perfection can 

hardly be said to be estimated by the naturalistic 

standard, since the mongrel or the hack or the misfit 

can be just as well explained as the “higher” 

example of the type; but again it cannot be called, 

apparently, a “moral” perfection, since judged by 

moral standards it appears deficient. ‘The horse or 

dog, however perfect after their kind, are “lower” 

animals; the suit of clothes, however fine the stuff 

and smart the cut of it, is not so high up in the 

hierarchy of being as the meanest protoplasm. Still 

_ we do not deem it appropriate to reproach the suit of 

clothes with not being a protoplasm, or the horse or 

dog with not being a man. Fault-finding is justified 

only if they be not all that a suit or horse or dog 

may be within the limits of their respective natures 

and relatively to standards which are apparently 

of their own setting. We seem then to have found 

something which is really perfect and imperfect at 

the same time; a standard which can be regarded as 

a final measure of perfection within its own sphere, 

and yet as wanting in perfection relatively to some 

ultimate standard of perfection in general. 
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We must scrutinize this claim all the more closely, 

as it is with this point in mind that Plotinus writes. 

And careful scrutiny will, I think, disallow the 

pretence of this species of excellence to assured and 

independent existence, and reveal beneath it a some- 

what subtle confusion of our original factors of 

natural (or mechanical) and moral perfection. 

This confusion is seen in the first place in our im- 

position upon Nature of even the type, to say nothing 

of the so-called perfect type, as a natural standard 

for the estimation of individuals. If the object 

be inanimate, such a standard is set not by Nature, 

but by us. Its perfection after its kind means, not 

an intrinsic quality or condition, but a relation to 

our interests and sensibilities. When for example 

we talk of “perfect” weather, we are reading 

into Nature a sympathy with human preferences, or 

at least are thinking of her as striving to embody a 

certain form and as measuring success or failure 

according as she more or less attains her end. But 

Nature mechanically considered is inveterately 

individualistic. She is an order of particular facts, 

each of which is to be explained by its own particular 

antecedents and not by any striving towards any type. 

In the case of animate objects the relativity of 

standards is even more apparent. We have now to 

deal with a possible purpose and intrinsic character 

in the object, to which our notion of what the object 

ought to be may well be not only foreign, but hostile. 

Thus the thoroughbred to which we award the blue 
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ribbon may for all we know be worshipping at the 

fetlocks of some plodder in the dray, and the award 

of prizes at the dog-show may inspire many an 

anxious canine theodicy labouring to justify the 

ways of man to dogs. 

Indeed, it takes very little reflection to breed these 

doubts to which we have just given utterance. How, 

we are very soon driven to ask as we look out over 

the world, are we to know a thing from its entelechy 

or perfection, to distinguish between what a thing is 

and what it ought, or is intended, to be? Of an inner 

intention on its part we can know nothing, even if the 

attribution of such an intention did not imply falling 

into the very confusion we are anxious to avoid, and 

from its appearance we might well think it to be self- 

realized at every moment in its career. Taken at 

any instant it exhibits a certain structure and exhibits 

that structure perfectly. It can never be surprised 

as other than a faithful and flawless copy of what it 

is. "To take any one of its moments and make it a 

standard for all the rest, or to take any one thing 

and make it a pattern for the others which resemble 

it, is to stretch Nature with open violence upon the 

Procrustean bed of human whims. 

Our supposed third kind of perfection, then, 

involves at the outset a covert introduction of final 

causes into Nature and resolves itself readily into a 

confusion of natural and moral perfection. A similar 

confusion vitiates the attempt to arrange different 

kinds of perfection gua perfections in a hierarchy 
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according as they approach our ideal of perfection in 

the abstract. We say glibly enough, to be sure, 

that the perfect horse is not so perfect a being as 

the perfect man, nor the perfect man as God. But 

that is simply to say that the perfect horse and the 

perfect man are perfect examples of imperfect sorts 

of beings. Equine and human excellence fall short 

of the standard or type of perfection in general, just 

as the individual man or horse falls short of his 

proper type. ‘That is, equine and human perfections 

are imperfect perfections—are imperfections. | Or 

conversely one might argue that if it be logical 

to say that human perfection is perfect, but not so 

perfect as the divine, it must also be logical to say 

of any individual human being that ‘he is a perfect 

man, but at the same time not so perfect a man as 

some one else. But the latter statement would seem 

to be absurd. 

The upshot of the discussion is this: that 

perfection is superlative, that things either do or 

do not live up to the standard which it sets, and 

that of things which fulfil its requirements there is 
no comparison in point of value. ‘There may be 

indeed different kinds of perfection, but of imperfec- 

tion only are there degrees. 

In a world, then, perfect in all respects, we could 

find no basis for making any distinction between 

things as better and worse. Each being in such a 

world would be perfect after its kind, satisfied and 

at rest in its own nature, without jealousy of the 
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perfection proper to other beings. No individual 

would be superior or inferior to another. Each 

would merely be different from its neighbours. It 

would be itself and content to be itself. To any 

Dante who should ask of it, 

Ma dimmi: voi che siete qui felici, 

Desiderate voi pit alto loco . . .? 

it would reply in Piccarda’s words, and _ with 

Piccarda’s smile, 

Frate, la nostra volonta quieta 

Virtu di carita, che fa volerne 

Sol quel ch’ avemo, e d’ altro non ci asseta. 

In a word, all difference in value would from the 

point of view of a perfect universe be turned into 

simple distinctions in fact. Each part of such a 

world would feel as Dante felt in Piccarda’s answer, 

Chiaro mi fu allor com’ ogni dove 

In cielo é Paradiso. . . . 

But only an exile like himself could have added, 

. esi la grazia 

Del sommo ben d’ un modo non vi piove.! 

Still, not to equivocate is fraught with such 

startling implications for theology, that clear 

thinking seems to be avoided if only ad majorem 

gloriam Dei. Otherwise the kingdom of God turns 

out to be of this world only, and in Paradise, 

hitherto set apart as his special realm, God is 

forced to abdicate his throne and take his place as 

a simple member without special prerogative in a 

1 Paradiso, iii. ll, 64-90, 
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republic of perfected substances, between which in 

their estimation of themselves and of one another 

there can be no question of better or worse. 

Consider again, for a moment, the consequences 

of a world in which all things are perfect after their 

kind. Each will be self-realized and self-satisfied, sure 

that no place or experience could be happier than 

its own. Otherwise it would have to consider its 

perfection to be not so perfect as perfection might 

be. But a perfection, which is not so perfect as it 

might be, is a self-contradiction. 

Ail perfection, then, is bound to consider itself, 

qua perfection, absolute. A perfect being indeed 

may recognize beings other than himself, and kinds 

of perfection other than his own, but he cannot 

regard them as better or worse than his without 

thereby destroying the significance of his own ex- 

cellence. To say, for instance, that I am_ perfect, 

_ but not so perfect as God, is to talk nonsense. I 

have not attained the primary condition of perfect 

happiness till I can say that none is happier than I. 

Piccarda by right should have found Dante’s question 

about a “piu alto loco,” a “higher place,” unintel- 

ligible; for in the language of heaven there are no 

comparatives or superlatives. 

Hence for the soul of anything that is truly in 

Paradise, God cannot be a higher, but merely another 

being. ‘There, indeed, the angels of all things do 

continually behold his face, but as the face of a 

fellow, one of themselves. All things will be gods 
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in their own and one another’s eyes. Gods in their 

own eyes they will be, because each can find nothing 

more perfectly divine than itself: gods in one 

another’s, and that without hierarchy of divinity, 

because there can be no comparison in point of 

value between the components of a truly beatific 

vision, each one of which will have its proper and 

incomparable beauty. In Paradise there will be of 

necessity none but polytheists. 

This conclusion, however, is more startling than 

alarming. It has no sting if only it be grasped 

firmly. For the struggling and aspiring imperfect 

soul the existence of God means, indeed, the exist- 

ence, ideal or actual, of an unattained perfection 

in which the will will find its peace. But for the 

perfected spirit it means no more, for no more is 

possible, than that perfection is at length realized, 

and that the will is wholly satisfied in an experience 

which it is content to take at its face value, without 

comparison between its components or moments. 

To the perfected spirit God will mean not another 

person, but just the fact that it itself is now the 

kind of person it is, with the experience it has. He 

is not a person, but a “state” in both senses of the 

word. God is Heaven. 

It need not surprise us, however, to find ghosts 

of these difficulties haunting the question of grades 

of perfection throughout ancient philosophy. Thus, 

Plato is confronted with the naturalistic difficulty 

(a difficulty, be it said, never settled for him) in the 
Ki 
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famous passage in the Parmenides already mentioned, 

where Socrates is in doubt whether to attribute 

Ideas to mean and disagreeable things or not. And 

it is ultimately the same difficulty which besets him 

in his attempt to arrange the Ideas in a hierarchy 

culminating in the Idea of the Good, forgetful, as 

we might say, that the Good is not a substance, but 

a relation between substances, and that its Idea is 

not a hypostasis extraneous and superior to the 

other Ideas, but merely expresses their perfection 

and divinity in one another's sight. 

In like manner Aristotle’s doctrine of the rela- 

tivity of Form and Matter, in which every object 

except God is twofold, Form in relation to its 

sources, Matter in relation to its further development, 

has all the implications of naturalism. For every 

object at every moment of its career may be said to 

be in full possession of an entelechy of one sort or 

another. Aristotle avoids naturalism indeed only by — 

assuming a rigid ladder of Forms up and down which 

Matter is continually climbing, the top and bottom 

of which are arbitrarily determined by reference ‘to 

human interests and ideals. Nature is supposed to 

concur in our judgment of her parts and processes 

as more or less perfect and to estimate their value 

by the same standards as we employ. Thus the 

horse is supposed to be in her eyes as well as in ours 

more perfect than the tree, the man more perfect 

than the horse. Aristotle, however, seems to have 

vaguely realized his confusion of natural with moral 
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perfection, and to have vacillated in consequence. 

It is difficult, for example, as regards the relation 

of God to the world, to say whether the world is 

conceived as ever striving to transcend its own 

nature and become God, or as seeking merely to 

enact its proper mundane perfection with the same 

completeness with which he is divine. The truth is, 

I think, that Aristotle is trying to conceive it as both. 

Like Plato, he wishes to take with one eye the human, 

with the other the cosmic point of view. He tries 

naturalistically to make of the Forms the entelechies 

or absolute perfections of their particulars, and yet 

to arrange these different perfections in a graded 

order of moral excellence. There is, of course, no 

harm in this so long as one recognizes that one is 

using the -term “ perfection” in two quite different 

senses. But this is just what Aristotle overlooks. 

He employs the term univocally. 

It is not surprising to find Plotinus involved in 

the same difficulties, considering his Platonic and 

Aristotelian heritage. How near his argument is in 

places to naturalism we shall have very shortly to 

consider. Of his treatment of grades of perfection 

and metaphysical evil we may say that he, too, 

takes with one eye the inside, with the other the 

outside point of view. In the passages just quoted 

there can be no doubt of his inclination to admit 

the existence of different kinds of perfection. Nozs 

is good and perfect after its kind, yvyx7 is the 

same. Neither is to be considered as in any way 
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evil, because it is itself and not the One. This 

point has been amply illustrated. But on the 

other hand he does not perceive, nor can he admit 

the logical implication, that different kinds of per- 

fection cannot be compared in point of perfection 

without equivocation. 'There cannot be the slightest 

doubt that he considered Mind, if perfect, of a less 

degree of perfection than the One, and in the same 

way Soul less excellent than Mind. It is not true 

that “in this Trinity none is afore or after other, 

none is greater or less than other,” but “the glory 

equal.” ‘Their majesty may be co-eternal and their 

generation and procession from all time, yet Mind is 

a second good, and Soul a third, not only in point 

of derivation, but of goodness.! Goodness apper- 

tains to them only adjectivally. The essential, 

primal, and original Good is God, and God alone. 

This point also is fully brought out in the sketch 

we have given of the nature and method of the 

process of emanation. 

1 Cf. ii. 9, § 13 (212) [vol. i. p. 202, 1. 29-p. 203, 1. 14). 
el 5€ dvOpwrot tiudv Te wap adda Ga, TOAAG wadAov Tara od 

Tupavyloos évexa ev TH mavti dvTa, adda Kdcpov Kal Tdéw mapéxovTa. 

& dé Néyerar ylvecOat wap’ airav onueia voulfew Tdv écouévwy elvat, 

yivecOar bé Ta yuvdueva Sidgopa Kal rUxats—ovd yap olévy Te Fv rabTra 

wept éxdaorous suuBalvev—xal Katpois yevéoewv kal rémots wrelorov 

agecTnkdbct kal diabéceot Puxav. Kal ok amrarnréov mddw dyabods 

mavras, 00d Ste wh ToOTO Suvardy, péuperOa mpoxelpws [rpocjKer] 

madrw déovor undev Siadépew tadra éxelvwv, Td Te Kakdv wh voultew 

GdXo Te 7) 70 €vdeéorepov eis ppdynow Kal €Xarrov ayabdv Kal del mpds 

TO ouixpdrepov* olov el tis THY piow Kaxdy éyou, bre wh alaOnols 

éott, Kal 7d alcOnrixdv, bre wh Abyos. ef Sé wh, Kakel Ta Kaka 

dvayKacOncovrar héyew elvar* Kal yap exe? Puxh xEtpov vod Kal obros 

&dXov é\arrTov, 
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But the contradiction with Plotinus goes even 

deeper. Once embarked on this current of thought 

it seems scarcely possible to attribute either to vois 

or vx even a proper perfection. Leaving the moral 

point of view out of the question, naturalistically 

and by their own confession they are not self-satisfied 

hypostases. ‘They themselves feel themselves to be 

imperfect, quite apart from any judgment we may 

pass upon them. ‘The end of psychic activity turns 

out to be not the preservation, but the transcendence 

of its proper characteristics. In like manner the 

ultimate goal of intellectual vision is not the con- 

templation and conservation of truth, but a passing 

beyond it to ecstatic consciousness of the One. 

There only is truly beatific vision enjoyed.t. From 

this point of view the whole universe instead of finding 

its essential function in the realization and illustra- 

tion of all possible forms and degrees of existence, 

would seem to do this only accidentally in a ceaseless, 

and as ceaselessly frustrated, attempt in which its 

proper operation consists, to transcend and annihilate 

itself by absorption into deity. 'To reconcile state- 

ments and implications like these with the epithets 

like ov« évdeés, “not lacking,” réAcov, ** perfect,” 

and @eiov, “ divine,” which he is constantly using not 

only of vots and yvy7, but of the universe as well, 

is impossible. 

Cf. vi. 9, §§ 3-4 (760-762) [vol. ii. p. 512, 1. 23]; cf. i. 6, § 7 
(55). 4. ylveras 6€ 7 dopia wddora, dre nde Kar’ éemioriwnv 7 

ovveots éxelvou unde Kata vinow, wowep TA GANG vonTd, GANG KaTa 

mwapovolay émisrhuns KpelrTova. 
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The confusion involved is indeed extraordinary. 

It is not merely a straightforward contradiction of 

the moral and the mechanical points of view, but of 

these cross-eyed. For Mind and Soul behold them- 

selves as both perfect and imperfect with both eyes, 

but the two eyes are never focussed so as to agree. 

If they see themselves naturalistically as perfect after 

their kind, they are kept from the just fruits of that 

vision by the moral point of view which declares 

their perfections to be relatively imperfect. If with 

the moral eye they perceive and desire to transcend 

their relatively imperfect state, the naturalistic eye 

at once shows them their essential and proper ex- 

cellence. Each point of view, in a word, may take 

either point of view, provided only it contradicts the 

other, and thereby stultifies itself. 

We have then to leave the question of meta- 

physical evil in the Plotinian theodicy unsettled. 

We can only say of it that we find a pair of counter- 

influences at work. On the one hand there is a 

strong inclination, inherited perhaps from the Stoics, 

to admit the principle of a variety of perfections and 

to justify things as excellent after their kind. On 

the other hand there is not only the same attempt 

that we find in Plato and Aristotle to compare 

different kinds of excellence in point of excellence, 

but also a decided mystic tendency to deny all kinds 

of excellence save one, and to regard all other kinds 

‘as mere grades of imperfection in comparison with it. 

‘These tendencies are contradictory, and no result can 
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be expected from their conflict. Now one, now the 

other is uppermost in his mind, now both present 

themselves with equal strength. The result is that not | 

only as regards the question of metaphysical evil is 

he undetermined and self-contradictory, but through- 

out his treatment of our problem we shall find 

solutions proffered of widely different antecedents 

and of contrary interests and implications. 

We pass now to a series of arguments of consider- 

able affinity to what we have called the “ naturalistic 

point of view,” and _ probably not unconnected 

historically with a very similiar reasoning on the 

part of the Stoics. From this point of view, as we 

have seen, we are to admit varieties or kinds of per- 

fection, no one of which is to be blamed because it 

is itself and not another. The use to which this 

thought might be put in a theodicy is plain. If our 

opponent impugned the goodness and power of the 

Creator on the ground that he had created an im-- 

perfect world, which was but a poor and deficient 

copy of his thought, we might reply that we could not 

expect the world to be the same as God, nor the copy 

identical with the original. All that we can justly 

demand for it, or from the divine goodness, is that the 

created shall be perfect with the perfection appropriate 

to itself. And this, we might perhaps add, is the case. 

At any rate this is the thesis which Plotinus 

opposes to the Gnostics, to refute their allegation 

that the world is evil and its Creator bad. ‘The 

point at issue, indeed, concerned him more deeply 
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than we might at first suppose. In spite of his 

opposition to the Gnostics his system had much in 

common with their doctrine. Their tenets might 

almost be called a fantastic version of all that was 

mystic in his own thought. Out of the depths of a 

superintelligible, superessential, and superexistential 

God there proceeds a Adyos or vots which develops 

itself into a kind of intelligible world in the shape of 

a Pleroma of Aeons. One of the lowest of these 

Aeons, Sophia, actuated like Eve, by a réApo or 

audacity, conceives the desire to know the unknowable 

God, and becomes thereby involved in discontent 

and passion. This passion receives a semi-separate 

hypostasis, called Achamoth, or the lesser Sophia. 

The passible nature and the discontent of Sophia- 

Achamoth exclude her from the world of Aeons, 

which is apparently self-sufficient and self-satisfied, 

and she finds herself in the Kenoma or Void, symbol 

of her dissatisfaction, and substratum of Matter. 

The divine power, however, takes pity upon her. 

Jesus or Christ, an Aeon in whom the perfections of 

all the others are combined, descends to her, and 

awakens within her a memory of the Pleroma. 

There takes place within her an érwrpody towards 
the Aeons, and she now seeks to make their images 

visible in the darkness of the Kenoma. She becomes 

creative, brings forth the Demiurge, and through 

him forms the material world. But the desire for 

and the necessity of creation are not expressive of 

her proper essence, but result from the fall due to 
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her audacity and her discontent with herself. Her 

formative activity, then, is a mark not of a perfection 

within herself, but of a want and imperfection, and 

what she forms is, in Platonic terms, twice removed 

from Truth and Being, the image of an image, the 

shadow of a dream. 

Below the world of Aeons, then, we may dis- 

tinguish three grades of Being, Sophia~Achamoth, 

the Demiurge, and Matter. This tripartite division 

is reflected in the universe in a trinity of worlds, 

_ celestial, planetary, and terrestrial, and in mankind 

in a trinity of principles, spirit, soul, and body. 

According as one or another principle is predominant, 

men are “ pneumatic,” “psychic,” or “hylic.” The 

moral life consists in an abjuration of all things of 

the world, and in development of the “ pneumatic” 

principle. In the end, the redeemed will be trans- 

ported to a new world, called the Paradigm, and the 

present universe, of which Achamoth has repented, 

will be consumed by fire and annihilated.1 

Strip this of its fantastic wording and we seem to 

be on familiar Plotinian ground. Between the Gods 

of the two systems there is no essential difference ; 

and the Gnostic Pleroma is, for our purposes at least, 

the same as the Plotinian vois. The lapse of Sophia 

into Sophia-Achamoth is parallel to the emanatory 

_ | Cf. Bouillet, Les Ennéades de Plotin, i. p.499 et seg. Schmidt, 
Uber Plotins Stellung zum Gnosticismus, etc., p. 36 in Texte 
und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des altchristlichen Litteratur, 
Gebhardt und Harnack, vol. v. Vacherot, op. cit. bk. ii. ch. 4, 
vol. i. p. 201 et sey. The above résumé is of the system of 
Valentinus. 
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operation of vots from which yvy4 proceeds, her 

erirtpodpy to that backward look to vots by which 

Yvx7 is confirmed and determined in her essence and 

guided in her operations, and the birth of the 

Demiurge to that emanatory act of yvy7 which 

creates the world. So, too, the Plotinian man is 

body, soul, and intellect : and the end of the moral 

life is to rise stage by stage to a re-absorption in the 

One, a process which involves for the redeemed soul 

the annihilation of its universe. We are, in fine, in 

a Plotinian wonderland where everything we meet is 

a satire on the Plotinian system. And the sting is 

keenest, perhaps, in that beneath its grotesqueness the 

satire is more logical than the thought it caricatures. 

For whatever the vagaries of Gnosticism, its 

mysticism was not cross-eyed and could look one 

almost squarely in the face. 'To have been perfectly 

logical, it is true, the incidence of Evil should have 

taken place at the first stage of the process of 

emanation, when the Divine Silence was broken and 

the Pleroma emerged. Moreover, the account of the 

passion and fall of Sophia is full of wild and contra- 

dictory rumours. Still the implications of a theory 

in which Being issues from a higher, superexistential 

source, and lapses from one degree to another of 

fulness, till at length it is spent and lost in nothing- | 

ness, are on the whole honestly faced. Below 

the Pleroma, at any rate, the true implication of 

degrees of perfection is realized; that is, that the 

expression is merely a euphemism for degrees of 
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imperfection. And again, the Gnostics rightly laid 

stress on the discontented and provisional nature 

of the activities hypostasized in yvyy and Sophia- 

Achamoth: a nature to whose essential characteristics 

Plotinus himself could not be altogether blinded in 

spite of his endeavour to save its excellence by a 

misapplication to it of the principle of varieties of 

perfection. Sophia-Achamoth, despite her name, is 

a more consistent hypostasis than yvy7. Finally, 

the Gnostics were logical in their vituperation of the 

world. The universe was for them the last respite of 

Being, the last glimmer of the divine light, before 

all died away in Not-being and darkness. Its exist- 

ence was a metaphysical evil, the result of a lapse 

from perfection. ‘The sooner it was repented of 

and destroyed, and anything saved from the wreck 

translated to happier realms, the better. 

This should have been Plotinus’s attitude also. 

But as we have remarked before, a natural optimism 

and a heritage of healthy Hellenism and Stoic philo- 

sophy kept him from this easy and logical conclusion. 

So far as we may judge, he loved Nature and human 

life with the love not merely of an energetic and 

versatile man of many interests and activities, but with 

something of that religious reverence for the universal 

whole which actuated Zeno and Marcus Aurelius and 

Seneca, and of that regard for living as the finest of 

all arts which we find in the older Greeks. Logic 

or no logic, it was temperamentally impossible for 

him to feel that Nature was essentially vile, the 
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body necessarily foul, and human life under corporeal 

conditions absolutely and unavoidably evil. 

He had, then, to summon every argument to his 

aid to support his conviction. More was at stake 

than the defence of a world one loved against 

calumniation. ‘The possibility of conceiving the 

process of emanation as anything but a process of 

degeneration was the broad and vital issue. More 

especially he had to protect the integrity and per- 

fection of vy} against the dangers incidental to her 

outer resemblance to the abandoned Sophia. ‘To 

this end three things were necessary. He had in the 

first place to show that the procession of Yvy7 from 

vows could not be regarded as in any way a fall. In 

the second place he must needs demonstrate that 

the operation by which yvx7 creates the world is not 

accidental, but essential, and that her proper perfec- 

tion is not disturbed or her nature impaired thereby. 

And finally he had to show that the world so created 

was of sufficient excellence not to impede her opera- 

tions or contaminate her nature by its contact and 

commerce with her. ‘The first two of these points 

we may leave till we come to the discussion of the 

broader issue defined above. The third is that which 

must engage our attention now. ‘To establish it, 

what more natural, as has been said, than to appeal 

to the old principle already used to Plotinus’s 

satisfaction, and to declare that the universe in its 

wholeness is perfect after its kind ? 

“He who finds fault with the nature of the 
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universe does not know what he does, nor whither 

his arrogance is leading him. The reason is that 

men know not the successive orders of Being, first, 

second, third, and so on eternally, till the last be 

reached. . . . We must not ask that all animate 

beings shall be [equally] good, nor thoughtlessly 

complain because this is impossible. For that is to 

reiterate the demand that there shall be no differ- 

ence between the sensible and intelligible worlds, 

and that Evil is to be regarded as identical with 

that which is lacking in wisdom and is a lesser good 

and ever tends towards the lower degree of per- 

fection—which is like calling Nature evil because 

she is not perception, and the faculty of perception 

evil because it is not reasoning, in which case we 

should be forced to say that Evil exists even in the 

intelligible realm. For even there Soul is less perfect 

than Mind, Mind than the One.”' Again, “we 

1 ii. 9, § 13 (211-212) [vol. i. p. 202, 1. 10-p. 203, 1. 14). 
13. 6 dpa weupduevos TH TOD Kécpou pice ovK oldev 6 Te ore?, ovS’ Srro1 

Td Opdcos avrov TotTo xwpet. Toiito dé, Ste ovK loacr rdéw eetijs 

mpwrwv kai devrépwr kai Tpitwv Kal del uéxpe TOV eoxdTwv, Kal ws ov 

Aordopnréov rots xelpoor Ta mpwrwv, GAA Tpdws svyxXwpyTéov TH 

wdavrwy pioe abrov Oéovra mpds Ta Tpra mavodpevov THs Tpaywolas 

Tov poBepGy, ws olovTat, év Tats Tov Kdcmov opaipas, at d) mwdvTa 

peldtixa Tevxovow airois* Tl yap PoBepdv Exovow aibrat, ws PoBoidor 

Tovs direipous Noywv Kal memadevuévyns avnkdous kal éupeNods yvwoeus ; 

ov yap, el ripwa TA cwHpara aiT&v, PoBetcOar det cuppéerpws mpds Td 

wav Kal rpds Thy yhv ExovTa, eis 5€ Tas Yuxas al’Tay Brérewv, ais Kal 

avrot SHrovOev détodor rhuto elvar. Kalro. kal Ta owuaTa adTov 

meyébea kat Kddrec Siadépovra cuumpdrrovta Kal ouvevepyoivra rots 

Kata pvow yyvouévors, & ovK ay ob yévorrd ore éor’ dv H Ta TpHTa, 

cuumAnpodyra dé Td wav Kai peyddha pépyn dvtTa Tod mwavrds. ef de 

dvOpwiroe timdy Te rap’ GAda $PGa, TOAAG madov Tabra od Tupavvldos 

évexa €v TH TavTl dvTa, aGdAA Kdomov Kal Tdéw mapéxyovTa. & dé 
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must not admit that this universe has been ill created 

simply because it contains many unpleasant things. 

We shall be ascribing to it a degree of dignity greater 

than its conditions demand if we ask that it shall be 

the same as the intelligible world, rather than an 

image of it. And what fairer image of it could there 

have been?”! ‘No one can rightly blame the con- 

stitution of the universe, which displays pre-eminently 

the greatness of the intelligible nature. For if the 

universe has come into existence endowed not with an 

inarticulate life (like that of the smaller parts, which 

are generated within it continually, day and night, 

from the fulness of its own life), but gifted on the con- 

trary with a continuous, clear, full, and omnipresent 

life, in which a fathomless wisdom is displayed, how 

can it be denied that it is a clear and beautiful image 

of the gods in their intelligible world? That, being 

a copy, it is not the original, is but natural, for 

otherwise it would no longer be a copy. But that it 

is an unfaithful copy is false, for nothing has been 

éyerar ylveoOar wap’ aitav onueia voulfew trav écouévwv elva, 

ylvecOar 5é ra ywwbueva Sidgopa kal TUxats—od yap oldv Te Hy Tatra 

mept Exdotouvs cuuBalvew—xal Kaipots yevéoewv kal Tdmos m\eEioTov 

apecrnkbct kal diabéceor Yuxav. Kal ovK amaitnTéov mad adyadods 

mavras, ovd’ Sti ph TovTo duvardv, wépperOar mpoxelpws [mrpoonxer] 

add diioior pndév diapépew Tatra éxelywv, Th TE KaKov wh voulfew 

dno Te 7) TO Evdedorepor eis Hpdvynow Kal €XarTov ayabov Kal dei mpds 7d 

opuxpbrepov* olov el ris Thy Piow Kady éyou, Ort wh alaOnols ear, Kal 

To aicOnrixoy, Ste uh AOyos. ef 5€ wh, KaKE? TA KaKa avayKacOjcovTaL 

éyew elvar* Kal yap éxet Wuxh xeElpov vod Kai obros dou édarTor. 

1 ii. 9, § 4 (202 d) [vol. i. p. 188, Il. 20-23]. ov6@ 7d Kaxds 
yeyovévar Tovde Tov Kbopov Soréov TH Todd elvac ev aitr@ dvoxeph* 

rovro yap diiwua meifov éore wepiriOévtTw aire, ef dévodor Tov avbrov 

elvat T@ vonT@, adrG wh elkdva exelvov, ris dv éyévero &An KadAlwv 

elxwy éxelvovu ; 
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omitted of which it was possible to have a beautiful 

image in the realm of nature. It was necessary that 

the copy should not be the result of thought and 

contrivance; for the Intelligible could not be the last 

degree of Being. Its activity had to be twofold: 

part within itself and part acting upon something else. 

So it was necessary that there should be something 

after it. Only the most impotent of things is such 

that it gives nothing of itself to what is below it. . . . 

“Tf, then, there is no other world superior in grade 

to this, what is this world? If, on the other hand, 

there must of necessity be such a [superior] world, 

and there is yet no other in existence than this, it 

must be this world which preserves the copy of the 

Intelligible.t . . . A man must indeed be indolent 

and apathetic if, seeing all the beautiful things in 

the sensible world, the complete symmetry, this great 

1 ii. 9, § 8 (206 B-206 £) [vol. i. p. 194, l. 7 e¢ seg.]. émel obdé 
Tov mavTds THY diolknow dpOds dv Tis méupatro mpwrov pev évderkvv- 

pévnv THs vontis picews TO méyefos. el yap ovTws els TO hv mapeN?- 

AvOev, ws uh Cwhv adidpOpwrov éxew—Orota Ta ouixpdrepa To év 

avT@, & TH WoAAH (wh 77H ev abr@ del vixtwp kal uel” huépay yevvara 

—arn’ éort cuvexys kal évapyis Kal mon kal ravraxod (wh codiav 

dunxavov évdecxvunevn, TOs ovK dv tis dyadua évapyes Kal kaddv Tov 

vontav Oedy eltror ; ef b€ utpovpevov uh eoriv Exeivo, a’Td ToUTO KaTa 

ptow exer’ ob yap jv [av] ere utpodmevoy. 70d dé dvomolws wemmmjnobar 

Weddos* ovdév yap mapadhéevrrar Gv oldv re Fv Kany eixdva Prvorkhy 

éxyew. dvaryKaiov mev yap Fv elvac ovk.éx Stavolas Kal émirexvjoews 

TO plunua’ od yap oldv Te tw éoxarov 7d vonrov elva. elvar yap 

avrov évépyerav ede Sirrhv, Thy wev év éaut@, Thy Oé eis Go. dex 

obv elval Tu wer’ atTb* éxelvov yap pudévou ovdév éorw Eri pds TO KdT, 

8 trav mdavTwy advvaréraréy éort. Svvapls 5€ Oavwacrh exe? Oet* 

@ore kal elpydoaro. ef péev dy) Addos Kdcmos [ovK] ~ore rTovTou 

duelvwv, tis obros; ei dé avdyKn elvar dddos dé ovK eorw, odds 

éorw 676 ulunua drocw{wv éxelvov, 
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ordered whole, and the form that is apparent in the 

stars, distant though they are, he lays not these 

things to heart, nor reverences them for what they 

are and whence they spring. Such a man _ has 

neither pondered upon the sensible world, nor known 

the supersensible.” ! 

The same point also is brought out in the first of 

the two books on Providence.2 We should not 

expect the sensible world to be the intelligible world. 

“‘ Suppose, for example, we were contemplating man, 

the sensible object, in his most beautiful form, we 

would not surely demand that he should be the same 

as the archetypal man in the intelligible world. On 

the contrary we should accept it gladly of the 

Creator that he had endowed man, for all that he 

was embodied in flesh and sinew and bone, with 

reason, so that he beautified even these carnal 

things and made it possible for Reason to pass over 

into Matter.”* In like manner we must look upon 

our physical world, “ not seeking among the things 

which are second in rank, those which are first. . . .”4 

1 ii. 9, § 16 (215 E-F) [vol. i. p. 208, 1. 9 et seq.|. ad’ 6 wey ldav 
KaAdNos é€v Tpocwrwm cD pmeuyunuévov péperar éxet, dpyds dé Tis ot ws 

éorar Thy yvaunv Kal els ovdév AAO KUHoeTAL, WoTE OpGy cUumayTA 

pev ra ev aicOnr@ Kddrn, cbpracav dé cupmerplay Kal Thy peyadnv 

evratlay tavrny Kal Td éupawdpevov ev Tots dorpots eldos Kal méppwOev. 

obow ovk évredOev evOuunOnoera, kal céBas ad’Ttov Nau Bdaver, ola ad’ 

olwv ; otk dpa ore tadra Katevdnoer, ob're éxeiva elder. 

aa: 2, 3, 

3 iii. 2, § 7 (260) [vol. i. p. 234, L. 17 e¢ seq.|. ofov, el tis éoxdmer 
Tov dvOpwrov tov aicOyriv batts KdAdOTOS, OUK ay Shmov TE ev vw 

dvOpirw hilwoe Tov abrov elvat, GAN éxeivo drodedéxAar Tod monrod, 

ef Suws év captl cal vevpus Kal doréos dvTa KarédaBe TH AbYY, HoTE 

Kal radra Kadd\dvac kal Tov Néyou SuvnOfvar éeravehOety 7H Uy. 

* i. 9, §-7. 
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“The intelligible world is purely conceptual and 

there could be no other that was purely conceptual. 

Anything else that has come into being must be 

lower than the intelligible world, and not conceptual ; 

and yet not purely material, for that is without 

order ; rather is it a mixture of both. .. . 

“. . . We cannot then rightly find fault with 

this universe of ours either on the score that it is 

not beautiful, or that it is not the best of corporeal 

things. Nor can we blame the Cause of its existence. 

For in the first place it exists as the result of 

necessity : not as the outcome of deliberate reasoning, 

but of a more excellent nature procreating in 

accordance with its nature something resembling 

itself. Secondly, even if deliberate reasoning were the 

creator, it would not be ashamed of its creation. For 

it would have made a whole in all respects beautiful, 

self-sufficient, and pleasing to itself, displaying 

similar fitness in its parts, both the greater and the 

lesser. . . . Since what has been made is the world in 

its entirety, we might, as we contemplated it, hear it 

say: ‘God made me, and I am come from him, 

perfectly fashioned out of all living beings, sufficing 

and sufficient unto myself, in want of nothing. For 

all things—plants and living creatures and the natures 

of all created things, and many gods, and hosts of 

spirits and good souls and men blest with virtue— 

all are in me. It is not as though earth were decked 

with all plants and living beings of every kind, and 

the power of Soul reached even to the sea, whilst all 

I 
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the air, and the upper air, and the whole firmament 

of heaven were without Soul, but there, in the 

celestial spheres, do all good souls dwell. They give 

life to the stars, and to the well-ordered eternal 

revolution of the heaven which circles ever joyfully 

in the same course in imitation of Mind; for beyond 

that it seeks nothing. Whatever is in me desires 

the Good, and each thing attains it so far as in it 

lies. ‘The whole heaven depends upon it, and all my 

soul, and the gods that are in my parts, and all 

living creatures and plants, and even that which 

seems inanimate... .’”1 

1 iii. 2, § 2 (256) |vol. i. p. 228, 1. 27 et seq.]. 6 uev yap vonros 

pbvov dOyos, kal obK ay yévorro &NXos pdvov Nébyos* ei SE TL éyéveTo 

dAdo, ede. €Xarrov éxelvov kal uy Adyor, und ad UAnv elvac* dxoopmov 

yap* pixrov dpa. Kal els & wev Ahryer UAn Kal Adyos, BHev 5é dpxerau 

yux) épectca TH memrypyévy, iw ob Kxaxoraeiy det voulfew paora 

dtoixodcav 76d€ 7d Tay TH olov mapovoia. 3. Kal otx dv tis eixéTws 

ob6é TOUT! HEUWaLTO Ws ob KANG 7 TOV meTa TwpuarTos ovK dploTw, odd” 

a’ tov airiov Tod elvac atr@ airidcaito mpOrov pev €& dvdeyKns 

dvTos av’rod Kal ovK é€x oyiopod yevouévov, GAA Hicews dpelvovos 

yevvwons Kata pow buoroy éauvTn* erecta ov5 ef oyiopds ely 6 

mowjoas, aloxuvetrat Tw TonOévT.* Gov ydp Tt éwolnoe mdryKadov 

kal atrapxes xal dldov air@ Kal Trois uépect Tots abrod Trois Te Kupww- 

répos Kal Tots EkdtTrocw ws aiT@ mporpipors. 6 Tolvuy éx Ty wepav 

7d Srov airispevos dromos av ein ris aitias* Tad Te yap pépyn mpds 

atrd Td Sdov det cKoreiy, ei ciugwra Kal dpudrrovra éxelyw, 76 TE 

bdov ckotTrovpevoyv wi pds mépyn Arra cuixpa Brérwev. Toro yap ov 

Tov Kédcpov aitiwuévov, dAAd Twa Tov adTod xwpis AaBdyTos, oloy el 

mavros wou tplxa Trav xamal SdkrvrAov duedjoas Tov mdvTa dy- 

Opwrov, Satpoviav tid bY, Bréroa, 7 vip Ala Ta GdAa SGa adels 7d 

evrehéoratov AapBdvor, 7 Td Sdrov yévos wapels, olov Td dvOpwrov, 

Oepolrnv eis uécov ayo. mel ody TO yevduevov 6 Kédcpos éotly 6 

cvumas, ToUTov Oewpdv Trax’ av dxovcoas tap’ avrod, ws éué wemolynke 

Beds Kayw éxetOev éyevounv Tédevos Ex mdvTw Sdwv Kal ixavds euavT@ 

kal avrdpkns ovdevds Seduevos, bri mavra év éuol Kal muta kal f@a Kal 

guum@dvTwy Tov yevynTrov piots Kal Beol Twoddol Kal daudvev SHwor 
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Finally, in discussing the descent of the soul into 

the body, the perfection of the universe is main- 

tained in direct argument for the excellence of yvx7. 

We must inquire, says Plotinus, “what we are to 

postulate with regard to the nature of the universe 

in which the soul dwells—whether her in-dwelling 

be voluntary, forced, or brought about in some other 

way. Also what are we to say of its creator (the 

World-Soul) ? Does she act without deviation . . . or 

does she perhaps act like our souls, which must needs. 

direct bodies worse than themselves and sink deep 

into them if they are to rule them? For each separate 

body is scattered and borne away to its own place, 

whereas in the universe all things lie naturally in 

their proper places. Again, these bodies of ours, 

since many accidents befall them from without, need 

much troublesome forethought; they are ever hard 

pressed by want and in their difficulties need all 

kinds of help. But the body of the universe, 

perfect, self-sufficient, independent, and_ suffering 

nothing contrary to its nature, needs, so to speak, but 

a brief word of command; and its state is ever in 

kal Wuxal dyabal Kal dvOpwroe dpern evdaluoves. ov yap OH yh bev 

Kexdountat puTois Te Wao Kal (gos mavTodatots kal péxpt Oardrrns 

Wuxis HAGE Sivayus, dnp dé was cal aidhnp Kal ovpavds cUuras Wryxijs 

duowpos, GAN éxet Wuxal ayabal macat, dorpas fHv Sidodca Kal TH 

evTaKTW ovpavod Kal adLdly mepipopG vod mLujoer KUKAW Epoueryn Eu- 

ppdvws wept tavrov del’ ovdév yap Ew fnrel. mdvra dé Ta ev pol 

édlerar pev TOU ayabod, Tuyxdver O€ Kata divayuv Thy éavT@v ExacTa* 

é&hpTyntar yap mwas ev ovpavds éxelvov, aca O€ Eun WuxH Kal oi év 

mépeotv éuois Oeol, kal Ta (wa dé rdvra Kal Ta pura Kal ef Te dWuyxor 

Soke? elvar év émol. 
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accordance with the natural wish of the Soul, having 

neither desires nor sufferings.” ! 

But the position thus set forth was capable of 

further extension and reinforcement. ‘The argument 

could be developed from within as well as applied 

from without. The perfection which it was possible 

to predicate of the universe en bloc, could be 

predicated of it regarded as a collection of genera 

and species. Not only was the universe perfect after 

its kind, but every kind of thing within the universe 

could be regarded as possessing its peculiar and 

appropriate excellence. Each genus then would be 

justified in its existence, and none could with 

propriety be blamed because it was not other than 

it was. It would be as unfair and irrelevant, for 

instance, to find fault with man because he was not 

an angel, or with a plant because it was not an 

animal, as to reproach the universe with being 

mundane and not psychic or intelligible. 

1 iv. 8, § 2 (470) [vol. ii. -p. 144, L. 9 et seq.]. 2. ore qyiv 
cup Balver wept THs Nuerépas Wuxis map’ avrod pabety Snrjoacw €& 

avaykns €pamrrecbar kal wept Wuxijs bAws (nrjoa, Hs Tore Kowwvetv 

cwpate wépuKe, Kal mepl Kdopou picews oldv twa det abrov rifecOat, 

év @ wuxnh évdiarara [etre] Exotica elre dvaryKxacbeioa elre Tis &AXos 
Tpbmros* Kal wept monrod dé elre dpOws elre . . . ws Huérepar Wuyxal 

otoa tows, ds er cHmara Siorxovoas Xelpw di’ ad’rav elow ord divat, 

elmep &ueddov Kparjoew, cxedacbévTos wev dv Exdorov Kal mpds Tov 

oixeiov Térov epouévov—év 5é 7@ mavri wdvra év oixeiy kata pvow 

ketrat—modXjjs dé kal dxAwdous mpovolas deoudvwy, dre wod\dGy Tov 

adXoTplwyv adrots mpoommrévrwy del Te Evdelg cuvexouévwn Kal maons 

BonOelas ws év moddy Suvoxepela Seouévwv. 1d dé réderdv Te dv Kai 

ixavov kal avrapxes kal ovdév éxov ait@ mapa dic Bpaxéos olov 

KeXevouaros Seirar* Kal ws mépuxe Woy e0éd\ew, Ta’Ty Kal del Exer 

ovre ériOuulas Exovoa oltre maa xovea. 
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This is the line pursued by Plotinus. His 

universe continues the eloquent defence of itself 

quoted above as follows: “Some of the things 

within me seem to share only in existence, some in 

life, some in sensation, while others have already 

reason, and others again life in its completeness. 

For one cannot make equality from unequal things, 

as that the finger should see. Sight we rather ask 

of the eye, and of the finger something else, namely, 

that it should be a finger, I suppose, and have its 

proper nature.” ! 

But Plotinus is not content merely to be on the 

defensive. Not only will he hold his own position 

and maintain the excellence of the world in the face 

of all, Gnostic or otherwise, who dare to attack it, 

but he carries the war into the enemy’s country as 

well, turning the Gnostics’ arms against themselves, 

and using the reductio ad absurdum to their dis- 

comfiture. 

“Ts it not absurd that the Gnostics, who have 

bodies and desires and pains and passions like other 

men, should, instead of disparaging their own power, 

maintain their ability to comprehend the intelligible 

world, and yet deny that the sun possesses a power 

less subject to passion, more orderly and more free 

from change than their own, and that it has an 

1 iii, 2, § 3 (257 D et seq.) [vol. i. p. 230, 1. 11 et seg.]. Cf. 
also iii. 3, § 3 (272) [vol. i. p. 253, 1. 6 e¢ seq.|. Kalra per rob civac 

meréxew Soxe? udvov, Ta Se TOU Civ, Ta Je UGAXOv ev TH aicOdvecBat, 

Ta dé Hdn Néyov éxer, TA SE Tacay (why. ov yap Ta ica drarety Sei 

rots wh twos’ ode yap SaxTridwy Td BrErew GANA 6hOaruGv ToOTO, 

daxTvdov Ge &Xo, 7d Elva oluar daxTUAW Kai Td abToU exe. 
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intelligence higher than that which we possess—we, 

new-born creatures who encounter so many obstacles 

on our march towards truth? Is it not astonishing 

that they should proclaim their own souls immortal 

and divine, however vile the man, and yet deny that 

the whole heaven and its stars, composed as they are 

of purer and finer elements, share in an immortal 

soul? And this, though they see in the heavens 

just that order and form and structure of the lack of 

which here on earth they are always complaining ! 

What they imply is that the immortal soul has 

deliberately chosen to take the worse place for 

herself, and to abandon the better to the mortal 

soul.” ! 

Do they deny that the world is directed by _ 

rovidence? No, they admit that God exercises . P y 
some care over us men. ‘ Why, then, should he be 

careless of the universe in which men dwell? Is it 

because he has not the leisure to look after it? 

Then it is not right that he should see to what is 

1 ii, 9, § 5 (202 ¥) [vol. i. p. 188, 1. 30 et seq.]. 5. GAN [Adoyor] 
avrovs péev o@ua exovTas, olov éxovow dvOpwroa, Kal éeriOvulas Kal 

NUras kal dpyas Thy wap’ abrois Oivamuy wh aTidfew, ANN’ Epdmrecbar 

Tov vonTrov hévyew e&etvar, wh elvac O€ év NAlw Ta’rns drabecTépay év 

Taéer paddov Kal ovK év adrotwoet UGAXOV ovcav, ob5E Hpdvynow exew 

duelvova Nuwv Tav Gpre yevouévaw Kal da TocovTw KwAvoLévwy To 

amrarwovrwv érl tiv adjbeav ENOciv® ovd€ Thy pev adTtav WuyHy 

a0dvarov kal Oelay réyew kal Tv Tov gdavroTdtwr avOpHTwv, Tov 

dé otpavdy mavra Kal Ta éxel dorpa uh THs aPavdrov Kexowwvrykévat 

Ek TONA@ KaddLbvwr Kal KaBapwrépwy dvTa, dpavras éxe? wev TO TeTAy- 

pévov kai evoxnuov Kal etraxrov Kal paddiora Thy évTavOa mepl viv 

aratlay av’rovs aitwwyévous* domep THs abavdrov wuxijs Tov xelpw 

Tomov émirnoes EXomévns, mapaxwpjoa dé Tov BerXriovos TH OvnTT 

yux7n éouévns. 
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lower than it. If he looks after men, why should 

he not look beyond them to the world in which 

they are? But if he does not look beyond them so 

that he need not look after the world, then he does 

not even look after men. Men, they may say, have 

no need of him. But the world needs him, and knows 

its own constitution, and the men who are in it, 

and how they are in it, and their condition there.” ! 

Again, “the Gnostics say that God takes fore- 

thought for them alone. Did he then care for 

_ them only in the higher world, or does his provid- 

ence also extend to this? In the former case, how 

did the Gnostics come here? In the latter, why are 

they here still, and how is it that God himself is 

not here? For how else will he know that they 

are here, or that being here they have not forgotten 

him nor become evil? Again, if he knows those 

who have not become evil, he must also know those 

who have, in order to distinguish the one from the 

other. But in that case he will have to be present 

in some way among all men, and throughout this 

universe. Hence the .universe must also have a 

share in him. . . .”? 

1 ii. 9, § 9 (208 b) [vol. i. p. 197, 1. 27 et seqg.]. ctr’ emt rodrors 
bua mpovoet 6 eds, Tov dé Kdcpuou Tmayros ev @ Kal avrol dud rh dwedel ; 

ef pev yap, dre od TXOA}) adT@ mpds adrov Brérew ovde Dus adTa, 

mpos TO Kdtw Kal mpds avrovs Brérwv did rh ov« Ew Bréwe Kal mpds 

Tov Kbopov dé Bre. ev w elow; el 5é uh ew, va wh Tov Kbcpmov 

Efopd, obde abrovds Brérer. GAN’ oddev Séovrar adrod* aN’ 6 Kbopmos 
detrar kal olde tiv rdgéw adTod cal of év ait@ brws &v a’T@ Kal Srws 

exe, 

? ii. 9 (215 a) [vol. i. p. 207, 1. 3 et seg.]. Aéyovar yap abrav 
mpovoeiv ab wdvov, mérepa dé éxet yevouevuw 7} kal évOdde dvTwy; el 
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The final absurdity is this. ‘’The Gnostics scorn 

this creation and this earth of ours, and say that 

a new earth has been created for them to which 

they will depart; this, they say, is the universe in 

intelligible form. But what is their object in 

getting to a world which is a mere pattern of this 

world which they hate? Also, where does this 

pattern come from? (For they say that it was 

after the creator of the pattern universe had stooped 

to this world of ours.) If indeed he was anxious 

to make another world besides the intelligible world 

he already possessed (though one may well ask what 

was the need of it), either he must have made 

it before or after he made this world. And if he 

made it before, for what purpose did he make it ? 

That the souls might be kept safe in it, perhaps. 

How was it, then, that they were not safe? 

Thus he created it in vain. If, on the other 

hand, he created it after this world, taking it from 

this world, and stripping the form of this world 

from its matter, what good did it do? For the 

experience which the experienced souls had had 

was sufficient to keep them safe. Again, if the 

Gnostics merely mean that the form of the world 

pev yap éxel, was HAOov; ef dé évOdde, was Eri ciciv EvOdde; mos dé 

ov kal avrés éorw évOdde; widev yap yvwoera, Sri eioly évOdde; 

mas O€, dre evOdde dvTes ovK éEweddOovTo av’Tov Kai éyévovTo Kakol; 

el d€ ywvwoKer Tovs mh ‘yevouévous Kakov’s, Kai Tovs ~yevouévous 

ywwoke, wa diaxplyyn am’ éxelvwy avtrovis. macw ody mapécrat 

kal éorat €v TH Kbopw THde, boris 6 Tpdmos* Wore kal peléEer adrod 

6 Kécpos. 
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is to be found in souls, what is there novel in that 

teaching? .. .”! 

Moreover, given the Gnostic premises, what good 

was there in the soul’s creating a world at all? “It 

is absurd to suppose that she did it for her own 

renown as though adopting the methods of an 

earthly sculptor. Again, if she created in thought, 

but it was not in her nature to create, although 

the creative power was there, how could she have 

created this world? And when will she destroy it? 

If she has repented, why does she delay? If she 

has not yet repented, she never will, since she has 

grown used to it and is more kindly disposed to 

it through the lapse of time.” * 

Again, the Gnostics condemning the world whole- 

sale say that “they are not moved by its beauty, 

1 ii. 9, § 5 (203) [vol. i. p. 189, 1. 23 et seg.|. GAN’ od Timdvres 
TavTny Tiv Snyovpylay ovde Tivde Thy yhv Kawhy abrots dace viv 

yeyovévat, eis iv On évrevOev ameredocovTar* Totro dé Abyov elva 

Kéopov. Kalro Th det avrots yevéoOar év mapadelyuare Kdopou, dv 

pucotor; mwédev dé Td wapdderywa Totro; Trotro yap Kar’ avrovs 

veveukéros Hdn mpds TA THOE TOU TO Tapddevrywa memounKdTos. ei pev 

ody év adT@ TS ToijoavTe oA) Ppovtis Tod Kdcmov wera Tov Kbo MoV 

Tov vonrov bv éxet &ANov Tovpoat—xairo. Th dex ;—[7) mpd Tod Kdopuou 

Tovde émolnoevy 7) wera Tov Kdcpuov]. Kal ef ev mpd Tod Kédcpou, iva 

Tl; twa pvddéwrra ai Wuxal. mas ody otk EpvAdéavTo, Bore udrnv 

éyévero; ei d€ werd Tov Kbomor €x Tod Kdcpov AaBcw adroguAjoas Tis 

tAns TO eldos, Hpkec H weipa Tats meipabeloas Wuxais mpds 7d pudd- 

EacOar. ef d€ év rats Wuxats NaBely déover Tod Kdopov TO eldos, rl Td 

Kawvov Tov Ndbyovu ; 

2 ii. 9, § 4 (202) [vol. i. p. 188, 1. 8 et seg.]. yeXotov yap 7d iva 
TLL@TO, Kal peTapepdvTwy amd TOV ayahuaToTOLay Tov évTadéa. 

érel kal ef Stavola éroler Kal wh év TH pice Rv TO rae Kal } Svvayis 

N Twowvca tv, ws dv Kbcmov Tévde érolinoe; bre dé Kal Peper 

abrév; el yap peréyvw, TL dvapéver; ef O€ ow, ovK av perayvoln 

ert HO ciOiopévyn Kal TH Xpbvw mporpidreorépa yevouévy. 
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and that they see no difference between ugly and 

beautiful physical bodies. But in that case it will 

make no difference to them whether they see ugly or 

beautiful conduct, or have ugly or beautiful thoughts 

or visions. Nay, it will be all the same whether or 

no they see God himself. For things here derive 

their existence from first principles. If earthly 

things are not beautiful, then neither are heavenly.” ! 

In like manner, in a world absolutely bad, all 

distinction between virtue and vice will be impos- 

sible. ‘ Least of all,” says Plotinus, “can we afford 

to ignore the effect of their words upon the souls 

of those who listen to them, and are persuaded to 

despise the world and all that is in it. For there 

are two sets of doctrines relating to the attainment 

of the End, the one which lays down the pleasure of 

the body as the End, the other which chooses out 

the beautiful and virtue; and the longing for these 

has its beginning and its end in God—but the nature 

of this desire we must discuss elsewhere. Epicurus, 

who does away with Providence, bids us pursue what 

is left, pleasure and enjoyment. But with even . 

greater insolence the Gnostic teaching, by upbraid- 

ing the Lord of Providence and Providence itself, 

and by dishonouring both all earthly laws and the 

virtue collected from the beginning of time, makes 

1 ii. 9, § 17 (216) [vol. i. p. 209, 1. 8 et seg.]. ed wh dpa adrol 
paiev wh KiveicOa, pndé diaddpws aicxpa Kal Kaha dpav cwbmara* 

GAN obrws ode aloxpda Kal Kara érirndeduara ode Kaa wabjpara * 

ode Oewplas rolvuv* ovd€ Bedy Tolyuy. Kal yap dua Ta pra Taira, 

el odv wn Tatra, ovde Exetva. 
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of virtuous wisdom a laughing-stock (so that nothing 

earthly may be regarded as beautiful) and destroys 

it, together with the goodness innate in moral char- 

acters, perfected from reason and discipline. In a 

word, the Gnostics do away with everything through 

which a man might become virtuous. Hence for them 

nothing is left but pleasure, and selfishness, and dis- 

regard for other men, and the principle of expediency, 

unless perchance some one of them is’ by virtue of his 

own nature superior to such doctrines. For to them 

none of the virtues of which we have spoken are 

beautiful, but now one thing, now another, accord- 

ing to the object of their pursuits. And although 

those who have known the higher things should 

strive hence towards them, yet they should first seek 

to set right the affairs of earth, since they have come 

hither from the divine nature. . . . The saying 

‘Look to God’ brings no practical result unless it 

teach how one is to look to him. For, one may 

say, what is to prevent one’s looking toward him, 

without abstaining from any pleasure or controlling 

desires, merely keeping in mind the word ‘ God,’ but 

fettered by every passion and seeking to expel none ? 

It is rather virtue progressing towards the End, and 

springing up in the soul as a result of wisdom, which 

shows us God. But without true virtue, the word 

‘God’ is a mere name.” ! 

! ii. 9, § 15 (213) [vol. i. p. 205, 1. 3 et seg.|. 15. éxetvo dé uddora 
det wy NavOdvew Huds, Tl wore Toovew oi Aéyo. obTa els Tas WUXAS THY 

dxovoyvTwv Kal Tod Kdcmou Kal Tov év ait@ Karadpovely reiOévTwr 

dvaiv yap odoGv aipécewv Tod Tuxelv Tov Tédous, mids ev THs Oovhv 
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Finally, Plotinus rebukes the Gnostic hatred of 

the body and the senses; at the same time refuting 
their charge that his doctrine attaches one to the 

flesh. In a charming passage, almost Franciscan in 

its sentiment, he points out the difference between 

himself and the Gnostic. “Suppose,” he says, “ two 

men dwell together in the same beautiful house. 

One of them decries its arrangement and blames 

its builder, yet continues to dwell in it. The other, 

Tiv TOU cwHparos Tédos TiWEuévyns, Erépas 5é THs Td Kaddv Kal Thy 

dperhy aipoumévys, ols kal €x Oeod Kal eis Oedy aviprnrat 7} bpekis— Gs 

dé, &v ddXots Oewpnréov—o ev “Emixovpos tiv mpdvoay dvaipav Thy 

nooviy Kal Td HdecOa, Strep Fv Nowrdv, ToOTO SidKew mapaKedeveTat* 

6 dé Nbyos obros Ert veavixwrepov Tov THs mpovolas KUpLov Kal abrhy Thy 

Tpovoay meuyduevos kal mdvrTas vouous Tos évTadOa atiudoas Kal Thy 

dperiv Thy €x TravTds TOU xpbvou dynupnuevynv Tb TE GwPpovelv TodTO 

év yéhwre Oémevos, iva wndév kaddv éevtavOa 5n 6pOeln brdpxov, aveire 

TO owhpoveiv kal Thy ev Tots HOcow EuduTov Sixacoc’yynv Thy TedeELOv- 

pévnv €x Néyou Kal doxhoews Kal 6Xws Kal’ & orovdaios dvOpwros dy 

yévoito. Wate avtrots karanelrecOar Thy HOoviv Kal 76 epi avTovs Kal 

TO ov Kowdv mpds dddous avOpwrous kal TO THs Xpelas pdvoy, el uh TLS 

TH pvoe TH abrod Kpelrrwy ein TGV NOywv TOUTWY* TovTwWY yap ovdéer 

avrots Kadév, GANG GAXO TL, 6 wore peTadiwwiover. Kalrow Exphyv Tovs 

H5n éyvwxdbras évredvber duwxew, iwKovtas d€ mpaTra Katopboty Taira 

€x Oelas picews Kovtas* éxelyyns yap Tis picews Kady éralew [THs] 

Thy Hoovyy Tod cHparos aTimafovons. ols dé aperns wn méTEoTLY, OUK 

ay elev 7d mapdmray kiwnbévTes mpds éxeiva. paprupet d€ adrols Kai 

rode TO undéva Abyov wept aperhs wemorjoOa, ExNeNorwévar O€ TayvTd- 

mac. Tov tTept ToUTWY Néyov, Kal wre TL éoTw eitweivy pre whoa pTE 

boa TeOewpyrac ToANa Kal Kana Tots THY mahadv Adyous, pre EF Gv 

mepiéora Kal KTHoETAL, mATE Ws OepareveTae PuXh ATE ws KaBalperac, 

od yap 5% 7d eizetv “ Bdére mpds Oedv”’ mpovpyou Te épydferar, eday fi} 

kal mas BréWer Hidden. Th yap kwrvet, elmot Tis dv, Béwew Kal pnde- 

pds dréxerOar ndovijs, 7) akpaTh Ovjuod eivar peuvnuévoy pév dvduaros 

Tod Oeds, cuvexduevov Sé dace mdaBeot, wndey € avT&y Tetpwmevorv 

carpe ; dperh uev ody eis TéNos mpoodca Kal ev puxn eyyevouévn 

Mera ppovicews Oedy delkvvow* dvev O€ dpeTijs AXnOiw7js Oeds Neyouevos 

dvoud éorw. 
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instead of finding fault, says that the builder has 

made it with all possible skill, yet waits for the 

time when he may leave it as needing it no longer. 

The first man may believe himself the wiser and the 

readier to leave because he has learned. to say that 

the walls are made of lifeless stone and timber, and 

that the house as a whole falls far short of the true, 

ideal house. If so, he does not realize that he differs 

from his fellow-inmate only in his inability to bear 

with what must needs be, since his attitude is not 

really one of discontent, but comes from a secret 

love for the beauty of the stones. We who have 

bodies have to live in these houses provided us by 

our good sister the Soul who has great power to 

create without effort.” ! | 

This refutation of the Gnostics requires little 

comment. The tolerance of the body, we may note, 

stands in curious contrast not only to the vitupera- 

tions of the Gnostics, but to the general trend 

of Neo- Platonic and Neo- Pythagorean thought. 

Plutarch, Maximus, Numenius, Albinus, Hermes, 

1 ii. 9, § 18 (217 B) [vol. i. p. 210, 1. 20 et seg.|. rotro dé Suoov 
av eln, Womep dy ei So olkov Kaddv Tov avrov oixovyTwy, ToD peév 

Wéyovros Thy KaTacKkevhy Kal Tov ToijoavTa Kal pévorvTos ovx HrToV 

év abr@, Tod d¢ uh WéeyovTos, ANNA TOY TOLhoaYTA TEXVLKWTATA TEeTOLN- 

kévar AéyovTos, Tov 5é xpbvov dvapuevorvTos ews av xy, év @ dmadddéerar, 

05 pnkére olkov defjooto, 6 dé copwrepos eivar olorto Kal Ero.wdrepos 

é&eNOetv, Ste olde Néyerv ex NlOwy aWixwv Tods Tolxous Kal EVAwY 

ouvesrdvat kal roddod Seiv ris ddnOwis oikjocews, ayvodv br. TO wh 

pépew Ta avaykaia diadéper, eirep Kal uh moet Tatra dvoxepalywv 

[GAN] ayarv hovxy TO Kaos TGV NlOwv. Jet dE wévery pev Ev olKots 

c@ua exovtas KatacKkevacbeiow vrd Wuxyjs adeXPys ayabjs moddXjv 

Sivauwv els TO Snuroupyeiv ardvws éxovons. 
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-'Trismegistus, and Philo were almost as vehement in 

their denunciations. It should be remembered, 

however, that this scorn with them, as with their 

early Pythagorean and Orphic forbears, was largely 

philosophic. Theoretically it is easy to say that 

life is bad, and the body a loathsome dungeon. 

Practically it is liveable enough, and its bars well 

gilded. Nay the normal soul, like the canary-bird, 

is happy in its cage. 

This Hellenic appreciation of the bodily is indeed 

inconsistent with a large part of Plotinus’s thought, 

just as we find it hard to reconcile Saint Francis’s 

joyfulness, his love of all creatures, and his tolerance 

and even approval of all natural pleasures and goods 

with much else in his life. The charm and the 

greatness of both men lie perhaps in just this 

inconsistency, in seraphic ardour and mystic ecstasy 

athirst for the supernatural and consecrated by the 

Beatific Vision and the Stigmata, tempered by and 

tempering an innate fellowship and sympathy with 

the life and beauty of phenomenal things, and a 

responsiveness to their appeal. Both, taken to task, 

give the same account of themselves. The world is 

not God indeed, but it is God’s. In proof Francis 

points to it and says “Look,” Plotinus points to 

it and says “ Think.” 

As regards the metaphysical reductio ad absurdum 

of the Gnostic position, the self-contradictions ex- 

posed are patent enough. It is absurd for a man to 

think himself better than his universe. It is insanity 
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in a God to create, or for a creature to expect salva- 

tion and satisfaction in the replica or paradigm of a 

world which both he and its maker find so bad that 

both are agreed it had better never have been made, 

and would and will destroy it. Nor can either give 

any reason for creating or inhabiting such a world 

at all. 

The practical and ethical nihilism of the argu- 

ment is no less obvious. Plotinus is but showing 

the consequences of any consistent and absolute 

pessimism. Not only would such a pessimism, he 

is saying, destroy all canons of taste and morals, 

finding all earthly things and ends alike worthless, 

and all distinctions of value, ethidal or aesthetic, 

meaningless (which indeed was precisely the Gnostic 

claim), but it would also leave equally without 

ground or justification that mystic aspiration toward 

the supercosmic upon which the Gnostics prided 

themselves — an aspiration which we are wont 

generally to regard as fostered by and fostering a 

scorn of the world. 

Out of a strange and totally dark room no one 

could ever see the hint of a way; in truth it could 

never occur (leaving previous experience out of 

account) that a way existed or that there was light 

outside to search for. 'There would have to be some 

crack, some glimmer to indicate the existence and 

the position of the door. In like manner in a world 

wholly bad, in which all distinctions of right and 

wrong, beautiful and ugly are without significance, 
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the Gnostic’s desire and attempt to find an egress 

are a mere blind man’s groping. His world can give 

him no suggestion of the manner in which he must 

set about transcending it. Vice will be no less 

likely a way than virtue, because virtue is no better 

a way than vice. 

The Gnostics then could not be true to them- 

selves without being false. ‘They could not wholly 

condemn the world if their desire to leave it behind 

them was to have any value or promise. The door 

out of the world had to open into the world. Moral 

and aesthetic distinctions had to have some real 

validity. Right and beauty had to be glimmers, 

however faint, of the light beyond. 'The moral life 

had to lie at least more in the direction of the path 

of salvation than the immoral. Fair things must 

needs be more worthy of esteem, or at any rate less 

worthy of contempt, than foul. God might be 

beyond all predicates, but beauty and goodness had 

to be more akin to his nature than their opposites. 

As a matter of fact few mystics have denied this. 

They have had to admit some sort of dvdéyvyows or 

homing instinct in the soul that recognized in the 

goods and beauties of this world sign-posts to set 

them on the upward and outward way. Sophia- 

Achamoth herself modelled the world on a memory of 

the Pleroma. And asa rule all mystic systems, how- 

ever rotten they may consider the world and however 

illusory its goods, have made the practice of human 

virtues and the contemplation of the nobler mundane 
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beauties the first step in the ascent to the Beatific 

Vision. Plotinus himself is merely pointing out to 

the Gnostics what would be the consequences of 
their teaching, were they not better than their 

doctrine. 



CHAPTER II 

PHYSICAL AND MORAL EVIL 

WE have now completed what we may call the 

second chapter of our essay. The problem of meta- 

physical evil is disposed of, or rather the difficulties 

and unforeseen results of dealing with it are admir- 

ably exposed by Plotinus’s attempt at disposing of 

them. The nature of that attempt, self-contradictory 

resultant as it is of the struggle of two irreconcilable 

tendencies of thought, is sufficiently fresh in our 

memory to require no reviving. Suffice it to say 

that Plotinus denies and affirms metaphysical evil at 

the same time, denying it by insisting on the possi- 

bility of different kinds of perfection, affirming it by 

declaring those kinds to be at the same time degrees. 

But whatever we may think, Plotinus found the two 

ideas consonant. Welded together, they seemed to 

him to furnish a powerful weapon against the 

objection stated by him in the first treatise concern- 

ing Providence, and already quoted, which it was 

- the avowed intention of his theodicy to refute. 'To- 

the contention that the imperfection of the world is 

sufficient ground for denying, as the Epicureans deny, 

130 
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a moral and providential government of it, or for 

assuming, as the Gnostics assume, that the creation 

and creator are evil, Plotinus answers by denying the 

accusation, and thereby makes the first point in his 

theodicy. ‘The world is not imperfect. It is, to be 

sure, not so good as God, but it is perfect after its 

kind. 

This declaration, however, marks also the opening 

of another chapter in his work, and in our discussion. 

Plotinus has, in his own opinion, freed the universe 

from invidious comparisons on the part of the 

outside observer. Henceforth all external relations 

may be ruled out as irrelevant. The world is 

perfect of its sort, and all other possible sorts of 

perfection we may ignore, so far at least as any 

disparagement of mundane perfection is concerned. 

But an internal problem remained. Judged without 

reference to other possible worlds, this world as it 

was had to make good its proper excellence. It 

could not be blamed for not being something else, 

but apparently it could be attacked on the score that 

it was not true even to itself. Judged even by the 

standards of its own making, it might well appear 

imperfect. It is internally discordant. It does not 

run smoothly. Its parts fall short even of their 

proper excellences, and grind down and destroy one 

another. ‘There is suffering and imperfection. In 

the world of human action there is sin. Such a 

world would seem to be diseased in its own essence, 

and to fail to embody even a mundane perfection. 
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In fine, having made the Stoic assertion that the 

universe is a perfect universe, Plotinus finds himself 

faced by the Stoic problem. It need not surprise 

us, then, to find in the two books concerning Provi- 

dence, a theodicy in many respects similar to, and 

often actually reminiscent of, that of Zeno and his 

school. But at the same time this chapter of the 

Plotinian theodicy differs from that of the Stoics in 

one important respect. It is not Plotinus’s last means 

of defence. It is rather a reconnoitre in force. 

We shall do well in the discussion to follow if 

we revert to the distinctions discussed in the intro- 

duction, and regard our problem under the three 

heads of physical evil, moral evil, and the dis- 

proportion of reward to merit. These distinctions, 

of course, cannot be regarded as absolutely rigid and 

determinate. Many evidences of imperfection will 

fall under more than one head, and it will be hard to 

say under which they may be most appropriately 

discussed. At the most our headings will be found 

rough, but useful instruments for dealing more easily 

with our subject. 

It should be remarked at this point that Plotinus’s 

view of the nature of physical evil is notably broad 

and detached as compared with that taken by most 

theodicies. Many apologists for the divine goodness 

have an easy way of ignoring or of dismissing as 

irrelevant to the question such physical evil as does 

not immediately concern humanity. Of the general 

incompatibility of the types produced by nature, of 
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the stultification of one thing by another, of the 

battle-fields on which man does not fight and suffer, 

and of the tooth and claw that are red, but not with 

his blood, they take little practical account, though it 

must be insisted that such phenomena, quite as much 

as the fact of human suffering, form part of the 

problem of physical evil. It goes without saying 

that by thus evading part of the difficulty, one 

seems more easily to circumvent it. Thus the Stoics, 

by virtually limiting physical evil to the misfortunes 

and sufferings of mankind, and by declaring that men 

ought to be indifferent to outer events, were able to 

solve the problem by refusing to consider it. ‘There 

was, they maintained, no such thing as physical evil, 

though it is noteworthy that with a curious incon- 

sistency they at once proceeded to justify at some 

length a factor whose existence they denied. 

In the same way Christianity has made its de- 

fence of the divine beneficence easier by a practical 

limitation of the same sort. It is a natural and 

apparently practicable method of absolving one’s 

gods from responsibility for Evil by assuming it 

one’s self, and were physical evil a matter of human 

suffering alone, it might be satisfactorily explained 

and the problem of Evil in general much simplified 

by regarding it as the wages of sin. ‘The fact of sin, 

indeed, would still remain to challenge any attempt 

at an unmitigated optimism, and we may doubt 

whether Christianity with its doctrine of Adam’s fall 

and of inherited guilt has successfully disposed of the 
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difficulty. For, granting that a perfect man could 

fall, would he? Is not perfection at least just that 

quality which, if tempted, would not fall? Apart, 

however, from this difficulty, and from the moral 

obliquity of the doctrine of original sin, the fact of 

physical evil in its larger aspect still remains un- 

explained. A perfect man might fall, and we, 

through our consanguinity with our first parent, 

might perhaps be involved in his sin with some show 

of justice. But no theological ingenuity, it would 

seem, could decently attribute the sufferings of un- 

related, unfree, irrational, and sinless animals to the - 

same cause. Yet animal as well as human suffering is 

something which a theodicy must face. A God that 

does not need to be freed of responsibility for the one 

is scarcely worth freeing from blame for the other. 

Plotinus, however, is alive to the importance of 

the more general aspects of the question. Roughly 

speaking, we may say that the problem presents itself 

to him in a three- or perhaps a four-fold form. First, 

there is the bare general fact of motion and change, 

of generation and corruption. All things are in 

Heracleitean flux. Everything perishes. Nothing en- 

dures. Secondly, there is the failure of any particular 

to attain its proper perfection. Nothing is its ideal 

self. ‘Thirdly, there is an apparent conflict between 

the perfections or entelechies themselves. ‘The ideas 

or forms of different species seem incapable of being 

realized together. It appears impossible, for example, 

for the lion and the lamb to attain their respective 
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perfections in the same world. The species “ lion’ 

being marked by the predicate “ lamb-eating,” would 

seem to deprive the species “lamb” of any poznt 

@apput. Finally, there is the very real and obvious 

conflict between particulars themselves of both the 

same and different species. Thus two lions will fight 

over the same lamb. Men are not only carnivorous, 

but cannibal. The whole world is a battle-field on 

which all sides are defeated. 'These four character- 

istics, then, of mundane existence will, quite apart 

from the problem of moral evil, afford ample 

material for a theodicy. 

The first point, the general mutability and 

transitoriness of all earthly things, Plotinus has 

answered to all practical purposes, by assigning to 

the universe a perfection of its own. It is part of _— 

terrestrial excellence to be ever in change and 

motion. Generation and corruption we should 

naturally expect in a phenomenal world, however 

perfect of its kind it may be. Change is in itself no 

evil. It is better that a thing should exist even 

for a short time than not at all.t Moreover, if the 

temporal world be not eternal, it is at least everlast- 

ing. Individuals pass, but the type persists. Thus 

we find Plotinus continuing the world’s eloquent 

self-exordium which we have already quoted. “ Be 

not astonished,” he says, “if fire be extinguished 

by water, and yet fire itself consume something 

else. For fire itself was brought into existence 

1 iii. 2, § 15 (266 c) [vol. i. p. 243, 1. 28 et seq.]. 
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by something other than itself, and as it was not 

brought into existence by itself, so it is destroyed 

by something else. Indeed, it came into existence 

through another’s destruction, and if this be the 
case, destruction will bear no terrors for it; in the 

place of the fire destroyed there will be another 

fire. In the incorporeal heaven each thing endures ; 

in this heaven of ours the whole, together with 

its honourable and ruling parts, lives for ever, 

but individual souls change their bodies and are 

born at different times in different forms. But as 

often as she can the individual soul withdraws from 

the process of generation into the company of the 

World-Soul. Bodies live by virtue of the type (each 

individual body in accordance with the whole), if © 

indeed they are to derive their being, their life, and 

their sustenance from within themselves. Life here 

on earth involves motion, but life in the intelligible 

world does not.”! Finally, we have the phenomenon 

of disease passed over with the remark that “things 

which have bodies must needs fall sick.” ? 

1 iii, 2, § 4 (257 £) [vol. i. p. 230, 1. 18 e¢ seg.]. 4. mip dé ef bard 
Udaros oBévvuTas Kal &repov vd mupds POelperar, uh Oavudoys. Kal 

yap els Td elvat GAXO abrd Fyaryer, 00d axbev bp abrod vm’ Gddov 

EPOd pn, Kal HAOe Se els 7d elvar bm’ Addov POopas, kat } POopa dé arg 

ovdev dv, el otrw, Sewdy hépor, kal dvTl rob Pbapévros mupds wip &Xo. 

év udev yap [TQ] dowudry obpavG exacrov péver, év dé rede TE otpayy 

may pev del (f Kal dca rThuwa Kal Kipia pépn, ai bé duelBovoa Puxal 

owpara téddore ev GAXw elder ylyvovrat, Kal dray dé dvvynra, ew 

yevérews oTaca Wuxh pera THs mdons eort Yoyfs. comara dé $F Kar’ 

eldos kal Kad’ dda Exacra, elrep é abray Kal f@a ora Kal Tpag7- 

‘ceTar’ (wh yap évradOa Kiwoupévn, éxet dé axlyynros. 

2 iii, 2, § 5 (258 £) [vol. i. p. 232, 1. 16]. Kat dvdyxn voceiv 

owpara &xovot. 
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Evidently this argument is also relevant to the 

fourth point—the conflict of particulars with one 

another. Plotinus knew nothing of extinct or 

disappearing species. Species, he saw, apparently 

were not destroyed either by attacks upon them 

from the outside, or by the inner friction of their 

proper particulars. He could point out that both 

the formal structure of the universe as a whole, and 

the integrity of each special form in the system, were 

no more affected by the conflict and_ reciprocal 

destruction of the parts, than by the dissolution 

incidental to the general process of ‘ becoming.” 

So far as dying is concerned, it is no better to die 

in one’s bed than in one’s boots. If death is no evil, 

and inflicts no harm on the universe, the world is 

none the worse, ceteris paribus, for violent than for 

natural death. Indeed, from the world’s point of 

view, violent death is natural, only more subtly so. 

The naturalism that lurks in the entire argument 

is self-evident. 

The next difficulty which concerns us is the seem- 

ing failure of the particular to attain its proper 

entelechy. This is in truth a crucial point for 

Plotinus. As he says himself, “the question is not 

whether this thing is inferior to that, but whether it 

is self-sufficing in its own nature.”! Apparently we 

must answer in the negative. Things fall short of 

their ideal outlines. Not only am I not God or 

1 iii. 3, § 3 (273 a) [vol. i. p. 253, 1. 23 e¢ seg.]. Sez yap od 
Snreiv, el E\arTov Addov, ad’ ef s adrd adrdpkws. 
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an angel or a horse or a tree, but I am not even a 

perfect man. I am deficient in my proper human 

nature. And a world in which such a discrepancy 

between things and their perfections exists is an 

imperfect world. 

Plotinus’s reply is brilliant. It consists in a re- 

application of the principle of varieties of perfec- 

tion, this time to justify not merely a world, or a 

special aspect or type within that world, but every 

individual member of a given species, in being what 

it is and nothing else. He speaks as follows: ‘ In 

the case of each of the eternally created genera, 

one cannot blame the creative Reason, unless one 

demand that everything should have been made as 

things uncreate but eternal, and that both in the 

intelligible and the sensible worlds things should be 

eternally the same. ‘To ask this is to ask too much 

good; it is to forget that the form given to each thing 

is sufficient unto it. It is like complaining because 

a man has no horns—like a failure to see that it was 

impossible that Reason should not extend over all 

things, that it was necessary that the lesser should be 

contained by the greater, and the part by the whole, 

and that they could not be equal—for then they would 

not have been parts. In the intelligible world each 

thing is all, but here on earth each thing is not all.” 

So far we have merely a restatement of the old 

argument, though the last two sentences are pregnant 

with future issue. But Plotinus goes farther, and this 

is the novel and the important part of the passage. 
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“So, too, a man in so far as he, as a part, is an 

individual, is not the whole man. But if anywhere 

among the single parts we find something which is 

not itself a part, it is this principle which makes of 

them a whole. Now we ought not to ask that a 

particular man, qua individual, should be perfect to 

the highest pitch of virtue. For in that case he would 

be no longer a part, but the whole. 'To be sure, the 

whole is not jealous of an increase of beauty and 

value in the part, since the greater value of the part 

makes the whole more beautiful.” 4 

The sentences I have italicized contain the gist of 

the argument. In them we get at last a compara- 

tively clear and definite view of the thought under- 

lying the whole Plotinian argument about the 

possibility of varieties of perfection. It is, I think 

we may safely say, to all practical purposes the same 

as Leibnitz’s principle of the identity of indiscernibles. 

This, plainly, is the true inwardness of his plea for 

the several perfections of vots, vy, and the universe. 

1 jii. 2, § 13 (265 8) [vol. i. p. 242, 1. 1 et seq. ; p. 476, 1. 10 
et seq.|. ep éxdorov pev ody T&v ywoudvay del yevav ovK tory 

airiacOa Tov movodyTa Adyor, el Tis wh déLot Exacrov otrw yeyovévat 

XpHvat, ws Ta wh yeyovéra, aldua 5é, ev te vonrots év Te aicOnrois del 

Ta avra dvta, mpocOnKkyny air&v dyabod melova, adr’ od Td Sober 

ExdoTy eldos abrapkes iyyovmevos, olov T@de, bre uh Képata, od cKoTov- 

Mevos, 8rt ddbvarov Fv Noyov wh ovK érl mdvTa éNOeiv, ANN’ Bre Eder ev 

T@ pelfovr Ta EXdTTw Kal év TS Sw Ta wépy Kal ovd« toa Suvardy evar’ 
H odk av Fv pépn. 7d wev yap dvw wav mavra, Td dé KdTw ob TayTa 

éxacrov. Kat dvOpwrros 5) Kad’ Scov pépos Exacros ob was. el dé ov 

év wépect Tit Kal &ddo 71, 8 od wépos, TOUTW KdKetvo way. 6 5h Kal’ 

éxaorTa 7 TOTO ovK dmrarynréos TédeLos elvas els dperHs xpov* Hin yap 

ovkér’ ay pépos. ov why ovde TH SrAw 7d pépos KoopnOev els pelfova 

dilav épOdvynra* Kal yap Kddd\ov Td Sov trove? Koounbev akig pelfovr. 
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We cannot expect of Mind that it should be in all 

respects similar to the One, nor of Soul that it should 

be completely like Mind, nor yet of the corporeal 

universe that it should be the same as the World- 

Soul. Were all exact replicas of one another, they 

could not be distinguished from one another. ‘The 

mind, could it exist gua mind under those circum- 

stances, would have no possible criterion for telling 

them apart, or for that matter, for separating them 

in the first place. We could not even arrange them 

as triplets or quadruplets, and then confuse them. 

We could not say to them, “I know you are four 

different entities, but I do not know which is which.” 

For the mere separation of them involves space, and 

space is precisely a mark of individuation of the 

universe, which, were it an exact reproduction of the 

intelligible world, it would not possess. 'To require, 

then, that vots shall be a perfect copy of the One, or 

the universe of yvy7, is not only practically, but 

logically, to demand that vots shall be the One, vx 

vods, and the cosmos vy}; in other words, it is to. 

annihilate all four principles as objects of rational 

discourse, and to leave only the superunitary, super- 

intelligible, superexistential, ineffable, and unindi- 

viduated divine Nothingness. 

The like holds true of the relation of particulars 

to the form or type of the species to which they 

belong. If Iam to be I, and you you, neither of us 

the other, and both of us men and not man, then we 

must be unlike both each other and our type in 
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some respects. For did you and I both perfectly 

embody the type, we should be indiscernible from it, 

and hence from one another. There would be no 

sufficient reason for distinguishing us or any perfectly 

representative particular from it in the first place. 

Even individuation and repetition in space would 

be out of the question, for reasons already given. 

Existence and relations in space are some of the 

conditions which make the particular an imperfect 

copy of the universal, which is in no one place; and 

hence ex hypothesi they must be absent in a really 

complete exemplification. Here again, all possible 

criteria for distinction and -separation would be 

lacking. Each type or species would be like the 

Aristotelian God, “év dpa Kai Ady~ Kai dpiOyo,” a 

particular concrete type, if I may so express it, 

exemplified only in itself. Thus there would only be 

one lion and one lamb in the world, and they would 

be typical; only one man, and he would be the only 

instance of himself. 

The argument, however, must seem to us largely 

a tour de force, of little practical or metaphysical 

significance. This is true so far as those of us 

are concerned who have ceased to consecrate types 

or to regard the universal as more than an 

average, to be avoided as mediocre and not to be 

sought as the sovereign good. But in a system 

where the universal is not an average of facts, but 

a standard of values, not a mere idea, but an ideal, 

it is pregnant with significance. For Plotinus it 
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proves a treacherous weapon. Its cogency is obvious. 

If there are to be individual men at all they must be 

different from the Platonic Idea of man, just as vots 

must be other than the One, wy other than vois. 

But the Idea of man is also the entelechy or perfection 

of man. Hence, if there are individual men, they 

must by reason of their individuality fall short of 

their ideal nature. We cannot, as Plotinus says, 

“expect them gua individual men to be perfect to 

the highest pitch of virtue.” For the highest pitch 

of virtue is found in the ideal humanity alone. 

At this point Plotinus is in a quandary. He 

has had in mind the notion of varieties of perfection, 

and the analogy of the One, vois, and yvy7, or of the 

various special entelechies or perfections within the 

universe, and has argued along that line of thought. 

By analogy, each particular will also have its 

appropriate and individual nature. It will be as 

irrelevant to blame me because I am _ not you, 

as the human species because it is not angelic, or 

Mind because it is not the One. But unfortunately 

the actual application of the analogy reveals the 

sudden paradox that the proper perfection of the 

individual man consists, when all is said and done, in 

failing to attain it. 

The immediate cause of the difficulty is sufficiently 

plain. The analogy is improper and breaks down. 

One kind of perfection may be different from, 

without being better or worse than, another. Buta 

thing cannot be other than perfect without being 
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imperfect. If it is the universal which is complete, 

then particularity is a mark of deficiency. 

But in another sense the analogy and its applica- 

tion are relevant. They would be sound enough if 

kinds could be held to be at the same time grades of 

perfection, and goods could be absolute from one point 

of view, and members of a hierarchy from another. 

Indeed for a reductio ad absurdum of his attempt 

to hold both points of view simultaneously, Plotinus 

could have devised no better illustration. He has 

shown us in concrete and practical form how things 

would work out if we could logically say of a thing 

that it was at the same time perfect, but not so perfect 

as something else. In that case I might be perfect, 

although not so perfect as the Idea of man, just as 

~vx7 is perfect though her perfection is not so perfect 

as that of her prototype in the intelligible world. I, 

like Yvxy, could be justified for being no better than I 

am by the plea that I.am as good as can be expected 

of me. I could no more be required to be perfect to 

the highest pitch of virtue than could yvx7 be required 

to be perfect with the perfection of vois, or vots with 

that of the One; for I should then be no longer I, but 

the ideal archetype of my species, just as yvx7 would 

then be vots, and vots the One. In other words, I 

might be a good John Smith, but a bad man. I 

might be perfect from one point of view, imperfect 

from another. I might be perfect, but not so 

perfect as I might be. Or, you and I could both 

be perfect, but at the same time one of us could be 
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better than the other, and neither of us so excellent 

as human excellence. 

The absurdity is patent: also the impropriety 

of the analogy. Yet, we must again insist that it is 

no more absurd to say that, though I am perfect, my 

individual perfection is not so perfect as the highest 

pitch of human excellence (and it is this assumption 

that underlies Plotinus’s justification of the apparent 

imperfection of the particular as compared with the 

type), than that the perfect horse is not so perfect as 

the perfect man, or the perfect man as the perfect 

God. 

This last statement may well seem the crowning 

absurdity. Human, we repeat, is lower than angelic 

perfection. It is scarcely necessary, I think, to 

review the argument on the other side. Its point 

consisted in showing that in a perfect world every- 

thing would be satisfied with itself and its experience, 

and it would occur to nothing to compare itself with 

other parts of its world, or one part with another as 

better or worse. Only an outside observer could do 

that, and would prove himself imperfect se his 

ability to make the comparison. 

The particular point, however, with which we 

are concerned here, is that were such a comparison 

possible, and could we logically say, as we persist in 

saying, that a thing is perfect after its kind but that 

its kind is not so perfect as some other, then we can 

with equal right maintain that any individual being, 

however deficient he may be in human excellence, is 
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perfect with a perfection of his own, though that 

perfection is not so perfect as the perfection of 

better. men or as human perfection in general. 

For to grade perfections is, as we have already 

pointed out, to set up a universal, or idea, or type, 

or standard of perfection which different kinds of 

perfection embody to a different degree, precisely 

as different particulars of the same species variously 

approximate to the same form. What holds true of 

the relations in the one case holds equally true of 

them in the other. Ifa so-called kind of perfection 

can be called perfect, and yet not most perfect (the 

tautology is deliberate), then a thing can be called 

perfect and yet fall short of its proper perfection. © 

In fine, Plotinus would seem to have exposed the 

untenability of his own position, and to have demon- 

strated conclusively what he most wished to avoid, 

to wit, that grades of perfection are merely euphemistic 

terms for degrees of imperfection. 

I have, as it may seem, insisted on this point 

to undue and fruitless length. But it is important, 

because it so clearly betrays the paradox which is 

fundamental throughout the Plotinian theodicy. 

The grounds for this particular and flagrant instance 

we may naturally find in the conflict of the two 

points of view. Unless Plotinus could justify the 

existence of the individual gwa individual, he was 

committed to mysticism. Kinds of perfection must 

inevitably be revealed in their true light as grades of 

imperfection. If I am to be blamed for not being 
L 
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an ideal man, vovds and yvyy and the world are 

equally to be blamed for not being the One. But 

this, as we have seen, Plotinus could not allow. 

On the other hand, unless perfections could be 

arranged in a hierarchy, he was committed to 

naturalism. This is indeed the implication of his 

argument as it stands. If I am never to be re- 

buked for not being other than myself, it can only 

be on the ground that I am at every moment of 

my existence a perfect example of myself: that is a 

perfect natural fact. But this extreme tolerance, 

again, was impossible. 

‘A third alternative indeed offers itself. It 

“might well occur to us to solve the difficulty in 

the following way. We might suppose that there | 
were Ideas not only of species, but of individuals. 

It is no more to be expected, we might say, that all 

perfect men, than that all perfect natures should 

be identical. We do not demand of the equine en- 

telechy that it should be the same as the human, 

nor yet of the human that it should be the same as 

the angelic. Why, then, should you and I, if we 

attained our proper perfections, melt together in an 

identity of indiscernibles? Why should you and I 

not have each our peculiar entelechies? ‘Then, in 

truth, it could not be required of either of us that 

we should be perfect to the height of virtue, in the 

sense of each individual including in his own nature 

the nature of all others. That I had not the 

peculiar virtues of all other men would be nothing 
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against me. I could only be asked to be my ideal 

self. 

It is all the more astonishing that Plotinus did 

not avail himself of this promising via media, as 

he maintains the doctrine of Ideas of individuals, 

and devotes a short book to discussing and proving 

that the intelligible world contains not only the 

type of man, but the entelechies of particular men 

But it seems never to have occurred to him to apply 

the doctrine to this special point. It would not, to 

be sure, have rid him of the difficulty. His purpose 

was to prove that the world actually embodied 

perfection, and was, as it stood, a perfect world. A 

discrepancy between the ideal and the actual he 

could have tolerated no more than could the Stoics. 

What defence of his position we find is con- 

tained in the last sentence of the passage quoted. 

“'To be sure, the whole is not envious of an increase 

of beauty and value in the part, for the greater 

value of the part makes the whole more beautiful.” 

Here Plotinus would seem to be to some extent 

conscious of the anarchistic ethical implications of 

his doctrine. If I cannot be expected to be as 

virtuous as a man might be, there is no reason to 

expect me to be more virtuous than I am. Good 

or bad, I am enacting my proper self. It is ap- 

parently to guard against this implication, used 

later, curiously enough, in justification of moral evil, 

that the statement is made. Although, it declares, 

we are justified in not being so virtuous as man 
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might be, we must strive to be more virtuous than 

we are. 

The argument has a modern ring. In fact, 

Plotinus is here face to face with the same difficulty 

as confronts the absolutist of to-day. The question 

for both is this: How give any real significance and 

dignity to moral aspiration and effort in a world 

already in its essence complete and perfect? For if 

the world be already a completed fact, if it is and 

ever has been grasped as a perfect whole sub specie 

aeternitatis, what is the use of our trying to improve 

it? Whatever we do, we cannot make it better, or, 

for that matter, worse. We cannot change its value 

one whit in God’s eyes, since that value was fixed 

before time was. I cannot detract from the perfec- 

tion of the absolute by my vice, as I cannot add to it 

by my virtue. For the Absolute is perfect. All our 

activities, then, irrespective of their moral signifi- 

cance, are performed ad majorem or rather ad 

maximam Det gloriam. 

Both systems, too, meet the difficulty in the same 

way. Although the Absolute is perfect, it is better 

that I should act as if it were not. Nay, it is part 

of its perfection that I should regard it as imperfect. 

That I seek to improve it is precisely one of the 

reasons why it is incapable of improvement. Con- 

versely, if I were satisfied with it as I found it, it 

would be really a most unsatisfactory affair. In like 

manner Plotinus assures us that though we are really 

justified in falling short of what human virtue can 
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be, we must not realize that fact. We must press 

on towards the height of perfection, though we are 

perfect as we are. If we took Plotinus at his word 

that we are perfect, we should be imperfect. Though 

the type be already in all ways excellent, we should 

seek to add to that excellence by greater virtue in 

ourselves. 

Such statements, as it seems to me, are only saved 

from complete absurdity by a latent naturalism. For 

all practical purposes of thought and action, ethical 

monism divorces the perfection of the universe from 

the moral ideal. A natural perfection is indeed 

neither made nor marred by the moral character 

of our actions. It is equally expressed in, and 

equally indifferent to, good and evil. On the other 

hand, if the world be already perfect in the natural- 

istic sense of the word, it is not thereby rendered 

incapable of moral improvement. If a morally evil 

world may be a perfect natural fact, a morally good 

world is none the less so. By thus distinguishing 

between the uses of the term, it can be logically 

held that the world is already as good as it can be, 

but that our moral effort can make it much better, 

or that although I as I am, and the human type as 

it is, are perfect facts in a perfect system of facts, I 

am not bound on a futile errand in seeking to adorn 

myself with greater righteousness, and am _ even 

benefiting mankind by my increase of virtue. 

The error comes in seeking to amalgamate the 

moral with the natural meaning, and to find the 
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ethical ideal embodied in Reality as it is. The 

result is twofold. The ethical ideal is emptied of 

its ideality, and ethical action is stultified. God is 

degraded from a vision of what ought to be to a 

fictitious justification of what is. And in a universe 

completely expressive of his will, our efforts to make 

anything better are only saved from blasphemy by 

their irrationality and impotence. 

As regards the third symptom of physical evil, 

the conflict of entelechies or perfections among them- 

selves, I confess myself somewhat in doubt. It is 

hard to see whether or no the point really occurred to 

Plotinus. But there is a passage at the beginning of 

the supplementary book on Providence, dealing with 

the conflict of particulars, which suggests, if not 

that he had the point in mind, at least a possible 

method of dealing with it. 

“Souls,” he says, “and their works are harmoni- 

ously related, in that unity results from them even 

though they be opposites. ‘The reason for this is 

that all things proceed from unity and come together 

in unity by a natural necessity. So, though differ- 

ences and antitheses come into being, they are 

~ nevertheless synthesized in a single system because of 

their origin in the One. For just as particular 

animals, say horses, are included in a single genus 

although they war with each other and bite and 

quarrel and rage in jealous anger, so other genera 

are likewise units. This is true also of man. 

Again, all these types can be reduced to unity 
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under the genus ‘animal. The non-animals too 

can be arranged according to type, and, further, 

all these types can be included in the one genus, 

‘being,’ and then reduced still farther to the source 

of being. 

“ Furthermore, take the source of being as a start- 

ing point, and descend by a process of analysis and 

see how the One, by virtue of being prior to all things, 

and at the same time comprehending them all in an 

ordered unity, spreads itself out and is divided in 

_ such wise that it is a multiple living being in which 

each part does what is appropriate to its particular 

nature, although it also has its place in the whole. 

Thus fire burns, and the horse does what is appro- 

priate for a horse to do. Each man also does what 

comes natural to him, and different men do different 

things. And from their natures follow both their 

works and their lives, whether good or evil.” ! 

This argument would seem to find the logical 

opposition of contraries symptomatic of evil, and to 

endeavour to solve it in true Hegelian manner. by 

uniting thesis and antithesis in a higher synthesis. 

It is, however, irrelevant. Subsumption is not 

reconciliation. Logical consistency is no guarantee 

of perfection. <A perfect world, it is true, would have 

to be an intelligible world, but an intelligible world is 

not necessarily perfect. Let us suppose for the sake 

of argument that a thoroughly logical and consistent 

world could contain both a heaven and a hell. This 

1 iti, 3, § 1 (271 F) [vol. i. p. 251, 1. 22 et seq.]. 
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is assumed by many. In fact God’s final and perfect 

world is largely held to be heaven and hell and nothing 

more. But could a world which contained a hell be 

properly called perfect ? Not, it seems to me, without 

distorting the meaning of the term. To the perfect 

all things must be perfect. But a heaven that was 

conscious of the existence and significance of hell, 

and still found its empyrean unclouded, would do 

violence to all noble human sentiment. Its perfection 

would be alien to every moral aspiration and ideal. 

It would be the devil’s heaven and no one else’s. On 

the other hand a hell that should be satisfied with 

itself, or could by any persuasion be brought to see 

itself as contributory to the perfection of the world 

of which it formed a part, would not be hell. For 

the essence of hell is to feel itself hopelessly deficient 

in, and at variance with, the Good. 'Thus a logically 

consistent world might, but a perfect world could 

not, contain a hell. 

We need not trespass upon eschatological fields, 

however, to illustrate our point. Our own world is 

an excellent example. We may, if we like, say that 

our world is a logical and coherent system, dismissing 

apparent irrationalities as points incompletely under- 

stood. But that assumption does not make the 

world much more satisfactory from the point of view 

of the total human purpose. We take, to be sure, 

an. interest in understanding the universe, and the 

fulfilment of that interest would be a factor in human 

perfection. But the interest is after all proximate 
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and not ultimate. We seek to understand our world 

in order that we may live in it more securely and 

happily; though, on the other hand, since we are 

rational creatures, we cannot, quite apart from the 

results of such scientific comprehension, live perfectly 

happily in a world which is not completely under- 

stood. We are, however, possessed of more than the 

scientific and logical interest, and hence its satisfaction 

need not imply that of the whole will. As matters 

stand, it does not. The logical character of the 

- world would become synonymous with its perfection, 

only if we became purely intellectual beings with no 

other demand upon our world than that of logical self- 

consistency. But the normal human being is not 

contented with merely accounting for Evil. His 

purpose is to be rid of it. And the perfect world 

for him is not one in which sin and suffering have 

been explained, but from which they have been 

banished. On this score we may disallow the 

Plotinian argument. And as it in no wise pacifies 

the practical conflict of concepts, so it in no wise 

palliates that actual conflict of particulars in the 

world, to which we now turn. 

“Tt is thus,” Plotinus tells us, referring to the 

argument just sketched and criticized, “ that the case 

stands with particulars regarded in themselves. But,” 

he continues, “the interweaving of these particular 

things which have come and are ever coming into 

being might be a matter for consideration and per- 

plexity, seeing that the other animals devour one 
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another, and that men set upon one another, and 

that there is continual warfare without cease or 

respite. The difficulty is especially great, if it is 

Reason that has brought about such a condition of 

things and this condition is to be called good. For 

it is no longer of any use for the defenders of this 

doctrine to argue that things are as good as they can 

be, that Matter is the reason for their inferiority, and 

that Evil cannot be destroyed even were it advisable 

that it should be; that things are good as they are 

and that the Matter present does not dominate them, 

but was provided that things might be as they are, 

or rather that itself might be what it is, by virtue of 

Reason. Reason is the first principle, Reason is all 

things; all that has come into being in accordance 

with Reason, and has been set in order by Reason 

after its birth, must be in all respects rational. 

What, then, is the necessity of this implacable war 

among animals, and among men? We reply: That 

animals should devour one another is necessary, for 

it is the mutual punishment exacted from living 

beings who, even if they were not killed, could not 

live for ever. If, then, at. the time. appointed 

for their death they depart in such a way as 

to benefit other creatures, why grudge it? What 

matters it if, when consumed, they are born as other 

forms of life? In the same way, on the stage, the 

murdered actor changes his part, and taking another’s 

mask, again comes upon the scene, for. he has not 

been really dead at all. If death in this world be a 
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change of body, like the change of costume on the 

stage, or even if it be a complete abandonment of 

the body, as an actor who goes off the stage alto- 

gether and never comes back later to enact his part, 

what is there terrible in such a transformation of living 

beings into one another? It is surely much better 

than that they should never have come into being in 

the beginning. In that case there would be in the 

world no life at all and no ability to communicate it 

to others. But, things being as they are, there is an 

"abundance of life in the universe which creates all 

things and varies the fashion of their existences ; 

nor can it forbear to produce beautiful and comely 

objects—living playthings, as it were.” 
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So much for Plotinus’s treatment of the more 

general indications of physical evil. As we pre- 

dicted, it shows evidence of a rather broader and 

more generous view of the problem than do many 

theodicies. It seems to some extent to get beyond 

the violence done to human interests and feelings, 

and to take note of possible cosmic damage. But at 

the same time it is disappointing. It fails to touch 

what is to us the crux of the question, namely, the 

sufferings of other sentient creatures than ourselves. 

Plotinus’s answer, it is true, would probably have 

been ready enough had the point been pressed upon 

him. He would have used the same argument which 

we habitually use to excuse animal suffering, and to 

rob the spectacle of human pain of its sting. We » 

must not judge by appearances, he would say. As 

children weep and wail for little cause, so human 

evidences of pain certainly, and animal probably, are 

out of all proportion to the real evil suffered.! | 

We have now done, for the time being, with the 

Plotinian discussion of the more general aspects of 

physical evil. Its predominant tone is naturalistic, 

or, it would perhaps be better to say, Stoic, if indeed 

such a distinction implies any essential difference. 

The warning, indeed, should be repeated that the 

arguments we have followed do not represent 

peTaBorn word Bertlwv odoa Tod pndé Thy apxnv adra yevécOa ; 

éxelvws pev yap épnula fwis kal ris év GddAw ovons ddvvaula* viv de 

TONAH otea év TH wavtl fw wdvra woe? Kal wokidre év TH SHv Kal 

ovK avéxeTat LH Tovovoa del Kada Kal evecdn fGvTa Twalyria. 

1 jii. 2, § 15 (267 B) [vol. i. p. 245 top]. 
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Plotinus’s final word. All of them, as well as what 

Stoic reasonings we have yet to trace, are qualified 

in the end in such a way as to avoid many of the 

objections to the Stoic position. 

We turn now to the immediate bearings of 

physical evil upon human life. Here the first point 

in the Plotinian refutation which we note, is 

thoroughly Stoic in character. It is tantamount 

to the Stoic denial that physical evil exists, at any 

rate so far as the wise and virtuous are concerned. 

Using an analogy already employed by Chrysippus 

and Marcus Aurelius, and in words which the 

great Emperor might have written himself, he 

writes: “ We must regard murders and all manners 

of death and the wastings and sackings of cities 

as we should regard them upon the stage of a 

theatre; that is, we must look upon them all as a 

change of form and a shifting of scenes, as tears and 

lamentations merely acted. For in the world as on 

the stage, in every event of life, it is not the inner 

soul, but the outer shadow of man that laments and 

weeps and plays its many parts, with the whole earth 

for stage, and the scenes laid in many places. For 

such emotions belong to the man who knows only 

how to live the lower and the outward life, and is 

ignorant that in his tears and his seriousness alike 

he is but playing. Only the serious man must be 

serious in serious things; the other man is a mere 

trifler. ‘They who have no conception of real serious- 
ness take trifles seriously, and are triflers themselves. 
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If a [serious] man join in their trifling and share their 

experience, let him reflect that he has fallen into a 

children’s game, and laid aside his true réle. Even 

_if Socrates plays, it is the outer Socrates that does 

so. One must also remember that one should not 

take weeping and tears as witnesses to the existence 

of evil, since children also weep and wail over what 

is not evil.” } 

If we analyse this description of 6 oovéaios, the 

*‘ serious” or “ moral” man, and connect it with the 

rest of Plotinus’s teaching, we shall find the old 

conflict between the Stoic and the mystic tendencies 

of his thought latent within it. Yet, at the same 

time, nothing could better illustrate both the points 

of similarity of the two types and the identity of 

the metaphysical implications of the two systems, as 

far as practical effects upon conduct are concerned. 

Both the true Stoic and the true mystic are agreed 
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that the ordinary standard of mundane values is 

false. Both have a profound sense of the vanity of 

life. Both teach that the conditions of virtue and 

proper human excellence are independent of outer 

events, and that therefore human happiness is in- 

different to them. Both believe that the true good 

is attainable only by a process of curtailment and 

concentration in which the individual withdraws 

from the world and from all human ties to live more 

intensely within himself. 

But the one differs profoundly from the other in 

the quality of the equanimity with which he bears 

the assault of outer events. The Stoic regards them 

as having an equal right with himself to be, and to 

be what they are as he is what he is, and as 

possessing an intrinsic perfection of their own no 

less appropriate and necessary to the perfection of 

the world-system than is his proper nature. The 

mystic, on the other hand, regards them with the 

indifference which their essential worthlessness and 

unreality deserve. The mystic, in short, finds that the 

world is wholly evil, the Stoic that it is entirely good. 

The one would deny, mortify, and purge it out of 

existence ; the other submits, acquiesces, even cheer- 

fully accepts it. The one seeks his: final happiness 

in a radical and drastic reform of his experience, the 

other in rendering himself insensible to his experience 

as it is. ‘The one seeks within himself to make true 

what he finds to be good, the other to make good 

what he finds to be true. 
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In the Plotinian “seriousness” are combined the 

essential features of both these attitudes. Had one 

asked Plotinus his opinion of this stage-world upon 

which we are called to play a part, he would have 

replied like the Stoics that it is a perfect world. The 

scenery, the setting, the other actors, the lines, the 

gestures, are perfect after their several kinds, and 

equally appropriate to the nature of the play. More, 

the play is not a farce, but a serious and rational 

affair. Regarded in its entirety, it has all the marks 

of an intelligible whole, embodying as it does a 

rational plan and idea. That is, the Stoic vision sub 

specie aeternitatis has its metaphysical counterpart 

in the Plotinian vois. 

. But the “serious man” would have qualified his 

statement in mystic fashion. This world is perfect 

as a world, but its perfection is an inferior kind of 

perfection. No possible attitude towards it can 

bring final happiness. It is only by excluding it 

from vision of any sort, sub specie aeternitatis no less 

than temporis, and by passing into another altogether 

new and ineffable sphere of experience, that the 

sovereign good of human life can be found. 

But with both the mystic and the Stoic he would 

agree in regarding the world of daily human activities 

as something in which his real inner self is not impli- 

cated. There is nothing there that vitally concerns 

it; nothing which can increase its excellence or its 

happiness; nothing which can mar or take from it 

its proper good. Practically such a theory had to 
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make concession to facts, just as the Stoics had to 

relax their indifference to outer events, and admit 

that some external conditions were preferable to 

others, and just as the mystic has to make the 

practice of ordinary morality a preliminary step 

towards the enjoyment of the Beatific Vision. But 

theoretically the two attitudes were full of danger, 

and of their danger Plotinus was aware. 

Curiously enough, different as the attitudes of 

the mystic and the Stoic would seem, the peril they 

involved was precisely the same. By denying the 

relevancy of outer actions to the inner self, both 

logically encouraged an antinomianism in practice 

_ subversive of all morals. And to this practical sub- 

version their metaphysical theories gave an equal 

and an identical sanction. For an unmitigated 

optimism with regard to our world is no less 

paralysing to moral action than unmitigated 

pessimism. Indeed, absolute optimism is, in all 

except name, absolute pessimism. A world, I mean, 

which is absolutely good is as incapable of im- 

provement as if it were absolutely evil: and moral 

life has real value only in a world where there is 

real room for improvement. 

Indeed it is more optimistic to act on the belief 

that the world is wholly evil than that it is wholly good. 

Both theories encourage an equally apathetic and 

negative attitude towards outer events, but pessimistic 

mysticism leaves a hope where absolute optimism 

leaves none. ‘The mystic by retiring within himself 
M 
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may find something better than the world, the 
optimist nothing. ‘The mystic may be as hopefully 

rebellious as the optimist must be hopelessly resigned. 

Like the Stoic, the unmitigated optimist must find 

all things good. ‘They are good in the sight of the 

Absolute or of God. Since the world cannot be 

bettered, it is folly to try to reform it, or even. to 

dream of anything better ; and the height of folly is 

to hope, like the mystic, to escape from it altogether 

by forcing the dream to come true within one’s self. 

In a mechanical world, too, there is real room for 

improvement. Its metaphysical reality is calculable, 

and though a rigid natural system, may. be manipu- 

lated to further our interests. ‘There is no pre- 

sumption in saying of such a world that we have 

made it better, for its only values are those which 

it has for us, and it holds no opinions of itself that 

conflict with the judgments we pass upon it. 

But to endow the universe with a quasi-human 

moral perfection, with a self-satisfaction as it were, 

assimilating to itself the evil and the foul, as well as 

the fair and good, is to make a Frankenstein’s monster 

of the mechanism. It is merely, one might say, to 

present naturalism under the form of a monstrous 

and unworthy myth, allegorizing the irrelevance to 

natural perfection of good as well as evil, as a kind 

of organic absorption by natural perfection of evil 

as well as good. Had we to act upon the assumption 

of such a cosmic consecration of Evil, action would be 

invalidated. The universe would not be indifferent 
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to Evil, but morally no worse, perhaps even better 

for our sins and imperfections. Moral distinctions 

would lose all moral sanction, since good and evil 

would be regarded not as deriving their validity from 

the human interests to which they were relative, but 

from the Absolute, and yet in the Absolute they 

would be travestied, and transformed, and confounded 

past all possibility of distinguishing between them. 

To act morally, then, is to act as if no such thing 

as the Absolute of ethical monism existed. If one 

still hold to it theoretically, it is by a sort of see- 

ing through one’s self and unconsciously taking one’s 

stand upon the real sanction of action which it 

conceals. The myth is transparent to practical 

if not to theoretic reason, and is found to 

imply beneath the allegorical form in which it is 

presented no more than the ordinary innocent 

naturalism. An Absolute to whose perfection evil 

and imperfection are necessary is quite as irrelevant 

to the moral ideal as a mechanical world which is 

indifferent to them. The one is merely a melo- 

dramatic masking of the other. 

In short, however we may gloss over the fact 

with romantic phrases, it is practically a naturalistic 

perfection (a perfection, that is, which we always 

treat as naturalistic) which we attribute to the 

Absolute. We deal with it precisely as we deal with 

a mechanical excellence. We neglect its bearing 

upon moral conduct. If we extol it at one moment 

in a mood of pious ecstasy, we recant at the next 
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by acting as if we did not believe what we said, 

nay, by having so to act as if we would prove our 

piety. 

I have put in modern terms what seem to me to 

be the dangers latent in the Stoic and mystic 

positions ; dangers, I must insist, which are also 

involved in all modern systems of ethical monism. 

The case might be summed up in terms of Plotinus’s 

dramatic simile, as follows:—As the outer life of 

man is a mere role, an affectation as it were, 

which neither expresses nor reacts upon his real 

inner self, so the whole world of appearance 

becomes a mere affectation of the Absolute, the 

distinctions and values of which have no ultimate. 

significance in Reality. ‘The sphere of practical 

moral aspirations and ideas is merely “make believe” 

for the inner selves both of man and of the world. 

The actor may be equally unaffected by all the 

vicissitudes of his réles, as the dramatist by the 

different parts in the play. He may be like the 

naturalistic world, which is dispassionately neutral 

towards all its events. Or on the other hand, 

player and playwright may be profoundly and 

passionately interested in all the lines and all the 

roles alike, enacting or creating the villain, the 

crime, and the suffering with the same zest as the 

hero, the saint, virtue, and happiness, and getting 

a positive and perfect satisfaction from the play as 

a whole, which they call the true happiness of their 

real selves. In the same way does the Absolute of 
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ethical monism find our evil as potent a factor in its 

perfection as our good, passionately interested in 

both, positively satisfied in both, yet drawing there- 

from a satisfaction in the whole result which includes, 

_ but yet is more than, its satisfaction in either factor 

alone. © : 

The difficulty with this is that the practical 

relation of inner and outer, appearance and reality, 

has been reversed. If the validity of moral distinc- 

tions holds good only of the play or of appearance, 

then, so far as the moral life is concerned, it is the 

play which is in earnest, and the appearance which 

is to all practical purposes the real thing. ‘The 

player’s part is his moral self, and the nature of that 

part is the only index we have to his moral character. 

As he delights in the noble lines, and despises the ' 

mean in his part, so is he a noble or a mean character 

and man. But if the value of the drama be un- 

affected by the morality of the persons that figure 

in it, that value is non-moral; if it be the greater 

for their vileness, it is immoral. 

Plotinus is aware of the perils of his analogy. 

“If I am right,” he goes on from the last quotation, 

“how can there still be vice in the world? And 

where shall we find injustice? And where sin? 

How is it possible to commit unjust or sinful acts if 

everything which has been created is fair and good ? 

How could people be miserable if they did not sin or 

act unjustly? And how can we distinguish between 
what is in accordance with and what is contrary to 
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nature if all that is done is in accordance with 

nature? How, finally, can there be any such thing 

as impiety towards the Divine Being, when [creator 

and| creature are what they are? It is as though 

a poet should make an actor in his play rail and 

inveigh against the author of the play himself.” ! 

And again, “ By saying that there is no Evil at 

all in the universe, we perforce do away with the 

good as well, and deny that there is any desirable 

end to be attained; hence we must also deny desire 

and repulsion and even thought itself. We desire 

the good, and are repelled by the evil, but thought 

and judgment have to do with good and evil, and 

themselves come under the category of the goods.” * 

The answer which Plotinus makes to this objec- 

tion involves a development in his theodicy for 

which we are not yet ready. For the present we 

have to turn back and pursue the problem of physical 

evil in another of its aspects. Evidently Plotinus 

1 iii. 2, § 16 (267 B-c) [vol. i. p. 245, 1. 4 et seg.]. 16. add’ ei 
kadh@s Taira Néyerar, mas av rt wovypia; mod 8 adikla; auapria 

d€ rot; mwa&s yap ort Kad@s ywouévay ardvTwv aoiKely 7) auaprdvew 

Tovs mowovvras ; Kakodaluoves 5 was, el uh auaprdvorey und’ ddcKoler ; 

was 5é ra wev Kara piow, Ta Oé mapa plow, djoopev elvar THY ywo- 

Kévav, atdvTwv Tov Spwuévwv kara piow bvTwy ; Tas 5 dv Kal mpds 

70 Oeiov dcéBerd Tis etn TovovTov byTos Tov [mo.ovvTos Kal Tod] moLov- 

Mévou ; olov el ris év Spduare Nocdopodpmevov moinThs VroKpiTHY WoujoatTo 

kal katrarpéxovTa Tov moinTov Tov Spduaros, 

2 4. 8,§15 (82 a-s) [vol. i. p. 114, 1. 21 e¢ seqg.|. Kaxdv 5é ef Ts 
Aéyou 7d wapdmway év Trois oto. ph elvat, dvdyKyn adT@ Kal 7d dyabdr 

dvawpeiv kal unde dpexrov undev elvac* ph Tolvuy und’ dSpe~w und’ ad 

éxxow unde vinow* h yap 8pegis dyabov, ) OE Exkdors KaKov, H de 

vonoi Kal 7 ppdvynois ayabod éort Kal Kaxov, Kal airy &v ri Tay 

ayadav. 
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could not allow his denial of the reality of physical 

evil to apply to the wicked as well as to the just. 

Such a denial would nullify any pretence at a moral 

government of the world. Sin could not really be 

punished, since the instrument of its punishment, 

and hence the punishment itself, would not. exist 

qua evil, and therefore qua punitive. The fires by 

which we are supposed to be purged of our dross 

would be all light and no heat. 

There was also no real contradiction involved in 

asserting the existence of Evil for the sinner, and 

denying it for the saint. The sinner’s sinfulness 

consists in his sensitiveness to earthly goods, and 

this involves a like sensitiveness to earthly ills. The 

saint, indifferent to the one, is out of reach of the 

other. Thus the moral government of the world is 

not in any way invalidated. ‘Those who are in- 

sensible to the means employed by the divine justice 

are those who stand in no need of correction. On 

the other hand, those who deserve chastisement and 

correction are de facto sensitive to misfortune and 

suffering. The sinner can only harden himself against 

the wages of his sin by ceasing to be a sinner; the 

virtuous man can only render himself sensitive to the 

means of punishment by making himself liable to 

their application. In Plotinus’s own words, “ poverty 

and sickness are nothing to good men, and useful in 

the case of evil men,” ! 

1 iii, 2 (258 @) [vol. i. p. 232, 1. 14 et seg.|. meviae dé Kai vdco 
Trois pev ayabots ovdév, Tois dé Kaxols cUupopa. 
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Indeed, looked at in one way, physical evil can 

with propriety be said not to exist in the case of the 

sinner. That is, it is not evil that it should exist 

for the sinner. Given a world in which sin exists, 

it is better that it should be followed by physical 

evil than not. This is Plotinus’s position. Upon 

wrong-doing “punishment follows, and it is not 

unjust that the sinner should suffer according to his 

character. Nor is it to be demanded that they 

should be happy who have done nothing worthy of 

happiness. ‘The good alone are happy.” ! 

The connection between physical and moral evil, 

justified as it is by the moral sentiment that such 

a connection should exist, is developed by Plotinus 

at some length. In the first place evil-doers are 

punished here on earth, both by a deterioration of 

character and by suffering. “'The first punishment 

is that sinners are wolves and wretches; the second, 

that they get what it is advantageous for such men 

to suffer. For it is not possible that the wicked 

should escape by dying, but their former deeds always 

bear logical and natural consequences, according as 

they have been good or evil.” ” 

! jii, 2, § 3 (258 £) [vol. i. p. 232, 1. 3 et seg.|. ereral ye piv 
dlkn * kal ovx Adixov Tordvde yevpuevov adxddrovda macxew TH dvabéce, 

oS dmrairntéov rovros Td evdaimoveivy brdpxew, ols ph elpyaora 

evdatmovlas déia. ol 5 dyabot wdvoar eddaluoves. 

? iii. 2, § 8 (261 E-F) [vol.i. p. 236, 1. 24 e¢ seg.|. rots 5é ratra 
motovor mpwrn wev Olkn 7d AdKOLS elvar Kal KaKodaluoow dvOpwrots ° 

elra av’rots kai Keirat & wabeiv xpeav Tovds ToovTouvs* ob yap Err 

évradéa Kakots yevouévors amroOavety, GANG Tois del mporépots Ererat 

boa Kara Adyov Kat iow, xelpw Tots xelpoor, Tots dé dpelvoot Ta 

dpelvw. 
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Thus Plotinus also seems to see that for any 

complete and satisfactory demonstration of a moral 

government of the world, more room is needed than 

this world affords. In a single life no complete 

and satisfactory connection can be established 

between desert and fortune. It is just for this 

reason that the apportionment of reward and merit 

forms part of the problem of Evil. I do not mean, 

however, that the inadequacy of a single life for a 

full display of the divine justice is necessarily the 

only or even the chief ground of Plotinus’s theory of 

immortality. Immortality is implicated in his system 

in many other ways. But on whatever grounds it is 

established, one of its chief uses lies in the help it 

affords toward a solution of the difficulty in question. 

“We must not reject the teaching which tells us 

not to look always to the present, but also to past 

and future epochs, and to see how with respect to 

them also merit is justly rewarded. We shall see, for 

instance, how former masters are changed to slaves if 

they have been bad masters, and how such a change 

profits them; how they who have used their money 

ill become poor, and how to good men poverty is not 

profitless; how they who have slain unjustly are 

themselves slain, and how this is a crime on the 

part of the murderer, yet a just punishment for the 

victim; and how, finally, he who is to suffer is 

brought into contact with him who is ready to 
perform what it is right that the other should under- 

go. Let no one believe that a man is a slave or 
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taken prisoner by chance, or that he suffers bodily 

injury for no reason. On the contrary, he once did 

what now he suffers. He who killed his mother, 

becomes a woman and is killed by his child, and he 

who has violated a woman will become a woman in 

order to be violated. From this is derived the holy 

name Adrasteia, for this disposition of things is in 

truth not to be escaped; truly it is justice and 

wondrous wisdom.” ! 

There is nothing that need detain us long in this 

passage. The sense is obvious enough. We are 

dealing with a theory of transmigration and of 

Karma or moral causality of a common enough type. 

We have been born before, we shall be born again. 

We are what we are, suffer what we do, because of 

what we have been and performed in past existences, 

and again shall reap the fruits of past and present 

combined in our next reincarnation. In this cycle 

of birth and death we are bound fast till we shall 

1 iii, 2, § 13 (264 c) [vol. i. p. 240, 1. 24 et seg.]. Cf. iii. 3, § 5 
(274 F) [vol. i. p. 256, 1. 13 e¢ seq.]. iv. 8, § 5 (473 c-p) [vol. i. 
p- 148, 1. 30 e¢ seg.|. 13. éwet ob8 éxeivov droBdyréov Tov Adyor, 
ds ob mpds TO wapdv ExdoroTé Pyotr Bdérew, GAG mpds Tas mpbabev 

mepiddous kal ad 7d wéAdov, Gore exetOev Tarrew Thy délay Kal werare- 

Bévar éx Seorotév trav mpbcbev Dovdous roodvra, €f éyévovTo Kaxol 

deorérat, kal dre cUpgopov avbrots obrw, kal el KakGs éxphoavro mdovTw 

mévyntas, Kat [bre] dyabots otk dovpudopov mévyow elvar, Kal goved- 

cavras ddlkws povevOjva déilkws wev TH TorjoavT., avir@ dé dixalws 

T@ wabdvrt, Kal Tov Teicduevov cuvayaryew els TO abTd THE emiryoelw 

mwoijoat, & wade éxphy éxeivov. wh yap On Kara ouvrvxlay doddov 

unde aixuddwrov ws érvxe unde bBpicOjvac eis cOua elkn, GAdAQ Fv 

more TavTa Tonoas, & viv €or. wWdoxwv* Kal pynrépa Tis dvehov bd 

madds dvaipeOncerae yevduevos yuvy, Kal Bracdmevos yuvatka [yuri] 

cra, Wa Biacdy.  S0ev kai ela phun ’Adpdorea* airy yap 7 

didragis "Adpdcrea dvtws Kal dvTws Alkn kal copia Oavpmacrh. 
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have purified ourselves sufficiently to transcend it in 

ineffable union with the One. Plotinus, also, would 

appear to believe in purgatorial states of punishment 

between lives for such souls as are especially vicious. 

Retribution for the sins committed in the body, he 

tells us, is ordinarily “to fall into other bodies and 

rise again after no long time according to righteous 

judgment. That this judgment is according to 

divine law is made plain by the word ‘judgment.’ 

But the immoderate kinds of evil demand a heavier 

punishment administered by avenging daemons.” ! 

But there is no insistence upon the horrors of hell 

like that which we find, for example, in Plutarch. 

One or two further points may be noted in pass- 

ing. In the first place there is what I will call 

the practice by the universe of a strict economy in 

vice. ‘The world is so organized that the crimes of 

the wicked are not haphazard and wasted, but are 

impressed into the service of the divine justice. 

The victims of such crimes are not innocent, but 

deserve the violence to which they fall a prey. The 

murderer murders one who deserves to be killed, 

the thief robs one who is justly robbed of his gains. 

At the same time in the qualification ddikws pev 

tT») moujravTt, att 8 Sixaiws to waOdvr.,” Plotinus 

1 iv. 8, § 5 (473 c-p) [vol. ii. p. 149, 1. 7 et seg.]. els odpara 
&idnXa, divac kal OGrrov [eEavaddvac] ex xploews Tis kar’ délav—8 Bh Deru 

Gel yeyvouevov dia Tod Tis Kplcews dvduaros Snodrar—ro dé Tis kaklas 

duetrpov eldos pelfovos kal rhs Slkns Hélwrac émictacia Tiwvupévw 

Oatudvwr. 

? iii. 2, § 13 (264 p) [vol. i. p. 240, 1. 32 et seg. ]. 
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avoids the objection that the criminal is justified 

since crime turns out to be just punishment. If 

Clytemnestra shall seek to exculpate herself, on the 

plea that she is merely a passive instrument in the 

hands of the curse of the house of Atreus visiting 

vengeance upon Agamemnon for the sacrifice of 

Iphigeneia, Plotinus will reply with the chorus 

that though the curse may have assisted at her 

deed, yet “ who will witness that thou art guiltless 

of this crime?” It may indeed have been right 

that Agamemnon should pay the penalty he did 

for his act, but Clytemnestra was none the less 

guilty. Her deed, though becoming part of the 

cycle of the avenging "Ary, was still the evidence 

of a sinful character. Nay, even supposing the — 

divine justice directly to have inspired the deed, 

it could have effected its purpose only through the 

depravity of a nature open to evil suggestion. 

Clytemnestra could only become an accomplice in 

the workings of the curse by virtue of her evil 

propensities, for which she is responsible, and from 

which she cannot be excused; so in general in the 

case of any crime. ‘Though the victim has rendered 

himself liable to it, and his suffering is a just retribu- 

tion, the act is none the less conceived in sin by the 

agent, and justly exposes him to a similar penalty, 

and so on ad mfinitum. 

Secondly, we must not lose sight of the fact that 

though Plotinus does not develop the subject at any 

1 Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 1497-1512. 
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length, he does point out that punishment is not 

merely vindictive, but remedial.t_ We are punished 

for our sins, indeed, but by our punishment we are 

purified from them. It is advantageous for us that 

we should suffer. 

In the third place we may note how the existence 

of this law of Karma is made by Plotinus a new 

proof for the perfection of the world and of its 

providential government. The long passage from 

Plotinus last quoted is followed by a few sentences 

developing the argument from design as a witness to 

the divine goodness; and then is concluded as 

follows :—‘'That which changes does not change 

nor assume other forms at random, but rather so 

as to accord with beauty and as befits the work of 

divine powers. Everything divine works according 

to its nature, and its nature is what its essence makes 

it, and it is its essence which brings into action 

whatever is beautiful and just in its powers. For if 

beauty and justice are not in its essence, where else 

can they be?” ? 

There is, of course, a logical circle involved. The 

moral government of the world necessitates the 

assumption of the law of Karma. Karma thus 

assumed is then used to prove that there is a moral 

liv. 4, § 45 (440) [vol. ii. p. 101, Ll. 15]. 
2 iii. 2, § 13 (265) [vol. i. p. 271, 1. 21 et seq.]. werarlOerar rolyww 
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government of the world. But the circle is harm- 

less since both members are proved otherwise as well. 

Finally, we must remark that Plotinus faces and 

tries to solve a difficulty of considerable importance 

connected with the eschatology of the question. 

Given each soul as having its proper determining 

and individualizing Idea or Form laid up in the 

immutable archetypal world of vois ; given, moreover, 

each soul as essentially indifferent to and unaffected 

by outer events and actions, both of its own and 

‘of others, how can it change in such a way as the 

doctrine of Karma and transmigration demands ? 

How can it change at all ? 

To follow Plotinus in his treatment of this 

difficulty will involve to some extent anticipation of 

further discussion, notably that of the part played by 
Matter in his system. Nois, he tells us, is not present 

in animals at all, and unequally so in different men. 

It is only present in such natures as are conformable 

to it. The natures that are more conformable to 

it are obviously the good natures. That is, the 

good natures are those that most nearly realize 

their own Ideas, and rise into the intelligible world, 

Conversely, evil or imperfection will be a deficiency 

in the principle of vots. In animals, which are 

purely natural beings, this deficiency is merely a 

normal imperfection of their natures. But in man, 

who is conscious of a rational vocation, this defect 

is a vice, 

The change, then, for better or worse involved in 
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moral action and expressed by fortune and character 

in this world and the next, will be a change in the 

amount of vods present.! But for this to vary, 

another principle must be present. ‘ Whether our 

constitution is such that we fall, as it were, into a 

turbulent sea of passion, or whether our desires gain 

the mastery, the cause of this must be attributed to 

the substratum that lies within us. At first sight it 

will seem as ‘if this lay not so much in (seminal) 

Reason as in Matter, and as if Matter and not 

Reason were supreme, and the substratum, after 

receiving its Form, came after it. But it is rather 

Reason and what has come into being out of 

and in accordance with Reason that is the original 

substratum. Hence Matter will not be supreme, 

and Form merely secondary. One might then refer 

a character of any sort to a former life, as though 

Reason had become feeble when compared with 

the prior Reason which produced it, just as the 

soul, after growing faint, may shine forth brightly 

in a subsequent life. We must also remark that 

(seminal) Reason contains within itself the principle 

of Matter, which it will work up for itself, having 

fashioned it in accordance with itself, or having 

found it consonant to itself. Thus the seminal 

reason of an ox is found only in the matter of an 

ox. Hence, [Plato] says, the soul may enter into 

other animals, and may be altered and its reason 

1 This discussion is founded on iii, 3, § 4 iy p) [vol. i. 
p. 254, 1. 15 e¢ seq.]. 
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changed, so that a soul which was once a man may 

become an ox. Wherefore there is justly an inferior 

seminal reason.” ! 

This, it must be admitted, is very obscure. But 

may we not elucidate it somewhat as follows? 'Take 

the Idea of a man with a view to determining its 

content. Man is not a disembodied spirit or a pure 

reason, but a rational animal with body, passions, 

and parts. The Idea then of him, as every Idea 

represented in the phenomenal world, must contain 

some account of or reference to the sensible or 

phenomenal character of its object. His intelligible 

character is the intelligible character of a thing of 

sense. ‘This reference of the Idea to the phenomenal 

characteristics of its particular, this “spiritual body ” 

as we may call it, is “the form of the matter” included 

within the intelligible form, “ which it will work up 

for itself, having fashioned it according to itself, or 

having found it consonant to itself.” That is, “the 
1 iii. 3, § 4 (274 B) [vol. i. p. 255, 1. 12 et seg.]. etre yap 4 ctora- 
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Néyou, wa yévnrac Wuxh Bods, } mpbrepov Fv dvOpwros’ wore xara 

dixnv 6 xelpwr. 
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form of matter” is to all intents and purposes the 

seminal reason. 

But his sensuous side man shares with the animals. 

He has animal functions and desires. The Idea, then, 

of his animal self will bear a close affinity to animal 

entelechies. Again, his empirical character is subject 

not merely to the passage of time, but to alterations 

in moral significance determined by the quality of the 

life he leads. And these alterations in moral signifi- 

cance will be reflected in the “spiritual body” of 

empirical tendencies and characteristics. 

This “‘ body ” of tendencies as well as the intellig- 

ible character or form survives death, and forms the 

nucleus for the accretion of a new incarnate existence. 

It will naturally gather about itself “the matter it 

finds consonant to itself.” If the empirical character 

has been a passably pure medium for the display 

of the individual entelechy, its concept will gather 

about it the material for a good man and a noble 

life. If this chance is improved, the next life will 

be still better, and so on, till finally the empirical 

character becomes absolutely transparent. Then by 

the identity of indiscernibles it becomes fused with 
the Idea of the individual. But that Idea has existed 

only as the Idea of an individual. Its absorption of 

its particular involves its own annihilation and 

absorption into the One. | 

On the other hand, an evil life may so influence 

the “Idea of matter” as to make it the nucleus for 

an evil character in the next existence. Accord- 
N 
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ing as one or another passion is indulged or exalted, 

the Idea may even be so changed as to find its 

significance best expressed in the form of some 

animal entelechy in whom the passion is typified. 

The glutton may become a pig, the cheat a fox, for 

instance. 

But at the same time the intelligible character, 

the Idea which is struggling to find expression, 

remains the same. We say, for example, of a man 

that he is a fox, or a pig, or an ox, meaning not that 

his essential character qua man is changed, but 

merely that his empirical self has so departed from 

its proper entelechy that it would be better expressed 

in other than human form. Plotinus is really 

making metaphysics of our metaphors. 

This interpretation I put forward tentatively. It 

does not at all free the original passage from latent 

difficulties as regards the doctrine of Matter, and the 

old puzzle of grades of perfection. But as it stands 
it might serve Plotinus’s immediate purpose. Change, 

Plotinus might point out, is a matter of the 

empirical character ; but so is reincarnation, and so 

is moral life. Very likely he would have used the 

same illustration we employed. A man is a man, 

even if he has become so bestial that the body of a 

pig would be the most suitable expression of his 

proclivities. 

Having armed himself with the Stoic doctrine 

that physical evil does not exist for the good man, 

and with the theories of Karma and transmigration, 
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Plotinus was in a position to deal with the apparently 

unjust apportionment of reward and merit in this 

world. But his treatment of the problem is confused. 

His beginning is straightforward enough, “It is 

rightly said as regards the injustice involved when 

the good receive an evil, the evil a good portion, that 

nothing is evil for the good man, nothing good for 

the evil.” A wider question is concerned, however. 

The discrimination of the universe is at stake. 

“ But why,” Plotinus continues, “should that which 

is contrary to nature happen to the good, and that 

which is in accordance with nature to the evil? 

How can it be right that things should be thus 

allotted?” Plotinus replies by reiterating the first 

point. ‘If that which is in accordance with nature 

brings no addition to the happiness of the good man, 

and what is contrary to nature detracts nothing from 

the evil in evil men, what difference does it make 

which way things are apportioned? It is no more 

than if the evil man had a beautiful, the good man 

an ugly body. 

“But if that were the case,” it may be objected, 

“what is proper, reasonable, and just, which do not 

at present prevail, would prevail—and that would be 

the work of an excellent providence. But, indeed, 

that the wicked should be masters and lords of 

cities, and that the virtuous should be slaves would 

be in any case an unfitting thing, even supposing 

such mastery or slavery contributed nothing to the 

attainment of good or evil. As it is, a wicked 
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ruler can do the most lawless things. And the 

wicked can prevail in wars, and commit all kinds of 

shameful acts when they take captives. All such 

things raise doubts as to how they can happen if 

there be a Providence.” ! 

We should now expect Plotinus to bring Karma 

and reincarnation to bear upon the problem. He 

might have pointed out that the apparent lack of 

discrimination by Nature is in reality a memory of 

the past lives of individuals. If things contrary to 

nature happen to the good man it is because he has 

sinned in past existences. By being good, by utiliz- 

ing them as occasions for a display of fortitude and 

virtue, he can take away their sting and turn them 

to his advantage and improvement. The success of 

the sinner it would have been harder to justify. But 

Plotinus could have pointed again to the retribution 

which was to overtake him in a future incarnation. 

He reverts, however, to the argument for kinds 

1 iii. 2, § 6 (259 p) [vol. i. p. 233, 1. 14 ef seg.]. 6. 7d 5 rap’ 
dilav, bray ayabol kaka éxwot, padror dé Ta évavTia, Td pev Aéyev ws 

ovdév Kaxdv TH ayad@ ots ad TE Havrw aryabdy 6pOGs pev évyerar * 

GAG Oud TE Tad ev mapa diow TovTy, TA SE KaTA Hiow TH Tovnp@ ; 

mwas yap Kandy véuew otrws; ad’ ef 7d Kara piow od Tore? mpocO%- 

Knv mpds Td edvdarpovety, ob5 ad rh rapa piow dapaipe? Tod Kaxod rod 

év pavros, Th Suadéper 76 ot Tws } otrws ; Worrep ovdé, el 6 wev KaNds 

7d oGpa, 6 6¢ aloxpbs. adda 7d mpérov Kal [ro] dvddoyov Kal TO Kat’ 

dilay éxelvws dv hv, 6 viv otc €ort* mpovolas dé dplorns éxeivo Fr. 

kal wnv kal To Seoméras elvac kal dpxovras Tr&v médewv rods Kaxkous, 

rovs dé émvexets Sovdous elvar, od mpérovTa Fv, 005’ el mpocOHKnv 

Tadra ph péper els dryabod kal Kako Krjow. Kalro Kalra dvomd- 

Tara av mpdievev dpxwr movnpbs* Kal Kparoto. dé év modéuos of 

kakol Kal mavTota aloxpa Sp@ow aixpwadrwrovs AaBdyTes. mdvra yap 

Tavra dopey to.et, Srws mpovolas otons ylveras. 
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of perfection. We must not expect of the material 

world the perfection of the intelligible prototype, 

just as we should not expect of the handsomest of 

particular men the perfection of the beau ideal of 

humanity.1 Moreover, the rest of the world is so 

admirable an exponent of Providence that we had 

better take its ruling for granted in this particular 

case.2 Again, man, even the best of men, is a 

deficient creature. If the just suffer, it is through the 

fault of their weakness. ‘“'Those who by evil-doing 

have nearly become irrational animals and_ wild 

beasts, drag the moderately good with them, and 

do them violence. These latter are better than 

their oppressors, but they are overcome by their 

inferiors in so far as they are themselves deficient ; 

for they are not themselves good, and have not 

prepared themselves for suffering. . . .2 Some are 

unarmed, but it is the armed who rule, whence it 

befits not God himself to fight in defence of unwar- 

like men. For the law says that they shall come 

safely out of war who have acquitted themselves 

like men, not those who merely pray. Nor is it 

fitting that those who pray should gather in the 

harvest, but those who till the earth; nor that they 

should be healthy who give no care to their health. 

1 iii. 2, § 7 (260 a-c) [vol. i. p. 234, 1. 17 et seq.]. 
2 iii. 2, § 7 (260 E-261 B) [vol. i. p. 235, 1. 9 et seq. |. 
8 iii. 2, § 8(261 c-p) [vol. i. p. 236, 1. 8 eé seg.]. of 54 KaxuvOdvtes 

els TO eyyds SSwv addywv kal Onplwy idvar Edxover Tods wécous Kal 

Budgovra.* oi dé BeArlovs wév elor THv Brafouévwv, kparobyrat ye why 

bird rav xeipdvew 7 elor xelpovs Kal avdrol Kal ovk eicly dyadol obde 

maperkevacay avrovs uy wadeiv. 
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One cannot complain if the wicked gather more 

harvest than is right for them, if it is they who till 

the ground entirely, or better than others. More- 

over it is ridiculous for a man to perform all the 

other acts of life according to his own caprice 

(especially if his actions are not pleasing to the gods), 

and then expect to be saved by the gods, though he 

has done none of the things by means of which the 

gods bid men be saved. Verily, he were better dead 

than living thus, as the laws of the universe would 

not have him live. If all things were reversed and 

peace were kept in the midst of all follies and evils, 

then Providence might truly be called careless in suffer- 

ing the worst to prevail. 'The wicked rule through 

lack of courage in the ruled. This is just ; but that 

Providence should act recklessly would not be so.” 4 

This is the extent of Plotinus’s explicit treatment 

of the problem of the discrepancy between reward 

and merit. It needs, I think, no further elucidation. 

1 iii. 2, § 8 (261 G—262 c) [vol. i. p. 237, 1. 2 e¢ seq.]. viv dé of 
fev Godot, of O€ drdiobévTes Kparotow. évOa od Oedv Eder brép Tov 

dmodéuwv avrov udxecOar* owfecOar yap éx modéuwy yal deity o 

véuos dvdpifouevous, add’ ovK evxoudvous' ovde yap KoulferOar 

Kaptrovs evxouévous, GANA Yas emipedoupévous, obdé ye byalvew pH 

bytelas émipedoupévous* ovd’ ayavaxreiv det, ef Tots pa’rAos melous 

ylvowTo kaprol 7 SAws avrots yewpyotow 7 duevov. Emevra *yedotov 

Ta ev dda ravTa TA KaTa Tov Blov youn TH éavTdv mpdrrev, Kav 

uh rairy mpdttwow, 7 Oeois Plra, owfecOar 5é pdvov mapa beady 

ovdé Tatra mojoavras, dv Gv KeXevovcw advrods oi Deol cwfecOm. Kal 

tolvuvy of Odvaro avrots BeArlous } 7d otrws (GvrTas civas, Srws (Hv 

avrovs od €0éXovew of év TH wavtl vouor* hore Tov evaytlwv ywyvo- 

mévew, elphuns év dvolats kal Kaxlats mdoats puAaTTouerys, amedGs av 

érxe Ta THs mpovolas éwons Kparety otTws Ta xelpw. Apxovor dé ol 

kakol apxouévaw dvavipla* rotro yap Sixatov, kal ovK éxetvo. 
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Its scantiness as regards what would seem to us the 

important points is disappointing, while it lingers 

at length over minor issues. But taken in connec- 

tion with the development of the doctrine of Karma 

and reincarnation it gives us a sufficiently broad hint 

of Plotinus’s mind as regards the question. 

There is, however, a point, perhaps somewhat 

irrelevant, which we may be permitted to raise in 

passing. It would be interesting to know whether 

in his attack on the doctrine of passive resistance, 

Plotinus has the Christians in mind. Are they the 

little weaklings who, to use a Plotinian illustration, 

are beaten by the bigger and stronger bad boys, and 

robbed of their food and fine clothes, and, adds 

Plotinus, justly so suffer, “since they, though 

exercise-grounds are provided for them, by their 

sloth and their soft, luxurious life suffer themselves, 

fatted sheep that they are, to fall a prey to wolves” ? ! 

Their habit or theory of turning the other cheek 

might have drawn such a comparison from one bred 

in the other tradition. A somewhat similar passage 

may also have reference to the Christian doctrine of 

salvation. “That the wicked should expect others 

to be their saviours at the sacrifice of themselves is 

no fitting prayer for them to make. Nor is it to be 

expected that. the gods should lay aside their own 

lives and rule the details of such men’s lives, nor 

1 iii, 2, § 8 (261 x) [vol. i. p. 236, I. 21 e€ seg.]. ei dmodedery- 

pévev yuuvaciwy atrots of 5 im’ dpylas Kal Tod (Hv madakds kal 

dvewmévws mepietdov éavrovs dpvas karamiavOévras NUkww aprayas elvar ; 
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that good men, who are living a life that is other 

and better than that of human dominion, should 

devote themselves to the ruling of wicked men. For 

these latter have never seen to it that the good were 

rulers of others—a necessary condition to being 

themselves cared for by the good—but they look 

with jealous eyes upon any who happen to be good 

by nature. . . .”! The point, however, is open only 

to conjecture. 

We may now regard the questions of physical evil 

and of the discrepancy between reward and merit as 

settled for the time being. Suffering is the wages 

of sin, and the universe, assuming transmigration 

and Karma, may be held to be in the long run a 

just paymaster. But the judicial analogy on which 

the argument rests fails to clear up the entire 

problem. If we stop to reflect we find that we are 

explaining away Evil by referring it to a system or 

concept which on analysis turns out to be both in- 

trinsically deficient and, in the very possibility of its 

existence, a sign that things are not as they should 

be. For, supplemented by whatever hypothesis we 

please, human justice and its cosmic counterfeit in 

a providential government of the world cannot be 

1 iii. 2, § 9 (262 Dx) [vol. i. p. 238, 1. 1 et seg.]. Kaxods dé 
vyevouévous dévody Nous abrGv cwrijpas elvac éavrods mpoeuévous ov 

Oemtov ebxhv tooupévwr* ob Tolvuy obdé Oeods abta&v dpxew Ta xabé- 

Kaora adévras Tov éauvTav Blov ovdé ye Tovs dvdpas Tovs dyabovs, &Xov 

Blov fGvras Tov apxijs avOpwrivys dpelvw, tovrovs air&v apxovras 

elvac* émel ob5’ abrol érepedHOnody Tore, brws dpxovres dyabol yévowrTo 

twv ddrwv, brws adrol elev émipedovmevot, GAA POovodcw, édv Tis 

dyabds rap’ abrod pinra. 
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made wholly effective. ‘To be perfect, the penalty 

should follow immediately upon the crime. ‘The 

deed should bear no fruits to the evil-doer save the 

appropriate suffering. There should be no interval 

of peace, no prosperity, no success and domination. 

Were justice what we would have it, every criminal 

would be caught red-handed. ‘That this is not 

the case is due to no deflection in its principle, but 

to obstacles which block the accomplishment of its 

requirements. | 

The same is true of the divine justice. Our 

failure is part of its failure. Its discrimination ex 

hypothesi is keener, its knowledge of men’s hearts 

more perfect, its means more effective than our own, 

and yet it displays the same deficiencies. It does 

not fall upon the sinner at the moment of his crime ; 

it delays and meantime he prospers. It can only 

preserve for us that purity of intention which our 

ideal of justice demands of it on the assumption that 

its tardiness also is due to obstacles that hinder its 

workings; that is, by regarding its manifestations 

not as the proof of a perfect, but as the symptom of 

an imperfect, world. 

Supposing, however, that the workings of justice 

were perfect, the mere existence of justice would 

betray a defect in the universe. Justice is a relative, 

not an absolute perfection. It is an expedient 

forced upon men by the failure of their world to 
conform to their purpose. It can be no more or no 

less for God. God has to be just because there is 
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sin in the world. It is better that in such a world 

sin should be punished than not, but it would be 

still better that there should be no sin at all. To 

talk of the divine justice is to justify God’s ways, 

only if we qualify it by the statement that those 

ways are not as he would have them, but are forced 

upon him by circumstances which he cannot control. 

Moral evil remains unexplained and unmitigated 

to challenge the Plotinian theodicy. How is its 

existence to be reconciled with the goodness of God ? 

We have seen what is the most obvious reply to this 

question, a reply as ancient as Homer and Hesiod 

in the annals of Greek thought, and as old as Adam 

in the record of the world’s. It is to assume the 

responsibility oneself to declare man the reason for 

his own misdoing. But the thought is philosophic- 

ally uncritical if it takes no account of its 

implicit assumptions and their problematic character. 

Rationally to entertain it one must first have 

considered and settled the difficult point of the 

freedom of the will. 

The problem of determinism was: as insistent. in 

the Plotinian as it was in the Stoic philosophy. 

The trend of both systems was thoroughly deter- 

ministic. For the Stoic, Fate, Providence, Destiny 

were synonymous terms, and in the flawless chain 

of things in a single system of interdependent links 

every object seemed rigidly bound. ‘The same is 

true of Plotinus’s teaching. The primitive emanation 

from the One is no act of volition, but an event 
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conditioned by an inner necessity of its nature of 

which the One qua One is not even aware. ‘The 

necessity that determined the existence of the world 

also determines its essence. Nots is what it is 

because it is what the One could bring forth. Wvy7 

is established in her nature by her connection with 

vovos. "The structure of the universe is due to the 

interaction of the seminal reasons. All in all, the 

cosmic process, like the growth of a plant, is the 

mere unfolding of possibilities contained within the 

seed and determined by it. 

On any one level of being the same determinism 

is displayed. Nos is a closed, rigid system of Ideas 

that logically imply one another. By the same 

rigid implication the place and nature of each 

individual soul is determined in and by the World- 

Soul. So, too, the phenomenal world is held 

together and directed by a Providence innocent 

apparently of no event. ‘Do you say that Provid- 

ence does not extend to earth?” Plotinus asks a 

propos of the existence and success of vicious action. 

“The fact that other things come into being by 

Reason is a proof that it extends to earth. Animals 

and plants share in reason and soul and life. But it 

may be said that though it extends to earth it does 

not rule there. Since, however, the universe is a 

single living being, that would be like saying that 

the head and face of a man are made by Nature and 

Reason, which has the power to rule, but the rest by 

other causes, chance or necessity, and so, owing to this 
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or to the impotence of Nature, are inferior. But it is 

neither pious nor reverent to find fault with creation 

on the ground that all is not well with such things.” } 

A universe so constituted apparently excluded 

the possibility of free will. Yet if God was to be 

justified, his providence had to be relieved of 

responsibility for human sin. Otherwise both 

providence and sin lost all moral character and 

significance. ‘The one became, instead of a teleo- 

logical principle, a mere natural law equally expressed 

in all events without regard to their ethical 

character; the other instead of a misdirection of the 

will, one manifestation thereof as appropriate as any 

other. 

This difficulty was seen by Plotinus. On the one 

hand to preserve its own intrinsic character Provi- 

dence had to be such that something was left for us 

to do. Else it had nothing to work upon, nothing 

to correct, no teleological function, and on the 

other hand “if men are involuntarily wicked and the 

wicked have no free will, then one should blame 

neither the evil-doers nor those who suffer evil, as 

suffering through their own fault. If it be necessary 

1 iii. 2, § 9 (262 c) [vol. i. p. 237, 1. 22 et seq.|. ap’ odv, bre wh 
péxpe ys POdver ; GAG TGv Gro ywouévay Adyw pwaprdpiov TovTO 

Kal péxpe vis lévar* Kal yap §@a Kal pura kal Adyou Kal Wuxijs Kal 

fwis perarauBaver. GAM POdvovou od Kpare?. GAA Sou évds 

évros Tod mavTds Suotov av yévoiTo, ef Tis Kepadhy pwev avOpwrov Kai 

mpbcwmov brd dicews Kat Nbyou ylyverOar éyor Kparodvros, TO dé 

Nowrdv &Arauts avabely airlas, TUXaLs 7) dvdyKats, Kal padra did Tovro 

Hd ddvvapulay picews yeyovévar. adr’ ore Sarov ovre evoePes 

évddvras Td uh KaNGs TabTa exew KaTapeuperOa TH Tovhuare 
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that evil men be produced either by the movement 

of the heavens or by some principle of which such 

production is a consequence, then their existence is 

according to nature. But if Reason itself be 

responsible, how can such a state of affairs not be 

unjust? Perhaps it may be said,” he continues, 

apparently with the famous Platonic dictum in 

mind, “that the wicked act without willing it, 

since sin is involuntary. ‘This, however, does not 

remove the fact that they themselves act of them- 

selves, and in so acting sin, and would not have 

sinned at all if they were not the agents.” * 

In this last sentence we have the gist of an 

argument developed at some length by the Stoics. 

Its intention is to detach the notions of responsibility, 

praise, blame, and so on, from that of freedom. A 

man can be morally responsible for his act and yet 

not free. For what a man does is his act, whether 

or not he can act differently. As his deed, he is 

immediately responsible for it, and his merit or 

demerit depends not upon his freedom to act or not 

to act, but upon the character of what he does.” 

1 iii. 2, § 10 (263 8) [vol. i. p. 239, 1. 4 et seg.]. 10. adn’ el 
dvOpwro dxovrés clot Kaxol kal To.odra ov>x éxdvTes, or’ dv Tis Tods 

adtxodvras airidcairo, otre rods mdcxovras ws d&’ abro’s ravra 

macxovrTas. el dé OH Kal dvdyxn otrw Kaxods yiverOa elre bd rijs 

popas elre THs apx7s Sidovons 7d akddovdov évreiOev, Puvaikds otrws. 

el dé 6% 6 Néyos adrés éoriv 6 mov, mas ovK ddika otrws; adda 7d 

péev G&xovres, 8rt duaptia axovciov’ Totro dé ovK dvatpet 7d avdTods 

Tovs mpaTTovras Tap avray elvat, ddX’ bre avrol rovoder, did ToUTO Kal 

avToi auaprdvovow* 7 ovd’ dy Srws Huaprov uh avrol of movodvres 

évres. 

2 Alexander, De fato, § 34. 
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We praise and reward the automaton that runs 

well and does the right things; we blame and punish 

that which is out of order and does wrong, especially 

if punishment has a deterrent and exemplary effect. 

This argument naturally suggests its converse. 

The act is free if it is my act. My freedom means 

not that I could have acted differently, given all the 

circumstances, but that I must include myself among 

the circumstances from which the resultant act 

necessarily proceeds. I am an active centre having a 

proper nature, not a mere passive transmitter of 

external forces. 'To reaction the reagent contributes. 

This view was pressed by the Stoics. Plotinus also 

dwells upon it. Necessity is not mere outer necessity. 

“The motion of the heavens is not such as to leave 

nothing in our power.”! In that case we should be 

mere puppets in their hands, should never express 

anything but the will of God. The truth is that 

“men are principles, They move toward the 

beautiful of their own nature, and this is a free and 

unconditioned principle.”? They are living beings 

who “having unconditioned motion of themselves, 

incline now to the better, now to the worse.” 

For Plotinus’s final word, however, we had best 

1 iii, 2, § 10 (263c) [vol. i. p. 239, 1. 16]. 7d 5¢ THs dopas ody 
wore pndev ed’ juiv elvat. 

? iii. 2, § 10 (263 p) [vol. i. p. 239, 1. 23 et seq.]. dpxat dé kal 
GvOpwro, Kwovvrat your mpds Ta Kad olkela Pioer kal dpxh atry 

avretovotos. 

8 iii. 2, § 4 (258 pb) [vol. i. p. 231, 1. 26]. ra dé &v abra exovra 
klynow avretovo.ov Spa pémror dv éré wev mpds TA Bedtlw, dré 5é mpds 

Ta xelpw, 
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consult the Ennead On Destiny.1 ‘There the 

problem of freedom and determinism is taken up for 

itself, and not, as in the passages we have been 

discussing, as auxiliary to a theodicy. The Ennead 

opens with a distinction between things which have 

and which have not causes in the ordinary sense of 

the word. The eternal stands outside the causal 

nexus, but everything that “‘ becomes” has a cause. 

In the natural world we can admit no chance or 

spontaneous action. ‘We must reject that which 

has no cause, admitting neither vain deflections? nor 

any sudden motion of the body which arises without 

any pre-existent cause, nor yet any random impulse 

of the soul without motive to excite it to do what 

it has not done before.” Could the soul, Plotinus 

continues in a very modern manner, act without 

sufficient reason she would be the slave of even 

greater necessity, “through not belonging to herself 

and being the victim of unwilled and uncaused 

motions. Either what is willed, be it an outer or 

an inner object, or what is desired, moves her. If 

nothing desirable move her, then she would not be 

moved at all.”® | 

a 1 Rd "a 2 Referring to the Epicureans. 
3 iii. 1, § 1 (228 c-p) [vol. i. p. 215, 1. 17 e¢ seqg.]. 7d dé avatriov 

od mapadexréov, ore mapeykAloeot Kevals xwpay diddvTa ovrE Kiwhoe 

cwudrav TH ééaldyns, 7) ovdevds mponynoauévov irécrn, ore Pux7s 

Open eumdjxTw undevds kwjoavros airhy els 76 Te mpadéar Gv mpdrepov 

ovK émole, 7%) a’rg ye ToUTw pelfwv dv Tis exo avTi avdyKn TY 

un avris evar, PéperOar dé Tas rova’ras Popas aBovArjrous Te Kal 

dvaitlovs otcas. # yap 7d BovdAntdv—roiro dé } ew 7 elow— 7d 

émiOuuntov éxlynoev* H, ef pndev dpexrov éxlynoev, ovd av Sdws 

exw On, 
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After examples of final and natural causation 

in connection with this point the treatise goes on 

to consider various theories of causation. These 

are roughly grouped as five,—atomistic, hylozistic, 

astrologistic, Heracleitean, and Stoic. To the 

Atomists Plotinus makes three objections. In the 

first place a fortuitous concourse of atoms by its 

very fortuitousness would render the category of 

causation inappropriate to it. It makes pure 

accident of what any theory of causation must 

regard as essential, 7e. the connected, reliable, 

and predictable character of events. In the second 

place, consciousness cannot be reduced to or deduced 

from atomic combinations. Thirdly, it destroys 

true freedom. The doctrine of the hylozoists 

Plotinus regards as open to the same objections.! 

Against the Stoic and Heracleitean doctrines it is 

urged that the very rigidity of their determinism 

really destroys the significance of the causal nexus. 

It is not one part that is the cause of another, but 

the whole gua whole which determines the position 

of each and every part. But the whole in deter- 

mining its parts is but determining itself. ‘The whole 

is self-caused. And each part qua part of the whole 

is also self-caused. 'That is, it is not to be explained 

by any one part, or any complex of preceding parts, 

but merely by its place in the system as a whole, 

in other words, by itself. The transitive character 

of causation is arrested, its flow is frozen, its links 

1 iii. 1, § 3 (230 a-F) [vol. i. pp. 217-218]. 
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are snapped, and we are left with a mere mosaic-like 

sequence or aggregate, each piece of which is held 

in position not by the other pieces, but by a common 

foundation to which all are fastened.! 

Furthermore, the parts become mere modes or 

manifestations of the whole. The individualities of 

the many are lost. We are no longer ourselves. Our 

deeds and thoughts are not ours, but belong to the 

one thinker who directs us, just as we direct our 

members.? In such a system freedom of the will is 

a mere name and mockery. Our volitions are of a 

class with the instincts of animals, the impulses of 

madmen, nay with the tendencies of natural objects.’ 

In that case the whole becomes the true author of 

our evil deeds. We must then work out some sort 

of theory in which each may retain his individuality 

and be responsible for his own character, be it good 

or bad.® | 

Plotinus next turns to the explanation of the 

astrologers by which our characters and deeds are 

referred to the influence of the stars. This theory 

beneath its fanciful garb concealed the main features 

of the ordinary notion of causation. It preserved 

the transitive character of the nexus, with its im- 

plication of the dependence of part upon part. The 

interdependence of all things Plotinus admits. It 

needs, however, a word of qualification. Stoicism 

has suppressed the transitive nature of causation, 

1 iii. 1, § 4 (231 c) [vol. i. p. 219, 1. 31 et seq. ]. 
2 iii. 1, § 7 (233 c) [vol. i. p. 223, 1. 4 et seq. ]. 

3 iii. 1, § 4 (231 c) [vol. i. p. 219, 1. 27 et seq. ]. 

fe) 
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disconnected part from part, and attached the parts: 

to the nature of the whole and finally absorbed them 

init. But an unmitigated transitiveness in causa- 

tion is no less destructive to the individual. Nothing 

but the flux and the transitiveness remains. All the 

points of arrest are dissolved. If the world was before 

frozen stiff, it is now absolutely liquefied. It is a 

mass of connections with nothing to be connected. 

The accidental astrologistic features of this theory 

of causation Plotinus quickly refutes. To say that 

the stars are the causes of earthly events is like 

saying that the omen is the cause of what it fore- 

tells. Again, if these are causes, how are we to 

deal with the other apparent causes of our characters . 

and careers, like heredity and environment? Finally, — 

the old difficulty of the problem of Evil appears. 

How can the stars which are gods and good forecast 

for us evil fates? Or how can their revolutions 

change their characters in such wise that they are 

now beneficent, now malignant in their workings ? ! 

Against the transitive character of causation 

Plotinus reasserts the right of the individual. 'To 

make the stars responsible for our thoughts and 

actions is to make the stars like ourselves, and our- 

selves not like “men whose works are of and from 

their own natures,” 2 but like stocks and stones. We, 

no less than they, or any outside force that infringes 

1 iii. 1, § 5 (232 B-233 c) [vol. i. p. 221, 1. 10 e¢ seg.]. Cf. iv. 4, 
§ 31 (425). 

2 iii. 1, § 5 (231) [vol. i. p. 220, 1. 25 e¢ seg.] add’ odK dvOpamroas 
éXovor wap’ abrav kal éx Tis airav picews Epyov. 
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upon us, have our proper nature and activities. We 

are not phantoms, but facts, not mere effects, but 

causes. 

The working out of the themes thus introduced 

is short. The clue to freedom is found in the 

individual and independent character of the soul. 

Among the forces of which a man’s deed is the 

resultant we must count the soul as one. “'The soul 

as another principle must be introduced amongst the 

things that are. I speak not merely of the World- 

Soul, but with her of the individual soul, as no small 

factor in the woof of all things. She does not, like 

other things, come into being from seeds, but is a 

primary cause. Apart from the body, she is mistress 

of herself, free, and independent of cosmic causation. 

- But when joined with the body she is no longer 

mistress of herself in all respects, since she becomes 

part of an order together with other things. The 

chances which surround her and among which she has 

fallen, bring many things to pass in such wise that in 

part her actions are determined by them, in part she 

rules them and directs them whither she will. . . . 

“Tf the soul, transformed by outer influences, 

commits actions or feels impulses in obedience, as it 

were, to a blind motion, she cannot be called free 

either in act or disposition. Nor can she be so called 

when in self-degradation she does not follow impulses 

that are in all respects right and authoritative. Only 

when the soul has reason pure and purged of passion 

1 iii. 1, § 5 (231 F et seg.) [vol. i. p. 220, 1. 20 e¢ seq.]. 
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to guide her impulses, can the impulse be called our 

own and free. And that deed only can be called 

ours which came from nowhere save from within our- 

selves, from the pure soul, from a first principle that 

guides and rules, that errs not through ignorance, and 

yields not to the strength of desires—desires which 

at their coming lead and drag us down, and suffer 

not our deeds to be our own free actions, but only 

expressions of our passions.” ! 

This passage might be recast almost in the very 

1 jii. 1, § 8 (223 £-234) [vol. i. p. 224, 1.2 et seg.]. Yuxhy Sy dei 
dpxiv otcav &Adnv éreopépovras els Ta bvTa, ob pdvov Thy TOD TravTés, 

GAG Kal Thy Exdorov pera TavTns, ws apxis ob ocpuiKpas ovens, 

whéxew TX wavTa, ob yyvouévns Kal avris, @omwep Ta dda, ex 

omeppatwv, a\\a mpwroupyod airlas ovens. dvev pev otv cwparos 

odoa Kuptwrdryn Te abTis Kat édevOépa Kal Koopuixjs alrias t&w* évex- 

Ocioa dé els cGua ovdxére wdvra Kupla, ds dv pel? érépwv raxOeica. 

Tixa, O€ Ta KUKAW tdvTa, ols cuvérecey éOodoa els péoov, Ta 

TOANG Hyayov, Wore TA pev Tovety dud TadTa, Ta SE Kparodcay abrhy 

Tatra Say é0éda Gyew. mrelw 5é xparet h dyelvwv, EXdtTw Se 7 

xelpwv. 1 yap Kpdoer cwpards te évdidotca ériOupetv 4 dpylfecbar 

qwayKacrat 7 meviows tamewh 7 wrovTAs Xadvos 7} Suvdpect TUpavvos. 

n 5é kal év Trois adrots rovros avrécxev, ) ayabhn Tiv diow, Kal 

MArolwoev aira uadrov 7} HALON, Gore TA pev ETEpoidoat, Tots dé 

ovyXwphoa. wh pera KaKns. 9. dvaryKaia pev ody Tatra, dca mpo- 

apécer Kal TUxais Kpadévra yiverar* rl yap dv ere Kal Go ely; 

mavrev 5é Andbévtwy tov airlwy wdvra wavTws ylvera* év Tots 

ZEwbev 5é cal ef te Ex THs pops ouvredeira. ray wey ody dddow- 

Oeioa rapa tr&v ew Wuxh mpdtry te Kal dpud olov rudry TH Hopa 
Xpwuevn, oxi Exovorov Thy mpadkw ovde Thy SidBecw exréov: Kal 

bray avrh wap’ abtns xelpwv ofca ovKx dpOais ravtaxod ovdé yemo- 

vovoats Tats dpuats % xpwuévn. Abyov dé bray tryeudva Kabapdy Kal 

ara0h Tov oixelov éxovca 6pud, Tavbrnv pdvnv Thy dpuiv paréov elvac 

ed’ nutv kal éxova.ov, Kal ToDTO elvar TO HueTEpov Epyov, 6 uh &ddoOev 

HrOev, adn’ evdobev awd Kabapas trys Wux7s, dm’ dpxis mpurns 

hyouuevns Kal xuplas, GAN’ ob wrAdvnv €& dryvolas raSovans 7 Array éx 

Blas émriOupidy, at mpocedOotoa dyovot kal EXxovor kal ovKére Epya 

éGow elvat, GNXG TAaOHwaTa Tap’ Huovr. 
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words, though not wholly perhaps in the thought, 

of Kant without any loss of fidelity to the sense of 

the original. Man, we might say, is a dual being 

living in a dual world. On the one hand he is 

a creature of sense implicated in the phenomenal 

order. On the other he is a rational principle, the 

member of a noumenal or intelligible world. So far 

as he is a creature of desire he is subject to the 

causal sequence from which no phenomenon is 

exempt. But though the position of phenomena in 

the phenomenal order is absolutely determined by 

their relations to antecedent and consequent, their 

existence and nature is not wholly explained by this 

determination. Each phenomenon is also the mani- 

festation of a thing-in-itself or Idea or seminal reason, 

which ultimately determines it to be what it is, just 
as the organic union of these Ideas or Dinge-an-sich 

in an intelligible world constitutes the essence of the 

whole phenomenal order. This “epi-determination ” 

of the phenomenon by its thing-in-itself, is a relation 

indescribable in terms of causation. In man we 

find it practically displayed as freedom of the will. 

The noumenal or intelligible character is seen as a 

rational will set over against the appetites and 

impulses of our phenomenal nature. This will is, 

or should be, independent of these appetites and 

impulses, and finds its motive and its law for action 

within itself. When the rational will acts in accord- 

ance with the dictates of its own nature it is free, 

when it follows the incitements of sense it is implicat- 
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ing itself in the causal nexus of the phenomenal 

order, and making of itself merely a link determined 

by its antecedents in the chain. That is, man is 

free so long as he acts like the rational being he 

essentially is, and not like the creature of irrational 

impulse which he is, as it were, by accident.1_ Freedom 

is the autonomy or self-legislation of the will. 

As in Kant again, it is to the dual nature of 

man that sin is due. Either character taken by 

itself is incapable of wrong-doing. - Beasts cannot 

sin; neither can gods. ‘ Were man simple, and by 

simple I mean a mere generated product with his acts 

and passions determined by a single principle, there 

would be no cause for blaming him, any more than 

‘the other animals. But as it is, the evil man alone 

is in ill-repute and justly so. For he is not merely a 

product of generation, but he possesses another free 

principle. . . .”? But this free and rational principle, 

as we have seen, cannot sin so long as it acts in 

accordance with its own nature. Sin, then, has its 

occasion in a lack of compliance on the part of 

the desires with the rational will, strong enough in 

the case of the evil deed to overpower the will and 

prescribe action in its place. And this compliance, 

reluctant and slight though it may be at first, 

becomes with each repetition more easy till finally 

the bad habit is formed and the evil propensity 

becomes dominant.?® 

1 jii. 1, § 8 (234 a-) [vol. i. p. 224, 1. 14 e¢ seq.]. 
2 iii, 3, § 4. 

3 iii. 2, § 4 (258 p) [vol. i. p. 231, Ll. 30 et seq. ]. 
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At this juncture, however, Plotinus was like to 

be hoist with his own petard. Providence might 

indeed to the cursory glance seem acquitted of 

complicity with Evil. But did not the evidence 

in its favour at the same time deprive it of any 

hand in the good? ‘The will is the source of its 

own determinations to good or ill. Providence has 

no more to do with the one than with the other. 

It is not for the saints to cry “non nobis, non nobis,” 

but for God to say “ non mihi, non mihi.” 

Plotinus sees his danger. “Is it not absurd,” 

he asks, “to introduce souls, some as workers of 

evil, others as workers of good? Do we not take 

from Reason responsibility for good, in removing 

evil from its sphere?” ‘The answer he gives at the 

time is an appeal to the dramatic analogy, in an 

extensive development of which he is at the moment 

occupied. ‘ What is there to prevent the deeds of 

actors, be they good or evil, from forming parts of 

the World-Reason, just as they do of the plot in 

a play, so that its influence is exercised upon each 

individual actor in proportion as the drama is the 

more perfect and wholly depends upon it? But for 

what purpose should the World-Reason do evil?” * 

1 iii, 2, § 18 (271 a-s) [vol. i. p. 251, 1. 1 et seq.]|. i ofv dromros 
h eloaywyh Tov Yuxa@v, al dh Ta wovnpd, ai dé 7a xXpyoTa épydoorrat 

—dmoorepjcomev yap Tov éyov kal Tav xpnoTav adaipotyTes avTov 

Ta Twovnpd—rtl Kwrver kal Ta Tov droKpiTGv Epya wépy Toreiy, Homep 

Tod Spduaros éxet, orw xal tod év 7@ TwavTi Nbyou, kal évradOa Kal 

Td KaN@s Kal 7d évaytiov, dore eis ExacTov THY broKpiTav otrw Tap’ 
avrov Tod Néyou, Bow reevdTepov TO0TO Td Spaua Kal rdvra' map’ adrou ; 

GANG Td KakOv Tojo iva Ti ; 
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Plotinus makes his meaning more clear in a long 

passage, with a synopsis of which I will content 

myself. What is pleasing to the gods, he says, is 

a consequence of Providence, since Providence means 

the expression of the divine in the world. That is, 

the good deed is interconnected with, but is not 

done by Providence. Its source is man or any other 

object you please, but in so far as it is good it becomes 

part of the providential plan or order. Evil is an 

effect necessitated by a cause indeed, but by a cause 

not implicated in the providential order, but found 

in ourselves, and expressing not the divine purpose, 

but our lack of conformity to it. Providence over- 

comes Evil, however, healing its breaches and turning 

it to good, just as the healthy body heals a wound 

or an injury and brings the part again into harmony 

with the organism.! 

As a recapitulation we may take the following. 

“'The deed of the intemperate man is done neither 

by nor according to Providence, while the deed of 

the temperate man, though it be not done by 
Providence (for it is done by the man), is yet done 

according to Providence.” ” 

In a word, Plotinus distinguishes between things 

done by Providence (id zpovoias) and according to 

Providence (xara zpévoiay). God’s will, if I may use 

1 iii. 3, § 5 (275 c-x) [vol. i. p. 257, 1. 1 et seq.]. 
? iii. 3, § 5 (275 ¥) [vol. i. p. 258, 1. 1 et seqg.]. Kat mapa wer rov 

‘axoddorov 7b mpaxbéev otre brd mpovolas ore Kara mpdbvo.ay, Td Se 

brd TOU sHPpovos épyov ovx Jwd mpovolas wey, Sri br’ avrov, Kara 
mpdvoray o€. 
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the expression in connection with Plotinus, is not 

the source of our will, but provides merely the 

standard. The will determines itself. Its dignity, 

however, does not lie in the mere fact of self- 

determination, but in the direction which that 

determination takes. It finds its good and acquires 

its value by conforming itself to the divine standard. 

Were there no Providence, no teleological and rational 

order in the world, the character of the determina- 

tions of the will would be metaphysically indifferent 

(though significant enough from the purely human 

point of view), and its deeds mere explosions of 

natural forces. 'The will of God, then, by providing 

the conditions under which alone the will’s choice of 

the good has cosmic significance, is a true coefficient 

in the good deed; while at the same time since it 

does not in any way determine the will in its choice, 

it is not an accomplice in evil. 

But we avoid this difficulty only to meet with 

other and more serious objections. Who, we may 

ask, or what is really responsible for sin in such a 

theory? Is it my animal nature? But my animal 

nature is part of the causal sequence. Then my sin 

is determined by antecedent events and I am not to 

blame. More briefly we might say, if I am not free 

when I sin (as Plotinus and Kant say I am not), then 

I am not responsible. 

Suppose, however, that I am free when I sin. 

That implies a self-determined acquiescence in the 

lower impulse on the part of the natural will. But 
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the will cannot determine itself to other than the 

good. When it wills the bad it is not acting 

according to its own nature, but under the com- 

pulsion of the sensible impulse. Apparently, then, 

I am responsible in neither case. 

Finally, if neither my animal nature, nor my intel- 

ligible character per se, is capable of sin, it is difficult 

to see how their conjunction should make sin possible. 

These difficulties Plotinus shares in common with 

Kant, and explains them as little. But he also is 

beset with others of a metaphysical character, which 

Kant has shirked. Kant left the noumenal order in 

that happy vagueness which characterizes the smile 

without the Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland. 

One had the practical certainty that it concealed 

God, Freedom, and Immortality, and was forbidden 

and saved the trouble of conceiving their features. 

For Plotinus, however, the cat declined to disappear, 

and he had to prove that it smiled. Thus the 

freedom of the will was not established by merely 

withdrawing its province from the phenomenal order. 

It is still not outside Providence and the universal 

Reason.! “ Although I am master of my choice of 

this or that, still the choice has its place in the 

order of the universe, since your character is not 

adventitious to the universe, but you are reckoned 

in it as a definite individual.”? This, however, 

1 iii. 3, § 4 (273 £) [vol. i. p. 254, 1. 21]. 
2 iii. 3, § 3 (272 v-£) [vol. i. p. 253, 1. 4 e¢ seg.|. 3. Kal yap 

el éym KUpios TOD Tdbe EXécOar | TAdE, GANA aipécer cuvTéraxTat, Brit 

Bh éreobdtov 7d cov TH ravTl, GAN HplOunoa 6 Tordcde. | - 
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brings up the question—a question which Kant 

also had to face‘—who is responsible for my in- 

telligible self? ‘ Are we to refer the cause of the 

moral character of the individual to the creator, 

if there be one, or to the creature itself?” 

Plotinus’s reply is unsatisfactory. He appeals 

again to the utterly irrelevant theory of varieties of 

perfection. 'The real point at issue is not touched. 

For him the important thing is that “God is no 

more to be blamed for what we are, than for what 

plants are. We do not blame him because they 

have not the faculty of perception, or because other 

animals are not as men.”? And he adds, we are not 

to be blamed either for our natures, apparently on the 

ground that we are but human, and that of humanity 

not even its proper virtue can be demanded. 

The argument is beside the point. The parti- 

cular question with which it is designed to deal is 

left without an answer. So, also, in the last resort 

is the general question of freedom and determinism. 

To disengage the will from the causal nexus of 

phenomena is merely to assert its freedom from 

phenomenal determination. But that freedom had 

still to be reconciled with the necessity of the 

1 Cf. Kant, Critique of Pract. Reason, Abbott’s Trans. p. 194. 
2 iii. 3, §3 (272 £) [vol. i. p. 253, 1. 7 et seg.]. GAA wdOev 6 

tobade ; ore 5é SU0, 26 Adbyos Snret, Td pév, ef éml Tdv TohoarTa, 

el Tis €orly, dveveyxeiy Sei Tot movov Tov év Tots HOecw éxdorou Thy 
airlay, 7 émt 7d yerduevov atrd, 7} Sdws ovK alriaréov, womep ovde éml 

gpurwv yevécews, bre uh alcOdverat, H éml Sgwv Tav dddwy, STL Uh ws 
dvOpwro. exovor* tabrov yap TovTo T@ did Th dvOpwroe ov~x sep 

Geol, 
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emanatory process. Of this problem Plotinus offers 

no solution. There were, indeed, two possible 

methods of dealing with the question. He might 

have maintained that the necessity which directs 

the radiation of Being from the One is merely 

an emphatic equivalent for saying that Being is 

what it is. This is the world we actually find; 

the world is necessarily what we find it. If 

this world contains free wills, then it is necessary 

that there should be freedom. Or he might have 

explicitly limited to the phenomenal. order the 

antithesis between freedom and necessity, and the 

universe of discourse in which the terms were 

significant. In that case the process of emanation 

from the One would have been neither free nor 

determined. The two categories would have been 

"mere symbols, the best expression we had at our 

command to describe the indescribable, applicable 

only by a philosophic licence, and with philosophic 

reservations. He might, moreover, have dispensed 

with the aid of mysticism in defending his position. 

On the merely phenomenal level, he might have said, 

the antinomy is not conclusive. We now oppose 

freedom to necessity because the will is discordant 

both with itself and with other wills. In a world 

where every volition expressed the complete will, 

and that so as to accord with the self-expression 

of all other wills, H fallo fora non fare a suo 

senno, the antithesis would have no practical signi- 

ficance to the perfected will. ‘To talk of freedom and 
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necessity would be meaningless jargon. ‘The words 

would stand for nothing in its universe. Its volitions 

would be all their own raisons @étre. It could not 

occur to it to ask itself why it acted as it did. The 

question, that is, would have no value for it. For in 

a perfect world it would make not the slightest differ- 

ence whether it acted as if it were free or determined. 

There is something to be said for endeavouring to 

interpret the Plotinian position in the light of this 

thought. The primitive emanation from the One 

is not a free act since the One is not aware of it. 

It is not a determined act because nothing determines 

the One to it. It is neither free nor determined 

in the ordinary use of the terms. So too vots gives 

off Yvy7, and yvy7 the world, because it must indeed, 

but because it must in the same sense as the free 

spirit in Paradise must will the good.1_ Whether we 

call the process free or determined is of no practical 

significance as yet. It only becomes so when in the 

phenomenal world the Idea or seminal reason finds 

itself confronted with a medium recalcitrant to its 

self-expression. ‘Then so far as its acts express its 

rational nature and purpose, it calls them free; so 
far as they are distorted by this recalcitrancy it calls 

them not free. 

Still, this is a digression. We can only accept as 

we find it the Plotinian inconclusiveness as regards 

this deeper aspect of the question. ‘The problem we 

must leave with him unsolved, and pass on. | 

1 Cf. iv. 3, § 13 (382 z). 
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We come now to a series of arguments which try 

to find a positive place for Evil in a perfect universe. 

Needless to say they are as applicable to the exist- 

ence of physical, as to moral evil. First, we note’an 

argument already touched upon a few lines back. 

“In every creature,” we are informed, “the upper 

parts, as the face and head, are more beautiful than 

the middle and lower parts. Now men are in 

the middle and lower parts of the universe, whilst 

above are the heavens, and the gods that dwell 

therein. . . . We wonder at the wickedness among 

men, because we think man is the important 

thing in the universe, and that none is wiser than 

he. But man’s place is midway between god and 

brute; and he inclines towards both. Some men 

are like the one, some like the other, but most lie 

between.” ! 

In a word, because man is only man he cannot 

reasonably be expected to be a good man. ‘This 

argument is no more than an application to moral 

evil of that clever justification of the particular’s 

failure to embody its proper ideals, which we have 

already discussed at some length. Once more we 

1 iii, 2, § 8 (261 B-c) [vol. i. p. 235, 1. 29 e¢ seq.]. 8. mwavréds 
5H {gov Ta ev dvw, mpdowmov kal Kepadh, Kadrlw, Ta dé wéoa Kal 

Karw ovK ica’ &vOpwro dé év péow Kal KdTw, dvw dé odpavds Kai ot 

év aiT@ Oeot* Kal Td wreicTov Tod Kdcpmovu Beol Kal ovpavds mas KUKAY, 

ij 5é ofa Kévrpov Kal ws &v Te TGv dotpwr. Oavydferar dé ev dvOpwrors 

ddixia, dre dvOpwrov déodow év TH Tavti 7d Tlutov eivar ws oddevds 

.bvtos codpwrépov. 7d dé Ketrar év péow Gedy Kal Onpluy Kal pémer 

ér’ dudw Kal cuorodvrar of wev TH érépw, of Se TG Erépw, of Ge 

peraév eloiv, of Todi, 
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may remark the reductio ad absurdum of the doctrine 

which holds that various kinds can be graded as 

different degrees of perfection. 

‘There follow a number of arguments of more 

decidedly Stoic complexion. In the first place, we 

find the familiar contention that though the parts 

may seem imperfect taken by themselves, yet in con- 

junction with one another they form a perfect whole.? 

Though different, each has its proper function which 

is necessary to the well-being, and therefore con- 

tributes to the perfection of the whole. ‘The universe 

is like an organism “in which although the feet do 

one thing, the eyes another, the understanding 

another, and the mind yet another, unity arises from 

them all,” ? and “from all the tones, all the passions, 

and all the energies, there comes, as it were, the one 

tone of the living being, one life and existence.” ® 

We are reminded of the dictum of Chrysippus: 

“'The world is a perfect body, but the parts of the 
world are not perfect since they exist relatively to 

the whole and are not self-subsistent.” 4 

Secondly, we may note an attempt to illustrate 

1 iii. 2, § 3 (256 F-c) [vol. i. p. 229, 1. 12 e¢ seq. |. 
? iii. 3, § 5 (275 B) [vol. i. p. 256, 1. 27 et seq. ]. 
3 iii. 3, § 5 (275 a) [vol. i. p. 256, 1. 23 et seqg.]. 2, 3. Kal dH 

kal ovTwol mrnyévra otrws épbéyEaro TA Hwrvhevta, Ta 5é ciwrH 

maoxet Kal Kietrac Ta adKddovba, Kal éx ToV PObyywr ardvTwy Kal 

éx Tov madnudrwr Kab évepynuarwv pla Tov gwou oloy Pwr kal (wh 

kal Bios. Kal yap Kal rd udpra Sedgopa bvra Kal dedopov Thy évépyerav 

éxovra’ Gro yap movodct rddes, dpOarpwot 5’ ANAo, Sidvora dé dAdo 

kal vots Go. év 6é €x mdvrwv Kal mpdvoa pla. 

4 Plutarch, De Stoicorum repugnantibus, 44. 6. 
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this point m the case of wickedness. Not only is 

good produced by it accidentally, as when healthy 

children and perhaps good men are born of adultery 

or rape, or finer cities rise on the ashes of those 

sacked by evil-doers,' but. its vicious character itself 

has its function and place in the economy of the whole. 

The passage follows one in which we have already 

seen how Plotinus, like Seneca,” justifies misfortune 

on the ground of its disciplinary and corrective, as 

well as its retributive character. “Vice,” he says, 

“works to the advantage of the whole in that it 

furnishes an example for justice and produces much 

that is serviceable. It stirs men up and rouses the 

mind and the understanding by confronting them 

with evil ways. It makes men learn how great and 

good is virtue when contrasted with the evils which 

are the lot of the wicked.” * 

But Plotinus will not let the argument go at this. 

He develops and expands it, interweaving with it the 

notion of the interdependence of opposites and 

illustrating both with various analogies. In this 

development he is by no means consistent, but is 

continually qualifying what he says. It will be 

better, however, for us to ignore for the present these 

1 iii. 2, § 18 (270 a) [vol. i. p. 250, 1. 27 e¢ seq.]. 
2 Cf. Seneca’s treatise, De Providentia. 

3 iii. 2, § 5 (259 a-B) [vol. i. p. 232, 1. 26 et seqg.]. 7 dé Kaxla 
elpydoardé re xphowmov eis Td bdov mapdderypwa Sikns -yevouevy Kai roa 

é& abrhs xphowwa wapacxouevyn. Kal yap eypnyopéras émolyce xal 

voov kal civeow éyelpe: rovyplas ddots avrirarrouévwr, Kal pavOdvew 

6é movet olov dryabdv dperh mapabéce KaxGv Gv oi rovnpoi Exovot. 
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self-corrections, picking out and stringing together’ 

such passages as are homogeneous and support a 

single thesis. We can then return and make use of 

the qualifications as a natural transition to another 

chapter of our essay. 

The thesis which for the present we are to illustrate 

and discuss is this :—the rationality and perfection 

of the world may, nay must, include what we call 

evil, both physical and moral. 

“'The seminal reason,” begins Plotinus, vacillat- 

ing once more, as we note, between kinds and grades 

of perfection, “brings all these things to pass in the 

course of its rule, and wills them to be what they 

are, making so-called evils accordant with Reason. It 

does not will that all things should be good [i.e. of 

one kind or degree of good], any more than an artist 

would make an animal all eye. So Reason does not 

make all things gods, but some it makes gods, others 

daemons,—a second nature,—then men, and then 

animals in due order. ‘This it does not from jealousy, 

but because there is within Reason itself variety of 

intelligibles. We, on the other hand, are like those 

who know nothing about the art of painting, and 

find fault because the colours are not everywhere 

beautiful, though the painter has given to each part 

of the picture the colour appropriate to it. Or 

again we are like those who find fault with a play 

because the characters in it are not all heroes, but 

some slaves, and rustics, and rough-speaking fellows. 

But here, too, the play would not be beautiful 
P 
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if one were to remove the meaner characters and the 

parts they play.” } | 

The dramatic, or perhaps we should say, the 

aesthetic analogy, since other than purely dramatic 

versions of it are introduced, is worked out at great 

length; at such great length indeed that we cannot 

follow it in translation, but must be content with 

considerable abbreviation and synopsis. Although 

the parts of the world are hostile to one another, 

yet they are one, just as the play is one whose plot 

involves the hostility of many of its characters. 

Better still, the world is like the musical harmony 

which is composed of different and opposing tones. 

Just as the existence of the harmony is conditioned 

by the difference and opposition of its elements, so if 

Reason were not a manifold—though plurality implies 

opposition—it would not be Reason.2, How much 

more sharply will these differences be accentuated on 

the phenomenal plane in the physical world ! 

Let us now apply the analogy to the specific case 

of sin. The opposition between good and evil is 

1 iii. 2, § 11 (263 E-264 a)[vol. i. p. 239, 1. 28 et seg.]. 11. ard’ 
6 Aéyos Tabra wavTa trovet dpxov Kal olrw BovdeTa kal TA eydueva 

Kaka avros KaTa& Abyov trove? ov BovdAduevos rdvTa ayaba elvat, Sorep 

av ef ris Texvitns ob rdvTa Ta ev TH SHw b6POadmols oot* ovrws 

ovd’ 6 Aévyos wavra Oeods elpydfero, GANG TA fev Oeods, Ta 5é Saluovas, 

devrépay piow, eira dvOpdmous kal fea éepeéfs, ob POdvw, GNAD OY 

moxilav voepav ExovTt. Huecis b€, Womwep of Kmeipor ypagdiKjs Téxvys 

aiTi@vrat, ws ov KaAd Ta XpwuaTa TavTaxod, o dé dpa Ta mpoojKovTa 

amédwxev éxdoTw Tomm* 7 el Tis Spaua péuporo, Src ph mavTes 

Howes ev air@, GAG Kal oixérns Kal Tis dypotxos kal datrdws Pbevyyd- 

pevos* TO dé ov Kadédv éoriv, ef Tis Tovs Xelpovs EEK, Kal Ex TOUTwY 

oupmAnpovmevov. 

2 ii. 2, § 16 (268 a-x) [vol. i. p. 246, 1. 10 e¢ seq.]. 
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like the strophe and the antistrophe of the chorus. 

Both contribute to the beauty of the dance. Does 

one object that then sinners are not really wicked ? 

Certainly they are. The explanation involves 

a qualification into which we cannot now enter, 

but given the fact of sin, the sinner is given his 

appropriate place in the dance, or réle in the play. 

In the playwright’s work the actor is assigned his 

lines—heroic or villainous according to his tempera- 

ment; in the world-drama the soul is one of the 

players, and receives a part from the poet consonant 

with her nature. This nature she has before the 

play begins. If her voice and form are beautiful she 

enhances the piece, if they are ugly they may dis- 

please, but they do not detract from the perfection 

of the plot and the general conception of the drama. 

At the same time the playwright is right in rebuk- 

ing the poor actor and in assigning to him inferior 

parts which are better fitted to his abilities. It is 

the soul’s fault if she does not choose or if she is not 

fitted to enact a virtuous part. And it is with 

equal justice that the man who chooses and lives 

up to the noble réle is promoted and rewarded. 

In this wise sinners are harmonized with the 

World-Reason. For, as is meet, everything is 

harmonious to the part it receives, as each single 

string of a lyre is stretched in its proper and fitting 

place with reference both to the tone of the instru- 

. ment and to its own strength. The world, then, is 

1 iii. 2, § 17 (268 E-269 a) [vol. i. p. 247, 1. 6 et seq.]. 
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perfect if everything has its place in it. Indeed, 

Tartarus and outer darkness have their function in 

it, and it is well that their tone in the universal 

harmony should be deep and harsh. 

Again, just as in a shepherd’s pipe there is not 

merely one note, but several, both stronger and 

weaker, yet all contributory to the sound of the 

whole, so there are different places in the universe, 

better and worse, filled by souls of different degrees 

of virtue which by their very differences enhance the 

perfection of the whole. What to them is evil is good 

for the whole, what to them is contrary to nature is 

for it natural. They are none the less inferior, but 

their inferiority does not vitiate the goodness of the 

universe. After all, the ignominy of the hangman 

does not make a well-governed state the worse. He 

has his use.! 

Finally, the interdependence of contraries. is ex- 

plicitly proclaimed. “As some things are better, 

so some things must be worse. For how, where 

there is to be variety, can there be anything that is 

worse without something that is better, or anything 

that is better without something that is worse? 

One must not, then, blame what is worse in the 

better, but be contented with the better in that it 

has given of itself to the worse. They who demand 

that the worse should be abolished altogether in the 

universe, abolish Providence itself. If there is to 

be no evil, against what shall Providence provide ? 

1 iii. 2, § 17 (269 G—275 a) [vol. i. p. 249, 1. 9 e¢ seq. ]. 
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Certainly not for itself nor for that which is better.” 1 

In other words, Plotinus agrees with the author of 

the Epistle to the Romans that “ where sin abounded 

grace did much more abound.” 

These arguments are familiar enough. Amplified 

and improved they are still the heavy artillery 

of ethical monism. Were they all or even the 

main portion of Plotinus’s battery we might stop 

to direct our fire against them, and silence them if 

possible. But it is scarcely worth while to attack 

what is for him a secondary battery, and so trained 

at that, that it threatens himself more than his 

critics. For every one of the passages which we 

have discussed is contradicted or at least qualified 

by others in such a way as to remove him for the 

present from the ranks of the ethical monists. 

The nature of the qualification made by Plotinus 

was hinted at above, when in discussing his attempt 

to explain the possibility of transmigration we noted 

references to a material principle other than, and 

in some measure opposed to, the activity of the 

soul. Let us now take Plotinus’s  self-corrections 

in this respect, as we took the other arguments, one 

by one. 

First, we may note a qualification of the argu- 

1 iii. 3, § 7 (276 @) [vol. i. p. 259, 1. 24 e¢ seg.]. 4. Kat dre dé ra 
Bedrtiw, Kal ra xelpw. érel was ay eln Te xEipov ev modvetde? uh 

bvros Bedtlovos, } ms Td BéAriov pH xelpovos; are ovK aittaréov 7d 

xetpov év T@ BedXrlovi, dAAG amodexréov Td BéATLOV, bre EdwKev éavTod 

T@ xelpovr. Srws dé of avaipety dkodvres 7d xelpov ev. TQ taytl 

dvaipovor mpdvoray aidthy. tivos yap tora; od yap 5h abrijs ovdée 

Tov Bedtlovos. 
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ment that the universe is better for being so ordered 

as to punish sinners. ‘ Evil-doers are punished by 

being corrupted in their souls through evil activities, 

and by being assigned to an inferior position in the 

world. For nothing can ever escape the lot assigned 

to it by the law of the universe.” But Plotinus warns 

us. ‘Order does not exist because of disorder, nor 

justice because of injustice in the sense, as a man 

may think, of existing for the sake of being created 

and made manifest by the worse qualities. On the 

contrary, order and justice are the result of an order 

coming from above. Disorder exists because there 

is order and on account of law and reason, and 

lawlessness and irrationality exist because there is 

Reason, not because the better produces the worse, © 

but because that which ought to receive the better 

is not able to receive it either through its own 

nature, or by chance, and because there are other 

things to prevent it.” 4 

In fine we have here an admission that Evil 

does not contribute anything to the law and pro- 

portion and order of the universe. It rather exists 

as a residuum of lawlessness and disorder, due to 

1 fii. 2, § 4 (258 a-c) [vol. i. p. 231, 1. 11 ef seq.]. tcxovor dé 
adixobdvTes Sixas Kaxuvduevol Te Tats Puxats évepyelas kaklas TaTTdpevol 

te els Tomov xelpova’ ov yap pnmore Expiyn pndev 7d Taxbev &v TH 

Tov tmavTds vouw. tore 6é ov did THv draklay Takis OvdE Gia THY avoutay 

vouos, &s Tis olerat, tva yévoiro éxeiva did Ta Xelpw Kal iva palvaro, 

GNA dud Thy tdéw éraxrov odcav* Kai Bri Tdéts drakia Kai did Tov 

vouov kat Tov Adyov, Kal Ste Adyos mapavouia Kal dvoww ob Tay Bex- 

Tibvev Ta Xelpw menankdrwv, AAG TOY SéxeTBat Seouévwv TA dpelyw 

pvoe TH éavtdv } ovvrvxig Kal Kwrioe GrArwy déEacac od deduvn- 

weve. 
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the fact that because of a recalcitrancy in things, 

law and order cannot gain full ascendancy. 

In the same way Plotinus qualifies his argument 

that Evil is used for the best in the economy of the 

world, in that vice, for example, serves as a stimulus 

to virtue, and as a contrast by which its goodness is 

heightened. “ But,” the correction runs, “ Evil does 

not exist for the purpose of enhancing the Good by 

contrast. As I have said, I mean only that when 

it occurs Reason employs it to serve its needs. It is 

a sign of the greatest power to be able to turn Evil 

to good account, and when formless things come 

into being to be able to apply them to the service 

of other forms. Generally speaking, Evil must be 

defined as a lack of good. ‘There must necessarily 

be a lack of good in this world, since the Good exists 
here as in.an alien world. ‘This other medium in 

which the Good exists, being different from the Good, 

is responsible for the lack of good, for this other 

.medium is not good. Evil cannot be destroyed 

because, when judged by the nature of the Good, one 

thing is inferior to another, and other things, though 

they take the cause of their being from the Good, 

are different from it, and are rendered imperfect by 

their distance from it.” ! 

The first part of the passage merely repeats the 

1 iii. 2, § 5 (259 B-p) [vol. i. p. 232, 1. 32 et seqg.]. Kat ob yé-yove 
7a Kaka Ot Tabra, adda Src xpHra Kal avrots eis d€ov, émelrep 

éyéveto, elpnrat. Tovro dé duvduews weylorys, Kah@s Kal Tots KaKols 

xphcOa. SivacOa Kal rots dudpdas yevouévors eis ETépas poppas 

xpHcOa ikaviy elvar. Sdws 5é 7d xaxdv €\NerWw Tov dyabod Geréov * 
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assertion that evil does not make good better, and 

that the Good makes the best of the evil it finds 

opposed to it. In the latter half, Plotinus has 

apparently the Platonic dictum in the Theaetetus in 

mind, and interprets it in the light of his emanation 

theory, turning for the moment what he elsewhere 

regards as grades of perfection into grades of im- 

perfection. Incidentally, he once more betrays the 

fundamental contradiction of his system, briefly and 

to the point. 

He executes precisely the same volte-face in 

another passage dealing with the whole question of 

kinds of perfection. God is not to be blamed, he 

insists, because I am a man and not an angel or a 

god. “It is not fitting that all things should be — 

equal. Has Reason then measured things out with 

the intention that they should not be equal? By 

no means. It was in accordance with nature that 

this should be so.” Then follows an enumeration of 

the degrees of emanation, ending finally with the, 

physical world whose parts “are not souls, but 

weakenings of souls already fading in the process of 

emanation. For the seminal reason of an animal, 

even though it be animate, is a different soul from 

that from which it proceeded. And this seminal 

reason becomes weaker as it hastens on into Matter. 

dvdykn 5 Eder elvar évravda dyadov, Sri év dNrw. 7d ob dro, 

év @ éort 7d ayabby, erepov ayabod dy more? Thy E\revYuv * TodTO yap 

ovk dyabdv Fv. 61d ob6e dmodécOar Ta Kakd, Ste Te GAAa AdAwv 

ékdrrw mpos dyabod piow erepd re dda TOD ayabod rhy airlay rijs 

brogrdcews éxeiOev NaBdvTa, Toradra de yevdueva Ty Toppw. 
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And what it produces is still more feeble. See then 

how far the creature is removed from original 

perfection! And still it is wonderful! But because 

that which is created has a certain nature, what is 

prior to it need not have the same nature, for that 

which is prior to it is better than anything created, 

and without blemish. We should wonder rather 

that it has given something of itself to the world. 

and has left such traces of itself. If it has given 

more of itself than created things could receive, it 

is still more to be approved. Hence, though we 

cast the blame upon created men the munificence of 

Providence is still the greater.” + 

We return now to the consideration earlier 

deferred of the Plotinian method of dealing with the 

objection that if the moral life be merely a play by 

which the inner essence of the soul is unaffected, all 

real distinction of moral values, such as good and 

1 iii. 3, § 3 (273) [vol. i. p. 253, 1. 24 et seqg.]. od yap mdvra 
toa 5a. Gp’ odv perpjoavros avTod mpoapéce ToD ph Sety wavta ica; 

ovdauds* adr’ otrw Kara piow elxe yevéoOar. axddovOos yap odTos 

6 Néyos Wux7 GAA, akdrovOos 5é Yuxh atiryn v@, voids dé od TobTwY TL 

&v, GNAG wdvra* Ta 5é wavTa wohKAd* ToANG Se dvTa Kal od Ta’TaA TH 

_ bev mpdra, Ta Sé Sevrepa, Ta Se epeefs Kal rH déla uedrev elvar. 

kat Tolvuv Kal Ta yevdueva f@a od Wuxal pdvorv, d\AG Wuxdv édarTI- 

gets, olov eéirp wv Hin rpodyTwr. 6 yap Tod SWov Abyos, Kav Eupuxos 

1, €Tépa Wuxn, ov éxelvn, ad’ Fis 6 Noyos, Kal 6 cvpas obros édT Tw 

dn ylverac orevdwy els trnv Kal 7d yevduevoy €E adbrod évdeéorepor. 

oxére. bn bcov adéornxe Td yevduevov kal Suws éort Oadua. ov 

tolvuv, ei To.otrov Td *yevduevor, Kal TO pd avTod ToLodTOY * ott yap 

mwavTos KpetrTov Tov *yevouévou Kal é&w airias kal wadrov Pavudoa, 

Bre EdwKé Te pweO’ adTd kal ra txvn adrod rowira. ef 5é dH Kal 

wréov @dwkev # brov Exover KTHoacOaM, ere UadXoOv amodexréov * ware 

kwduvevew Thy airlay ért rods yevouévous lévar, 7d dé ris mpovolas 

mergfovws exe. 
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evil, natural and unnatural, will be destroyed. In 

Plotinus’s treatment of this point the idea of a 

limitation to the workings of Providence is further 

developed. 'The objection, he says, demands that we 

look more closely at the nature of the Adyos or seminal 

reason. “This is not unmixed Mind or absolute 

Mind, nor even pure Soul either. But it depends 

upon and is a sort of radiation from both Mind and 

Soul—from Soul that is, determined by Mind—which 

generate this seminal reason as a life having reason 

latent in it (jovyy). But all life, even evil life, 

is activity. . . . Whatever has this activity present 

within it, and participates in it In any way, is at 

once rationalized, that is to say is given form, since 

the activity peculiar to life is capable of giving form, 

and its motion is formative. Its activity then is 

like that of an artist, like the motions of a dancer, 

for instance. ‘The dancer himself is a good type of 

the artistic life, in as much as his art moves him and 

moves him to be what he is in life. . . . Since then 

this reason proceeds from the one Mind and the one 

life and from each in its fulness, it is neither one 

life nor one mind, nor either in its fulness, nor does 

it give itself to its objects in its entirety and com- 

pleteness. But opposing one part to another and 

creating each part with something lacking, it in 

itself involves and produces war and conflict. Thus, 

as a whole it is one, though it is not Unity.” ! 

Next, Plotinus adduces the dramatic analogy, 

1 iii. 2, § 16 (267 p-268) [vol. i. p. 245, 1. 18 e¢ seg.]. ore rolvuv 
odros ovK dKparos voids 05’ avbrovots obdé ye Wuyxijis Kabapas 7d yévos, 
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and likens the oneness of the universe to that of a 

drama, or of a musical chord, in a passage which we 

have already examined. This passage is then quali- 

fied in the following manner. “If good men form 

some parts of the world and evil men other parts, 

and the evil men form a greater part than the good, 

it is like a drama in which the author in part arranges 

scenes for the actors, and in part employs the actors 

themselves as he finds them. He does not himself 

create the protagonist, nor yet the second player 

nor the third, but gives to each his appropriate lines, 

and in doing so assigns to him the part which befits 

him. . . . Prior to the play the actors were what they 

were, and gave themselves to the play as they were.” * 

Finally, in another book in the first Ennead, to 

a consideration of which we shall shortly turn, the 

npTnuevos 5é éxelyns Kal olov Exdapyis €& dudoty, vod cal Puxijs Kal 

Puxis Kata vodv diaxemévyns yevynodvTwr Tov AOyov Tovrov Lwhv Néyov 

TWa hovxyn exoveav. taoa dé Swh évépyera, kal H pavrn* évépyeva 

dé odx Ws TO Tip evepyet, GAN 7 evépyeca adrijs, Kav wh aloOnals Tis 

mwapy, Klynols Tis ovk ely. ols yodv vy raph Kal perdoxyn drwoody 

ériodv, evOds NeAbywrat, ToUTO Dé éort pepdppwrat, ws Tis évepyelas 

Ths KaTa Thy Cwhv poppoty duvauévys kai xiwotens otrws, ws pwoppodr. 

H Tolvuv évépyera adris Texvikyh, Worep dv 6 dpxovpevos kwovpmevos etn * 

6 yap épxnorhs TH otrw Texviky Sw fouxey avrds Kal 4 Téxvn adrdv 
kwet Kal otrw Kkwel, ws THs (wis avrhs Towatryns ws ovons. TavTa 

bev obv elphjoOw rot olay Set Kal Thy qyTwodv Swhv hryetoOa evexa. 

hKkwv tolvuy odros 6 Néyos €k vod évds Kal fwis usGs mAjpous syTos 

éxatépou ovK éoTw otre Swh pula ore vots ris els obre éxacrayod 

wrHpns obdé didods éaurdv ois StSwow bov te kat wdvra. dvriBels 52 

dAdAfAos TA wépyn Kal tovjoas évdea moreno kal udxns cloracw Kal 

yéveow elpyacaro kal ofrws éotiv els ras, ef uh ev ein. 

1 iii. 2, § 17 (268 G) [vol. i. p. 247, 1. 24 et seg.]. adn’ ef 7d 
bev pépos atrod dyabds dvijp, Td dé AAO rovypds, kal wrelw wépn 6 

mwovnpos, Gomep ev Spduact Ta pev TarTE av’rots 6 ToinTHs, Tots dé 
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interdependence of contraries is reviewed and ex- 

plained with a fresh addition to its significance. 

Plotinus is interpreting Plato’s saying in. the 

Theaetetus, that Evil necessarily exists in the world 

and can never pass away. Plato has defined flight 

from Evil not as a literal flight from the world, but 

as a just and upright life led in the world. It is 

objected that if every one were good, then Evil would 

cease. Impossible, is the answer, Evil exists neces- 

sarily since there must be an opposite to the Good. 

Plotinus raises objections. Vice is an opposite 

not of the Good, but of virtue which is a good—in 

that it helps us to overcome Matter. But to the 

Good which is without quality, there can be no 

opposite. How then can Evil be said to be necessary 

as an opposite to the Good? It is true that contraries 

exist, as for example sickness and health, but the 

existence of one is not indispensable to that of the 

other. Again, how can there be an opposite to 

essence and the super-essential? Let us answer by 

asking what such an essence would be. Evidently it 

would be the non-essential, and the non-good. If 

the particulars that are comprised under these two 

genera are all opposed, the genera themselves will be 

Xphra. odow Hdn* ob yap ai’rds mpwraywrioriv ovde SedTtepov ovde 

Tptrov trovet, dNAd Sdods ExdoTw Tods mpoohKovTas Abyous Hdn aré- 

dwxev éxdory els 8 Terdx Oar Séov* ottrw ro Kal ort Téros ExdoTw 6 

perv TO aya0@, 6 52 TH Kax@ mpémwv. ExdrTepos ody Kata Piow Kal 
Kata ddyor els éxdrepov Kal Tov mpérovTa xwpet Tov Tbrov Exwy, dv 

etXero. elra POéyyerar Kal move? 6 pev adoeBeis Abdyous Kal epya 

(rodv), 6 dé Ta evayTia* jRoav yap Kal mpd Tod Spduaros roodra oi 

broxpiral diddvres Eavrods TY Spdmare. 
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opposed and even more opposed than the particulars. 

For opposed particulars fall within the same species, 

or the same genera, and have some common 

characteristics. How much more opposed will things 

like good and evil be, whose contrarieties can be 

reconciled in no swmmum genus! Rather do they 

represent ultimate and opposed genera. For to 

being and not-being, truth and falsehood, no logical 

common substratum can be found. 

Good, then, may have an opposite of this kind. 

But does Evil exist necessarily? Yes, in the sense 

that there must be Matter in the universe. Without 

Matter the universe could not exist. The world is a 

mixture of vots and dvéyxy. And the necessity for 

this contrary principle may be explained as follows: 

“Since the Good is not alone, through progression, 

or if one prefers, through continual descent and 

departure from it, there must necessarily arise a last 

thing, that is, something after which nothing more 

can be produced. This ‘last’ is Evil. It is necessary 

that there should be something after the first, hence 

comes this ‘last.’ ‘This is Matter which has nothing 

left of the ‘ ee, in it. It is in this sense that Evil 

is necessary.” 

In the light of these passages new duets of the 

1 For all this ending with the quotation, see i. 8, § 6 
(75 G-77 £) [vol. i. p. 104, 1. 29 e¢ seqg.|. é2rel yap od pdvov rd ayabdr, 
avaykn TH éxBdoet TH wap’ avrod, H, ef otrw tis eOédor Néyew, TH det 
broBdce Kal dmoordce, Td érxarov, kal wel” 3 ox Hy ere yevécOar 

driotv, TovTo elvat TO. Kaxdy. €& dvdyKns dé elvac Td wera Td TpHTor, 

woTe kal Td xxatov* TovTro dé 7} UAn pndev ere xovoa adrov. kal 

arn 7) dvayKn TOD Kaxod. 
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Plotinian theodicy are opened up. From Stoic 

monism we seem to be passing over to the conven- 

tional Neo-Platonic dualism. Evil now appears not 

as a positive factor absolutely. contributive to the 

nature of perfection, but as a principle by which the 

realization of perfection in and by the universe is 

curtailed. It not only differentiates kinds of per- 

fection and arranges them in a hierarchy (remark 

the old confusion once more), but it prevents any 

particular sort of excellence from being completely 

exemplified. It is the opposite of the Good, 

and contrary to it beyond any hope of synthesis 

with it in a higher unity. The two can find no 

common universal, no genus broad enough to include 

them both. 

Seen under these new conditions the world is still 

the best possible world, but in a different sense. 

It is the best possible world not absolutely, but 

relatively—the best, that is, which the power of the 

Good can produce in the face of the limitations 

under which it works. Our admiration of the world 

must not be cooled by the presence of Evil nor our 

faith in Providence shaken. Rather must we admire 

creation and Creator alike for having done so well 

under the circumstances. 

Dualism has got a bad name among us. Philo- 

sophically it controverts ethical, and (owing to a 

confusion of the senses of the term perfection) is 

supposed to controvert naturalistic, monism. 'Theo- 

logically it denies the omnipotence of God. Yet 
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it is, after all, the assumption by which every man 

lives, and in which many religious souls find their 

inspiration, if only they could see the logical implica- 

tions of their devotional attitude. This fact is 

forced upon us in every exhortation of the preacher 

and reformer. ‘The world can be bettered, must be 

bettered. Conditions as they are are not ideal. So 

cries the moralist, and on this faith the moral man 

lives. Or, expressed in theistic terms, it is in a 

sense of co-operation with a higher power toward 

a common end that the moral life receives its con- 

secration and customary piety its call and support. 

But one cannot co-operate with omnipotence or aid 

in establishing a perfection already promulgated by 

fiat. It would be only a labouring Ged working 

against real obstacles towards an end as yet un- 

attained whom our acts and lives could help, or by 

whom, in any intelligible sense of the word, we could 

be helped. 

We act then towards God and with God as if his 

power were restricted, and we could be of some use 

to him in helping bring in his kingdom, whatever 

the letter of our creed may imply to the contrary, 

and however alert we may be in defending it from 

attack. That alertness indeed is not without its 

justification. The religious consciousness needs and 

assumes in its God power enough to carry the evolu- 

tion of reality through to a happy consummation. 

Belief in God rests ultimately on the need of 

vindicating the assertion and pursuit of the Ideal 
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in the face of discouraging conditions and of assuring 

its ultimate success. For the efficient discharge of 

this function we must believe his power to be 

sufficient, and to postulate his omnipotence. is to 

express this belief by a hyperbole. But the asser- 

tion overreaches itself and defeats its own end. 'To 

say that God is almighty is merely a grandiloquent 

way of saying that the universe is acceptable to 

itself as it stands. And that assertion, as we have 

seen, is to attribute to God a perfection in which 

we take no interest, and to which we can only con- 

form by a repression of natural aspirations and a_ 

renunciation of legitimate goods. It is, in fine, to 

destroy the whole function of God as a warrant and 

support of the moral life. 

So much, in passing, for dualism. Whatever the 

merits of the question may be, its appearance as 

part of the Plotinian theodicy leads us to reopen 

the entire question epi tod tiva Kat ré0ev Ta KaKd, 

and to ask ourselves again, as Plotinus asks himself 

in the eighth book of the first Ennead, what and 

whence is Evil? ‘To do so is to begin a new chapter 

in our study. 



CHAPTER IV 

MATTER AS THE PRINCIPLE OF EVIL 

To the opening paragraphs of the eighth book of 

the first Ennead we have already had occasion to 

refer. We remember how they start with the 

question of what the nature of Evil may be, and, to 

facilitate an answer, turn to the consideration of the 

nature of its opposite, the Good. In the case of 

this discussion, Evil is excluded from the spheres of 

vods and yvy4; it is banished, as in Plato, from 
the whole realm of Being. 

Evil, then, if it is evil, must be sought in the 

realm of Not-being, “as some form of Not-being, 

and as having to do with things that are mingled 

with Not-being, or in some way sharing in it.”? 

Plotinus, however, hastens to define his meaning 

more sharply. 

Evil is Not-being, but not in the absolute sense 

of the word. Its not-being does not mean that it 

1 j, 8, § 1 (72 a-73 c) [vol. i. p. 99, 1. 6 e¢ seq.]. 
2 i. 8,§ 3 (73 c) [vol. i. p. 101, 1. 7 et seg.] elwerar rolvur, 

elmep ori, ev Tois ph odow elvar olov eldds Te TOU ph SvTos by 

kal mepl te TOV pemrypévwv TS ph bvTe 7) drwoodv KowwvotvTav Te 

ph ovr. 
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does not exist, but that its existence is other than 

that of pure Being. At first sight this would seem 

merely a complex way of stating that evil is other 

than good. ‘This in a sense is true, but the state- 

ment is the outcome of much philosophic discussion. 

Plotinus is seeing one of the ghosts by which ancient 

philosophy was haunted, the question of the exist- 

ence of Not-being. Its outlines had been vaguely 

descried by the Eleatics. It had taken more definite 

shape in the Atomists’ assertion of the existence 

of the Void. It had been raised by Plato in the 

Sophist, and it may be fairly said to have appeared 

to Aristotle, who attempted to exorcize it with 

the zpwr? tAyn. And it proved a useful spectre to 

invoke in behalf of Neo-Pythagorean and Neo- - 

Platonic dualism. 

The Plotinian qualification bears some resem- 

blance to Plato’s answer to the question as given in 

the Sophist.1 There the existence of Not-being is 

shown to mean the existence of not-being-this, or 

not-being-that. ‘The not-beautiful is, but it is not 

beautiful. M2 év becomes érepov, the principle of 

differentiation between various classes of things, all of 

which, though they exclude one another, participate 

equally in Being. , 

This, however, is not altogether Plotinus’s thought, 

so far as Evil is concerned. Evil exists, indeed, and 

its Not-being is to be explained as “not- being” 

relatively to the Good. But this “not-being” is 

1 Sophist,-237-59. 
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more than a mere logical negative. It has a meta- 

physical significance as well. For the Good is the 

source and entirety of Being. Not to be the Good, 

then, means not to be Being. And in proportion as 

a thing is removed from the Good, in that proportion 

it lacks Being. Everything, so far as it is, is good. 

Kvil, one might say paradoxically, as far as it is, is 

good. The paradox would be explained by Plotinus 

by the statement that the fact of the existence of Evil 

is conditioned by the source of all existence, but its 

value is due to the degree to which the Good, 

diminished and spent, has died away in the evil part. 

We are not, to be sure, really rid of the paradox, 

but to that we shall return later. 

It is perhaps to emphasize this difference, and 

apparently with the examples given by Plato in the 

Sophist of rest and motion, that Plotinus goes on 

to say that Evil is not “ Not-being” in the sense 

in which rest and motion are Not-being. Motion, 

Plotinus had elsewhere defined as transition from 

potentiality to actuality, and had designated its 

existence as accidental.!. But Evil, as we shall see, 

cannot be described as merely a property or accident ; 

nor could it be regarded as potential Being or as 

incidental to the passage from potentiality to 

actuality. That would have been to reverse the 

whole process of emanation. Evil is due to a dis- 

tinction in values, founded not upon a progress from 

1 vi. 22, § 3 (638 a)[vol. ii. p. 354, 1. 17 et seqg.]. Cf. ii. 6 
(129 a-s) [vol. i. p. 172, 1. 4 e¢ seq. ]. 
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lower to higher, but upon a degeneration of the 

higher into the lower. | 

_ This thought stands out in sharp contrast to 
that of Aristotle. In both systems, indeed, the 

relatively actual and higher is prior logically and 

metaphysically to the relatively lower and potential. 

But the direction of the world-process in one system 

is opposed to that of the other. For Aristotle it is 

essentially an ascent, a progression, a realization by 

Matter of higher and higher forms and more and 

more actuality. Plotinus, to be sure, keeps the 

“ upward-way ” in his doctrine of the return of pvyz 

to the One; but this upward way is inner and 

mystic; a process of salvation in which the process 

of creation is revoked. Creation is not aspiration — 

towards the One, but emanation from it, in which 

Being and actuality undergo a regressive diminution. 

To return now to the text. Evil must be re- 

garded as an image of Being, or rather of Not-being. 

This image we find present in the sensible world 

and its properties, or in something essential or 

accidental to it and them. We may picture it as 

a sort of Alpha-privative of form, determination, 

and self-sufficiency. This character of want and 

insufficiency is not an attribute of the evil principle, 

but is its essence and being. Nor is Evil merely a 

property or attribute. It also exists in and for 

itself, like the Good. Just as we may distinguish 

two kinds of good, the Good xa@’ atré, and the 

goodness of things which participate in the Good, 
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so we may discriminate between what we may call 

adjectival and substantival Evil, evil as a quality 

and attribute of objects, and Evil as a principle or 

substance by which the property is imparted. 

Substantival and adjectival Evil are also termed 

respectively apdrov xaxdv or primal, and dedrepov 

kaxov or secondary Evil. 

“That which underlies structures and forms and 

shapes and measures and bounds, and is embellished 

with order not its own, which has nothing good of 

itself, and is, as it were, a shadowy image in com- 

parison with real existence, and is the essence of 

evil (if there can be an essence of evil)—such might 

reasoning find to be primal and absolute Evil.” 

Bodies are evil secondarily, not absolutely. Evil 

inheres in them as the result of their participation 

in Matter. Hence their nature is such that it has 

no true form, is bereft of life, full of internal strife, 

disordered in its own motion, a hindrance to the 

soul and the soul’s activities, and in constant 

Heracleitean flux.? Evil, then, we might say, is an 

essential property of the corporeal. 

“Of wvy7, however, Evil is but an accidental 

property. The soul is not evil in herself, nor are 

all souls evil. By reason, however, of her union 

with the body, and of the vegetative and sensitive 

power involved therein, she is liable to the solicita- 

tions of the senses and passions, and by giving way 

1 i, 8, § 3 (73 E-74 B) [vol. i. p. 101, 1. 13 e€ seq.]. 
? i. 8, § 3 (74 a) [vol. i. p. 102, 1. 10 et seq. ]. 
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to these becomes soiled and corrupted by the evil 

| principle. As long, however, as she does not heed 

these solicitations, she remains innocent and un- 

defiled! The perfected and intellectually inclined 

soul is ever pure, and removed from Matter and all 

indeterminateness and lack of measure and Evil; nor 

does she see or come near them. She remains pure, 

determined wholly by Mind. But if she does not 

remain thus, and goes out from herself, then by 

reason of not being determined by the perfect and 

the primal, she becomes, in proportion as she lacks 

them, the shadow of her perfect self. She is filled 

with indeterminateness and sees darkness, and 

already has hold of Matter, seeing, as it were, what 

she does not see, just as we also speak of seeing 

darkness.” 2 

The point is further developed. We are not the 

principles of Evil. We do not produce it. It is 

prior to us. “The evil which lays hold of men lays 

hold of them without their willing it. Indeed, 

there is a flight from evils existing in the soul, open 

for those who are able to flee. Not all, however, 

are able.”® It follows that vice is not absolute Evil, 

nor even an essential property of the soul, since it 

is not present in all men, and where it is present, 

can be overcome and driven out. 

We may object, however, that external and 

1 i, 8, § 4 (74) [vol. i. p. 102, 1. 18 ef seq. ]. 
2 i, 8, § 4 (74. 9) [vol. i. p. 103, 1. 12 et seq. |. 
3 i. 8, § 5(75 £) [vol. i. p. 104, 1. 21 e¢ seq.). 
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physical evils, such as disease and poverty, seem 

incapable of being comprehended within the defini- 

tion. But, answers Plotinus, sickness “may be 

described as deficiency or superfluity, and hence as | 

a lack of order and determination in the body, ugli- 

ness is a lack of determination of Matter by Form, 

poverty is a lack of the necessities of corporeal 

life.1 The negative definition of Evil covers them. 

Metaphorically, then, we may define Evil in re- 

lation to the soul as “ seeing darkness.” This, which 

metaphysically speaking is only secondary, is psycho- 

logically primal Evil, and the darkness itself, which 

in the order of the universe is primal is, relative to 

the contaminated essence of the soul, only secondary.” 

1 7. 8, § 5 (75 p) [vol. i. p. 104, 1. 14 ef seq. ]. 
2 7. 8, § 85 (15 B) [vol. i. p. 103, 1. 22 et seg.]. The foregoing 

quotations and discussions are taken from the passage appended. 
de? oby eival te Kal dme.pov Kad’ avTd Kal dveldeov ad avrd Kal Ta dda 

Ta wpbcber, & Thy Tod KaKod éxapakrnpife Pdowy, Kal el TL per’ exetvo 

ToLovTov, 7) pmeuymévov exer ToUTO 7) BAéwov mpds abTd éott ToLodTov 

} monrikdy éore ToxovTov. Thy dh droKxemevyny cxjpace Kal eldecr Kal 

Moppais kal wérpos Kal mépact kal dddoTply Kdouyw Kocnmoupévny, undev 

wap avTns ayabdv éxovcav, elSwrov dé ws mpds Ta BvTa, KaKod dé 

ovolay, ef tis Kal d¥varac KaKod ovola elvar, ravrnv dvevploxe 6 

Aéyos Kaxdv elvat mp@rov kal xad’ adrd kaxdv. 4. cwudtwv oy 

gues, Kabdcov peréxer Urns, Kaxdv av ein Exar wev yap eldds 

Te ovK GdnOwdv éorépynral Te Swis POelper Te GAANAA Pope TH 

Tap avrtav ardkry éumddid te Wuxfs mpds Thy abrfjs évépyecav pevyer 

re ovclav del péovra, yuxn dé Kad’ éauriy péev od Kaxh ovd ad 

waoa Kakh. ddd Ths ) Kaxh; ofdv, yor, Sovtwoaudvn pev G 

méguke Kakla wWuyfs éyylvecOar, ws Tod addyou Tis wWuxijs 

eldous Td Kaxdyv dexoudvov, duerplay Kal drepBodyv Kal Ere, €& 

ay kal dxodacta kal decdia Kal 7 dAAyn Yuxijs kaxla, dxovowa mabjuara, 

ddgas Wevdels EurroiodyTa Kad Te voulfew Kal dyaba & pevyer Te Kal 

duet, GAG Th Td TemoinKds Thy Kaklay TavTnv Kal Os els apxhv 

éxelvnv Kal airlay dvdéers ; 7) mp@rov pév ovdk &Ew bys ode Kad’ avrhy 
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The theory as thus outlined runs counter in all 

its implications to that doctrine of the possibility 

of varieties of perfection upon which Plotinus so 

strongly insists. Kinds of perfection have to become 

grades of imperfection, progressively increasing as 

the light of Being dies through shade after shade of 

obscurity into the absolute darkness. They can be 
viewed in no other way. Whether or no Plotinus 

is conscious of his contradiction of himself, he will 

not allow it to exist. He warns us, in fact, against 

the logical conclusion of what he has said. Evil 

does not consist in deficiency of any sort whatever, 

but in universal deficiency ; deficiency in all respects 

(éAAciWer ev TH wavtede?). For,” he explains, “ what 

is slightly deficient in the Good is not evil, since it 

can also be perfect relatively to its own nature. 

But whenever a thing is altogether deficient, as 

Matter is, such deficiency is essential Evil, and has 

n Wuxh ) Toadtrn. pémxrac ody duerpla Kal dporpos eldovs Tov 

Koopobvros Kal eis pérpov dyovros* cwuare yap éyKéxparae UAnv 

éxovre. €merra dé kal Td Aoyifduevov ef BAdmToLTO, Spay KwdVerat 

kal Tots wdBeot Kal T@ émicxoreioba TH Un Kal mpds UAnv vevevKévat 

kat ddws od mpds ovclav, GAA mpds yéveow par, Hs apxh | Urns pious 

otrws ofoa KaKh ws Kal 7d unrw év adrh, udvov dé BréYar eis adriy, 

dvamimddvat Kako éaurijs. dmoupos yap wavTed@s odoa dyabod Kal 

arépnors TovTou Kal &xparos edrdewis eLouorot éavry wav 8 mu av 

avThs mpocdyra drwootv. 1 pev obv Tedela Kal mpds votv vevovoa 

yuxn del Kabapa Kal trynv dméorparra Kal 7d abpioroy drav 

kal 7d duerpov kal Kaxdv ore 6pG otre weddfer* Kabapa ody péver 

dpicbeica TG mavredas. 1 Se ph pelvaca Tolro, adn €& adbrijs 

mpoehotca TE wh Terelw unde mpdrw olov Wwoarua éxelvys TE 

€\relupate Kabdcov évéurev dopiorias mAnpwheioa oKdbros Opa kal 

Exec Hn UAnv Brérovoa els 8 uh Bréwet, ws AeyoueOa opay kal 7d 
oKO6TOs. 
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no share in the Good.”! It may be that Plotinus 

means to include in general deficiency, the deficiency 

of a thing not only as compared with other kinds of 

things, but with respect to its proper perfection as 

well. Or it may be that we have here another 

attempt to reconcile kinds with grades of perfection 

by insisting that there is a point in deficiency at 

which it becomes evil; namely, when a thing is 

wanting “not only in the nature of something else, 

but in its own nature as well.” 

There follows upon the passages we have been 

examining the discussion already noted of Plato’s 

assertion in the T'heaetetus of the necessity of Evil as 

a contrary to the Good. Then Plotinus summarizes 

the argument, so far as it has gone, as follows :— 
“That which is in essence unmeasured is primal 

Evil; that which becomes unmeasured, whether 

through similarity or participation, is, by virtue of 

what has befallen it, secondary Evil. Thus darkness 

is primary, and that which is darkened is secondary 

Evil. Vice, being ignorance and lack of measure 

with respect to the soul, is secondary Evil, and not 

absolute Evil ; just as virtue is not the primal Good, 

1 i. 8, §5 (75 B) [vol. i. p. 103, 1. 26 e¢ seg.]. 5. d\n ei 7 
Eres TOO dyadov airia rod épay Kal cuvetvac TG oKdret, Td KaKdv 

eln Qv &v TH A\dNelWer TH Yuxy Kal mpGrov—sebrepov Sé crac 7d 

oxdtos—kal 7) gdiots Too Kakod ovKére ev TH Un, GAA Kal mpd Tis 

Uys. 9 ovK év TH Grwaodv éeddelWer, GAN ev TH WavTedel Td 

kakdv* Td yor é\Xelrov édlyov Tod dyalod od Kaxdy, Sivara yap 

kal réNecov elvar ws mpds piow Thy avrod. ad bray mavTedes 

érelary, Sarep éotly } UAn, ToiTo Td dvTws KaKkdy undeulay Exov dyabod 

Motpar. 
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but good because it resembles and participates in 

the primal Good.” } 

The rest of the book is devoted to a rebuttal of 

various possible objections. In the first place, it 

may be said that vice is not due to Matter, but to 

a disposition of the body or modification of Matter 

like heat or cold or bitterness or emptiness or 

fulness; in a word, to a form of some sort. But 

even supposing this hypothesis to be true, the cause 

of the evil disposition is still to be found in Matter. 

A form or quality imposed upon Matter and working 

upon it cannot produce without it what it produces 

in connection with it. ‘Thus the form of an axe can 

be nothing without iron. Again, the form united 

with Matter is not what it would be by itself. By 

its union with Matter it is corrupted, and filled with 

a nature contrary to itself and to the Good, and is 

dominated and altered by it. Evil, then, is not a 

modification of Matter by Form, but a modification 

of Form by Matter. It may lie in a disposition of the 

body, but the disposition is evil only in so far as it 

represents a partial disintegration of form and 

measure into formlessness and lack of measure, due 

to the material admixture. 

Apply this directly to the problem of sin and it 

means that Matter is the cause of evil-doing. It is 

1 j, 8,§ 8 (78 B) [vol. i. p. 109, 1. 3 e¢ seqg.]. gorw 5) rpwrws 
bev TO duerpov Kaxdv, Td 5’ év dmerpia yevduevorv 7) duowwoe 7) peTa- 

Ajve TH ocvuBeBnxévae adr@ Sevrépws xaxdv* kal mporws péev 7d 

ox6éros, TO O€ écxoricpévoy Sevrépws waoadTws. Kakla dh dyvora otoa 

kal dmerpla mepl Wuxiv Sevrépws Kaxdv kal ovx avroxaxdv* ovdé 

yap aperh mpGrov dyabdv, adN Bri auolwrat 7} merelAnper avrod. 
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useless to argue that one should overcome Matter. 

The spirit that is tainted by Matter cannot over- | 

come. Our disposition, as we know, is affected by 

bodily changes and states. ‘The only thing to do is 

to flee the bodily and material altogether. Thus 

only can we overcome Evil. 

The objection here treated is discussed in its 

more metaphysical aspects in the book on Matter. 

There it appears as denial of the possibility that 

the substratum of things may stand for a common 

quality in all the material elements. Plotinus asks 

four questions in reply: First, what is this quality ? 

How shall we describe or define it? Second, how 

can a quality be a substratum, or, in other words, 

how can an adjective be a substantive? ‘Third, how 

can quality, which has no matter or extension, be 

perceived in what will also have no extension? 

Finally, how can this quality, if it be describable, 

be called Matter ? 

On the other hand, if, like the substratum of 

definitions, it cannot be defined, it will not be a 

quality, but the Matter of which we are in search. 

Secondly, the important point arises how Matter 

or Evil can be an object of knowledge. Virtue we 

know quite properly through the instrumentality 

of the intellect, since the highest faculties of 

the mind have in virtue an object akin to and at 

one with themselves. In recognizing the Good in 

the world, reason is-but finding itself. But how can 

the intellect whose thought is Being, think or know 
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what is relatively “‘ Not-being”—and know it precisely 

in its deficient character. 

The possibility of such knowledge with respect 

to adjectival Evil is first discussed. The conclusion 

is that we know the badness of a thing as a 

departure from a standard set by what we consider 

the proper form. and entelechy of the thing in 

question. ‘The object offers enough that is positive, 

enough traces of form for us to infer what Idea is 

seeking expression there, and hence for us to be 

aware that this Idea is but imperfectly embodied. 

“We see in part only, but we infer the nature of 

what is absent from what is present. ‘That is, the 

absent is really present formally or ideally, though it 

fails to appear in the particular instance of the form. 

In the same way, we succeed in making vice an object 

of discourse, leaving at the same time its deficiency 

in the sphere of the indeterminate and undefined. 

For example, if we see Matter wearing, as it were, 

an ugly mask because Reason has not sufficiently 

mastered it to hide its ugliness, we represent Matter 

to ourselves as ugly through its lack of form.” * 

Here, however, our knowledge of the indeter- 

minate rests upon a co-ordinate knowledge of the 

determinate. We know the partial lack of form 

through its partial presence which gives thought a 

point @appui. But how are we to know what is 

absolutely without form and incapable of determina- 

tion qua itself, if knowledge means determination ? 

1 i, 8, § 9 (78 ae) [vol. i. p. 109, 1. 19 e¢ seq.]. 
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So far as we know Matter, it is no longer Matter 

that we know. It is Matter determined and defined 

by our thought, by some form, and subsumed by 

it under some concept. : 

This difficulty had been met by Aristotle with 

the assertion that Matter in itself is unknowable.! 

Form alone is a possible object of discourse.” 

Plotinus, however, is under the spell of Plato’s vé00s 

Aoywrpds, or “spurious concept.”* ‘To illustrate 

what he means, Plotinus takes refuge in an analogy. 

We know Evil and Matter, as we see darkness which 

is absence of light, the only medium of seeing. Nois 

becomes another vots, a sort of unreason, giving up 

its own nature in order to see what is opposite 

to that nature.* 

1 Aristotle, Met. Z 10, 1036 a 8. 

2 Td., ib. Z 10, 1035 a 1-9. 

3 Plato, Timaeus 52 a-B. 
4 i. 8, § 9 (79 a) [vol. i. p. 109, 1. 25 et seg.]. This discussion 

with the quotation on the previous page is based on the text 
appended. tiv ody éyvwploayey ratra; Kal mp@rov xaxlay rin ; 

dperhv perv yap v@ adr@ kal ppovhce* abriv yap yrwplfe* Kaxlay dé 

was;  domwep xavéri 7d dpOdv Kal wh, otrw Kal 7d wh evapudfov TH 

dpern ; Bdérovres oby adrd 7) wh Bérovtes, THY Kaklay Néyw 5 Thy 

fev wavTedh Kaxlay od Bdérovres, Kal yap dmrepov’ adatpécer ody 7d 

pndapod Trotro* thy 6é wh mavredh TH EAr|lrewy ToUTW. pépos ody 

dpavres TH mapdvT. wéper Td drdv NauBdvorres, 8 éore wev ev TO Sw 
elder, exe? 5¢ Arrest, o'rw Kaxlav Néyouev év dopioTw Td éoTEpnucvov 

katandirbvres. Kal 5h érl rips UAns olov aloxpdv Te wpdowror lddvres ob 

Kparhoavros év adT@ Tod Adyou, Wore KpUWat Td Tis UAns aloxos, alox pov 

gavraviueba TH Tod eldovs ENrelWer. 6 5é undauy eldous Terie, 

ras; )7d wapdray adapodvres av eldos, @ uh TOOT mdpeori, é-youev 

elvac UAnv, duopdlay kal avrol é&v hiv AaBdyTes ev THE wav eldos 

dgedeiv, ef wéd\Nomev Ornv OedoacGar. 61d Kal vods &ddAos odTos, ov 

vous, ToAunoas ide TH wh avTod. 
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In another passage in the book on Matter, he 

seeks to explain his meaning. How will you con- 

ceive of that which is without quality ? he demands. 

What will our thought or rational impression of it 

be like? It will be indeterminateness, is the reply. 

“For if like is known by like, then the indeterminate 

will be known by the indeterminate. There might 

indeed be a definite concept of the indeterminate, 

but the impression or intuition of the indeterminate 

would be indeterminate.” That is, I can define a 

concept by saying that it is the concept of the in- 

definable. Such a concept cannot properly be 

called knowledge, since it says nothing of its object 

save that it is unknowable. Nor can it properly be 

called ignorance, since it is, as it were, conscious of 

its ignorance. 'That I cannot define is itself a defini- 

tion. That I cannot know is itself an act of 

knowledge. Plotinus is insistent that the intuition 
of indeterminateness is not blank ignorance or 

absence of impression. It is, he says, reverting to 

the analogy of “seeing darkness,” as positive an 

impression as that which the absence of light makes 

upon the eye. We are aware of blackness which we 

define as absence of colour, light, and form. 

To think, then, of “Not-being” is indeed to 

think of nothing. But to think of nothing is not 

to cease to think. The thought of nothing is the 

result of abstracting all form and determinateness 

from an object and dwelling upon the formlessness 

which is left after one has thought away every mark 
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and attribute. Such thought Plotinus can describe 

only in the words of Plato as a bastard concept or 

presentation, not knowledge, but composed of the 

“Other” and the false. 

At the same time, it is difficult for the soul to 

maintain this impression of indeterminateness. By 

her very definition of it as indefinable, she gives it, 

as we have seen, a spurious determinateness. Her 

essential operation is formative. As soon as she 

touches Matter, she gives it structure and determina- 

tion; she thinks it under the form of material 

objects. “She is pained by the indeterminate as by 

a fear of being outside reality, and cannot bear to 

remain long in Not-being.” ! 

1 ii. 4, § 10 (164 pb) [vol. i. p. 158, l. 7, p. 159, L. 11]. rt of 

vonow dpéyebes ev UAn; TE 5é vojoes droov drwoody; Kal ris H 

vénots Kal THs Stavolas % émtBorh; 7 dopiorla* el yap Tw duolw Td 

buotov, Kal TH doplaorw 7d dbpicrov. Dédyos per ody yévoTo dy Tepi 

Tov doplatov wpicpuévos, 7 O€ mpds avrd émiBorhn dépicros. ei 8 

Exacrov Noy Kal vojoer ywwwioKxerac—évTad0a dé 6 pev Adyos dé yet, 

& dn Ayer wepl adrijs, | dé BovrAouévy elvac vénows od vdnots, GAN 

olov dvowa waddov—vd0ov av ein 7d hdvtacua av’rfs Kal ov yvhovov, 

€x Oarépov ovK adnOots Kal wera Tod Barépov Nébyou cvykeluevor. 

kal taxa els ToUTO Brérwr 6 IlAdrwr vd0@ Aoyiou@ etre Anwrhy elvac. 

tls otv 7 dopiotia THs WuxAs; Apa mavredijs dyvoia ws drovola; # 

év karapdce. Twi Td ddpicrov, Kal olov dp0aduq@ 7d oKdros Udy dv 

mwavTds dopdrov xpwuaros, otrws otv Kal Wuxh adedodoa boa éml 

Tois ala@nrois olov pis Td Notrdv ovdKéTL €xovea dploa duoodra TH 

bye TH €v oKéTw Ta’rév ws ywoueévy TéTE TES olov dpa. Gp’ odv 
6pa; 4 otrws ws doxnuoctvny Kal ws Axpoay Kal ws drapes Kai 

mpocére O¢ ws ovK exov péyeOos* ef 5é uy, eidoroijoes Hdn. Bray 

oy under von, ob ravTd Tolro wept Wuxtv wdfos ; H ov, dAN’ Gray pev 

pndev [von], Aéyer undév, wGddov 5é wdoxe ovdév* Srav dé Thy brn, 

otrw mdoxet wdOos ofov TUrov Tov dudppov* émel kai bray Td weuop- 

pwuéva Kal TH wepmeyeOvoueva voy, ws civOeTa voet* ws yap Kexpw- 

opéva kal SAws werowyéva. 7d Sov ovv vos? kal Td cuvdudw* Kal 
e 

évapyis pev 7 vonots } 4% alcOnots Trav érdvTwr, duvdpa dé 4% Tod 
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So much for the difficulties connected with the 

possibility of conceiving the indeterminate. , Another 

travels hard on their heels. How can that which is 

without determination or quality be called evil? 

This difficulty goes back to Aristotle. It is not 

perhaps fair to say that he shirked it, but we do 
him little injustice if we say that it was ignored by 

him. © Certainly it never received any adequate 

treatment at his hands. And not only is it implicit 

throughout his doctrine of zpwri An, but he involves 

himself in it almost deliberately, as it would seem, 

in a very interesting passage in the Metaphysics. 

“'That the actuality,” it runs, “is better and of 

more value than the potentiality which strives after 

it, is clear from what has been said. For in the 

case of things said to be potential, the same thing 

is capable of opposite determination. For example, 

what is called the potentiality of being well, is at 

the same time the same as the potentiality of being 

ill. To be well and to be ill have the same potenti- 

ality; similarly to be at rest and to be in motion, 

and to build and to demolish a house; and in the 

case of the house to be built and to be demolished. 

The potentiality of opposite determinations, then, 

broKxeyévov, Too dudppov' ob yap eldos. 8 ofy ev TH byw Kal 

ovvbérw Nap Bdver pera rdv érévrwy dvadicaca éxeiva Kal xwploaca, 

‘8 karadelre 6 Adbyos, ToODTO voet duvdpOs duvdpdv Kal oKorewds 

okorewov Kal voet o8 voodoa. Kal éretdh obK Euevey 00d adrh h tAn 

&pmoppos, adn’ év rots mpdyuacly éort penoppwpevn, kal ) PuxH evOdws 

éréBanre 7d eldos rev mpayudrwv ary ddyotca TG doplorw, olov PbBw 

Tod gw Trav dbvtwy elvar Kal ovK dvexouévyn ev TH wh ovTL emuTod 
éordvat. 
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can exist at the same time, but the opposites cannot 

exist at the same time. Nor can the actualities 

exist together, as, for example, to be well and to be 

ill. Hence, one of these must needs be the Good, 

but the potentiality is equally the capacity of both 

or neither. The actuality then is better. But it 

also follows that in the case of Evil, the completed 

fact and actuality would be worse than the potenti- 

ality. For the potentiality is one and the same 

capacity for both opposites. Clearly, then, there is 

no Evil except evil facts. For Evil is subsequent in 

nature to potentiality. Nor would there be in things 

primal and eternal, either any evil thing or error, 

or anything corruptible, for corruption also pertains 

to evil things.” 4 

Of the sense of this, there can be no question. 

Good and Evil are alike phenomenal, the substratum 

of the évavriwos is neither. But if Matter be 

absolutely passive and indifferent, then not only 

does it fail to explain the fact of Evil at all, but it 

renders the fact an inexplicable surd. For since 

Form is the source of energy and direction in the 

Aristotelian system, and since energy and direction 

are always for the Good, Matter must be affected 

only by that energy and directed only toward the 

entelechy, and hence must completely embody the 

end in question. Allowing such a thing as a bare 

possibility of opposite determinations, that possi- 

bility could never be more than bare, and could 

1 Aristotle, Met. © 9, 1051 a 4-21. 

R 
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never vitiate, as in fact it does vitiate, the potenti- 

ality of the Good. Allowing that Matter could go 

wrong, it would not, so entirely would it be, accord- 

ing to its logical concept, submitted to the attraction 

of the End and the Good. 

Two considerations, however, will help us in 

dealing with this difficulty. In the first place, we 

must remember that this mutability and indifference 

of Matter is applicable only in the last resort to the 

pwr?) vAn, But pwr) try is little more than a 

hypothesis attenuated to the extreme of abstraction, 

and saved from being pure Not-being only by its 

possibility of becoming something. Matter, in so far 

as we can predicate anything about it, is to some 

extent determinate. We are quite as justified in 

saying ovk éote BAH, AS OVK EoTL KaKdV Tapa TA Tpdypara. 

In so far as it is predicable. and determinate, that 

determination is gua Matter always evil. In any 

object, what we mean by its Matter beyond the fact 

of its individual and corporeal existence is the 

imperfect character of that existence. In so far, then, 

rr Matter stands for a value as well as a fact, that 

bi _|_ value is always evil. To all intents and purposes, 
. 

that is, it is in itself evil. 

This, however, is to postpone, not to settle the 

difficulty. ‘The crux of the question is how Matter, 

being pure passivity and absolute acquiescence, 

could do other than always and completely embody 

‘the perfect Form. ‘The answer could only be that 

the passivity is not really pure, nor the acquiescence 
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absolute. In short, there is a self-contradiction 

here in the Aristotelian system. Logically, perhaps, 

Matter could be reduced to pure potentiality; as a 

matter of fact it could not. In its logical form it 

would not work. Hence, while Aristotle talks of 

Matter as indeterminate potentiality, he uses it even 

in its most indefinite and primal sense as something 

definitely characterized. The opposition of its 

determinations could not be otherwise derived from 

it. Out of the absolutely indeterminate, given even 

the determining form, at the most one determina- 

tion, to and by the form, could arise and even the 

possibility of deriving that one is doubtful. 

The result is that even to the Aristotelian zpwr) 

bAy a positive character must be implicitly attributed. 

If final causation is to work, it seems as if 

something more than mere acquiescence must be 

ascribed to Matter. Upon an absolutely neutral 

medium, the perfect might exert its charm in vain. 

We are forced to posit in Matter a susceptibility 

which is more than a capacity, and amounts to an 

Aristotle actually does attribute to it, however 

inconsistently, an éeors or tendency toward the Good.! 

This affection or épecis it is which is the real efficient 

the success of the Aristotelian identification of the 

efficient with the final cause. The efficient cause 

would seem to lie not in the attraction exerted by 

1 Phys. i. 9, 192 a 18. 

. 

ause of the motion of the universe SOMAyQGUCSTION 
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the Ideal, but in the essential desire of Matter for the 

Ideal. ‘The distinction may indeed be purely logical 

and the two, like Matter and Form, be united in 

fact. Attraction and desire are in operation one 

and the same thing. Still the bases of their opera- 

tions are different and their metaphysical principles 

are distinct. 

In the same way, if Matter is to be determined 

to “privation” as well as to form, we must suppose 

it to be possessed also of a very positive passivity. 

Its phenomenal character as incompleteness in things 

can only be attributed to some sort of real intracta- 

bility. Its power of not becoming, like its power of 

becoming, must be a power exerted. But here also 

we get into difficulties. What is to account for the — 

exertion of the power not to be, for the inclination, 

that is, not to realize the Good? Although the 

eects Of Matter for the Good may have to be con- 

ceived as a priori, innate, and not instilled by the 

Good, its existence is yet correlative to, and bound 

up with, the attraction of the Ideal. The contrary 

inclination in Matter should imply the existence of 

an anti-ideal. A positive cult of Evil, as well as of 

the Good, would have to be attributed to Matter ; 

and the mixed and incomplete character of the 

world put down to the eternal hesitation of tAy 

between the attractions of God and the devil. Still, 

even admitting this, the situation is little relieved. 

Two equally positive tendencies toward Being and 

Not-being would amount to the same thing as the 
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strictest neutrality towards both. The fate of 

Buridan’s ass, for example, would have been no less 

pathetic had it been equally indifferent instead of 

equally drawn to the two bales of hay. But if the 

one tendency is stronger than the other, what is to 

account for their inequality? If both are allowed 

to exist, both have exactly the same reason for 

existence, and therefore exactly the same strength. 

Finally, though both tendencies must exist in 

Matter to some extent actualized, it is at the same 

time impossible to see how they can do so if the 

constancy of the imperfection in the universe, or 

even the existence of a mixed world of good and 

evil, is to be explained. How can Matter have at 

the same time an actual tendency towards becoming, 

and an actual tendency towards not becoming, this 

or that form? ‘The unthinkableness of such a 

condition is recognized by Aristotle himself in his 

dictum that\opposite determinations cannot exist at 

the same tim&{though they may be deduced from a 
common potentiality capable of becoming either one 

or the other 

Such are some of the perplexities which lurked 

in the Aristotelian conception of Matter as the 

indeterminate subject of all determinations. They 

might also seem to be involved in the Stoic assertion 

that Matter is without quality and receives its form 

from an active principle, Aoyos or Reason or God, 

which permeates and animates it,! were it not for 

1 Diog. Laert. vii. p. 134; Seneca, Hp. 65. 2. 
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the monistic assertion that its compliance with the 

formative power is absolute and that its determinations 

in spite of appearances are all perfectly good. There 

was then considerable weight to the objection which 

Plotinus had to consider. It was not, however, the 

first appearance of the objection in outspoken form, 

nor was Plotinus the first to attempt to deal with it. 

It had challenged Plutarch, who had replied to it as 

follows: “ When we talk about Matter, we must not 

go over to the opinions of some philosophers and say 

that it must be thought of as a kind of inanimate 

body, devoid of qualities, inert and inefficient of 

itself. We call oil the matter of a perfume and 

gold of a statue, though they are not in themselves 

devoid of all quality, and the soul itself and the 

thinking faculty of man we hand over to the reason 

to be ordered and harmonized, calling them the 

matter or material of knowledge and virtue. Some 

have made out also that the mind is the place of the 

ideas, and is, as it were, an impression from the seal 

of the intelligible world; and some again consider 

that the seed of a woman [ovum in women] is not 

the potentiality nor the source, but the matter and 

the sustenance of generation. Thus, if we agree 

with such views, we must conceive of this goddess 

(Matter) as having a share of the primal God, and 

as united to him by love of the goodness and 

beauty which surround him. She is never opposed 

to him; but just as we say that a just and 

law-abiding man is in love with justice, or that a 
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virtuous woman who has a husband with whom 

she lives, desires him, so we must say that Matter 

desires God, and is ever in his presence, and is filled 

with the most powerful and purest parts of him.” ! 

Matter, then, in and per se cannot be the cause 

of imperfection. Its nature is_not_intractability, 

— complete acquiescence in Spates of Ga 

divine. There must, Plutarch concludes, b be a third 

principle no less actual and fundamental than God, 

but radically opposed to him. ‘This principle he 

believes he has found in the Evil Soul of Plato’s 

Laws. ‘Of those who attribute to Matter, rather ~—— 

than to the soul, that necessity which is spoken 

of in the T%imaeus, and in discussing the Philebus 

attribute to Matter also that lack of measure and 

determination which has to do with the greater 

and the less of defect and excess, we may ask how 

they will dispose of the Platonic dictum that Matter 

is eternally formless and uncharacterized, devoid of 

all inherent quality and power, and like those 

odourless oils which perfumers employ for colouring 

purposes. It is impossible that what is in itself 

devoid of quality, inactive, and indifferent, should 

be assumed by Plato to be the cause and _ first 

principle of Evil, or that he should call_indetermin- 
A 

— 

\ ateness base and evil-doing; or again, that he should) 

describe it as necessity in constant revolt and 

rebellion against God. For as to that which he 

declares in the Politicus to reverse the motion of 

1 De Is. et Osir. 58. 
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heaven, namely, necessity and innate desire, and as 

to that disordered fusion of ancient Nature as it was 

before it was developed into the present world— 

how came they actually to exist, if what underlay 

them was Matter devoid of quality and of all causal 

power, whilst the Creator was good and wished to 

make all things like himself as far as lay within his 

power? For there was no third principle beside 

these two. Here, indeed, the Stoic difficulty over- 

takes us which introduces Evil from Not-being 

without cause or generation on the ground that it 

is not reasonable that either the good or the in- 

different should have provided either the substance 

or the generation of Evil. But Plato did not fall into 

the same error as these later philosophers; nor did 

he overlook, as they did, this third principle and 

force intermediate between God and Matter, and 

maintain that most absurd of theories, namely, 

that which declares the nature of evil things to have 

crept in from some source or other accidentally and 

of its own accord. . . . On the contrary, he writes 

as follows in the Politicus concerning the world.’ 

‘From God the constructor, the world received all 

that is good in it, but from a previous state came 

elements of evil and unrighteousness, which first 

of all passed thence into the world and were then 

transmitted to animate things.’ And a little farther, 

‘As time went on there was more and more for- 

getting and the old discord again held sway and 

173 “a. 
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there was danger lest the world should be dissolved 

and fall again into a state of indetermination and 

confusion (dvoyoudrys). But confusion has nothing 

to do with Matter, which is devoid of quality and 

distinctions. Eudemus, however, like many others, 

ignorantly chides Plato with having declared Matter, 

which he calls repeatedly the mother and nurse of 

things, to be the root and origin of Evil. It is true 

that Plato calls Matter the mother and nurse, but 

the cause of Evil he makes that force which moves 

_ Matter and is distributed among bodies, a force 

disordered and irrational, yet not inanimate.”! 'This 

he often calls necessity, but in the Laws he calls 

it quite openly the disorderly and evil-doing Soul,? 

. . contrary and antagonistic to the Soul whose 

works are good.® | 

Numenius interprets Plato’s statement in the 

Laws somewhat differently. 'The Evil Soul is not a 

principle extraneous to Matter and acting upon it, 

but expresses rather a hylozoistic quality in Matter ; 

iving an 

improving power of the Good. “Pythagoras and 

“the Stoics-are-agreed that Matter is formless and 

without quality. But while Stoics say that it is 

neither good nor evil, Pythagoras makes it evil. 

In the former case, when asked, with reference to 

some evil encountered on the way, whence evils 

‘ Plutarch, De animae procreat. in Timaeo, 6, 1014 E-7, 
1015 £. 

2 Id., ib. 6, 1014 p. 
3 Id., ib. 7, 1015 F. 

positive ~ recalcitrancy — im abit tne 
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come, they plead that perversity is the cause of 

evils. But they have not explained as yet where 

perversity itself comes from, since according to 

them there are two first principles of things— 

God and Matter. God is the highest and _all- 

excelling Good; Matter, as they think, is neither 

good nor evil. But Pythagoras says... that 

although Providence exists, evils also necessarily 

exist because Matter exists and is of an evil quality. 

But if the world be made of Matter, it is certain 

that it is made of a nature already vicious.” Hence 

‘‘Numenius praises Heracleitus for his reproof of 

Homer for invoking death and destruction upon 

the ills of life and for not realizing that he was 

pleased to demand the annihilation of the world, 

if Matter, which is the source of Evil, should be 

abolished. Plato is also praised by Numenius 

because he asserts that there are two World-Souls, 

the one most beneficent, the other malignant and 

evidently Matter. That whatever moves, however 

slightly, by its own inner and proper motion, is 

animate and possessed of a vegetative soul, is the law 

of all beings which are truly moved. And this Soul, 

indeed, is the author and master of that passible 

part of the soul in which there is something corporeal 

and mortal and like to the body, just as the rational 
part of the soul has for author Reason and God.” ! 

In Philo, the Aristotelian difficulty appears again, 

1 Chalcidius, Jn Timaewm Platonis, 295 (Mullach, Fragmenia, 

ii. p. 244, Ed. 1860). Cf, 297. 
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complicated by an absence of even that discrimina- 

tion which we find in Aristotle between zparn tA 

and Matter plus a minimum of determination. Philo 

confuses both senses, talking of Matter now as 

absolutely without quality or determination, now 

as possessed of a definite evil character. It is 

“inanimate and immobile of itself, being moved and 

ordered and animated by the (divine) intellect.” ? 

It is “without quality or form,” “discordant and 

capable of dissolution, and furthermore corruptible 

of itself, irregular and unequal.” It is definable as 

that which in itself is without formal determination, 

and is therefore capable of becoming all things; as 

Not-being ; also as the empty and wanting, or as the 

dark.? “God called Not-being into Being, order out 

of disorder, the quantitative out of the unquantitative, 

and likeness out of the unlike, and agreement and 

harmony out of the unagreed and discordant, and 

evenness out of the uneven, and light out of the dark- 

ness.” ‘For Matter was of itself dissolved, un- 

qualified, inanimate, full of otherness and want of 

harmony and discordancy. But it received a change 

or transformation into the opposite and_ best 

conditions ; order, quality, likeness, sameness, accord, 

harmony, and everything that belongs to the Ideal.” 

1 De mund. opif. 
2 Quis rer. div. Her. 500 c (492). Cf. De mundi opif. 4 § 

(5m); De prof. 451 © (547) ; De somnis, 1114 B (665); Quis rer. 
div. Her.“ 503 (495), 4; De prof. 479 (475 c). 

3 Zeller, Phil. der Griech. u1. ii. pp. 435-6. 
4 De creat. princip. 728 (367 m). 
5 De mundi opif. 5 a. 
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Self-contradictory as the position set forth in 

these quotations is, if taken at its face value, and 

little as Philo does towards further explanation of 

this meaning, the paradox is not really so glaring 

as it seems. ‘The indeterminateness of Matter can 

in a way be reconciled with its evil character in a 

system as insistent upon metaphysical evil as is 

Philo’s. 'The world is necessarily evil because it is 
not God, in whom alone the only kind of perfection 

is embodied. And Matter as the principle of 

individualization and of cosmic existence, however 

amenable it may be to the divine, and however 

faithful a copy of the Ideal it may reproduce, is 

evil in that it exists at all. It needs no malignant 

outer force to explain its intractability. The force 

which enables it to persist in its separate being 

is sufficient for that. 

We come now to Plotinus’s reply to the problem. 

“Tf Matter,” he begins, “be without quality, how 

can it be evil? By its being without quality we 

mean that it possesses of itself none of those qualities 

which are received into it, and inhere in it as their 

substratum; but we do not mean that it has no nature 

of its own. If then it have a certain nature, what is 

to prevent this nature from being evil, though not 

indeed evil in the qualitative sense? For quality is 

that by predicating which something else is qualified. 

Quality, then, is an accident and a predicate. Matter, 

however, is not a predicate, but the substratum with 

which accidents are concerned. So because quality, 
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whose nature is to be an accident, is not attributed 

to it, Matter is said to be without quality. If, there- 

fore, quality be itself without quality, how can Matter 

which has not received qualities be called qualitative ? 

We are right in-saying that it is both without 

quality, and also evil. For it is not called evil because 

it has quality, but because it has not. Otherwise, 

were it a form, although an evil one, it might still 

have a nature not contrary to Form.” ! | 

But, it may be objected, is not Matter qualified 

by just this lack of quality? “What is to prevent 

Matter, whose nature it is to participate in no other 

quality, from being qualified by precisely this non- 

participation, possessing as it does in any case a 

certain peculiarity of its own, and differing from 

other things by virtue of being deprived of them ?” ? 

Plotinus’s reply involves a discussion of the rela- 

tion between tAy and orépyois for which we are not 

1 i, 8, § 10 (79 c) [vol. i. p. 110, 1. 8 ef seq.]. Kal rabra per 
TavTy. Grows 5é¢ odoa mas Kaxy; } dows Néyerar TH pndev Exew 

abriv ép’ éauris Tobrwr rdv rowrhrwr, as déEerar kal [al] év airy 

ws UroKemévyy Ecovrat, ob why ol'rws, ws undeulay piow exew. ef 5} 

exer Tid piow, Tavrnv Thy pow Ti Kwrver Kakhy eivat, ovx otTw 5é 

kakhy, ws moby ; érecdh kal Td towdv TOOTS éort, Kad’ 5 erepov mrocdv 

Aéyerat. gcuuBeBnkds ody 7d mov Kali év G\\w* FH SE UAH ovdK ev 

Aw, GAG 7d droxeluevoy Kal Td cuuBeBnxds wept atrd. Tod ody 

mood Tiv piow ouuBeBnkdtos éxovTos ov TuXoVca Amoios éyeTaL. 

el rolyvuy kal 9 movdryns avr) dros, ras An od Se~auévyn roidryra 

mou av réyoro; dp0Gs dpa réyerar Kal daoos elvar kal KaKh* ov 

yap Néyerat Kakh TH moidtnTa €xew, GAA MaAAOV TH moidryTa wh 

éxew, wa wh 7 tows Kaxh eldos ofca, adda évaytia TE elder Pars. 

2 ii. 4, § 13 [vol. i. p. 62, 1.4 et seg.J. rb od» Kwrde 
dmrowov pev elvat TH Tov &drAwWY undemds TH aiTHs piocer peréverr, 

avr@ d¢ rovTH TH pndemas weréxe wordy elvac ldvdTyTAa WavTws TiVd 

éxovcay kal Tov d\N\wv diapépovear, olov orépycly ria éxelvwr ; 
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quite ready. But so much of it as is immediately 

relevant is as follows: “The peculiar property of 

Matter is not Form, for it consists in not being 

qualified and not having any form. It is absurd to 

call Matter qualified because it is without quality; 

that would be like saying that through its very lack of 

magnitude it has magnitude. Its peculiar property 

then is not other than, or predicated of, itself, but lies 

rather in the relation it bears to other things, 2.e. that 

it is none of them. Other things, however, are not 

merely other, but each is ‘something,’ that is, each 

has a form. But Matter might with propriety be 

called merely an ‘other, or perhaps ‘other’ in the 

plural, in order to emphasize its indeterminateness 

and not define it, as one would by calling it ‘ other’ 

in the singular.” ! 

The nature of Plotinus’s emendation of the 

Aristotelian position must be plain. He agrees 

with -Aristotle that Matter as the substratum 

of all determination is itself absolutely without 

form and quality. But he disagrees with him in 

the inference that Matter is therefore prior to good 

and evil and of itself neither good nor evil. ‘This 

‘inference, as we have seen, Aristotle was unable to 

1 ii. 4, § 13 [vol. i. p. 162, 1. 32 e¢ seqg.]. “i FEidiédrys Tis Urns 
od uopphh* Td yap wh mod elvac und? eldds Te Exerv* dromov Oo, 8re 

Mh mod, mowdy éyew Kal duorov Te, bri dpéyebes, aire rovTw 

péyeos éxev. eorw otv 7H ldtdrns adris obK\dddoy Tt } Sep eorr, 

Kal ob mpdcxerrac 7 idvdrys, GANA wadAdAov év oxéoe TH mpds TA &AXa, 

ért ANXO adr@yv. Kalra wey ddra od} uwdvov dda, dANG Kal Te Exacrov 

ws eldos, arn 5é_mpemévrws av déyotro pdvov GdX\o* Taxa dé Adda, 

Wa uy T@ &ddo Evixes Oploys, GAA THE GAda 70 adprorov évdelEy. 
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justify, but had always to treat Matter as if it were 

possessed of a positively evil character. In so doing 

Plotinus would assert that Aristotle was right, and 

right also in denying to Matter all quality and 

determination. The latter’s confusion lies in con- 

sidering the opposition between good and evil to 

be an ordinary case of évavtiwc1s between contrary 

determinations. This is not true. Good and evil 

are opposed as determinateness and indeterminate- | 

ness. ‘To assert, as Aristotle does, that they represent 

contrary formations of a neutral Matter is covertly to 

ascribe the cause of Evil to Form, not Matter. 

Plutarch then was right in his demand for a 

positive malignant power as an explanation of Evil. 

But this demand rested upon precisely the same 

misunderstanding of the true nature of Matter and 

of the opposition between good and evil as that of 

Aristotle; and, in the ascription to it of an éfeors or 

appetite for the Good, upon a greater misunderstand- 

ing. For Matter is without quality, as Aristotle says. 

But this lack of quality does not imply lack 

of significance in point of value. Matter is not, 

because it is indeterminate, a substratum equally 

indifferent and hence equally compliant to de- 

termination to good and ill. For all determination 

is good. 'To speak of determination to the bad is 

a contradiction in terms. All the properties and 

qualities that inhere in and give structure to Matter 

are lent to it by the seminal reasons, the outgoing 

and formative powers of the archetypal and perfect 
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world. Quality, then, gua quality is good. Its 

origin forbids it to be otherwise. The difference 

between qualities, the opposition between different 

determinations, the évavriwois of “this” and “not- 

this-but-that” are purely logical and involve no 

comparison in point of moral value. They ex- 

press merely the multiple, but harmonious content 

of the intelligible world. 

It is only when I oppose to a thing its blank 

negation, to wit, a mere “not-this,” without any 

specification of a “that,” that I am opposing evil 

to good. To say that I am no kind of an angel, 

but a man, is merely to oppose one determination to 

another in the sense of distinguishing one form of 

being from another. It carries no reproach. But - 

to say simply that I am no kind of a man, is to 

imply that I am deficient in a nature properly mine, 

that I am not the man I am entitled to be by virtue 

of my species. 

The opposition, however, in the latter sense of 

myself to not-myself, or of “this” to “not-this,” is 

not extrinsic, but intrinsic. It is not the opposition 

of one determination to another, but of the blank 

absence of a specific determination to its presence. 

Such an opposition may indeed be described as an 

évavtiwcis, and as we know, Plotinus talks of Evil 

as the opposite of the Good. But the opposition 

implied in it is not the ordinary opposition of ‘one 

thing to another, not the failure of one thing to be 

another signified by “ not-this-but-that,” not the 
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negation of one determination or quality by its 

opposite, but its negation by an intrinsic lack of 

its proper self.1_ Evil, in a word, is a case not of 

érepov, but of pu. 

In some such way, I take it, Plotinus would have 

argued, had we gone to him with our perplexities. 

But his argument, though a fair criticism and a 

valid attempt at correction of the Aristotelian con- 

tradictions, is yet rather a sign than a solution of 

the difficulties in question. For how, we may ask, 

is it possible to ascribe “a certain nature,” icv 

twa, to that which is absolutely without quality 

or determination? How can that be said to exist 

which is the mark or essence or substratum, not of 

the merely relative non-existence, the “ not-this-but- 

that,” implied by the Platonic érepov, but of the 

absolute non-existence of a thing in relation to its 

entelechy? In fine, Plotinus has involved himself 

in all the difficulties of the proposition that Not- 

being exists. 
Had he, indeed, been consistently mystic, he 

might have escaped. For him in that case, as for 

Philo, the érepov of the Sophist would have been a 
sufficient sign of imperfection. ‘‘ Not-this-but-that,” 

when opposed to God would have involved Evil by 

the mere fact of its opposition. The not-divine, 

however full of positive content it might be, could 

not have been other than not-good. Matter as 

the mere principle of the differentiation of the 

1 ii. 4, § 16 (169 pb) [vol, i. p. 115, 1, 22 et seq.]. 

s 
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world from the Deity would have been necessarily 

a principle of evil and its individuation of opposite 

determinations within the world would have been 

no more than a hierarchy of imperfections. So- 

called grades of perfection would have appeared in 

their true light. 

Or again, the naturalist might have avoided the 

pitfall. He, in Platonic fashion, might have re- 

duced yp») dv to érepov, the absolute ‘ not-this,” to 

the relative “ not-this-but-that,” and then, following 

Plotinus, have declared all determinations good after 

their kind, and “this” as good as “that.” The 

result would have been the familiar naturalistic 

world. 

But Plotinus, as we have had occasion to remark 

so many times, tries to combine the two positions 

and falls between two stools. On the one hand, 

he treats different forms of being as different 

kinds of perfection; on the other, as various 

degrees of imperfection. More concretely, every- 

thing that is, is determined, and determined in some 

way or other at every moment of its existence, 

and every determination is by and to the Good, yet 

at the same time nothing at any moment of its 

existence is determined as it should be. I, for 

example, am what I am from instant to instant, 

and am completely that; yet I am not perfect. 

Again the lack of any particular determination is 

treated both as the presence of some other deter- 

mination and as the absence of itself, That is, 
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negation is considered both as differentiation and 

as absolute absence of being—two points of view 

perfectly compatible as long as one does not seek 

to draw from them diametrically opposed meta- 

physical deductions, whose contradictions one de- 

clines to recognize because of the compatibility of 

the original propositions. 

Again, Not-being is not nothing and yet is not 

anything. In’ so far as it is anything, it is positive, 

not negative, Being, not Not-being. Hence it stands 

for good, not evil. But if it is nothing, then what 

it stands for and supports is nothing, and there is 

no such thing as Evil. Plotinus, in fine, could 

neither deny nor affirm the existence of the basis 

of Evil without leaving Evil metaphysically baseless. 

The possibility of holding a middle course was 

doubtless suggested by the analogy of darkness, 

which is the absence of sight and yet is seen. But 

the Matter in which such a string of paradoxes 

could harmoniously inhere could not be otherwise 

than paradoxical. 

To return now to the Plotinian argument. It 

may be objected, he says, “that the nature opposite 

to all Form is privation, and that privation always 

inheres in something else and is not of itself an 

hypostasis ; and hence, that if Evil lie in privation, 

it will also inhere in what is deprived of Form and 

so will not exist in and for itself. Let us apply 

this argument to the soul. If Evil be privation, 

vice will consist in a privation of good within the 
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soul and be not due to anything external. But “if 

the privation be of some form that happens to be 

present, and be a privation of good in the soul, then 

the soul produces the evil within herself by virtue 

of her own seminal reason, and has nothing good 

about her; and in that case, though she is a soul, 

no life.”1 In other words, vice in itself requires 

an explanation. If it be a privation of the soul, 

it is nothing external to the soul in nature, but 

inherent in her essence, since the meaning of orépyous 

is that a thing lacks in and of itself the quality in 

question. But this is to say, that the soul lacks in 

and of herself the Good. But according to the 

Plotinian doctrine, the Good is the source and 

principle of life. Hence the soul will also in and 

of herself lack life, and be soulless. This, however, 

is a contradiction, for the essence of the soul is life. 

It follows that the soul is not deprived of good by 

her own nature, for her nature is good. , 

Still, may not Evil be a partial privation? ‘This, 

replies Plotinus, also involves a contradiction. For 

then, part of the soul will possess and part will 

be deprived of the Good, and her experience will be 

mixed. There will be no such thing as unmixed 

and primal Evil in us. That is, the soul cannot 

by virtue of the same essence be both good and 

evil.” 

1 4, 8, § 11 (p. 79) [vol. i. p. 110, 1. 26 et seq.]. See note below. 
2 See continuation from reference just quoted. The dis- 

cussion and quotation are taken from the text appended. 11. 
GAN 4 évaytia TQ eldec mrayTl piots orépnois* orépnors 2 det é&v 
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In the treatise on Matter, the relations of priva- 

tion to Matter are taken up in a more general way. 

First there is a preface a propos of the objection 

lately reviewed, that Matter would seem to be a 

privation (orépyois) or lack, and that privation is 

certainly a quality. The deprived, the argument 

runs, is qualified by its deprivation. For example, 

the blind man is qualified by his lack of sight. And 

if any single privation qualifies its subject, how much 

more will privation in all respects ? 

But Plotinus answers: “’This is really to turn 

everything, even quantities and essences, into qualified 

things or qualities. And if a thing be qualified, 

quality is present in it. It is absurd, however, to 

make a quality of what is other than quality and is 

dArAw Kal éx’ abris obx vrdcracis’ &ore To Kakov ef év oTepycet, ev 

T@ éoTepnuévy eldovs Td Kaxdv eorac* wore Kab’ éavTd ovK ora. 
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not quality.”! The thread of the argument is hard 
to trace, but Plotinus’s meaning seems to be :— 
If you say that orépyows or privation is a quality, 

then you might as well call quantities or essences 

qualities too. It is certainly no more absurd. And 

again, how can a thing be qualified by being un- 

qualified ? How can the absence of an attribute be 

attributed to it? But, the text proposes, we may 

perhaps call what is other than qualified, qualified, 

because what is “ other” is thereby qualified. What 

is it that is “other”? is the reply. If it be “ other- 

ness,” then it is not a qualified thing, because quality 

is not itself qualified. If it be merely “other,” it is 

not other in itself, but only by virtue of participation 

in difference, and the same by participation in 

sameness. In short, the difference of one thing from 

another is not an attribute of either thing. It adds 

nothing to, and in no way qualifies its essence. 

Difference is a category not a quality, a statement of 

the fact that there is a plurality of beings, not of 

what these beings may be. . 

What, then, is the relation of privation to 

1 ji. 4, § 13 (167 c) [vol. i. p. 162, 1. 19 et seg.]. ed ob» orépyors 
TOUT TeEpi avTHY, Tas ob Tod; ef dé Kal Bws orépyots TeEpl adrHy, 

ért padrdov, el ye OH Kal orépnots moby TL. 6 O€ Tadra éywr Tl 

&dXo F rod kal woéryras wdvTa Tot; WoTe Kal 7) ToodTys Todrys 

av ely kal 7 ovala dé. ei O€ wordy, mpboeote movdrys. ‘yedotov dé Td 

€repov Tov Tro.ov Kal uh Totdy mrovdy Toveiv. el dé, Stu Erepov, mro.dv, el 

pév avroerepdrys, 005’ &s moby’ eel 005 4 movdrns moud* ef 8 

Erepov wdvov, obx €auTH, GAN’ Erepdryre Erepov Kal Travréryre Tavrdv. 

ovdé OH Hh orépynows mrovdrns ovdé trovdv, GAN Epnula mordrynros 7) ddXdov, 

ws 7 avodla Wddou } drovotvy &ddNov* dpows yap 7 orépynots, Td dé 

mov €év kaTrapdcet, 
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Matter? ‘This is the question which we now attack. 

Are they two concepts of one and the same sub- 

stratum? If so, then the two concepts must re- 

ciprocally involve one another, or at least one of the 

two must imply the other. Are they related as, for 

example, snub and nose? In that case, they will be 

two. Or, are they related as fire and heat, where 

the essence of heat involves reference to fire, but not 

that of fire to heat? In that case, privation will 

be a form of Matter, but not the substratum itself.! 

Or, are Matter and privation one substantially, 

though logically distinguished, in the sense that 

privation marks not a positive character of Matter, 

but signifies negatively that absence of Being which 

Matter is? But if privation be Matter by virtue of 

its negative character, its indetermination, and 

indefiniteness, and lack of quality, that is, by the 

identity of its concept with that of Matter, how 

comes it that we ever distinguish its concept from 

that of Matter ?? 

1 ii, 4, § 14 (168 a) [vol. i. p. 163, 1. 10 e¢ seq. ]. 
? ii. 4, § 14. (168 c) [vol. i. p. 163, 1. 29 e¢ seg.]. The discussion 

is based on the appended text. 15. wddw obv fnrnréov, ei kara 
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We have now raised the question of the relation 

of the indeterminate to Matter. Is it an attribute, 

the attribute of indetermination inherent in another 

subject than itself? ‘“ Numbers and seminal reasons 

are determinate, and are principles of determination. 

What is determined by them must be in itself un- 

determined. | But a thing’s indeterminateness cannot 

inhere in it as a property, since all properties are 

determinations. ‘They are, moreover, seminal reasons, 

and the indeterminate cannot be a seminal reason. 

For in what could the indeterminate inhere? In the 

determined? But the determined is not a subject of 
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properties, since Matter is not determined. More- 

over, the indeterminate would destroy the nature of 

the determined. ‘The indeterminate, then, is not a 

property of Matter, but its very self.” + 

But what is it that is indeterminate? Are the 

indeterminate (75 dze:pov) and “ being indeterminate ” 

(rd dzeipw civar) the same? ‘They are not the same, 

is the answer, when Reason as well as Matter is 

involved. In the case of any thing, we might say, we 

can distinguish between its indeterminateness and 

that which is indeterminate ; in other words, between 

the reason or Adyos which constitutes its essence, and 

the blurring of that essence by the vagueness of 

Matter. But where we are concerned with Matter 

alone, the two are the same, or better still, one 

cannot appropriately apply the phrase 7d dzeipy 

eivat, “ being indeterminate,” at all.2- When we talk 

Thy pvow mpocedOdv 7d wépas Kal Tadra ov Kara cUUBeBnkds byTos 
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1 ii. 4, § 15 (168 £) [vol. i. p. 164, 1, 12 et seq. ]. 
* As we shall see in a moment, this does not apply to the 

intelligible world. 
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of a thing “bemg indeterminate,” we imply the 

presence of a seminal reason which is rendered 

indeterminate by Matter. But Matter is not un- 

determined by virtue of a seminal reason of in- 

determinateness. It is undetermined in and of itself, 

and its indeterminateness means opposition to and 

absence of reason. Indeed “just as Reason is Reason 

and nothing else, so Matter, which is opposed to 

Reason and is nothing except indeterminateness, 

must be called indeterminate.” ! 

Is Matter the same as “otherness” or “difference”? 

No, but it is the same as a part of difference, 

difference from Reason and Being. In a sense, then, 

continues Plotinus, Not-being is something and is the 

same as privation, if by privation we mean opposition - 

to Being, which is Being in so far as it is rational.” 

But how can a thing both be and be in a state of 

privation? Is this not to say that it both is and is 

not? This seems to be the meaning of the query, 

“will not the privation be destroyed by the advent 

of that of which it is the privation?” Not at all, 

is the reply. Privation is not a mode, but the 

subject or receptacle of modes. It will not be 

destroyed, but merely modified by its modifications. 

In the same way the subject of determinations is 

not the determined or determination itself, but the 

undetermined gua undetermined. ‘The object is not 

modified by two opposite determinations at the 

1 ii. 4, § 15 (169 c) [vol. i. p. 165, 1. 19 e¢ seq. ]. 
2 ii. 4, § 16 (169 D) [vol. i. p. 165, 1. 22 et seq. ]. 
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same time, but its determinations, congruous in 

themselves, are weakened or blurred by the stuff or 

subject they modify.1 This point has already been 

discussed in considering Plotinus’s treatment of the 

Aristotelian paradox. 

The objection, however, persists. Must not 

determination and limitation destroy by their advent 

the nature of the undetermined, which is not un- 

determined adjectively, but in itself? The trouble 

is, answers Plotinus, that we are thinking of the 

indeterminate as a quantity. Were it quantitatively 

indeterminate, it would be destroyed. But it is 

not quantitatively indeterminate. As it is, the 

indeterminate is endowed with being, actuality, and 

perfection by the advent of determination and 

definition, as the unsowed field by seed, or as the 

female nature by its union with the male.? 

Does Matter, then, remain evil when united with 

the Good? Certainly, for the reason that it needed 

the Good and had it not. ‘ But what needs and 

has something else, stands half-way between good and 

evil if it be impartial toward both. But what has 

nothing, because it is in poverty or rather is poverty 

itself, must needs be evil.” * 

It cannot be said that we reach any very definite 

conclusions regarding the nature of tAn and orépyois 

in these passages. In a sense we are told, indeed, 

that Not-being is the same as orépyois, and orépyois 

1 ii. 4, § 16 (169 E) [vol. i. p. 165, L. 26 et seq. ]. 
2 ii. 4, § 16 (69 £) [vol. i. p. 165, 1. 30 e¢ seq. |. 
3 ii. 4, § 16 (169 £) [vol. i. p. 166, 1. 8 et seq. ]. 
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certainly denotes that absence of form, determination, 

and quality which is the essence, if we may use the 

word, of Matter. Moreover, orépyois is not a state, 

but the receptacle or substratum of a state. And yet 

it is not the same as Matter. It is adjectival and 

secondary. It is intrinsic, whereas vice is extrinsic. 

Thus if vice were ocrépyois we should have to define 

the infirm soul as an essence by nature bereft of the 

Good. But on the other hand, crépyois is not a 

form or a determination. The nature of a thing 

cannot be defined by its lack of its nature. 

I confess I am unable to make much sense of 

these apparent contradictions. My interpretation 

is no more than tentative. But I think Plotinus’s 

underlying thought is something as follows: Zrépyous - 

or privation is involved in the predication of any 

kind of difference. 'Thus if I say I am not an angel, 

but a man, my manhood implies a lack in me of 

angelic nature, and of all forms save the human. Such 

a lack is in truth a kind of negative definition. It 

tells me what I am not, but it implies that I am 

something, and though it leaves that something 

undetermined, it does not declare it indeterminate. 

Still such definition is not true determination. ‘To 

tell what I am not is not to tell what I am. 

But, on the other hand, the negation involved in 

privation is so far without hint of that intrinsic 

negation or absence in me of my proper nature, of 

which vice is the symptom. It merely asserts my 

lack of natures other than my own, a lack which does 
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not in any wise detract from my proper perfection. 

The lack of my proper nature is due to Matter. 

This lack may indeed be described in terms of 

privation, as a privation in me of my entelechy, but 

it is a more special case of privation. 

Privation, then, is not-being, both in the sense 

of not being one’s self, and of not being another. 

In both cases it is adjectival and secondary, and in 

both an absence of determination. Hence in both 

it stands not for a positive state of an object, but 

for a condition subject to, or an aptitude for, further 

determination. But in the one case that further 

determination is the mere logical discovery of what 

the object is meant to be, in the other the moral - 

task of seeing that it perfectly expresses its meaning. 

These considerations I have found helpful in clearing 

up the apparent paradoxes of the Plotinian argument. 

So much for privation and its relations to Matter. 

But another question arises as regards the nature of 

vice. May not vice be an impediment in the soul? 

But in that case the cause of the impediment will 

be absolute and primal Evil. Vice will not be the 

cause of the impediment, for it is not absolute Evil, 

just as virtue is not absolute Good. As we rise from 

and by means of virtue to the absolute Good, so 

from vice as a starting-point we descend to absolute 

Evil, first by looking upon it, if one can speak of 

seeing absolute Evil, and then by becoming evil 

through participation in it. And yet though the 

soul be fallen into evil and darkness, she cannot 
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become absolutely evil; she can only be more and 

more tainted by a nature other and worse than 

herself. She dies so far as she can die, and her 

death is to be engrossed with the body, sunk in, and 

filled with Matter.! 

Or shall we call vice a weakness of the soul ? 

But whence and what is this weakness? Is it to be 

likened to bodily indisposition, and traced to Matter 

which is the cause of disease? But the analogy will 

not hold. Vice cannot be described as a sickness, 

nor is the soul naturally material or subject to 

material dispositions. Moreover, the soul is not 

weak of herself. The soul that stands apart from 

_ Matter, winged as it were and unhindered in her 

| operations, knows no weakness. Weakness, then, is- 

extraneous, due to contact with Matter.? 

But how does the soul, pure and strong in her- 

self, ever get into contact with Matter. How can 

she fall? “If we get a clear and proper under- 

standing of the cause of her fall, then her weakness 

which is the object of our investigation will be made 

evident. There is Matter in things, and there is 

also Soul, and there is, as it were, one place for 

both. Matter is not in one place and Soul in 

another, as if Matter’s place were on earth, Soul’s 

in the air. Rather is there a place apart for the 

soul, inasmuch as she is not in Matter, and this 

means that she is not united with Matter, and this 

1 7, 8, § 13 (80 c) [vol. i. p. 111, 1. 23 e¢ seq. ]. 
2 i, 8, § 14 (80 @) [vol. i. p. 112, 1. 21 e seq. |. 
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that one simple thing cannot be made out of her 

and Matter, and this again that she is not produced 

in Matter as a form in a substratum. ‘This is the 

significance of saying that she is apart. 

But the powers of the soul are many; and she 

has beginning, middle, and end. The Matter which is 

there demands more room and is, as it were, trouble- 

some and wishes to gain an entrance. But the whole 

place is holy, and there is nothing there which does 

not partake of Soul. So in subjecting itself to Soul, 

Matter is illumined, but is not able to grasp the 

source of its illumination. ‘The soul does not triumph 

over its presence and uplift it in spite of its presence, 

for the reason that she does not see it since it is evil. 

On the contrary the admixture of Matter darkens 

and weakens the illumination and the light from 

Soul, providing as it does generation and the cause 

whereby the soul enters into generation. For the 

soul would not of herself have come to what was not 

already present. 

Such then is the fall of the soul—to come in this 

wise to Matter; she is weak, too, because all her 

powers are not operative, hindered as they are by 

Matter seizing the place which she possesses, and 

causing her to shrink, as it were, and making what it 

has stolen evil, until the soul is able to return to her 

own again. Matter, then, is the cause of weakness 

in the soul, and the cause of vice. It is antecedently 

evil, and is indeed the primal Evil. Moreover, if the 

soul when affected by Matter herself creates, and if 
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she communes with Matter, and becomes evil, it is 

Matter which by its presence is the cause. She would 

not have entered Matter, had she not, by her com- 

‘munion with it, undertaken the work of generation.” + 

The passage needs but little comment. In the 

first part Plotinus is apparently arguing against 

Aristotle. Soul and Matter, or to put it in Aristo- 

telian language, Form and Matter have indeed the 

same “place.” ‘They are not separated spatially, 

Soul for instance in the heavens, Matter upon earth. 

But on the other hand there is not the intimate 

logical and substantial union between them that 

1 i. 8, § 14 (81 D) [vol. i. p. 113, 1 16 e¢ seq.]. rod 5¢ rrdparos 
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Aristotle imagined. The finite form is separable 

from, and exists independent of, its particular. The 

soul is not the entelechy of the body, as Aristotle 

said; in Plotinian phrase, she is not united with 

Matter, nor does she exist in it as a substratum. 

Again, when Plotinus says that one “something” 

is not produced out of Soul and Matter, we may 

perhaps see a denial of the Aristotelian contention 

that the individual, not the universal, the réSe ru 

composed of Form and Matter, and not the form 

alone is the real thing. Plato had asserted that the 

universal alone is real, and that the particular is 

but a mutilated fragment, or copy, or shadow of 

it. Plotinus cannot go quite so far because of his 

provision of an intelligible basis for particular souls, 

in his doctrine of Ideas of individuals.. But it is 

the particular soul or form which is the real thing, 

the réde 71, not its union with Matter and body in 

a particular fleshly man, That union indeed is 

rather a diminution of its reality, a blurring of its 

definite. and individual character by the principle 

of indetermination. Men’s souls are individual, we 

might say, but their bodies are compounded of the 

same clay. 

_ The rest of the passage but amplifies the con- 

ception of Matter as a detraction from, rather than 

an ingredient in, the real thing. Matter crowds the 

soul, as it were. It weakens the soul’s powers as 

darkness does light. The soul fades into Matter. 

In this her fall consists. Matter, then, is the cause 
T 
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of the soul’s fall, and of the vice and sin involved. 

Were everything light, the soul’s rays would not be 

diminished and absorbed. She would not have to 

illumine or create. Everything would be illuminated 

and created, or rather there would be nothing but 

illumination. Then nothing would be distinguish- 

able from the One. The One would be all in all. 

Once more, Matter is the origin of Evil. 

We may note in passing how with this ascription 

of Evil to Matter as its cause, any other than a 

nominal distinction between moral and physical evil 

is abolished. Moral evil may be described in terms of 

physical evil and vice versa with equal appropriate- 

ness. Thus on the one hand we may regard sin 

as merely one case of the universal failure of all- 

‘mundane things to realize their entelechies—a 

failure due to the inadequacy of means to ends. 

On the other hand we may regard that inadequacy 

which is the swmmum genus of all physical evil as 

involved in the great cosmic fall and fading of 

yvx7 and Adyos into the darkness and not-being 

of Matter; that is, as implicated in what we may 

call the aggregate sin of all the particular souls and 

seminal reasons. The truth is, that a common defini- 

tion is applicable to both. All evil, be it physical or 

_ moral, may be described as a corruption or darkening 

of the soul or seminal reason by Matter. 

There remain one or two other aspects of Matter 

to be considered; Matter regarded as a physical 

substratum, and Matter in the intelligible world. 
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In his discussion of the first point Plotinus follows 

Aristotle. The necessity for such a substratum is 

proved by the Peripatetic appeal to the phenomena 

of change. Change is transformation. Qualities do 

not alter their natures, but things their qualities. 

There must then be something which passes from 

one to the other.! 

What is this something? Plotinus proceeds to 

criticize the answer given by the hylozoists and 

atomists, Elements are determinations of Matter. 

Such is his general criticism. In greater detail he 

reviews Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Anaximander, and 

Leucippus. 
Apparently misinterpreting Empedocles, he says 

that his elements show that they are not Matter 

by the fact that they are corruptible. Empedocles, 

as a matter of fact, had maintained their incorrupti- 

bility. Plotinus had better have argued that they 

are specific, and therefore a composite of Matter and 

Form. Against Anaxagoras he urges that vots and 

Being must be prior to “the mixture,” 73 péypa. 

For the mixture must exist, must have Being as a 

substratum. If Being be mixed, then this “mixture” 

again must have a common ground, and so on till 

the simple be reached. Again if vots be the creator, 

what is the use of having its material already created ? 

Novs is the principle that could and should impart 

form to it. Of itself Matter should be formless. 

Anaximander he criticizes on the ground that he 

1 Cf. Aristotle, Met. A 2, 1069 b 3-9; 10, 1075 a 30-81, 
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means by the “ indeterminate ” a quantitative infinite 

(75 ddiueirnrov). But a quantitative infinite cannot 

exist either in itself or as an attribute of any being. 

It cannot exist in itself, since the parts ‘of such an 

infinite are themselves infinite. That is, the part 

would equal the whole. (One wonders what Plotinus 

would have said of self-repetitive series, and Cantor’s 

mathematics of the infinite.) Nor could that of 

which such an infinity was predicated be in itself 

infinite, or simple, or Matter. | Finally, the atoms 

of Leucippus are not Matter, for there is no such 

thing as an ultimate atom. ‘There can be no end 

to the division of the corporeal. Moreover, com- 

binations of atoms could never give rise to anything 

but combinations of atoms. The continuous, sensible 

world and the soul cannot be explained by it. | 

Plotinus concludes that the primal Matter, the 

Matter which underlies all elements and determina- 

tions, must be without any qualities primary or 

secondary. It has no colour, temperature, weight, 

texture, structure, magnitude, or composition. All 

such determinations, all determinations of every sort, 

must be introduced into it from without. Else it 

would be in part self-determined and positive. Had 

it, for example, magnitude, it would have a structure 

of its own, and would be not altogether plastic. All 

determinations, those of quantity as well as those of 

quality, are the work of seminal reasons. 

If it be objected at this point that nothing can exist 

that has not magnitude, Plotinus replies that nothing 
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incorporeal has magnitude, yet the incorporeal 

exists. Matter is incorporeal in itself. Body and 

magnitude are determinations acquired by participa- 

tion in Form.' 

The second and more important thing to note is 

the distinction made by Plotinus between sensible 

and intelligible Matter. It may be objected, he says, 

that there is no such thing as intelligible Matter. 

Matter is indeterminate, what is intelligible is 

essentially determinate. The material object is 

compound, composed of Matter and Form, the in- 

telligible, taken by itself, is apparently simple. Again, 

we arrive at the conception of Matter from the 

phenomenon of * becoming” ; but in the intelligible 
world there is no change or alteration. Moreover, 

where could such a Matter come from? If it be 

generated, it must have a principle of its own; if 

it be eternal, there is still a plurality of principles. 

But in that case the plurality of worlds will be con- 

tingent in its existence; that is, will be due to the 

union of these principles, and each intelligible, like 

each sensible object, will be composite and corporeal. 

How then are we to deal with these difficulties ? 

Plotinus begins with a denial of the assertion that 

there is no indeterminateness in the intelligible world. 

Nor, he adds, need we necessarily look askance at 

indeterminateness as an indubitable sign of imperfec- 

tion. It depends upon the kind of indeterminateness. 

1 For all this discussion see. ii. 4, § 6 et seq. foo c et #04) 
[vol. i. p. 154, 1. 29 et seq. |. 
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Thus the soul is indeterminate relatively to vods and 

Reason, by which she is given form and value.. But 

this is not all. In the content of vots itself we are 

able to make a distinction between Matter and Form. 

There are many Ideas, “and if the Ideas be many, 

they must have something in common, and since 

they differ from one another, each must also have 

something peculiar to itself. ‘This something peculiar 

and. differentiating is the form proper to each Idea. 

But if there be Form, there is also something which 

is formed, to which the principle of differentiation is 

applied.” How now shall we describe intelligible 

Matter? To answer this we must ask what the Ideas 

have in common. ‘They all are, and all have unity. 

Blank, simple Being, then, is the Matter or substratum. 

of all forms, and hence of the intelligible world. ~ 

Intelligible, however, is to be sharply distinguished 

from sensible Matter. ‘*’The divine Matter in grasp- 

ing what determines it, gets a determinate and 

intelligible life. But sensible Matter, even when it 

becomes something determinate, is not even then 

living or thinking, but a mere corpse adorned.” In 

other words, the intelligible Matter is completely 

assimilated to Form. Forms do. not fall short of 

their true selves. 

1 ii. 4, § 4 (160) [vol. i. p. 152, 1. 27 ef seg.|. 6 dH Abyos juiv 
brodeuévors TO viv elvar Ta eldn—dédexTar yap év &dots—rpolrw. 
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Another point of contrast is that intelligible 

Matter is a principle of eternal, and not of temporary, 

individuations. - Sensible objects “become,” and 

change into one another, but the intelligible world 

with all its distinctions simply is what it is without 

reference to any time. 

Finally, intelligible Matter is closely connected 

with the category of Difference. “'The Difference 

which is in the intelligible world for ever produces 

Matter, for it is the source of Matter, being the 

primal motion. Hence the primal motion is also 

called difference, because difference and motion arise 

together. The motion and the difference which 

proceeds from the first principle are undetermined 

and need the first principle for their determination. 

They are determined when they turn back to it; 

but before that both Matter and Difference are in- 
determinate and not yet good, and unlit as yet by 

the first principle. For if light proceed from it, that 

which receives the light cannot be said to possess it 

eternally, since there was a time before it received 

it, and possesses it as something alien, since the 

light proceeds from another principle than itself. 

So much by way of exposition, and perhaps more 

than is due, of Matter in the intelligible world.” ! 

1 Cf. ii. 4, § 5 (162 8) [vol. i. p. 154, 1. 16 e¢ seg.]. Kal yap 7 
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It seems at first sight impossible to reconcile this 

treatment of Matter as coupled with Difference and 

finding therein its dpyx7j, with the statement but 

a few paragraphs back that Form is the principle 

of individuation, Matter the common element in 

the Ideas. Doubtless there may be here a real 

confusion in Plotinus’s own thought. Yet the con- 

tradiction is not so serious as it appears. The 

category of Difference may be regarded as the 

source of intelligible Matter without any implication 

thereby that Matter is necessarily the principle of 

differentiation. Plotinus’s real meaning seems to be 

that individuation in the intelligible as in the sensible 

world requires a substratum to be differentiated. 

Only things in the same universe and referable to. 

some common summum genus (in this case “ Being”) 

can be compared with, or distinguished from, one 

another. The category of Difference then necessitates 

intelligible Matter. They are twin-born, as it were, 

from the One, and receive from it alike their being 

and their relations. 

It should not surprise us, however, that we find 

it necessary to posit such a principle as intelligible 

Matter in vots. The intelligible world is the arche- 

type of the sensible world. But to be really the 

archetype of a composite world like our own, it too 

must be composite. There must be in it that which 

mpw déiacBat, pds ovK exer ddnOwdv, GAG AAO by exeL, elrep 7d 
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corresponds to the material substratum in the sensible 

order. A cosmos means an ordering of Matter by 

Form. Nor could Form exist without something to 

receive it.1_ We must distinguish the Aristotelianism 

of this passage from that denial already noted, that 

the 76d 7. in the sensible world is the real thing, and 

that the form cannot exist without sensible embodi- 

ment. Contradictory as the statements may seem 

at first sight, the one is really a reinforcement of 

the other. Having denied the dependence of Form 

upon sensible embodiment for expression, Plotinus 

now shows how each form contains within itself the 

conditions of its own existence. It has, as it were, 

besides its earthly body, a spiritual body. 
' The analogy between the sensible and the in- 

telligible world is further developed. © Just: as the 

structure of the sensible world is an image, or 

shadow, or outer semblance of the constitution of 

the intelligible world, so sensible Matter is but. a 

shadow or image of the intelligible substratum. 

Intelligible Matter is true essence. In vois there is 

no distinction between essence and existence.’ 

Again, a@ propos of the indeterminateness of 

Matter, and of intelligible Matter, its. indetermin- 

ateness is conceived as begotten of the boundlessness 

of the One, whether of its power or. of its eternity. 

The One is not indeterminate in -itself, but creates 

the indeterminate ;. that is, the One is not indefinite, 

' ii. 4, § 4 (161 a) [vol. i. p. 152, 1. 27 et seq. ]. 
2 ii. 4, § 5 (161 £) [vol. i. p. 153, 1. 18 e¢ seq. ]. 
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but indefinable. The indefiniteness of intelligible 

Matter is the shadow of its indefinability. Sensible 

Matter, again, is a shadow of the intelligible. It is, 

however, more indeterminate than the intelligible, | 

since it is further removed from the source of all 

truth and goodness.!_ We may say, in fine, that as 

sensible Matter is not-being in relation to the being 

of the intelligible world, so intelligible Matter is 

being in relation to the super-being of the One.” 

We are now in a position to review briefly such 

aspects of the Plotinian theory of Matter as concern us. 

With the history and forbears of this theory we need 

not trouble ourselves. Suffice it to say that Plotinus 

follows Plato and Aristotle with little innovation. 

From Plato he takes his designation of Matter as . 

not-being, “ other,” indeterminate, receptacle of being 

and determination ; from Aristotle his description of 

it as without qualification or form, blank, potential, 

that which can become all things and is itself no 

thing. It has indeed for him, as for them, its 

function as the principle of the substantiality and 

solidity of the physical world, but in his case, as in 

theirs, its significance is more than cosmological. It 

means not merely that there is a world, but what 

the world is. It is a law or condition rather than 

the stuff of things. It marks a relation which the 

various parts of the world, including ourselves, bear 

to one another, and summarizes their behaviour. 

1 ii. 4, § 15 (169 a) [vol. i. p. 164, 1. 29 e¢ seq. }. 
2 ii, 4, § 16 (170 B) [vol. i. p. 166, 1. 15 e¢ seq. ]. 
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That for which it stands, in their relation and be- 

haviour, is a certain underbreeding in things, a lack 

of character and manner, a failure to be true to their 

true selves. Matter in a word might be described 

as a conceptual symbol for the fact that in the world 

the real is not ideal, and the ideal is not realized. 

At the same time the Plotinian teaching modifies 

in some respects the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle. 

The érepov of Plato tends to revert to its original pu: 

ov. And the functions of Matter as the absolutely 

unqualified and indeterminate substratum of. all 

oppositions, and as the principle and cause of Evil, left 

unrelated and even antagonistic in the Aristotelian 

system, are reconciled and related in an explanation 

satisfactory at least to Plotinus. 

But, in a way, the most instructive modification of 

the older teaching touches Matter as a principle of 

individuation. This function, so important in the 

Platonic and Aristotelian treatment of Matter, is by 

Plotinus almost entirely denied to it. In him Matter 

is certainly not the principle of individuation in the 

intelligible world. It is rather the principle of its 

community and oneness,.of that being and unity in 

which the Ideas all share in spite of their variety. 

The cause of their variety and individuality is to be 

found in the category of Difference, a category which 

says no more than that forms and particulars are 

different, and the secret of this fact lies hid in the 

bosom of the ineffable. 
Again, sensible Matter cannot be called the 
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principle of individuation in the sensible world, so 

far as human beings are concerned. Each individual 

man has his own determining pattern laid up in 

the heaven of the intelligible order. Of particular 

things other than human it probably must be 

regarded as the individuating cause, though largely 

on negative rather than positive grounds. Plotinus 

does not seem to extend the theory of Ideas of 

individuals to other than rational souls, and nothing 

else than the refraction of Matter can explain the 

breaking of the seminal reason emanating from the 

universal into the myriad particulars. 

These modifications of Plato and Aristotle, how- 

ever, could not correct the fundamental contradiction 

in their doctrine of Matter. ‘They could only serve. 

clearly to expose what had been but latent and 

obscure in them. The contradiction rested upon two 

opposing tendencies of thought, namely the tendency 

towards mysticism and that towards naturalism. In 

the older systems neither of these tendencies was 

conscious of more than itself. At any rate neither 

had realized its essential hostility to the other. 

It seemed as if they could be combined in the same 

system. ‘They lay down together like enemies in the 

dark, unaware of each other’s identity. | 

But in the history that intervened between Plato 

and Plotinus, both had become self-conscious and 

mature. The naturalistic tendency had fulfilled 

itself in the naked mechanicalism of the Epicureans 

and the draped -naturalism.of the Stoics.. The 
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mystic tendency had found its expression in the pre- 

Plotinian Neo-Platonism. Any system henceforth 

that should combine them could not but be rent and 

twisted by their conflict. 

The results of this conflict we have had fre- 

quent occasion to note, even within the professedly 

Stoic part of the Plotinian theodicy, in the constant 

recurrence there of the confusion between degrees 

of imperfection and kinds of perfection. We may 

note it again in the maintenance, along with such 

a theodicy, of a theory of intractable Matter, to all 

intents and purposes dualistic. And now we find it 

within that dualism itself confusing Plotinus’s treat- 

ment of the material principle. 

The confusion in question. centres about the 

functions of Matter as a principle of individuation 

and as a principle of indeterminateness. In Plato and 

Aristotle this confusion had been quite innocent, so 

far as the phenomenal world was concerned. Matter 

was the ground of the differentiation of particulars 

from one another and from their appropriate Ideas 

or Forms. Such differentiation quite properly carried 

with it an implication of indeterminateness and im- 

perfection. The particular was imperfect by virtue 

of its difference from its form, and as no two 

particulars of the same species could differ from 

one another without at the same time deviating 

from their common standard, to be an_ individual 

at-all was necessarily to be imperfect. 'The result 

was a correct theory of metaphysical evil so far 
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as sensible objects were concerned. For Plato the 

particular was by virtue of its particularity a poor 

copy of the Idea. For Aristotle the particular, 

though real, was doomed to imperfection by that 

imperfect assimilation of Form which made it 

individual. Not to lose one’s self in the Idea, not 

to become purely typical and universal, was not to 

realize one’s perfection. 

As regards, however, differences within the in- 

telligible, as for example between Ideas or Forms, 

both Plato and Aristotle are silent. Such difference 

is an ultimate datum, an axiom. On the one hand, 

they could not deduce it, as did Plotinus, from a 

higher unity; though the rudiments of such de- 

duction may be discerned in the Platonic dependence 

of the Ideas upon the Idea of the Good. But with 

Plato the deduction is only rudimentary, and with 

Aristotle uncertainty regarding the relation of the 

other Forms to God leaves no room for it. On 

the other hand, intelligible individuation could not 

be ascribed to Matter. For Matter in the Platonic 

system is precisely that which differentiates the 

sensible from the intelligible world. And though 

Aristotle speaks of an intelligible matter,! it had to 

designate for him as for Plotinus not the principle 

by which one form is distinguished from another, 

but rather the common and connecting bond and 

substratum, the swmmum genus of which all forms 

may be regarded as species.2 Ideas embody them- 

1 Met. H 6, 1045 a, Z 11; 1036 b. 2 Met. H 2, 1043 a, 
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selves; each in itself is its own and only particular, 

€v dpa kat Adyw Kat dpiOyw. If one had demanded a 

reason for the plurality or individuation of the Ideas, 

it could only have been found in another Idea. But 

for this determining Idea yet another Idea would 

have been necessary. 'Thus the principle of individua- 

tion of the intelligible world would have been at the 

end of an infinite self-repetitive series of Forms. 

The only method of avoiding such an inference 

would have lain in boldly extending the material 

principle both as a principle of individuation and 

imperfection to the intelligible world, and regarding 

the Ideas after the analogy of their particulars as 

fragments, or aspects, or mutilations of some higher 

unity behind them. 

Both Plato and Aristotle, it is true, display a 

tendency in this direction in the arrangement of 

Ideas and Forms in hierarchies culminating in the 

one case in the Idea of the Good, in the other in 

the divine Mind. One step more and we should 

have had the sole and only perfection of the 

mystic vision divided and diminished, through every 

possible grade of imperfection, till the limit and 

minimum of being was reached. Though, even then, 

the sudden transition from the intelligible to the 

sensible level of existence would have broken the 

otherwise orderly diminution, and perplexing ques- 

tions might have arisen whether sensible embodi- 

ments of superior Ideas were more or less perfect 

than the Ideas of inferior particulars. 
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But this mystic tendency is not carried out in 

either Plato or Aristotle. In both cases it is checked 

by a “naturalistic” inclination to regard Forms and 

Ideas as perfect after their kind, and not as mutilated 

aspects of the one perfection. ‘The difference, then, 

could not be explained as the work of a distinctive 

principle of diminution and diversification, but had 

to be accepted as somehow involved in the nature 

of the ideal itself. 

These difficulties, latent in the Platonic and 

Aristotelian systems, and only to be laid bare by 

reflection, are so clearly exposed in Plotinus that 

the most casual runner may read. ‘The function 

of differentiation was denied to Matter (except 

inconsistently in the case of particulars other than 

human), not from any perception of the difficulties 

involved, but because such a denial was in line 

with his naturalistic trend of thought. _Individua- 

tion from this _point. of view did not imply 

imperfection. Imperfection lay only in a particular 

kind of difference, the difference of a thing from its 

entelechy or ideal self. One kind of thing is not 

imperfect because it is not another, but because it 

is other than its true nature, the standard of which 

is fixed from all eternity in the intelligible world. 

It is as the ground of such difference that the 

Matter of sensible objects is the principle of im- 

perfection. Its “otherness” is not the mark of an 

outward. distinction, but of an inward formlessness. 

But difference proper, the difference. of one. kind. of 
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thing from another, or in the case of human beings 

of one individual from another, is laid to the 

category of Difference. 

But Plotinus could not keep these two kinds of 

difference apart even on the assumption of a pure 

naturalism. ‘The doctrine of Matter as the principle 

of individuation of non-human particulars involved, 

as we know, a fatal self-contradiction. For the qualita- 

tive difference of particulars from one another implied 

a difference, on the part ‘of one at least, from their 

proper form or type, and such difference implied 

imperfection. Yet why should it be worse for a 

horse to be a particular than for.a man?  In- 

dividuality in the latter case was justified and 
consecrated in the intelligible world. Why not in 

the former? Or, in other words, if the category of 

Difference accounts for my difference both from you 

and from my horse, and also for my horse’s differ- 

ence from you and from me, why should it not also 

account for my horse’s difference from yours? Why 

involve another principle ? 

Plainly then, it would seem the logical thing that 

Plotinus should refer the variety of particulars to the 

category of Difference, rather than to Matter. Matter 

would be the substratum in which individual differ- 

ences inhered; but this variety of particulars would 

reflect a similar variety in the intelligible order. 

Yet it is only by not taking the obvious logical 

step that Plotinus is saved from a nominalism of the 

barest sort. With reference to the forms of partic- 
U 
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ular men, we may well ask what their relation is to 

the form of man in general, and are at a loss for an 

intelligible answer. Are we to regard that relation 

as one of ordinary subsumption like the inclusion of 

species within a genus? It would seem so. Yet in 

that case Plotinus is condemned out of his own 

mouth. According to his own confession it is 

Form which is the principle of specific difference, 

intelligible Matter the common ground in which 

specific differences inhere. The universal man, then, 

man in general, is merely the intelligible Matter for 

the Ideas of particular men. 'The same will be true 

of the relation of any universal to its particulars. 

The particular, not the universal, will be the formal 

principle. The universal will be merely the subject 

of which the individual form is predicated. But this 

involves not only a complete reversion of the relation 

of universal to particular, but a practical annihilation 

of the universal. Each individual form is unique, 

and, gua a single unique form, is but once embodied. 

Inherence of such forms in a common substratum is 

impossible. The universal will be a mere name, 

accidentally and arbitrarily applied to several 

individuals. Metaphysical significance it will have 

none. 

Furthermore, the outcome of such a nominalism 

must have been naturalism. We remember the 

Plotinian argument. Just as species cannot be 

expected to be each other, or to have identical 

perfections, so individuals within the same species 
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cannot be asked perfectly to embody the type. 

Particular men are not to be blamed for not attain- 

ing to the acme of human excellence. Did they | 

attain to it, they would no longer be Tom, Dick, 

and Harry, but airds 6 avOpwros. Their particular 

forms then are quite as perfect as the type-form. 

But which is the principle of individuation in this 

case, the Idea of Difference, or Matter? Evidently 

the Idea, since here we are dealing with a dis- 

tinction of one form from another, and intelligible 

Matter is the principle of community. But in that 

case the Idea of Difference becomes the principle 

upon which rest the differences of individuals from one 

another, and from their type or common entelechy. 

It usurps, in fine, the most “un-ideal” of all the 

functions of Matter. 

Still it may be argued that this is to neglect 

particular forms, and their unique and proper per- 

fections. May we not, one will ask, suppose an 

order of perfections, each unique and individual, 

differentiated from each other by the category, yet 

_ distinguished from their several particular embodi- 

ments, or, in other words, imperfectly expressed in 

the phenomenal world, because of Matter? But 

where am I to find my criterion for judging whether 

or not an individual is realizing its particular self 

except in its relation to its species? Am I a good 

John Smith except in so far as I am a good man? 

On the other hand, if I have an absolutely particular 

and unique function to perform, how can it be said 
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that I am not performing it whatever I may do? 

My function may well be to be what I am from 

moment to moment. Ideals, no less than Ideas, are 

the result of generalization. 

But it is beside the point for us to re-open further 

an argument already sufficiently thrashed out. 

It is enough for us to have shown here that the 

individuation founded by Plotinus upon the category 

of Difference could not consistently have been held 

apart from that based by him upon Matter. To 

pursue this line of thought to its logical conclusion 

must have ended in a reference of all individuation 

to the category. All #4 would have become érepov. 

Nothing could fail of some one form of being except 

in so far as it perfectly embodied some other. Were 

I not this self, I should be that. 

Thus Plotinus would have been brought face to 

face with the fundamental contradiction of his 

theodicy. 'The category of Difference must be re- 

sponsible either for all evil and imperfection or for 

none. ‘To choose one alternative led directly to 

mysticism, to choose the other led no less directly 

into naturalism. ‘There was no via media. 

But if regarded from one point of view the 

category of Difference was logically bound to take 

over from Matter just what made it the origin of 

Evil, from another point of view Matter was quite as 

bound to absorb the category. If. in spite of the 

Plotinian distinction between them, we find the 

category covertly performing a function openly 
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charged to Matter, so do we equally find Matter 

really responsible for what is made explicitly the 

business of the category. It is Plotinus’s intention, 

as we know, that none of the differences due to the 

category shall imply imperfection. All such shall 

be attributed to Matter. But now what does the 

category actually account for? It accounts not 

only for the individuation of Ideas within vots and 

of souls and seminal reasons within the World-Soul, 

but also for the distinction of vots from the One, 

and of yvx7 from vois. Nods and yvyj are indeed 

described as possessed each of its appropriate 

excellence, and as in no wise to be blamed because 

they are not each other or not the One. Hence so 

far the category of Difference might be properly 

invoked as their principle of individuation. But at 

the same time, however much of a contradiction in 

terms it may be, the perfection of vots is regarded 
as not so perfect as that of the One, and the excellence 

of Yvy7 as not so excellent as that of vots. In other 

and familiar words, kinds are also regarded as grades 

of perfection. 

What is to account for ‘the graded character of 

these perfections, that is, for the diminution in 

point of excellence, which one kind of perfection 

displays as compared with another? Nots, though 

perfect in itself, is imperfect compared with the One. 

Wvy7, though possessed of her proper excellence, is 

lacking in excellence as compared with vois. How 

shall we explain this comparative imperfection? By 
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the category of Difference or by Matter? By 

Matter, is the logical answer. 

Yet Plotinus’s explanation, as far as he gives any, 

is implicitly to refer it to the category. There is 

no Evil in the supersensible world. Each hypostasis, 

as a whole and in its parts, is perfectly itself. We 

need then to seek no origin of Evil there, but only 

a principle of variety in the Good. But at the same 

time, the fatal comparison of goods in point of 

goodness is found there too. And this comparison 

could not but imply and rest upon a principle of 

imperfection. 

Plotinus, doubtless, would have answered us with 

a reiteration of the proper perfections of vots and 

yvx7, and an assertion that the fact that one kind 

of perfection is not so perfect as another is quite 

different from the fact that a thing is not so perfect 

as its own nature entitles it to be. But the distine- 

tion cannot be maintained. 'To say that one kind 

of perfection is not so perfect as another signifies 

not only the innocent positive difference of the one 

from the other, but a certain lack in one or the 

other, or perhaps in both, of perfection in the 

abstract. A standard is covertly introduced by 

which the perfections compared are differentiated 

not only in point of kind, but of measure of excellence. 

So to compare them is, as we have already shown, 

really to “subsume” them under the standard set 

by the most perfect perfection, as particulars under a 

universal. As the particular more or less embodies 
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its entelechy, so the more or less perfect kind of 

perfection exemplifies to greater or less degree the 

standard value. ‘That value is one. Just because 

it is a standard, it exists only in the highest degree. 

It may indeed be diffused throughout a variegated 

experience, and appears in many forms, distinguish- 

able in every way save in the point of their per- 

fection. But any distinction of one from another 

in that point is no longer a distinction of one kind 

of perfection from another, but of the imperfect 

from the perfect. It is only an imperfect object 

that can be not so perfect as a perfect object. 

In short, to say that vots is perfect after its kind, 

but not so perfect as the One, differs in no wise in 

significance from saying that I am not so perfect as 

human perfection. I lack in regard to the standard 

set by my entelechy in precisely the same way and 

on precisely the same level of meaning as my 

entelechy lacks with respect to the standard entelechy. 

I am not so perfect as a man might be; human 

excellence is not so perfect as perfection might be. 

The principle of explanation will be the same in 

both cases. If we are to invoke Matter to account 

for my failure to realize the proper measure of 

humanity, we should logically call it in to explain 

the failure of the excellence of vots or yvy7% to realize 

the proper measure of perfection as such. 

Moreover, we might turn the great Plotinian 

metaphor against its author and its purpose. We 

are to regard the emanation of reality from the 
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One under the figure of the light streaming forth 

from the sun and fading degree by degree into 

darkness. The darkness is Matter, the light Being 

and perfection. But where in such an analogy does 

the first degree of darkness and diminution occur? 

Surely, we must answer, with the very first escape 

of light from the sun. By virtue of what is it that 

| vods Is not so perfect as the One, and that its light 

is diminished, if not by virtue of an admixture of 

darkness? Diminution of light is darkness. It is 

only by reason of its diminution that the light is 

distinguishable from its source, vots from the One, 

Yyux} from vots, the world from vy}. Matter 

thus becomes the principle of individuation of the 

three principal hypostases. 

It follows that all that the category of Difference 
can account for is the variety of facts embodying 

any one degree of value; of Ideas, say, within vois, 

or of souls and seminal reasons within the World- 

Soul. But even this function is largely curtailed. 

As in the world we distinguish one thing as higher 

or lower than another, not only in relation to its 

particular type, but by a comparison of its type 

with others, so there must be corresponding hierarchies 

of seminal reasons and Ideas. And for this graded 

structure within vots and yvy7 the steady diminution 

of light ever dying away into the darkness will be 

the cause. The minor as well as the major differences 

in value will have to be attributed to Matter. But 

what will be left in that case for the category of 
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Difference? Nothing but the individuation of 

particular objects within a given species exemplify- 

ing the same degree of value—the one function, 

that is, which when approached from the other 

side was left to Matter and denied of the category. 

But even this cannot be saved from the usurpation 

of the material principle. We find that as before 

no final line can be drawn between kinds of individua- 

tion. Such particulars as share in one and the 

same Idea and perfection are individual only in so 

far as they are different from that type and 

perfection, ze. in so far as they are imperfect. 

And Matter if it be nothing else is this principle of 

imperfection. Just as before, then, the category 

of Difference was logically forced to take over the 

individuating functions of Matter, so now Matter 

absorbs every function of the category of Difference. 

Instead of naturalism we have out-and-out mysticism. 

So much for the internal inconsistencies of the 

Plotinian doctrine of Matter. There remains, how- 

ever, the general question of the relation of this 

doctrine to the rest of his system. As the case now 

stands, his teaching would seem to be dualistic. 

Matter is placed over against the “spiritual” worlds 

as darkness against light, Not-being against Being. 

So diametrically opposed are the two principles that 

no summum genus can be found which shall contain 

them both. We might then at this point reason- 

ably describe Plotinus as the greatest exponent 

of the Neo-Pythagorean Sevrepos Adyos. But, as we 
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know, to do this would be to ignore both base and 

apex of his system. “ According to their dvwrdrw 

Aédyos,” says Eudorus in a passage quoted by Simplicius 

of which we have already taken note, “ we must say 

that the Pythagoreans hold the One to be the 

principle of all things; according to a devrepos Adyos 

that they hold that there are two principles of created 

things, the One and the nature opposed to it.”? 

Plotinus, for all his apparent adherence to the devrepos, 

as it has been just set forth, must be reckoned among 

the followers of the dvwrdrw déyos. Of this attempt 

at an ultimate monism in which his_ theodicy 

culminates, it will be the business of the following 

and last chapter of our essay to treat. 

? Simplicius, Phys. 181. 10, Cf. Diogenes viii. 24. 



CHAPTER V 

THE THEORY OF EMANATION 

To describe the Plotinian effort to relate matter to,’ 

and deduce it from, the One must necessarily be 

in part little more than a review of what has 

already been said. We are already familiar with 

the outlines of the theory of emanation, and with 

something of the details of its working in the 

generation of Mind from the One, and of Soul from 

Mind. It remains for us to review them briefly, and 

then to pass on to an investigation of such last steps 

in the emanatory process as lie between Soul and 

“Matter. The first part of our task, a review of 

what has already been considered, will perhaps be 

best accomplished by translating a portion of a short 

book in the fifth Ennead, entitled ‘ Concerning the 

Generation of those things which come after the 

First,”! in which the implications and the first 

stages of emanation are summarized. The book 

begins, we may remember, with the statement “ that 

the One is all things, and yet is none of them. For 

the source of all is not all, but all things belong to it 

inasmuch as all flow back, as it were, to it. Or rather, 

ly, 2. 

299 
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all things exist in it not as present, but as future. 

How then can they come forth from the One in its 

simplicity, since in the Same no variety makes its 

appearance, nor any duality of any kind? In this wise, 

I reply: Because nothing exists in the One, therefore 

all things proceed from it, and the One in order that 

| they may exist, is itself not Being, but the generator 

of Being; and this generation of Being is the first 

| creative act. For being perfect by virtue of seeking, 

having, and needing nothing, it overflows, as it were, 

and this overflow makes something other than it. And 

what has come into being turns back to the One and 
-is filled by it, and looking towards it becomes Mind. 
And the steadfastness with which it stands turned | 

towards the One produces Being, and its vision of the 

One produces Mind. Now since it stands turned to- — 

ward the One in order that it may see, it becomes at . 

once Mind and Being. So then, being like the One, 

it does as the One does, and pours forth its mighty 

power in its own form, just as what is prior to it 

ile its power forth. And this activity proceeding 

from essence is Soul, which-comes into being without _ 

any change or movement in Mind, just as Mind 

| came into being without any change or movement in 

the principle prior to it. But Soul does not remain 

at rest, but is herself in motion and generates an 

image of herself. By looking whence she was created, 

she is given completion, but by moving in a different 

and opposed direction she generates an image of 

herself, to wit, sense and vegetative nature. . . . 
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“There is thena procession from the first to the last, 

in which each thing is always left in its proper place, 

but in which the created ranks lower than the creator. 

Still each thing is the same as that which it follows, so | 

long as it makes it the object of its pursuit. . . .”} 

So much for emanation in general, and the 

procession of Mind from the One, and of Soul from 

Mind. We have now to carry that procession beyond 

Soul and show how it implies Matter at the end. 

That the process of emanation should cease with 

the generation of Soul is as impossible in the 

1 1. 7d év mdvra Kal ode @v* dpxh yap wdvtwy ob mdvta, add’ 
éxelyns mdvra* éxet yap olov dvédpaue* paddov Se ovrw éorw, Gdn’ 

Eorat, mwas odv €F dmrod évds ovdemds Ev Ta’TG harvowévys ockiNlas, 

ov dumrddns Orovody ; 7 bre oddév Fv ev air@, dia Tobro é& abrod raya, 

kal tva 7d dv H, dia ToOTO abTd ovK bv, yevvnThs dé a’rod* Kal rpwrn 

olov yévynots atrn* bv yap TéXecoy TE undev Snreiv unde exe unde 

detoOar ofov vrepeppin Kal rd breprdfpes atrod merolnxev &ddo* Td 

dé yevduevov eis adrd éreorpddy Kal émdnpwOn Kal éyévero mpods avbrd 

Brérov Kal vois otrws. Kal  wév mpds éxeivo ardois avrod Td dv 

érolnoev, 7 5 mpds aird Oa Tov vodv. émel obv torn mpds ard, iva 

ty, duod vods yiverar kal dv. ot'rws ofv dv olov éxelvos TA Suora 

moet Sivauuv mpoxéas mwoddnv* eldos dé Kal rotro avrot, womep 7d 

mpd avrod mpbrepov mpoéxec. Kal ailrn éx Tis ovclas évépyesa puxh 

ToUTo pévovtos éxelvov yevouévn* Kal yap 6 vods mévovtos Tod mpd 

avrod éyévero. 7 5 ov uwévovoa move?, GANG KivynOeioa eyévva eldwrov. 

éxet pev ody Brérovea, Sev éyévero, mAnpotra, mpoehOodca dé els 

klynow &ddAnv kal évaytiav yevva elSwrov airis aloOnow kal piow 

Thy év Tots puTots. ovdév 5é Tod mpd adrov dmripnra od dmoré- 

Tuntat. 8d Kal doce? kal ) dvOpwmmrov puxh méxpe puTdv POdverv * 

Tpbrov yap twa POdve, bru adris Td év puTois* od phy waca év 

gurots, GANG yevouévn év gurois otrws éorly, 8ru él TocodTov mpoéBy 

els TO KaTW VrdcTacw ddAnV Toncapévn TH Tpoddw Kal mpobuula Tod 

xelpovos* érel kal 7d mpd rovrov 7d vou éénprnudvoy pévew Tov vouv 

ép’ éavrod ég. 2. mpdeoww odv dm’ dpyijs els €oxatrov Karadevrouévou 

det éxdorov év TH olkelg dpa, Tod 5é yevvwuévou &dXnv rdéw ap- 

Bdvovros rhv xelpova* Exacrov pévror rabrov ylverar @ av érlomnra, 

&ws dv épérnrat. 
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nature of things as that it should not take place at 
all. Just as the One must create, since creation is 

implied in its nature,! and as that creation once 

started could not stop at Mind (since then all possible 

kinds of being and grades of perfection would not 

have been exhausted which must exist if the higher 

grades exist), so Soul must overflow into further 

forms of existence. She must display what she can 

_ produce, she must, like every other natural object, _ 

“develop that of which she is capable, just as the seed 

unfolds its potentialities.* 

Now “if there were no body, Soul could not 

go forth from herself, since there is no other 

place save body where it is natural for her to be. 

If then she is to go forth from herself, she will 

create for herself a place, and hence body. And | 

though her immobility is made fast, as it were, by 

the category of Rest itself, she is like a great light 

which in shining forth finally becomes darkness at 7 the outmost extremities to which its fires reach.” 4 

But this power of emanation and production “ is 

not to be stopped and circumscribed by jealousy, 

but must ever proceed until the universe has come 

1 iv. 8, § 6 (474 a) [vol. ii. p. 149, 1. 32 et seq.]. 
2 iv. 8, § 3 (472 a) [vol. ii. p. 147, 1. 2 e¢ seq. ]. 
3 iv. 8, § 6 (474 a—s) [vol. ii. p. 149, 1. 32 e¢ seq.]. 
4 iv. 3, § 9 (379 a) [vol. ii. p. 20, 1. 27 et seqg.|. odparos péev 

ph Svros obd’ dv mpoddOa Wuxy, éwel ovdé rémos Gos Eorw, Sov 

mépuxev eivat. mporévar 5é ef wero, yevvjcer éEavTH TéTov, Wore Kal 
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olov wokd Pads éxAdupav éx’ Axpois Tois éoxdrois Tou mupds oKdbToOs 

éylyvero. 
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to the end of the possibilities of being. This is 

due to the inexhaustible power of the One, which 

gives of itself to all things and cannot suffer 

anything to be without a share of itself. For there 

is nothing to prevent anything ‘from | sharing i in the 

nature of the Good, as far as it is able to comprehend 

it. If then the nature of Matter has always existed, 

it is impossible that as something existent, it should 

not participate in that which gives of its largess of 

good to all things as far as each is able to receive 

it. But if the generation of Matter has followed 

by necessity from causes prior to it, not even thus 

can it be separated from the Good through any in- 

ability to come to it sooner on the part of that which 

has, after all, given it being out of mere generosity.” ! 

Finally we may return to the passage where 

Plotinus discusses the meaning of Plato’s statement 

in the Theaetetus that evil is necessarily involved in 

good. “'The necessity of Evil,” he says, “is to be 

understood thus. Since the Good is not alone, there 

must come through the procession from it, or, if one 

prefers, through the continual descent and departure 

from it, that which is last and after which it is not 

1 iv. 8, § 6 (474 8) [vol. ii. p. 150, 1. 13 e¢ seq.|. av ovk eZee 
orhoat olov mepeypdvavtTa pbdvyw, xwpeiv dé del, Ews eis Exxarov péxpt 

Tod duvarod Ta mdvTa Ky aitia Suvduews dmdérouv éml rdvtTa Tap’ 

avris meumovons, Kal ovdév mepiidety duorpov aitis Suvamévys. ov 

yap oh Fv 8 éxwdvev driody Euporpov elvar Picews dyaGod, Kad’ dcov 

éxaorov oly Te Hv weradauBdve. lr’ odv Fv del 7 THs UAns Pvors, 

ov*x oldv Te Fv adrhy uh peracxelv odcay Tod mao. Td dyabdv Kal’ cov 

Sivarar exacrov xopyyodvros* elr’ émnkodovOnoey €& avdyKns 7 

yéveois avrijs Tots pd avrijs airlos, ovd’ ds &der xwpls elvar, ddvvaplg 

mpw els avrhy éOeiv ordvros Tot Kal 7d elvac olov ev xdpire dévTos. 
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possible that anything more should come into being. 

This is Evil. What comes after the first exists of 

necessity ; therefore the last also exists of necessity. 

This is Matter which has nothing more of the first 

in it. Such is the necessity of Evil.” + 

After Soul in the order of emanation comes the 

material universe. ‘This, as we know, may be regarded 

as a perfect whole in which each part occupies its 

appropriate place. But at the same time these parts 

may be arranged in a hierarchy according as they are 

higher or lower, and possess a greater or less degree 

of being. Within the universe we may descend step 

by step from the highest and most highly complicated 

forms of organic, to the simplest and least specialized 

forms of inorganic existence. In the most amorphous — 

forms of such existence we reach the least specific 

terms in which reason can define Being, the point 

where at length Being lapses into Not-being, and 

the last glimmer of light goes out in darkness. 

The mechanism of the emanation of the world 

from Soul may be briefly passed over. Since Soul 

is intermediate in the process of development, she 

must reproduce, as well as preserve, herself. She 

must overflow, display her powers, realize her 

capacities. These capacities are not realized in 

11, 8,§ 7 (77 £) [vol. i. p. 107, 1. 19 e¢ seq.]. eer 58 rod Kaxov 
AaBety kal otrw rhv dvdyKnv. érel yap ob pdvov 7d ayabdby, avayKn 

TH éxBdoe tH wap’ avrov, 4H, ef otrw tis EOédou Aévyew, TH del 

troBdoea Kal dmocrdce, Td éoxarov, kal pel’ & ovK Hy ere yevéoOm 

ériobv, Toro elvat 76 Kaxdy. €& avdyKns Sé Elva TO weTa Td TP@Tor, 

@ore kat To €xxarov* rotro dé 7 tAn mndev Eri Exovoa avrod, cal 

atrn } dvdyKn Tod Kaxkod, 
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thought alone, for in that case she would be indistin- 

guishable from Mind. She has sensitive and vegeta- 

tive powers as well; witness the existence of sense, 

life, and inorganic Nature. It is these powers that 

actualize themselves in the phenomenal universe. 

We are now in a position to understand the 

character of "_ Plotinus’ s attempt at a monistic ex- 

_ planation of the material ‘principle. | ~ Tt has, it 

“seems, two fairly distinct ‘aspects ts. / In the first atish> <iirmapate L 
place there is an endeavour to show how any 

emanative process must, by the logical necessities of 

its own nature, involve “ material” features (I use 

the adjective in the Plotinian metaphysical sense). 

To emanate is to go forth, and going forth implies 

a departure and separation from its source of what 

overflows. By virtue of this separation we are able 

to distinguish what is generated from its generator, 

and to predicate of it difference from its source. 

Otherwise the overflow would be indiscernible vas 

such. The light, for example, which the sun gives” 

out would be indistinguishable from the sun itself. 

In that case we could not properly speak of an 

overflow, or emanation, or radiation at all. Being 

would not stream from a source, but would be like 

a lake without tributary or outlet, and ever at the 

same level. In other words, all individuation would 

take place within the One and nothing could be 

distinguished from it, just as in Spinoza’s system — 

_ 

everything is a mode of the one divine substance, — 

and outside God nothing can exist or be conceived. 
x 
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Emanation then involves a departure and an 

extrinsic differentiation of what is generated from its 

generator. But to depart from the absolute Good, 

the standard of perfection and fulness of reality, is 

not only to become a different kind, but a lesser 

degree of perfection. What proceeds is by. reason 

of its procession different in being from the fulness 

of Being, and in good from the highest Good. To 

exemplify his point Plotinus had but to appeal to 

concrete facts. The perfume is fainter the farther 

/ it gets from the sweet-smelling object, the light 

fades in proportion as it proceeds farther from its 

source. In fine, departure from an absolute standard 

means diminution with respect to that standard. 

Thus it seemed to Plotinus that he had shown 

that a “material” principle is implied in the very 

nature of the emanative process gua emanative, and - 

that procession or creation of a logical necessity 

involves imperfection. At the same time the 

passages we have been considering appear to teach 

a substantial derivation of Matter from the One. 

Matter is 73 éryatov in a chain of which the One is 

7) mporov, and in which each link is derived from 

and dependent upon its antecedent. Just as the One 

overflows into Mind and Mind into Soul and Soul 

into the world, so the lowest powers of Soul in their 

final exhaustion pass over into blank nothingness, 

or, in other words, beget or produce it. ‘The last 

glimmer of light, we might say, by its extinction 

gives rise to darkness. 
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Indeed, in one way the production of Matter, or 

what is to all intents and purposes Matter, may be 

said to begin with the emanation of Mind from the 

One. Mind by its separation and individuation from 

the One is thereby diminished in perfection as com- 

pared with the One. ‘The One as the source of Mind 

qua Mind is the reason for Mind’s difference from it, 

and diminution with respect to it. Mind then and 

the material principle issue twin-like from the One. \ 

If it be objected that the diminution of Mind is due — 

to Matter and the fading of the light to darkness, , 

\ the reply is ready that it is equally correct to say / 

\ that Matter is due to the diminution of Mind, dark- 

/ness to the fading of the light. The truth is, we \ 
( might add, that neither can be described as due to, 

or caused by, the other. They are merely different 

| definitions of one and the same fact. / 
' f 

Matter then, though a co-eternal principle with 

the One (since the procession of the world is from 

eternity), is not co-absolute. The One might exist 

| without Matter, but Matter could not exist apart 

/ from the One. It is involved inand dependent upon 

| that process of emanation of which the One is the 

' source. It owes its being to the One. Were there ] 

no light there could be no darkness, were there no 

| Being there could be no Not-being. For darkness has 

no meaning or no existence in fact, save in relation to 

the light an absence of which it signifies. And Not- 

being is meaningless apart from the Being of which it 

:* the extinction. It is arelative, not an absolute term. re 
a 
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The question of the success of this attempt at 

a monistic deduction of the imperfect from the 

perfect may be postponed for the present. But 

whatever we may think of its intrinsic self-consistency, 

it could not but raise again many problems of vital 

bearing upon the interests of a theodicy. It must, 

for example, bring up the whole point at issue with 

the Gnostics. Must not such a process as we have 

escribed be regarded as a process of degeneration ? 

Does not the emanation of Soul from Mind and of 

the world from Soul necessarily imply a fall on the 

art of the hypostasis in question? What is Soul. 

in a word, but a rather more quietly dressed, yet 

one the less fallen sister of Sophia Achamoth ? 

These difficulties which we noted in treating of 

Plotinus’s attack upon the Gnostics, and promised 

later to take under consideration, we may regard as 

more or less answered in the course of the interven- 

ing discussion. We know by what means, and at 

what expense of logic, Plotinus avoided the main issue. 

He shifted his weight, if one may use the expression, 

from the mystic to the naturalistic foot. Mind, Soul, 

universe—each had its proper perfection to which it 

perfectly attained, and was not to be blamed or 

regarded as degenerate because its particular perfec- 

tion was less perfect than that of its predecessors. 

Together with this insistence upon different kinds of 

ee was a conception of the Good as active 

and expansive in its nature, overflowing from its 

superabundance, and filling all possibilities of being. 
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Such an emanation involved neither diminution 

nor degeneration. ‘The sun is not spent in send- 

ing forth its light and heat, nor is the rose less 

sweet for the perfume it spreads about it. More- 

over, no one degree of heat or light or sweetness 

is diminished, or deteriorated, or changed in its 

particular measure by reason of the next lower 

degree immediately following it. Since each step, 

then, in the process gives rise to the next without in 

any way detracting from the proper fulness of its 

being, the process involves no intrinsic deterioration. 

No essence is corrupted, no degree of perfection as 

such is degraded into a lower. From this point of 

view, however difficult it may be to reconcile it 

with the other, emanation is not a fall. 

In the same way since the operation involved no 

change or decrease in the creator, the act of creation 

could be regarded as essential, not accidental. It is 

the nature of the One to overflow into Mind, of 

Mind to overflow into Soul. And it is likewise 

essential to Soul to create the world, not accidental, 

as in the case of Sophia Achamoth. She would 

not be so good as she is, would not occupy the 

place she does, would not be herself, were there not 

ossibilities of perfection beyond her to be realized. 

With her as with the One, creation is a sign of 

superabundance of perfection, not a desertion of her 

roper function and a symptom of disease, 

Still there were difficulties yet to be faced. 

Moral evil remained inexplicable. For its occur- 

: 
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rence there was no precedent, for its explanation 

no solution in the nature of the emanative process. 

There was no “ fall” involved in the procession of 

Mind from the One, of Soul from Mind, or yet of 

the universe from Soul. The World-Soul gave forth 

the physical world with the same ease with which 

Mind produced the World-Soul. Nor was there any- 

thing in the universe thus given forth that could 

bring shame upon her or contaminate her with its 

contact and dependence. The world as we have 

already seen is a perfect world. There is not a shade 

of the fading light which gives existence to its mani- 

fold being that is not so bright as in the nature 
of things it can be. It causes the World-Soul no 

difficulty ; it in no way interferes with and hinders 

her in the exercise of her proper functions. While : 

pouring it forth from the superfluity of her own per- 

fection she maintains that perfection at its due level, 

and remains steadfastly turned towards Mind for her 

interest and inspiration. We might indeed liken her 

creative act to the performance of a master-pianist 

who, with never a glance at the keys and with eyes fixed 

upon his notes, plays a world-symphony with fault- 

less technique.! In short, her generation of the world 

is an act of the same class as her generation by Mind. 

But the relation of the individual soul to the 

particular body is different. She is, to carry on 

1 Cf. the simile of Numenius of the pilot who keeps his eyes 

fixed upon the stars. Eusebius, Praep. Hv. xi. ch. 18, quoted 

by Vacherot, op. cit. i. p. 323. 
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our figure, a bungling performer. The keys worry 

and obstruct her fingers, distract her attention, 

involve her in blunders in reading and interpretation. 

Instead of governing the body from above, as it were, 

making it the instrument of her will and the vehicle 

of her perfection and powers, she is governed by it, 

dragged down and subjected to it, and its passions. 

She errs and she sins. 

But how are we to find any place for this 

phenomenon of sin in the emanative process? Why 

should the particular soul be corrupted by her 

descent into a particular body, any more than the 

World-Soul by her descent into the body of the 

universe? Or better still, since Plotinus insists that 

the body is rather in the soul than the soul in the 

body, and the World-Soul is said to govern the world 

from above, why should the particular soul’s genera- _ 

tion of a particular body involve her in relations with 

it which may be described as a descent into it? Why, 

in short,.in-the.case of the particular soul is creation. 
a fall? Is this falla necessary incident in the process 

of emanation? If so, what becomes of moral responsi- 
bility? If not, what becomes of the law and order of 

the world? The antithesis of freedom and determin- 

ism with all its difficulties, again confronts. Plotinus. 

His answer is confused and contradictory. It is 

hard to give even a coherent account of it. But 

we may make an attempt as follows :— 

The relation of the World-Soul to the physical 

world in no wise detracts from the former’s perfection. 
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' . 

We may therefore conclude that mere possession of a 

body does not contaminate any soul. Contamination 

enters through some further relation or attitude of 

the soul towards the body. Indeed the mere posses- 

sion of a body is a part and a display of the perfec- 

tion of the soul. ‘ Although the soul is divine 

in essence, and is from above, she enters the body, 

and although a lesser divinity she comes hither by a 

voluntary inclination and by reason of her power, 

and for the purpose of adorning what is lower than 

she. If she flies quickly back,\she incurs no blame 

in getting knowledge of evil and knowing the 

nature of vice, in displaying her powers, and show- 

ing forth her works and deeds, which, had they 

remained in the incorporeal world, would have been 

without fruit and never have attained actuality, 

and the soul would have beeri ignorant of her posses- 

sions, had they not been displayed and had they not 

gone forth from her—assuming, that is, that in all 

cases activity is an index of power—and would be 

entirely hidden and, as it were, unseen and without 

being, at any rate without real being. . . .”? 

1 iv. 8,§ 5 (473 b) [vol. ii. p. 149, L. 16 ef seq.]. o8rw-ror-Kolmep——_ 
otoa Oetov Kal éx T&v Térwy Tov dyw, évTds ylyverat TOD cwpaTos. 

kal Geds ofca 6 torepos, porn avretovolw Kal airig duvdmews, Kal Tod 

mer atrhvy Koounoce wol epxerar, Kav pev Oarrov gdiyn, ovdev 

BéBXarra, yuo. Kaxod mpocdaBodca, kal pio kaxlas yvotoa, Tds 

Te duvdues dyouca abris els TO pavepdv, Kal delEaoa Epya te Kal 

Tonos, & é&y Te dowudTw HpeuodvTa pdrnv Te dv yr, eis TO 

évepyetv del ovx ldvra, thy Te Wuxhv abrhy edabev av a elxev, ovK 

éexpavévta, o¥dé mpdodov AaBdyTa, elrep wavraxovd 7m évépyera THY 

divauw dete, KpupOeioay dv ardvTyn, Kal olov ddavicbeicar, Kal ovK 

ovcoav, unoérore SvTws ovcar. 
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Plotinus will not deny that her connection 

with the body may be an advantage, even though it 

involve her in evil, provided only she reform. Like 

the Platonic judge she should know evil without 

experiencing it, and yet “the knowledge of the good 

is the clearer for experience of evil in the case of 

those whose power is too weak to understand evil 

“without previously making trial of it.”? 

~ What, now, is the nature of that particular con- 

nection of the body which involves the soul in evil ? 

“There are two reasons why the connection of the 

soul with the body is blamed: first, because it 

impedes thought; second, because it fills her with 

pleasures and desires and pains.”? But under what 

circumstances and in what kind of relation to the 

body are obscuration of thought and susceptibility 

to the passions present ? 

So far the line of argument which we have been 

pursuing belongs to what we have called the 

naturalistic tendency in Plotinus’s thought. Bodily_ 

life seems to be regarded.as not involving a priori a 

fall of the soul, but rather as an exhibition of her possi- 

bilities. In his answer, however, to the above question 

there appears to be a volte-face to mysticism. At any 
rate Plotinus’s explanation of the nature of the fall is 

~werg 

1 iv. 8, § 7 (475 c) [vol. ii. p. 151, 1 17 et seg.J]. yva@ous yap 
évapyeorrépa Tdyabod 7 Tod Kaxod reipa ols 7 Stivauis dobeverrépa, 4H 
wore érioThun TO KaKdv mpd melpas yvGvat, 

2 iv. 8, § 2 (471 a) [vol. i. p. 145, 1. 17 et seg.]. dv0 yap 
dvrwy, 5 & Suvoxepalverar  Yuxis mpds cwuara Kowwvia, dtc TE 

éumdd.ov mpods Tas vonoes ylyvera, kal bre HOovav Kal émiOupidy Kal 

NuTav tiurdrnow avrihy. 
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apparently not an explanation of how the soul enters 

into wrong relations with the body, but of how she 

enters into the body at all. He may be speaking in 

part metaphorically, it is true. Still the general 

sense of his answer is that incarnation is the result of ~ 

a fault, not of a perfection on the part of the soul.* 

“What is it that has made souls forget God their 

father, from whom they derive their being, and to 

whom they wholly belong, so that they know neither 

themselves nor him? For them I answer, the origin 

of evil lay in audacity, and generation, and primal 

difference from him, and the desire to belong to 

themselves. Since they openly delighted in their free 

will and began to exercise their own manifold self- 

originated activities, so having run a course opposed 

to the divine will and strayed very far from God they 

forgot that they came from him; just as children 

_ early removed from their father and brought up in 

| a distant land for many years, forget who they 

(themselves and their_fathers are. ‘Thus, having no 

vision, either of God or of their own selves, the 

souls had no reverence for themselves—for they knew 

not their lineage—and honoured other things, 

marvelling at everything rather than at themselves ; 

and being struck by the outer world and holding 

it in high esteem, they became dependent upon it. 

Thus they severed themselves as far as they might 

from the divine from which they had turned in 

scorn. Esteem, then, of earthly things, and scorn 

1 iv. 8, § 5 (473 c) [vol. ii, p> 149,17]. —— 
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of their true selves, is the cause of their complete 

ignorance of God.” 7 

Plotinus’s meaning is clearly set forth in another 

passage as follows :—“ Particular souls who exercise 

their natural inclination towards the intelligible and 

turn back to their source and at the same time 

govern what is lower than they, are like the light 

which, depending from the sun above, still does not 

grudge to spend itself upon the earth which lies be- 

neath. Such souls must be unharmed by earth and 

remain with the World-Soul in the intelligible world, 

and united to her in heaven and sharing her rule. 

Even so kings rule conjointly with the King of all 

without descending from their royal thrones, and are 

of the same rank with him. But when souls pass from 

a universal to a particular and independent existence, 

and weary, as it were, of being conjoined with others, 

each reverts to her own individual life. So, when 

a soul has led her own life for some time and for- 

1 vy. 1,§1 (beginning, e¢ seg.) (481-482). 1. rl more dpa éori 
. 7d meroinkds Tas Wuxas warpds Oeod émiiabécOa, Kal wolpas éxeibev 

otous kal Sdws éxelvou dyvojoa Kal éavrds Kal éxeivoy ; apy} pev odv 

avrats Tod Kaxov 7 To\ua Kal y yéveows Kal 4 mpwrn érepdrns Kal Td 

BovdAnOjvas b¢ éavrdv civac. 7@ 5h adretovolw éweidjrep épdvnoav 

HoOetca. TONG TH KweioOa wap’ airav Kexpnudvar, Thy évaytlay 
Spapotoa kal mrelorny dmrécracw teronpéva Hyvonoay Kal éavras 

éxeidev eivac* worep maides evOds drooracbévres amd Tarépwy Kal 
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mpos avra& éxmdayeioa Kal dyacbetoa. Kal éénprnuévar rovTrwv 

dméppnEav ws oldv re éauvTas Gv dreorpagynoav aridoacar* wore 

oupBalve. THs mavredods dyvolas éxelvov 7 Tad Tih Kal 7H éavTov 

driula elvac airia, 
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saken the universal mode of existence, and distin- 

guished and separated herself from the World-Soul, 

having no longer the vision of the intelligible, 

she becomes herself a part, and is alone and weak, 

and busy with many pupal and looks to the part. 

rather than to the whole sf and b by y her separation from 

the whole she falls tito some one individual and 

forsakes all else but him, and goes and turns to him, 

who is but a part at the mercy of all things and 

everything. Thus she separates herself from the 

whole and is burdened with the governance of an 

individual part, and attaches herself to it, and cares 

for external things, being not only present but deep 

sunk in them. ‘Thus we can properly say that she has 

lost her wings-and-is imprisoned in the body, since 

she has erred from her blameless existence—a life 

of governing the higher world in common with the 

World-Soul. -And indeed it were altogether better 

she should return to her former state. But as it is, 

the soul is captive and fallen and fettered, and works 

through the senses because of this initial obstacle to 

the use of the intellect. In this plight she is said 

to be buried, to be in a cave. But by turning 

towards thought she is said to be loosed from her 

bonds, and to rise, when she begins by virtue of her 

recollection to gaze upon real existences. For in 

spite of her fall, she preserves ever something of 

the higher world within her.” + 

1 iv. 8, § 4 (472 a) [vol. ii. p. 147, 1. 6 e¢ seg.]. 4. Tas 5h Kabé- 
Kaora Wuxas dpéter ev voepa xpwuevas év TH €& ob éyévovTo mpds avd 
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We may, however, pass over the seeming inconsist- 

ency of this passage with those which regard the 

soul’s descent into the body as a natural display of her 

perfections and powers. ‘The contradiction is, after 

‘all, but another instance of the fundamental’ 

inconsistency of the Plotinian system. Moreover, it 

“seems to be metaphorically as well as literally meant ; 

and it answers our question as to the nature of the 

soul’s fall. Whether her union with a particular 

body be in itself a sign of decadence or of super- 

abundant good, whether the fall occurs before 

or after her entrance into corporeal life, we are now 

in a position to say in what that fall consists. It 

émioTpopy, Sivamv 5é kal els Td emi rade Exovoas, old wep Has éEnpTy- 

pévov perv kara TH dvw nrLov, TE Sé wer’ adrd od POovody Tis xoprylas, 
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' consists in an attitude of the soul towards bodily 

life. It consists in forsaking the intellectual vision 

of the whole which she shares with the World-Soul, 

as a part thereof, and in allowing her particular 

part of the whole to engage her attention and 

interest. By virtue of her union with the body 

one might say she is endowed with two eyes, not 

one: the eye of reason, a heritage from Mind, and the 

eye of sense; the bird’s-eye that sees the universe 

spread beneath it in its totality, sub specie aeternitatis, 

and the eye that looks away on a level before it, 

passing discursively from one part to another, and 

never grasping all the parts synoptically. So long 

as she keeps the second eye shut, or at any rate so 

long as she subordinates and subsumes what she sees 

with it beneath the intellectual vision of the other, 

all is well with her. But if she allow its sights to 

interest and attract her, to draw her from the rational 

point of view and to blur it, she becomes immersed 

in sense, subject to the solicitations of the passions, 

sees things only in part and temporal sequence, and 

loses the intellectual vision of the whole. 'To revert 

to our figure of the musician, the particular soul looks 

to her fingers instead of her notes. While she looks 

steadfastly at the notes, she plays perfectly. Her 

fingers will take care of themselves if only she will 

let them. But if she looks to them, she loses her 

place, becomes confused, bungles her piece. Her 

fall, then, consists in attending to the keys instead 

of to the score, to the part instead of the whole. 
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But this does not answer the crucial question. 

The important point is whether the diversion of her 

attention from whole to part is implicated in the 

process of emanation, or is an act of free will. 

Plotinus denies the dilemma. He will solve the 

difficulty by choosing both alternatives. They do 

not exclude one another, but are compatible. The | 

fall of the soul is both free and determined. The | 

particular soul must indeed send forth from herself a | 

particular body by virtue of that same necessity which 

causes the emanation of the physical world from 

the World-Soul.. It is an eternal law of nature that 

she should descend into the body.! At the same time 

she is determined to this descent by nothing save 

her own nature. She does not indeed choose whether 

or no she will descend. She finds descent. the* proper — 

_expression of her nature, and thus her voluntary and 

free act. She descends, says Plotinus, “as by a natural 

impulse, like that which moves one towards marriage 

or noble deeds, and not moved by logical reflection.” ? 

Indeed, we have here an instance of that complete 

--— accord between freedom and necessity in which all 

practical distinction between the terms vanishes. 

The soul’s creation of, or descent into, the body is 

like the act of the spirit in Paradise. If you say 

to her, “ You cannot act otherwise,” she will reply, 

1 iv. 8, § 5 (473 B) [vol. ii. p. 149, 1. 1 e seg. ]. 
2 iv. 3, § 13 (382 x) [vol. ii. p. 26, 1. 15 et seg.]. taor 5é ode 

éxovoat odTe Teupbeioa, ot ye Td éxoUotov To.oUTOY ws mpoehéobat, 

GNAG ws TO WHdGY KaTa Piotr, 7} mpds yaw puoikds mpobuulas, 7) mpds 

mpdéers Ties KAA@Y ov Noylow@ Kivovmervat. 
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“TI do not will otherwise.” Her act, as Plotinus him- 

self remarks, may also be said to be neither free nor 

determined.! 

In this coincidence of freedom and _ necessity 

Plotinus apparently believes that he has found a 

clue to the solution of the difficulty. In a similar 

manner that diversion of the attention from the 

whole to the part, in which the soul’s descent into 

the body and her sin consist, might be regarded as 

both necessitated by the nature of the emanative 

process, and at the same time a free act for which 

the soul is responsible. In this way moral evil could 

be fitted into and inter-connected with the world- 

process, and yet not attributed to it. 

“There is,” Plotinus argues, “no inconsistency 

in speaking as Plato does both of a ‘sowing’ into’ 

the process of generation ? and of a descent for the 

purpose of perfecting the all,? and of just punish- 

ment‘ and the cave,> and both of freedom 

and of necessity ® (since necessity in truth includes 

freedom), and of the soul being in evil while in 

the body.’ Nor is there any contradiction . . . in 

the doctrine of Empedocles of a flight from God and 

a wandering, or of sin upon which punishment comes, 

nor in the teaching of Heracleitus of a rest in flight, 

nor generally in the idea that the descent is both 

1 iv. 3, § 13 (382 £) [vol. ii. p. 26, 1. 13 et seq.]. 
2 Timaeus, 71 ©, 72 D. 

3 Timaeus, 30. 4 Phaedrus, 247. 

5 Rep. vii. 514. 6 Timaeus, 47 p48 a. 
7 Phaedrus, 246 ; Phaedo, 62. 
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voluntary and involuntary. For everything that 

degenerates does so involuntarily. Yet since it 

degenerates of its own proper motion, the inferiority 

which results is said to be punishment for the act.” * 

The fallacy in the argument must be obvious, 

also the confusion of the naturalistic and the 

mystic points of view upon which it rests. Granted, 

as we may be quite willing to do, that the procession 

of the body from the soul, or, if one prefer, the descent 

of the soul into the body, may be described without 

contradiction as both free and determined, or as 

neither, such an admission is only possible on the 

assumption that the procession or descent involves 

no fall into sin or imperfection, unless in truth the 

whole purpose of our theodicy is to be stultified. 

The soul, in obedience to the law of emanation, must 

send forth a physical body from herself; at the same 

time, freely, (that is, under no outer compulsion) but 

as the expression of her proper nature and purpose 

she wills to send it forth. But if that emanation be 

a fall, then either she must fall, or she falls of her 

own free will. If she must fall there is no moral 

responsibility. Not she, but the emanative process, 

1 iv. 8, § 5 (473) [vol. ii. p. 148, 1. 22 e¢ seqg.]. 5. od rolvw dia- 
gwvel dddjros H Te els yéverw oropa H Te els Teelwow KdO0d0s TOD 

mavrTos, } Te dlkyn 7b Te omHAQLOY, TE avdyKn Th TE ExovoLov, érelmep 

éyer 7d éxovorov 4 avdyxn, Kal Td év Kaxk@ TY owpart elvac* odd 7 

"Euredoxdéous puyh ard rod Geod Kal wrdvn 005’ 4 dyapria, ed’ 7 

9 Sixn, ob5’ 4 ‘Hpaxdelrov dvdravia év TH pvyf, 000’ ddws 7d Exovorov 

rhs Kabddov Kal 7d dxovo.ov av, wav pev yap lov émi 7d xelpov 

dxotcvov, popa ye phy olxeta lov mdoxov Ta xelpw exew Néyerar Thy 

ép’ ois érpate Sixny. 

Y 
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and ultimately either God or Matter, is to blame. 

On the other hand, if she fall of her own free 

will, all the old difficulties recur. Freedom is self- 

determination. But the soul can only determine 

herself to the good. Because of her proper per- 

fection she of herself cannot attend to, or interest 

herself in, anything but the universal and the in- 

telligible. Neither the necessity, then, that governs 

the process of emanation, i.e. the necessity that 

perfection shall overflow, nor the freedom of self- 

legislation, can explain a descent into the body 

which is a fall and a fault. We are in a cul-de-sac. 

But Plotinus, it seems, looked at the matter with 

both the naturalistic and the mystic eye wide open. 

The act whereby the soul created or descended into. 

the body could be described as both necessary and 

free. ‘The naturalistic eye told him that this descent 

need of itself involve no fall or sin, but only the 

display of a new kind or degree of perfection. ‘The 

mystic eye on the other hand assured him that it did 

involve a fall and a deterioration. With one eye he 

saw a descent of the soul for the purpose of perfect- 

ing the whole, sent by God to enlighten and give 

being to what was beneath her, maintaining in her 

~.downward flight the Heracleitean dvdravAa; with 

the other, the soul descending to expiate her fault 

of separation, fleeing and wandering far from God, 

plunged in evil while in the body. And since the 

descent might be regarded as both determined and 

free, Plotinus could invoke its necessity ad majorem 
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Dei gloriam, to show that the One, though there be 

many stages between, is still the cause of the soul’s 

descent, so far as it is necessitated by, and displays 

the superabundance of, the soul’s perfection; its | 

freedom also ad majorem Dei gloriam, to show how 

the One is not responsible for her descent so far as 

it implies fault and fall. Some such confusion of 

the meaning and application of terms is probably 

responsible for the contradiction. 

Plotinus then is satisfied with his attempt to 

derive the existence of Matter from the One without 

making the One responsible for its value. He 

believes, in a word, that he has achieved an ethical 

monism. What are we to say to his claim ? 

We must deny it, I think, and hold that he has 

not made good his point. Apart from his particular 

failure to explain how the descent of the soul into 

the body can be regarded as both innocent and 

guilty, determined and free, and how the fact of 

sin can be viewed as part and product of a world- 

order, which is still neither responsible for nor 

contaminated by its value, his whole method of 

deducing the imperfect from the perfect is open to 

suspicion. We cannot but doubt the success both 

of his endeavour to involve Evil as a matter of logical 

necessity in the process of emanation, and of his 

attempt ultimately to derive its substance from the 

substance of the One. His failure would seem to 

lie in an imperfect understanding of the implications 

of the analogy, upon which he relies. As the odour 
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goes forth from the scented substance, as heat is 

spread abroad from the fire, as light shines out from 

the sun, even so the universe emanates from God. 

And as the odour by reason of its very exhalation 

and of its own nature, as it were, weakens and dies 

into scentless air, as the heat and the light seem, 

incidentally to the conditions of an existence separate 

from their source and of their own selves, to dissi- 

pate, and grow cool, and fade, degree by degree and 

shade by shade, till at length they reach utter cold 

and darkness ;—so, Plotinus thinks, the outpoured 

world, just because of its emanation, must gradually 

dwindle in its measure of Being until it has shrunk 

to nothingness. Cre 

But now, as a matter of fact, neither odour nor. 

heat nor light fades by any inner necessity of 

its nature, but each is dissipated by the agency. 

of principles other than itself. The perfume 

loses its strength as it proceeds from its source, 

because the molecules that compose its exhalation 

are separated by the air. Heat cools, and light 

darkens because they are diffused throughout space. 

The explanation of their diminution is to be found 

neither in their own natures as such, nor yet in the 

nature of the centre from which they proceed, but 

must be referred to another factor. Given but a 

single force overflowing from its source with nothing 

to oppose or dissipate it, and that force would 

forever express the full strength of its origin without 

any diminution. Given, we might say to Plotinus, 
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your One, and nothing but the One in the beginning, 

with no opposing principle of dissipation, the world 

poured out from it would in every part and at all 

distances express the full measure of its excellence, 

just as were light and heat not of necessity dissi- 

pated-by space, the outermost ramparts of the world 

would flame with the same intensity as the core 

of the central sun. 
In the attempt to derive Matter substantially from_ 

the One, the same failure occurs. Matter is called | 

7d éxxarov, the last, the limit, beyond which emana- 

tion cannot proceed. But darkness is not a minimum, _~ 

_but an absence of light. Pure Matter is not a mini- 

mum, but an absence of Being. Matter exists only 

where and in what degree Being has ceased to be. 

When Being has altogether disappeared we have pure 

Matter. But the last degree of Being does not 

radiate Not-being from itself in the same way that it 

was radiated from the degree above. It does not 

produce Not-being by its death ; just as light does not 

produce darkness by going out. The diminution | 

of light and the production of darkness have a | 

common cause. But that cause lies not in the | 
nature of light. In the same way the negation of 

Being and the increase of Not-being have a common } 

principle. But that principle does not lie in Being, \ 

but in something that hinders and tiwarts its 

realization of its proper nature. me 

The analogy, then, will not hold. There is nothing 

in the nature of light or in the emanation of light 
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which of itself necessitates or gives rise to darkness. 

_ Darkness requires a separate and opposed principle 

- of its own. Plotinus is involved in dualism by the 

implications of his own figure. Monistic analogies, 

indeed, were not lacking to him. He might have 

thought of the emanation of the world as a stream 

flowing in an impervious and frictionless channel, 

undiminished by evaporation, falling, if you like, 

from level to level. But such an analogy would 

give no support to the contention that there is_a 

diminution in degree as well as a change in kind of 

perfection. For at every point the stream would be 

found to have all the volume and velocity of its 

source. It would flow down its channel even as 

we might fancy the whole sun projecting itself down 

a column of ether of its own diameter laid out 

through the absolute void, undiminished in tempera- 

ture and brilliance to the end. 

We have played long enough with analogies. 

Still, our indulgence in them may have served to 

awaken one significant suspicion in our minds. We 

may well wonder whether any that Plotinus might 

have chosen to illustrate his monism would not, 

upon analysis, have been found altogether to pre- 

clude his doctrine of degrees either of perfection 

or imperfection, and the possibility of Evil; and 

whether any which had sought to figure a derivation 

of Evil from the Good, of imperfection from the 

perfect, would not, in spite of monistic appearances, 

have involved an inevitable dualism. 
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With the collapse of the great Plotinian analogy, 

all the effort to deduce the imperfect from the perfect 

which it seemed to encourage and validate comes 

equally to naught. For, whatever we may think of 

the possibility of such a deduction in general (and 

my own scepticism with respect to it I have already 

abundantly expressed), Plotinus’s theory of emanation 

fails to accomplish it. It is no more in the nature 

of Being to dwindle unaided into Not-being than it 

is in the nature of heat to become cold. Perfection 

can no more account for its own diminution, than 

light can contain within itself the reason why it fades. 

An emanation from the perfect: would, if unimpeded, 

preserve all the excellence of its origin. Any world 

it might create would, it is true, be indistinguishable 

from God in value, but at the same time an appeal 

to the principle of the identity of indiscernibles 

would be beside the point. It might still be a 

different fact from God. Or rather it and God 

would have become parts of an infinitely rich and 

varied world between whose different elements no 

comparisons of better or worse could be made,—of 

a divine world in other words, in which there was 

nothing that was not godlike, and all things were 

gods, and God was all in all. 

But the original perfection of such an experience 

could not account for its vitiation by differences 

of values between its parts. Nor could we find 

any reason for any diminution in the excellence of 

the world by calling it an overflow from the perfect, 
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and therefore of less content than its source. 'There 

would, perhaps, be less of it, but what there was _ 

would be no less good. It might not contain as 

many kinds of perfection, but each kind would be 

absolutely perfect and self-sufficient. The water 

which runs over from the fountain is no less clear 

and pure and good to drink than that which stirs in 

its depths. So far, then, as Plotinus has in mind 

—— ————— 

-such~an-argument, he is confusing quantitative with... 

qualitative measure. There is no necessary connection 
rer tl ore oni 

between the mere size of a world and its goodness. 

We conclude that the perfect cannot be conceived 

as producing what is less perfect qua less perfect. 

In it no raison @étre can be found for anything other 

than itself. If there be a diminution of the Good 

such as Plotinus imagines, the fact that as the Good 

goes forth it grows less good, can be explained only 

by the friction of another principle for the existence 

_, of which the Good cannot account. In fine, Plotinus 

Y does not achieve his purpose. The Sedrepos Adyos 

of the Neo-Pythagoreans is not harmonized with 

and reduced to their dvwrdtw Adyos. Plotinus is 

a dualist in spite of himself. 

i 

Our study of the Plotinian theodicy is now 

complete. We have only, in bringing the discussion 

to an end, to cast a last rapid glance back over the 

ground we have traversed, and to try to see as 

a whole the nature and significance of our subject. 

eee 
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Plotinus succeeds to two traditions or points of 

view (the naturalistic and mystic), which were left 

him, with years of accumulation and development 

between, by Plato. This is the key to a proper 

understanding of his treatment of his problem. 

On the one hand he inherits the Hellenic belief 

and joy in natural goods, a belief ever found in 

practice if not in theory, partially expressed in the 

ethics of Plato and Aristotle, and over-reaching itself 

and complicated with an ascetic morality in the 

metaphysical system of the Stoics. On the other 

hand, all the fruits of a mysticism and dualism 

latent in Plato and Aristotle, strong in certain 

cults of the popular religion, and ripened in 

the later Neo-Pythagorean and Neo-Platonic move- 

ment—the hatred of matter, the scorn of the world, 

the contempt of the body, the despair of reason, the 

yearning after the infinite and ineffable where alone 

the soul can find peace and its true beloved—these 

were all his. 

Thus we find him on the one hand combating 

the Epicurean mechanicalism and the Gnostic pessi- 

mism with a doctrine of the essential goodness of 

the world. To defend and prove his point he 

brings the whole Stoic panoply into play. The 
world is a perfect whole. To its perfection all 

things contribute after their kinds. 'Taken separately 

its parts may seem imperfect, but seen in relation to 

the totality of the system in which they are factors 

they are seen to have their place and justification. 
: 

ae 
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What we call Evil is like the shadow in the picture, 

the villain in the play. Its presence enhances the 

perfection of the whole, acting as a foil and stimulus 

and occasion for the display of virtue, and as a 

contrast to the Good. And along with this utilization 

of the Stoic argument goes the almost Pyrrhonic 

contention that distinctions of better and worse are 

but superficial and relative, and that one thing has 

as much right to exist as another. 

At the same time we find Plotinus referring Evil 

to Matter, which, described in terms of Plato and 

Aristotle, as “not-being,” “ the other,” “potentiality,” 

etc., he sets in dualistic fashion over against the 

Good. Between these opposites he interpolates, as 

do Philo and Numenius, a hierarchy of stages—Mind 

and Soul and the Universe. God he “conceives 

mystically as beyond all possible definitions and 

determinations, super - essential, super-existential, 

super-rational, super-everything. And the sovereign 

good of moral action he finds to consist in an ecstatic 

union of the soul with the godhead, to be attained 

only by a renunciation of the body and the world, 

and a meditative concentration of the soul within 

herself. 

An attempt to reconcile these two tendencies is 

made in the metaphysical theory of emanation. 

The universe overflows from the godhead as light 

shines forth from the sun, and lapses from one 

degree of fulness of being to another till it is spent 

in nothingness. In the light of such a theory of 
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creation, Plotinus thinks that we may be both 

naturalistic and mystic, monist and dualist, at the 

same time. We may hold that everything in the 

universe_is perfect after its kind, and yet that one 

kind_is_ not so perfect as as another. Similarly while 

we grant its due measure of excellence to the uni- 

verse, and are to rejoice in its beauty and perfection, 

there are glories far brighter and forms of experience 

far more perfect than the glory and experience 

of this world. 'To them we should seek to rise, 

finding in natural goods and beauties, in true 

Platonic fashion, _merely..the adumbrations of a 

transcendent perfection. Finally, as we have so 

lately seen that it needs no review, Plotinus finds in 

his theory of emanation a device for bringing his 

opposite principles together and for overcoming the 

dualism of Spirit and Matter. He shows how Matter 

may be involved in and created by the procession of 

Spirit from its source, and so ultimately related to 

the One without thereby involving the process in 

imperfection or making God the cause of Evil. 

The achievement of either of these ends we were 

forced to deny. _By no device can the distinction _ 7 

between kinds of perfection be made interchangeable 

with deg degrees thereof; nor can any process of oe 

emanation by any logical necessity be made to 

involve a progressive diminution of its own content 

or to imply a final cessation of itself in not-being. 

The result is that everywhere throughout the 

Plotinian system the unhealed breach between the 
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two tendencies of thought confronts us. One seems 

always to be dealing, not with a single, but with 

two separate philosophies, between which Plotinus 

is continually vacillating with baffling and _ tireless 

celerity. Or, to change the figure, Plotinus’s philo- 

| sophy is like a flask of oil and water in which 

the two liquids, though they cannot by nature mix, 

_ have been shaken into complete inter-penetration. 

His method consists-in-merely continuing ‘to shake~ 

them in such wise that there is never a drop of oil — 

without a corresponding drop of water to wash it 

off, or a drop of water without a drop of oil to keep 

_ one dry from it. 

Two fundamental fallacies‘arise-from this double 

point of view. First, there is the confusion of | 

degrees of imperfection with kinds of perfection ; 

the contention, that is, that perfection can be 

intrinsically more or less perfect. The conse- 

quences of this fallacy we have had occasion to 

note again and again. There is scarcely a self- 

contradiction in the theodicy which is not referable 

to it. Secondly, there is the fatal analogy of the 

substance and its perfume, the fire and its heat, the 

sun and its light, upon which Plotinus relies to 

illustrate the relation of God to the world. As we 

have seen, it will not hold. ‘To appeal to any of 

these similes in order to explain how the world 

proceeds from God, is to imply precisely that which 

they were designed to overcome, namely, a thoroughly 

dualistic theory of creation. 
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Our final judgment, then, upon the Plotinian 

theodicy must be that, ingenious and profound as 

is its argument, and eloquent and splendid as is its 

pleading, it has failed to establish its case. It 

has neither removed the “ doubts concerning universal 

providence” of the opening lines of the first chapter, 

nor refuted the theory of an evil Creator. It has 

shown rather that if Providence be regarded as 

universal, the Creator must of logical necessity be 

conceived as evil. For, once more, the divine will, 

if unopposed, and the divine power, if unlimited, are 

alone responsible for the evil in the world. If things 

have but a single source, in that source, and nowhere 
—— 

else, lies the explanation of their imperfection.« By 

rejecting dualism and seeking to derive Matter from 

the One, Plotinus defeats his own purpose, and refers 

Evil to the One as its ground and cause. Like so 

many saints and sages who have dealt with our 

problem, he comes out by the same door wherein he 

went. His theodicy ends in the dilemma from which 

it started. Either God is not justified or Evil is not 

explained. 
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